
Grades: Points will be awarded for class activities as follows:

Activity
Points

Software evaluation (lab)
50Word-processing project (lab)
50

CAI-integration project (lab)
100.other lab projects of choice
100

.Mid-term exam
50Final exam (not cumulative)
50Quiz on computer terms
40Class participation
10

TOTAL 450

You may complete additional lab projects for "extra-credit" points. Grades wil/be awarded as follows:

405 to 450 or more points -- A
360 to 404,points

IS

315 to 359 points C
314 to 270 points D
269 points and below -- E

81
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Introduction

When I first began working for Project RETOOL in 1983,
instiactlon in special education technology at colleges and
universities was sporadic, at best. The universities that did offer
training in technology tended to focus on computer literacy, which
was interpreted as the learning of computer languages such as BASIC
and Logo. We have come a long way since then. Colleges of all sizes
are now offering stand-alone courses in special education technology,
and they are infusing technology applications into other special
education courses. The- focus now is on the computer as a tool for
instruction, management, communication, and personal productivity.

The goal of the Project RETOOL Roundtable on Special Education
Technology is to examine some of the lessons we have learned about
the ways we train special education teachers in technology and to use
that information to plan for the future. The following activities
are designed to help us attain that goal:

Representatives of large, medium, and small institutions of
higher education will describe their technolog/ training
programs and will share some of their "lessons learned".

Presenters and participants will discuss factors that facilitate
or inhibit the implementation of special education technology
programs.

Presenters and participants will develop a list of
recommendations for teacher educators who are charged with the
development or revision of special education technology teacher
training programs.

Presenters and participants will share information regarding
programs of study, course syllabi, training materials, and other
related materials.

Participants will preview a prototype of a training module that
teacher educators can use to develop materials on technology
that can be used in non-technology courses.

Preparing for the roundtable has been hectic but fun. The
process has been greatly facilitated by the cooperative efforts of
the teacher educators who have contributed materials to the notebook.
It was especially rewarding to receive materials from several
professors who are unable to attend the July meeting but are very
interested in outcome of the roundtable. To everyone who has devoted
time and energy to the project, I offer a heartfelt thank you.

Elizabeth McClellan Byrom
Project Director



Project RETOOL Roundtable on
Technology in the Higher Education Curriculum

Reston, Virginia
July 16-17, 1987

Thursday Morning

I. Introductions

II. Presentations

Discussion leaders will present overviews of their respective
technology training programs:

A. Edward Blackhurst - University of Kentucky
Ted S. Hasselbring - Peabody College of Vanderbilt

University
Barbara Reeves - Ohio University
Linda O'Dminell - University of Missouri, Kansas City
David Slade - Johnson State College
James Skouge - California State University,

Bakersfield

=III. Lessons Learned

In this question and answer session, presenters and
participants will discuss aspects of their programs that work
and those that do not.

Thursday Afternoon

III. Planning a Special Education Technology Program

Presenters will lead small group discussions of the following
questions:

How should colleges and universities determine
whether they need a special education
technology program?

What basic assumptions underlie the incorporation
of technology training into the higher
education curriculum?

What are reasonable goals for special education
technology programs?

How can schools-choose the most appropriate program
model?

How should teacher educators determine course
content?

How can professors of special education technology
win support of colleagu.s and
administrators?



How can teacher educators acquire financial support
for their technology training programs?

How should program planners decide which brands of
hardware and software to purchase?

How can program planners integrate technology into an
already crowded curriculum?

Who should teach special education technology?
How can technology courses interface with other

special education courses?
How should technology training programs be

evaluated?
Other questions

Small groups present findings to the large group for
discussion.

Friday Morning

IV. Recommendations

Based on answers to the questions, presenters and
participants will work in small groups to draft a list of
recommendations that will help colleges and universities plantechnology training programs in the future.

Large group discussion.

Friday Afternoon

V. Materials

Ed Blackhurst will present a prototype of training materials
that teacher educators can use to infuse technology training
into nontechnology courses.

Presenters and participants will briefly describe materials
they use in their courses. Everyone will have an opportunity
to look over the materials.

7



Roundtable Participants and Notebook Contributors

Mary Male
San Jose State University
1 Washington Square
San Jose, CA 95192

James Skouge
California State University-Bakersfield
9001 Stockdale Parkway
Bakersfield, CA 93311

Robert Gilmore
400 Maryland Ave. SW
Switzer Bldg. 3511-2313 Room 4627
Washington, DC 20202

Martin R.-Noretsky
Gallaudet University
800-Florida Ave NE
Washington, DC 20002-

'Norman Howe
U. S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Ave.
Washington, DC 20202

Janet Lerner
Northeastern Illinois University
823 Ingleside Place
Evanston, IL 60201

Cindy Okolo
-University of Illinois at Chicago
College of Education Box 4348 M/C 147
Chicago, IL 60680

A. Edward Blackhurst
229 Taylor Education Building
University of Kentucky
Lexington, KY 40506

_ Sandra-Miller-Jacobs
Department of Special Education
Fitchburg State College
Fitchburg, MA 02173

Charles MacArthur
Department of Special Education
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742
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Dianne Tobin
The Johns Hopkins University
9366 Mellenbrook Road
Columbia, MD 21045

Marion Panyan
Center for Technology in Human Disabilities
2301 Argonne Dr.
Baltimore MD 21218

Alonzo Hannaford
Department of Special Education
Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, MI 49008

Deb Small
Department of Special Education
Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, MI 49008

Linda O'Donnell
University of Missouri -Kansas City
5100 Rockhill Rd.
Kansas City, MO 64110

Bertram Coppock
School of Education & Human Development
Fayetteville State University
Fayetteville, -NC 28301

Ruth C. West
Department of Education
Monmouth College
West Long Branch, NJ 07764

Richard L. Swanby
Trenton State College
Millwood Lakes CN500
Trenton-, NJ 08625

-Joel Mittler
School of Education
C.W. Post Campus, Long Island University
Brookville, NY 11548

Sharon Cramer
State University College at Buffalo
1300 Elmwood Ave
Buffalo, NY 14222

David Cartmell
IBM, 43H Flash 438
Neighborhood Rd.
Kingston, NY 12401
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Patricia Edwards
University of Akron
119 Carroll Hall
Akron, OH 44325

Dale Coons
University of Akron
119 Carroll Hall
Akron, OH 44325

Barbara Reeves
McCracken Hall
Ohio University
Athens, OH 45701

Deborah Nickles
Special Education
West Chester University
West Chester, PA 19383

Richard Strayer
Instructional Media
West Chester University
West Chester,-PA 19383

G. Phillip Cartwright
124 Moore Building
Penn State University
University Park PA 16802

James Tawney
223 Moore Building
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802

Frances C. Welch
College of Charleston
Charleston, SC 29424

Michael Hannum
--Department of Special Services Education
University of Tennessee
Knoxville, TN 37996

Ted S. Hasselbring
Peabody College of Vanderbilt University
Box 328 PCVU
Nashville, TN 37023

Sandra Haven
Lamar University
_513 Donna Court
_Port Neches, TX 77651

Elizabeth McClellan Byrom
The Council for Exceptional Children
1920 Association Dr.
Reston, VA 22091



Kathy Balsamo
The Council for Exceptional Child:en
1920 Association Dr.
Reston, VA 22091

Michael Uhlmann
George Mason University
4400 University Dr.
Fairfax, VA 22031

Nancy Fones
Mindscape, Suite 115-333
1350 Beverly Rd.
McLean, VA 22101

David Slade
Department of Special Education
Johnson State College
Johnson, VT 05656

Patricia Millman
Department of Special Education
Fairmont State University
Fairmont, WV 26554
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Recommendations for Establishing or Revising a
Special Education Technology Training Program

The following questions and answers represent the thinking and
experience of the thirty teacher educators who participated in
Project RETOOL's Roundtable on Special Education Technology in the
Higher Education Curriculum. These particular questions were
selected because they represent the major components of educational
programs: need, assumptions, goals, program model, content, support
systems, finances, resources, materials, integration, personnel,
evaluation, and accessibility.

The list of recommendations was designed to be inclusive rather
than exclusive. Because some recommendations will naturally work
better in some colleges than in others, the reader is encouraged to
look through the list: and select those recommendations that are most
likely to be applicable to their particular school. It might also
help the reader to know that the recommendations are not in order of
priority.

In several places throughout the document, mention is made of The
Council for Exceptional Childrdn's policy statement on technology..
The statement is as follows:

The Council-for Exceptional Children recognizes that the
appropriate application and modification of present and futura
technologies can improve the education of exceptional persons.

_ CEC believes in equal access to technology and supports equal
educational opportunities for technology utilization by all
individuals. Present technologies include electronic tools,
devices, media, and techniques such as (a) computers and
microprocessors, (b) radio, television, and videodisc systems,
(c) information and communication systems, (d) robotics, and (e)

-assistive and prosthetic equipment and techniques. The Council
believes in exploring and stimulating the utilization of these
technologies in school, at home, at work, and in the community.

CEC encourages the development of produrA standards and consumer
education that will lead to the approprit4te and efficient
matching of technological applications to individual and local
conditions. CEC recognizes the need co cianmunicate market needs
and market expectations to decision makers in business, industry,
and government.

CEC supports the continuous education of professionals who serve
exceptional individuals, through (a) collection and dissemination
of state-of-the-art information, (b) professional development,
and (c) professional preparation of personnel to perform
educational and other services for the benefit of exceptional
individuals.

12



1. How should colleges and universities determine whether they reda special education
technology program?

Assume that all special education programs need integratedtechnology programs. (See CEC Policy Statement on Technology).For any institution of higher education (IHE), it is necessary toidentify legal, certification, and political forces that haveimplications for program needs.

Review state and national standards.

Review empirical data from existing studies of national, state,and local needs.

Conduct an institutional needs assessment and, if necessary, astate needs assessment. Identify existing and potentialresources within the institution, the community, and the state.Examine redundancy and omissions.

2. What batic assumptions underlie the incorporation of technologytraining into the higher education curriculum?

Technology empowers-people with disabilities. It facilitates andenhances their normalizatIon and integration into society.

All-students have a right to equal access to technology use andinstruction.

Teachers can learn how to use technology, and IBEs can prepareteachers in this area. Teachers can impl'ment training as anintegral part of their work with students.
a Technology training programs should be grounded in empiricalevidence showing that technology has a positive impact onteaching and learning.

IHEs should prepare teachers to meet present cnd future societaltechnology needs.

Technology training should fit into the existing IHE structure.
Resources must be provided to support the implementation oftechnology in IHE programs.

Technology is here to stay.

N.B. The CEC Policy Statement on Technology in Special Educationpresents basic assumptions about the benefits of technologyfor handicapped individuals and the need to train educatorsto become-effective technology users.

13



3. what are reasonable goals for special education technology
training programs?

Before determining goals for a special education technology
training program, planners should analyze various jobs in special
education to differentiate required technology skills and
competencies, e.g., for post-doctoral training, researchers,
teacher educators, technology coordinators, special education
teachers in resource rooms, and special education teachers in
self-contained classrooms. Program goals should be linked to
these skills and competencies.

Program planners should also identify technology competencies
that are specific to special education as well as those common to
regular education; planners should develop goals accordingly.
They should make use of goals developed by model programs.

Sample Goals:

Train professionals to use technology to improve the lives of
handicapped individuals.

Prepare teachers to use current technology and to continue to
learn to use new technology.

Technology support personnel should be able to provide technology
troubleshooting, training, consultation, and support.

4. Now can colleges and universities choose the most appropriate
program model?

Conduct a self-study to determine needs and resources.

See that the program model flows naturally and logically from
program-goals.

Survey and sythesize existing models, including those outside
special education.

Consider cooperative efforts with other departments,
institutions, and local education agencies.

Consider the market, mission, mandates, resources, and political
forces in the immediate as well as long range future.

I 4



5. How should teacher educators determine course content?

Technology course content should lead graduates to develop arange of competencies, including the following:

use technology as a tool to achieve personal and proftssionalgoals.

match students' learning needs and styles with
characteristics and capabilities of hardware, software, andperipherals.

integrate technology into the special education curriculum.

teach students to use technology as a personal andeducational tool.

ensure equal access to technology (gender, economic status,ethnic background).

evaluate the effectiveness of technology applications inenhancing student learning and communication.

Analyze existing courses to determine overlaps, omissions, andsequence of courses.

Use the :Ame-methods for determining technology related coursecontent as faculty use to determine content for other courses.

Examine CEC/RETOOL prototype material.

6. How can professWrs of special education technology win support ofcolleagues and administrators?

Be a role model by demonstrating effective practices. Serve as aconsultant and support person for novice computer users. Do notuse undue pressure.

Identify key people (stake holders and gate keepers), and bringthem to the planning table. Develop a realistic plan.

Plan and implement a faculty and staff development program.

Show results. Present research findings on the effectiveness oftechnology. Follow-up successful graduates, and share thepositive reactions of employer:: and colleagues. Obtain funding.

Explore program possibilities with many specialists andcolleagues.

15



Determine how decisions are made within the college, and work
within the system.

OR

Develop a program, implement it, and then get formal approval.

7. How can teacher educators acquire financial support for their
technology training programs?

Become informed about sources of funding, including the
following: a) federal, state, private, and industry grants, b)
lotteries, and c) foundations.

Become a grant proposal reviewer to become sensitive to
effective grant preparation strategies.

Check the RFP bulletin board on SpecialNet.

Check the ASHA Research Bulletin Board on SpecialNet.

Ask informed sources, e.g., parent groups, associations.

Become informed about the college's budget process. Join budget
committees.

Establish a computer user fee. Use the proceeds to support the
technology training program and facilities. Show that technology
training is cost effective.

Seek cooperative agreements with technology corporations, e.g.,
discounts on hardware purchases.

Bargain within the institution and with local industries and
professional organizations. Seek surplus equipment unless it is
obsolete.

Work with student organizations to conduct fund raisers.

S. How should program planners decide which brands of hardware and
software to purchase?

Hardware and software should have the functions and capabilities
required 1'41 meet the goals of the program. Buy machines with the
maximum potential for expansion and long term use.

Let software drive the purchase of hardware.

Require product support after purchase.

Look for a package deal.

16



For instruction, use the same computers that are available in
area schools.

Keep in mind the needs of community groups in making decisions.

Expose students to several computer brands and models, including
state-of-the-art machines,

Identify brands the State Department of Education recommends and
will pay for.

Review research on effective computer usage.

Compare reviews in periodicals.

For software:

Identify the purposes and functions.

Examine reviews.

Check data bases of software, e.g., CEC's Center for Special
Education Technology.

Preview software.

Explore site licensing.

Insist that software be free of bias related to gender,
ethnicity, culture, and handicapping condition.

Have a team of new product reviewers.

9. How can program planners integrate technology into the existing
curriculum?

Look at the college's goals for special education, and examine
ways technology can be used to meet those goals.

Examine the current curriculum. Decide whether changes are
needed. Is the curriculum crowded? Is some content obsolete?
Does some content belong in other areas? Can courses be
combined? Can technology related entry level skills be treated
as prerequisites.

Define the scope and sequence of technology related topics.

Collaborate with faculty from other units to increase efficiency.
Try team teaching. Share resources. Make joint presentations at
conferences.

Develop modules to infuse technology into existing special
education courses.

17



Use technology routinely in the teaching process as an
instructional tool. See where current instructional activities
can be enhanced by technology, e.g., using computers to write
IEPar lesson plans, research papers).

Provide faculty incentives for planning.

10. Who should teach special education technology?

Match programmatic needs with the skills of the faculty.

Establish a staff development program to build faculty skills and
competencies Jo they can use technology in their courses.

For technology courses select competent trainers, as opposed to
.those who can and will teach the courses. Be wary of computer
science faculty or those with a "techie" orientation who may -not
understand teaching or technology applications for handicapped

.

children.

Professors should be both content area experts in special
education as well as competent compuer users.

In the absence of trained faculty, use parttime practitioners
who are applying technology,- e.g., classroom teachers.

Professors should be sensitive to and trained in meeting the
needs of culturally diverse handicapped learners.

11. Sow should technology training programs be evaluated?

Develop a longrange evaluation plan as the'program is being
developed. Include formative and summative evaluation
_strategies.

Adopt or adapt evaluation models and methods used in other
programs. Identify the variables that are particularly relevant
for technology use.

Identify the evaluation questions. For example: Were the goals
met? Does the program have an effect on graduates and
handicapped children?

Let the evaluation questions dictate the types of data to be
collected. Include qualitative and quantitative information.-

Measure identified competencies as the program evolves.

Neep empirical data on the program.
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Continue to consider ethical responsibilities in technology
training.

Examine the program's effectiveness in meeting the needs of
racially and cultuailly diverse handicapped populations generally
underserved or not served.

Use the evaluation data to revise the curriculum and procedures.

Conduct a long term follow-up study of graduates and their
employers.

12. H04 can equal access to technology training programs be
guaranteed for traditionally underrepresented groups?

Eniure that persons representing different ethnic and racial
groups, genders, SES, and handicapping conditions have access to
technology, are trained to use it, and can serve as role models
and educators among members of the groups they represent.

Promcite-awareness that technology issues come under the rubric of
due process, access, and fair treatment. In technology courses, D
address equity issues,e.g., aeeess, opportunity, rights.

Intensify efforts to provide access to hardware and software to
at-risk populations. Explore various alternatives for loaning
technology to low income students.

Conduct research to see how barriers to technology use have been
reduced in other populations to see if there are lessons that can
be applied to people from culturally different environments.

Review research on technology use and variables related to
diverse populations, e.g., socioeconomic status, ethnicity, race.
Identify software and related technologies that have particular
relevance and effectiveness for culturally diverse students.

Identify learner characteristics of culturally diverse students
that have implications for technology use.
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CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY - BAKERSFIELD

James Skouge
California State University-Bakersfield
9001 Stockdale Parkway
Bakersfield, CA 93311

Phone: 805-833-2182

SpecialNet: CACSB

Number of special education students:

Undergraduate: Graduate: 75

Program Description:

Faculty at CSB have developed a five year plan aimed at
upgrading faculty skills and improving hardware and
software resources. The School of Education offers
several courses on technology applications, including
special education applications

22



Cal State Bakersfield
Program Description

The special education program at Cal state Bakersfield
consists of three graduate-level training strands:(1) the
Learning Handicapped Credential: (2) the Resource Specialist
Certificate; and (3% the Master's Degree. The Learning
Handicapped credential prepares teachers for special -day
classes, We award approximatel 15-20 LH credentials
hnnuall., The Resource Specialist Certificate prepares
teachers for special education pull-out programs. We award

approximately 2(-25 SP certificates biannually. Finally,
aproximattly 8-10 students earn the Master's Degree
annually. Approximately 25 of our current LH credential
candidates are bilingual teachers pursuing the credential on
federal scholarships. This grant is in response to a
critical regional snortage of bilingual. special education
teachrrs, We have no undergraduate training program at Cal
State Bakersfield.

The reader is referred to the attached lavender cycling
sheet for a course-by-course summary of the program.



1987-88 Advising Sheet and Schedule

M.A. /SPECIAL. EDUCATION, GENERAL
LEARNING HANDICAPPED SPECIALIST CPEDENT1AL

PREREQUISITES
A Valid Teaching Credential
ED-SP 501 Intro. to Educ. of Exceptional Children and Youth
ED-SP 542.002 -Observation in Special Education

CORE (Minimum 6 quarter units)
ED-RS 680.001 Educational Statistics
ED-RS 680.002 Research De Sign I Analysis in Education

CONCENTRATION (Minimum of 34 quarter units)
ED-SP 505 Applied Behavior Analysis in Special and

Remedial Education Classes
ED-SP 507 Education of the Emotionally Disturbed
6.0-SP 508 Dev. Assessment of Sensonniotor, Perceptual I

Cognitive Skills for,Except. Children
ED-SP 550 Methods of Reading k Mathematics Instruction

for Special Education Students (Prerequisites: mut
subj. crod. read/math meth.. ED-SP 505. ED-SP 506},._

ED-SP 621 Counseling Exceptional Children I Their Parents
(Prerequisite ED-SP 505 or its equivalent)

ED-SP 622 'Advanced Curriculum Development. L.H.
(Prerequisites: ED-3P 505. 507, 508.550. 621. or by
sp Au) perm isskin)

EDSP 623 Fieldwork Placement Seminar (Concurrent with or
prerequisite EDSP 622) .. ...

ED-SP 624.001 L.H. Student TeachingL.H. classroom emphasis
AND

ED-SP 624.002 L.H. Student Teaching
Mainstreaming Emphasis

OR or
ED-SP 625.010 b. Practicum--L.H.
(EDSP 625 open only to- candidates teaching on an emergency
L.H. credential)
ED-RS 670 Single Subject Research Design for Classroom

--Based Research
ED-SP 666 Research in Special Education ...

CSB Grad. Elective Course:
- (to be determined by candidate I advisor)

Electives in Special Education
EDCI 549 Oleg. b Remediation of Lrn. Prob. in Math
ED-AD 515 Administration 1 Supervision of Special Education
ED-SP 672 Self-development of Exceptional Children ..........
EDIS 699. Individual Study in Grad. Educe (Special Education)

Resource Specialist Certificate (SPED Cold. Prereq.)t
EDSP 651 RSP I Role I Legal Mandate
ED-SP 652 RSP II Diagnostic Assessment
ED-SP 653 RSP Iii Instructional Function
ED-SP 654 RSP IV Comm. Strategies/Parent Education

CULMINATING ACTIVITY Modena of the fallowing)
ED-CA 6110 Master's Thesis in Education
ED-CA 60t masters Project in Education
ED-CA 692 meows Examination in Education

REQUIRED COURSES
Units MA SC

(5) (IL 1!)
(e)(2)

3

2

5

or
10

3

3-

5

5
1-

3

6

MINIMUM UNITS REQUIRED FOR MA DEGREE I. 45
MINIMUM UNITS REQUIRED FOR SPECIALIST CREDENTIAL.. 46
NEW PROGRAM WIRING
The Special Education faculty has received Commission approve' to offer the Advanced Specialist Cradsnlal in egvanex
HANDICAPPED alerting fall quarter 1961. A Multi-Cultural-Billegual/Special Education MOON III also in ION developments1

TENTATIVE CYCLING
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I-
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1

si e
I
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Depending oftavalMbally
of Program Adelson

stage.
ti" next cycling of the ASP Certificate is in AY 1911.416. Please Ell out s *ter of Interest in We Cigarillo's Mow

oar

See Gamma Information on Sack.
soca. or soucknOti

California State College, Baltersileid-
11001 EMOIMIM MOW

EskersIleld, CA Ur MOO
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PROGRAM_PLANNING/AOVISING
AO plans for graduate programs snout(' be
coordinated with an advisor. Students select
courses with an advisor from a current
Advising Sheet. Other courses either in
Education or related academic disciplines
can be planned with the advisor's consent.
Courses taken withoutexpressed approval
of an advisor may not be accepted toward
the program. Petitions for substitutions.
waiver of requirements, or extension of the
7year limit may be obtained from an
adviscr.

ACADEMIC STANDARDS
1.4raduate degree/credentialcandidates a
governed by the academic standards fo
graduate students a! CS8. A 8-or better is
considered unconditionally passing for the

credential and/or MA in Special Educa-
tion reqUirements. Grades lower than a S-
will be individually evaluated by the whole
Special Education faculty and appropriate
additional requirements may be considered.
(See Special Education advising brochure.)
A 3.0 g.p.a. _must be maintained on all
applicable 'Work. _

TIME LIMIT FOR THE M.A.DEGREE
An MA program may not contain units over
7 years old when awarded.

MAXIMUM UNITS ALLOWED
'OR THE MA
idividual Studies 10 q.u.

Academic Supporting Studies 10 q.u.
Nonoptional CR Grades 10 q.u.
Transfer Credit 13 q.u.
(Extension units count as transfer)

UPPER DIVISION
WRITING COMPETENCY
All degroa/crodential applicants -to the
School must fulfill thit requirement before
completing 15 units. Students fulfill this
requirement bypassingone of the following:
English 304, 308.310, 410,508, History 300
(13 or better), ora test which is offered each
quarter (135 score or higher). Contact the
English Department for more information
(8334144).

CALIFORNIA BASIC EDUCATIONAL
SKILLS TEST CHEST
Anyone now- applying to the Commission
on Teachei Credentialing for the initial
issuance dm basic credential (multiaingle),
senicesaredentifil (Adm./PupilPersonnel)
or renewal of an emergency credential is
required to pass the CREST. Students
registers* theCSEI Counselingand Testing
Center (833. 2131).

This program oilers coursework leading to a Master of Arts Degree inEducation (MA) with a concentration In Special Education, General and rRyan Special Education Advanced Specialist Credential in Learning Nanocapped. In addition, CS8 has been authorized by the Commission on TeacherCredentialing to grant the Special Education Resourc,Specialist Certificate&Competence (offered on an asneeded basis), and the Ryan Special EducationAdvanced Specialist Credential in Severely Handicapped.

The experiences and courses in Special Education at CS8 are designed tofocus on elementary or secondary curriculum andinstruction forchildren withspecial needs. Courses coverboth ends of thespecisl education spectrum endwill be augmented with future offerings.

The primary orientations are toward improVementsof teaching to the "masterteacher" level, design anddevelopment of curricula, and utilization of researchin teaching. Appropriate concerns are methods, materials, plans, researchdata and procedures related to particular areas ofSpecial educationcurricula,instructions, and evaluation.

Applications are accepted during the Fail, Winterand Spring quarters. See theSpecial Education Advising Brochure for admission requirements andprocedures.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATIONCONTACT:

PROGRAM ADVISORS
June Webb, Ph.D., Program Coordinator
George Calhoun. Jr., Ph.D. Acting Chair,
Department of Special Education
James Skouge, Ed.D.
GRADUATE STUDIES IN EDUCATION
Janice Moore, Grad. Evaluation Technician
Patricia Tamara*, Department Secretary
CREDENTIALS OFFICE
Carole Harden, 13.A:, Credential Analyst
OFFICE OF THE DEAN. School of Education
FINANCIAL AIDS
FOR CATALOGS CALL GOLDEN EMPIRE SOOKSTORE

OFFICE PHONE
DDH/CC209 . 833-3046

DOH/CC216
DOH/051202

00H/013212
DOH/CC217

00H/118210
0OH/8100
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CAL:FORMA STATE COLLEGE. BAKERVIELO
SCHOCL OF EDUCATION

eiit:it Hours: -0e. 2:*0-300 Dm

COURSE DESCRIPTION

;arm 3kouge. Ed.D.
o. 400ZintMint. 0014/88 201

.Viece: 533 -2182 or 3192
Tie,:"/: 833-3055

G-ST :?O Fall 193e. 2 units)
Introduction to ,.crocomouters Apele IIE
Apple Lab (0011 K1111. :0:0(1-12:13(1! T-Th

An overview of the as "tool* uses of Apple IIg microcomputers. including the *integrated" Molt Work*

word processing. data base and soreadshest applicator's; Pictorial (artistic) and numeric graphics;

telecommunications; and a ;ereral orientation to the Macintosh. MN FC and the mainframe computers.

The course will aotress both technical skills and theoretical implications.

REQUIRED TEXT

Rathle. Linda (t9S4). Apolewcrks for EAkcitors. A 13esiinner's Wcultook. International Council for

Computers in Education: re Df.

SELECTED REQUIRED READINGS

Taft', Stephen il93i" Comouters in Education (Second Edition) The Dushkin Publishing Group, Inc.;

Sluice Dock. Guilford. CONN

COURSE OBJECTIVES

i. To introduce :he student to the oasic AcolaWorkt features to permit independent program use.

2. To expose the sludent to tne broad range of features available in an integrated three-application

package.

3. To introduce the student to oictortal (artistic) and numeric graphics applications.

4. T.: introduce the student to remote computing applications (including micro-to-mainframe. local area

eterfforXi national data bases. and electronic mail services).

rnx0 BEST COPY AVAILABLE



C-LABUS: PAGE 2 of 3
!. 1%. chi:lenge :-e s::.,Oer.; tc ar..ision :.e1 -....e <took:a:ions of .71:crccomoi-tens :n nisiher oersonai,scholarly arts orofessicnC ;lie.

6. To challenge the sz..cent 4o consicer ethical and ii.tt...ristic issues rslatve to computers..

To introduce the student to computing journals by recurring library research.

G-
COURSE REQUIREMENTS

I. Active class part:cot:Ian, Inc luoing the comolition of weekly homework assignments.
2. Three competency eAams 4Applet:or1s word processing. data PISe and spreadsheets/
3. Three 3page research papers leach referencing a minimum of 3 articles). addressing any three of thefollowing or topics negotiated privately with the instructor':

-- Word Processing: Implications ;or my hie.

Data Bases: Implications for my lih.

Spreadsheets: Implications for my life.

-- Graphics: Implications for my life.

Telecommunications: Implications for my life.

A futuristic view of computers in society.

-- The computer ti. society: Ethical issues

GRADING POLICY

I. Homework 42 points it: .:5!0
A. Competency Exam : lit points is t51.)
A

3. Competency Exam 2 33 points 0-:57.)
4. Competency Exam 3 33 points is ISM
', -Research Paper ! 25 points is i0%)
i. Research Paper : 2: points is 10%)
7. Research hoer 3 :5 points is 10%)

Total a 251 possible points
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3'.'LLABUS : PAGE 3 of 3

..JTE. '714 instructor car. award uO to .:.! :onus ootnts $cir urc.oected

A = 74: car higher} .= :35 points (or more;

A- = 33-43%
.

*225-:34 ooints

34. = 87-39% 2 213-224 mints

9 * 33-3444 * :03-217 points

B- = 30-83 1 200-207 points

C+ a 77-79% * 193-199 points

C a 73-7444 = 133-192 points

C- = 7v -72% = :7:-02 cairns

CLASS MEETING SCHEDULE

1. (Sept, 13. Th)

2. (Sept. 23. Tue)

3. ;Sect. 25, Th)

4, (Sept. 30, Tue)

' (Oct. 2, T)+)

a. (Oct. 7, Tue)

7. (Oct. 9. Th)

8. (Oct. Ph Tut)

9. (Oct..14. Th)

O. (Oct. 21, Tue)

t $. (Oct. 23, Th)

12. (Oct. Z.& Tue)

13. (Oct, 30, Th)

14. (Nov. 4, Tue)

15. (Nov. 0, Th)

ta, :Nov. 12, Wed)

17. (Nov. 13, TN

(S. (Nov. 13. Tue)

9. (Nov. 20, Th)

20. (Nov. 7.5, Tue)

21. (Dec. 4, ITT 11:00 a.m.

contributions.

Syllabus Overviews Intro. to Integrated Applications Software.

The care and feeding of your microcomputer.

Word Processing

Word Processing

Word Processing

Word Processing

Ward Proressing

Data Base

Data Base

Data Base

Data Ease

Soreadshee t

Spreadsheet

Spreadsheet

Graonics

Graphics

Telecommunications

Demonstration of Other Micro's and Mainframe

Demonstration of Other Micro's and Mainframe

Ethics and Futuristics

to 2:00 p.m. FINAL EXAMINATION (if required)



COURSE SYLLABUS FOR EDCI 546.001
Computers in the Elementary School

Spring 1987

COURSE MISSION AND SCOPE

The intent of this course is to assist educators in developing
sound pedagogical strategies and instructional techniques for
using microcomputers in education.

Moursund has defined Computer Literacy as a functional knowledge
of computers and their effects on students and on 4he rest of our
society. The course objectives for Microcomputers in Eduostion
win enable iLservice teachers to acquire competencies qualifying
them as comPuteri literates. Inservice teachers can become
computer literatea.by (through):

I. Readings;
2. Lab experiences with microcomputers;
3. Evaluating computer software;
4. Using microcomputers with children;
5. Class discussion about computer utilisation: end
6. Writing programs (software) for computers.

COURSE ORGANIZATION

In en attemPt to fulfill its mission, this course has been divided
into four components: lectura. disoussion. laboratory. and outside
work. During lecture end discussion. you will be 000sidering
content," methods, materials, strategies sod other areas related to
the teaching with *muter,. Your work outside of class will be
devoted to furthering and enriching those experiences. Laboratory
time is designed to provide exposure sod experience with the
various materials available for use with microcomputers.

COURSE COMPETENCIES AND RELATED OBJECTIVES

()pot completion of the course, you should possess the following
competencies (1, 2, etc.) with respect to microcomputers sod
education as evidenced by the related objectives (A. B. etc.):

(Commencing July 1. 1508. all Commissionapproved institutions that recommend
candidates for the Clear Multiple or Single Subject Teaching Credential shall
provide evidence that .the candidate has successfully completed a programm in
which he or she Was required to do the following:)

Page 1
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1. Identify issues involved in the access to, use, and control of
computer-based technologies in a democratic society, including,
but not limited to:

A. ttte potential for positive and negative impacts upon the
quality of life in the workplace, the home, the market
Place. and leisure activities;

B. the moral, legal, and ethical implications; and
C. the economic and social implications including the need

to provide equitable access to the benefits of
technology.

2. Demonstrate:

A. knowledge of basic operations, terminology, and
capabilities of computer-based technology (including
telecommunications, interactive video and compact disk);

B. use of computer hardware, software, and system components
for their various functions.

3. Appropriate to the subject area and grade level, demonstrate a
basic understanding of and en ability to use represedtative
programs from each of the following categories:

A. computers applications and tools such as word processing,
data bases, graphics, spreadsheets, telecommunications,
networking, and program languages;

B. computer-assisted instruction and learning, such as
simulations, demonstrations, tutorials and drill and
practice; and-

C. teacher utility = programs such as those for
record-keeping. generating instructional materials, and
managing instruction.

4. Demonstrate, within appropriate subject areas end grade levels,
the application and use of a computer-based technology as a
tool to enhance the developmeot of problem solving skills,
critical thinking skills, or creative processes. ftemples of
such skills and processes are: gathering ...,sad analysing data,
generating and testing bypotheses, olassifying, oomparing and
contrasting, inferring, evaluating, composing, and designing.

S. Demonstrate the integration of a computer-based application
into instruction in the candidate's selected subject area
and/or grade level.

Page 2
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COURSE MATERIALS

The are no required textbooks to be purchased. Materials will besupplied by the instructor or by the student (e.g., readings,commercial software, microcomputers, blank diskettes, examples andinstructions for programming in BASIC and Logo, etc.).

ASSIGNMENTS

A. Laboratory

Familiarity with a number of materials used withmicrocomputers will be essential to your successful use ofcomputers in an educational setting'.

You will. have the opportunity-to use the Apple II. and IBM PCcomputers. These computers will provide you with theopportunity to experience (bands-on) the strengths andweaknesses of CMI, CAI, BASIC, Logo. etc.

As-part of the-basic ()curse requirements you will be asked toassess computer materials: You will have the opportunity tocritique the=materials you have experienced.. When possibleyou should bring students to class. They can run thesoftware and you can -evaluate the software based on actualstudent interaction. Plait to-spend 80% of class tile with amicrocomputer.-

1. Computer Literacy: Evaluating end Utilizing MicrocomputerHardware and Software

In this course you will have the unique, but demandingopportunity of getting acquainted with microcomputers andeducational software. You should spend a minimum of 30minutes per clasps during the course reviewing software.

Your goals during software evaluation are to 1) learn bow toload and view various programs and, 2) to evaluate thecontent -and format of each program. Evaluation forms will beprovided.

These evaluation forme will be turned in on a regular basis(see calendar). Any difficulties you have in working with
the microcomputers and assignment deadlines should bediscussed with tbe instructor.

Pate 3



2. Computer Literacy; Computer Programming

You will also be required to complete some computer programexercises. The calendar will list dates for assessingcompetence.

B. Outside of Class Readings

Students are responsible for reading chapters/articles fromthe readings listed in the class *slender or distributed inclass. Please try to have each reading completed whenlisted, since, we'll be utilising the ideas you have readabout during class discussion. The evaluation of yourunderstanding of these readings will be done either as pertof the mid-quarter or the final examination.

1. Before you evaluate any computer programs read Evaluator'sGuide For Microcomputer-Based Instructional Packages.

2. During the quarter you should plan on reading thosearticles or chapters which provide background informationfor discussion sessions or lecture.

3.- Read Spotlight On Computer Literacy, Chapters 1-12 andCooperative Learning and Computers, 1-3 as suggested bythe class calendar or' within the first 5 weeks of thecourse.

GRADING

A prime concern among the students is grading. How will thisoccur for a course such as this? While I am not particularlyenthused about grading, it is a reality which must be reckonedwith.

Since some of the assignments are oat ultimately due until late inthe course, -it is in your best interest to complete and hand inearly- -as many as possible. Please follow the due dates on thecalendar to pace your work.

Each examination will luo worth from 100 to 300 hundred points:You will receive a fraction an each graded assignment or test thatrepresents -the point earned/points possible (e.g., 60/100). Thefinal grade will be determined by
earned /points-

percentage of points earnedout of the. total possible points. The percentages and grades are:

Page 4
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A for 93 through 100.00X C for 74 through 78.99X
A- for 90 through 92.99X C- for 70 through 73.99X
8+ for 87 through 89.99X D+ for 87 through 69.99X
B for 84 through 86.99x D for 84 through 88.99X
B- for 80 through 83.99X D- for 80 through 83.99%
C+ ter 77 through 79.99% F for below 80.00%

Graded Assignments:
Eight computer software evaluations

50 points each
Writing M Implementation Plan for a

Computer-based Instructional
Program (Alternative Choice)

Tests:
Mid-quarter Exam
Final Exam

Other:
Class Participation
(Evaluated by Peers/Instructor)

TOTAL Points

ATTENDANCE AND CLASS DISCUSSION

400 points

400 Points

50 points
50 points

100 points

1000

Participation in class discussions and interaction with other
students during class, lab or small group activities will enhance
your learning opportunities. It is your responsibility to belp me
learn your name. Assertive student/learning behavior is
,encouraged in this class.

FINAL COMMENTS

While the requiremionts may seem ominous at first, they are quite
attainable by any student with commitment end the wisdom to budget
time. It is my hope that you will dispense with worry over
grading and immerse yourself into the goal of learning to become a
computer educator.

IF AT ANY TINE 1100 FEEL AN ASSIGNMWOREVALOATION IS IRRELEVANT
OR UNFAIR, I INVITE YOU TO DISCUSS AN =mum AND IGPITABLE
SOBSTITOTION. =MSC I INVITE YOU TO CONTRACT THIS COORS' IN
AN ALTERNATE WAY TAILORED TO VOOBNOIDS.

The instructor reserves the right and responsibility for modifying
the course syllabus as the need warrenta.
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SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

Mary Male
. San Jose ,State University

1 Washington Square
San Jose, CA 95192

Phone: 408-277-2646

SpecialNet: SJSU

Nu:16er of special education students:

Undergraduate: 100 Graduate: 100

Program Description:

San Jose State students can minor in Special education
'technology. Special education students can take stand-
alone technology courses, and can learn from modules in
other courses. SJSU holds technology conferences and-
provides a community based technology center.



ELSE :11 Computers and Special Education Instruction

Spring, 1TS-
Dr. Mary Male
SH 230
277-2646
appointment

REQUIRED TEXTS

Thursday, 4 p.m.

Office hours: 9e.m. - 2 p.m.Mon and by

Babbie Agele Logo for Teachers

Besgmetads0

Goldenberg et al, Computers,. Egucatioox and Special Ngeds

Papert, Mindstgrmg

Supplemental materials provided by instructor (nominal fee may be
required)

compgTgNpu

As a result of the course, students will be able to:

1) evaluate CAI software for students with special needs;
2) use mord processing to design individualized student lessons
and teach students how to use word processing as a tool for their
own learning;
3) make designs using turtle graphics, use list processing
capabilities of Logo, and teach students with special needs how
to use Logo as a tool for critical thinking;
4) design individualized lessons incorporating graphics and
speech synthesis with an authoring system;
5) use a spreadsheeet and data base management program to teach
organization, critical thinking, and problem solving skills for
students with special needs.
6) describe the purpose and function of adaptive devices for
physically disabled computer users.

couRgg REQUIREMENTS

Each student's grade is based on a contract, in which the student
specifies a combination of written assignments, a special
project. participation in family open houses. observations,
mid-term, and final.
Each student is egpected to fulfill the requirements of his/her
contract. Ng late work will be accepted.

EUZiEl PPlatt BEgliir2Ments.

1. Consultation with instructor on the topic and outcomes of the
project, related to the outcomes of the course;
2. Brief presentation (5-10 minutes) and handout (1-2 pages) on



trc the rn,s,,It2 c.:( 4.hs 1.1:)te.t.

Written assignmenta.

Integrating Software into the Curriculum Due 2:12

Design a lesson which uses a piece of software reviewed in class
to assist in accomplishing the lesson objective in a powerful
way.

2. Word processing Due March 5

Develop three lessons using a word processor to teach/remediate
reading. writing. or spelling skills for the students you expect
to work with.

3. Logo Due March 27

Teach three lessons to one or more students using turtle
graphics. Write a 2-3 page paper sumrnari:ing 1) what you did and
2) what were the results.

4. Data bases and spreadsheets Due A2ril 9

Design a lesson" using data bases or spreadsheet to teach a skill
or concept applicable to the students you teach.

5. Authoring systems Que May 7

Develop a lesson using an authoring system.

Family 02en N2useg

Every othe'r Sunday during the semester. the Special Technology
Center at SJSU will have an informal open house in which parents,
kids, and teachers can try out appropriate software and adaptive
devices. You can assist at these open houses by helping to
identify software. participating with the student as they work
with a piece of software or adaptive device, or by inviting
parents/students to attend!

CALENDAR

1-29 Overview; Integrating software into the curriculum
2-5 Software (cont'd)
2-12 Software (cont'd)
2-19 Word processing (including talking word processors)
2-26 Word Processing to teach reading. writing, spelling
3-5 Logo
3-12 Logo (cont'd)
3-19 Logo (cont'd)
3-26 Data bases
4-2 Data bases cont'd
49 Spreadsheets; mid term
4-20 Spreadsheets cont'd
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Page 4

CONTRACT

The grade I would like to make in EDSE 241 is . In order toget that grade, I agree to do the following:

The instructor agrees to provide relevant and helpfulinformation, design tasks to apply this information, give promptand fair feedback on performance, and to support my success as acomputer-using special educator.

Using the point values listed below, select your own combinationof activities and points to determine your grade and courserequirements.

Point values of Course Assignments:

5 written assignments:
Mid-term:
Family open houses
1 Special Project:
FINAL (required)

For an A: 90
For a B: SO
For a C: 70
For a D: 60

10 points each
20 points
10 points each
20 points
40 points



Sge.,:ial Magic: ComgutersL Classr,lom Strategiests. and Eucegtional
Students

by Mary Male, Ph.D.
Associate Professor

Division of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services
San Jose State University, CA 95192

Publisher: Mayfield Publishing Company
1240 Villa Street

Mountain View, CA 94041
Publication Date: January, 1988
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Overview
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Selecting Software

Using Music in Student-Authored Lessons
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Computer-Aided Musicianship Instructlon
Instructional Activities for Mustc and Computers
Benefits of Art on the Computer
selecting Art Software
Making Art Accessible to Students with Physical Disabilities with

Input Devices
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Promoting Mainstreaming through Art and Music on the Computer
Sample IEP Goals for Art and Music
Student Activities
References

Chapter 6: The Magical Microworld of Logo
Overview
What is Logo?
What is a Microworld?
How Do Logo's Microworlds Relate to Students with Disabilities?
An Introduction to Logo

'Graphics
Procedures
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Recursion
List Processing
Interaction and Self-Modification

Logo's Uses in the Curriculum
Teaching and Learning Strategies for Logo

Educationa4 Philosophy
Teaching Styles
Modes of Presentation
Learning Styles

Student Activities
References

Chapter 7: Social Development in the Computer Environment
Overview
Cooperative learning and Computers
Complementary Strengths of Coop.Irative Learning and Instructional

uses of Computers
Essential Components of Cooperative Computer Llesons

Assignment to Teams and Team Preparation
Creating Positive Interdependence Among Students
Individual Accountability
Direct Teaching of Social Skills
Processing

Learning Together: An E:tample of A Cooperative Learning Strategy
Computer Celebrations
Foam Arrangement
Recognition and Rewards
Summary
Student Activities
References

Chapter 8: Promising Practices by Category of Disability
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Matching Exceptional Needs to Computer Applications

Gifted
Physical Handicaps
Communicative Handicaps
Learning Handicaps
Sensory Impairments
Severe Handicaps

Limitations of a Categorical Approach to Identifying Computer
Applications

Summary
Student Activities
References

Chapter 9: Promising Practices for IEP Development: Integrating
Computer Use into Goals and Obiectives

Overview
The Difficulties of Writing Appropriate IEP Goals Incorporating

the Computer
Some General Guidelines for Developing Appropriate Goals and

Objectives in Computer-Using Special Education Classroom.;
Infusing Computer Use into IEP Goals and Objectives
Summary
,ReferOnces

Chapter 10: Promising Practices in a Continuum of Instructional
Settings

Overview
Regular ClaserOoms: Mainstreaming in Action
Exemplary Elements of Computer-Using Mainstream Classrooms
Speech and Language Therapy Microcomputers
Enemplary Elements of Language Therapy Programs
Computer -Using Occupational/Physical Therapy
Exemplary Elements of Computer-Using Occupational /Physical

Therapists
Computer-Using Resource Specialist Programs

Euemplary Elements of Successful Computer-Using Resource
Programs

Computer-Using Special Classes/Special Centers
Enemplary Elements of ComputerUsing Special Classes

Summary
Student Activities
References

Chapter 11: Building Parent-Professional Partnerships with Computer
Technology for Exceptional Students

Overview
Benefits of ParentProfessional Partnerships
Key Feitures Needed to Assure Parent Involvement
Model Programs for,Involving Parents

11

Closing the Gap
Disabled Children's Computer Group
Computer Access Center
special Technology Center
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Western Center for Microcemputers in Special Education, Inc.
California Depository for Handicapped Students
National Special Education Alliance

Summary of Services needed by Parents (and Professionals)
Setting Started
Student Activities
References

Chapter 12: Get Rid of Paperwork: Let the Computer Do Tt!
Overview
Computerized IEP's

Capabilities of Computerized IEP's
Limitations of Computerized IEP's

Samples of Computerized IEP Systems
Computerize the IEP Form/Edit with Ward Processor
Use "Integrated Software to Combine Date Base with Word
Processing far the IEP
Purchase a "Canned" Package with Pre-Programmed or your own
'ObJectives
Develop a Customized Program for Your District

Computerizing Assessment Data and Reports
Computation of Scores and Administration of Tests
Generation of Reports
Making Decisions
Office Management

Administrative Uses for the Classroom Teacher
Telecommunications

SpecialNet
Compuserve
BRS

Summary
Student Activities
References

Chapter 13: The Future and Computers in Special Education
Overview
Developments ih Hardware

Memory Expansion
Hard disks
Interactive Videodisks
Optical Storage
Speech Input/output
Environmental Control
Robots

Developments in Software
Artifical Intelligence
Telecommunications

Training
Philosophical Issues: Implicalionti of the Future
Summary
Student Activities
References

Chapter 14: Policy-Making: Acoiding Problems and Pitfalls
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Gathering IntorlAation and ;IsItng the fAoht Oue-:tLonst An
Essential Place to eegin

Twenty Questions: A Tool for Policvmaers
Philosophical Considerations
Developmental/Cognitive Considerations
Social Considerations
Applications
Institutional Considerations

The Process of Policy Making: Insuring involvement and Support
Case Studies of Effective Policv-Maling to Action

District Policymaking
Allocation of Resources
Selection of Hardware and Software
Training
Funding

School Site policymaking
Location and Scheduling of Computers
Rules for Computer Use
Maintenance and Repair
Security
Role of the Computer Resource Specialist

Recommendations
Summary
Student Activities
References

Chapter 15: Dealing with ChrAng.2
Overview
The-Need for Change
Assessing Readinees for Change: The Concerns-Based Adoption
Model (CBAM)

Stages of Coi,cern
LLvelz of ,Lose
Implications of CRAM for Change Facilitators

Factors That Account for the Spread of Computers in Special
Education
Sources of Resistance to Change
Successful Implementation of Computers in Special Educatim:
Change Strategies and Action Planning

Leadership
Commitment To Eztcellence
Effective Training
Action Planning

Summary
Student Activities
References

Appendices

1: List of Software
2: List of Hardware
Z: List of Publications
4: List of Organizations

..,J
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GOALS:

You will be able to:

o review software to determine its suitability for
cooperative lessons:
o structure a cooperative lesson using selected pieces of
software

Agenda

Welcome, introductions, goals, ground rules

Introductory activity

Review o4 essentials o4 cooperative learning

Video clip of The Factory" - discusmion

Sample lesson: The Factory

Sample lesson: Crossword Magic

Sample lesson: Where in the world is Carmen Sandi ego?

Lesson planning exercise: Logo. FredWriter. Square
Pairs, or Survival Math (or your own choice o4 appropriate
software)

Share

Summary. evaluation
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LESSON
(Fill In the specifics for

Cooperative Learning Strategy:
Tourkasaents.zjour ova verietY)

Subject Arum

Grade Level:

I. Objectives:

A.

B.

C.

II. Materials Required:

PLANNING GUIDE
your lesson in the spaces below)

.--12_11 _t g Together,Agsav, Teams Games

III. Tine Required:

IV. Procedures

A. Preparation

I. Asseable needed saterials:

Z. Make sure you know hay to ("craw the sottvoro:

D. Sot

1. rocus:

Z. Procedures:

3. Objective:

C. Input

I. Present concepts:

Z. Model use of software:

3. Set group goal:
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4. Tench social stills:

S. Assign students to teams:

6. Check for understanding of concepts, cooperative Imitateprocess to be wet social stills and behaviors expected:
D. Guided practice

I. Distribute materials to teams:

2. Monitor team performance and mastery of content and groupprocess.

Z. Closure

I. Ilo Till you check to see that each student bar mastered thestill?

2. Give feedback to team on performance.

3. Lead Processing/debriefing of lesson ('What did you do to helpsomeone learn? Whet did someone do to help you? Nov can yourgroup do even better next time?' add your ova questions)

4. Provide recognition/revue& to teams for improvement,
performance of group stills, mastery of concepts:

I. Independent practice (llomevork, extension activities, etc.)
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FAEDWAITErl TASK

You and your teammates are going v., mt.? a story about twits.?

Before you btlin your story, do SOITI4, brainst,:,nyog.

WHO ,(Characters) Did What? (Actron) Where? (Describe the setting)

Aker you've brainstormed, you will be creating a threeparagraphstory, with a Beginning,Middle, and End. Any one of you may be called on to show your story to the class andread it aloud. Your team will earn bonus poi& toward your individual grade ifyour storyis spelled correctly, uses correct punctuation, and makes sense. Extra points forcreativity and suspense!

One person on your team will be the Idea Generator (t, be the firstone to share ideas);one person will be the Editor(to check for spelling and punctuation); one person will bethe Reader (to make sure the story makes sense), and one person will be the
PraiseriEncourager (to make sure everyone's good ideas are recognized and toMake sure everyone participates).



IV

Task Sheet
The Factory

1) Each person in the group should be an expert on oneof the operations of a machine in The Factory. The groupshould come up with a design for a product whichincorporates each person's machine twice. Once thegroup has agreed on a product, they should make sureeach person in the group knows the. sequence of steps tomake the product, since the teacher may call on anymember of the group to demonstrate the product thatthe group has chose!).

2) Given a product from another group, the expert oneach operation will recommend the correct sequence toduplicate the Product."When the group agrees on the
sequence, they will test out their ideas and debug them.

One person will be the praiser, one person will be thereporter, one person will be the tester (using papermodels), one person will be the keyboarder.
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Task Sheet
Crossword Magic

Within your group, agree on a "theme" or topic for your
crossword puzzle. For example, en *animals- crossword
puzzle would have different animals as the words to be
entered as a part of the puzzle, and each clue would
relate to one of the animals your group has selected.

One person should be the Recorder. This person's job is
to write down the words and clues:

WORDS CLUES

One person should be the praiser. This person's job is to
;mike each Learn member feels appreciated for his/her
4nntribution.

One person should be the Checker, This person's job is
to check the spelling of the words and clues generated
by the team and to make sure each team member can
match each word to its clue.

Each puzzle should have at least 20 words and clues,
which you will use in the lab session in the afternoon.



Survival Math Task

Our class has the Hot 001 fi-inchtle for all of the hrjh hool t4 an is in tnis area Our
class goal is to make as much money as we ,:on to support our end of the year patti.

Each team will make densions about the Hot Dog Stand at one high school stidium.
One person will be the recorder and will use the record sheets; one person will be the
Negotiator, to make sure that the whole team agrees with the decisions on amount anti
qually of toms sold; one person will be the Calculator, who will tell the Recorder the
amounts that need to be ,hritten down; one person will be the Reader, who wall read the
information on the screen for the team to decide.

Following three games, each team will report the total profit , and Vie will see how close
we are to our class goal. Any person on the team may be called on to report the
resut, and that person will need to be able to describe the decisions and the results.
All teams that turn in accurate worksheets will receive a free homework pass for
tonight's math story problems.
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/::-EXPERT TOPICV

t. MAKE A SMALLER SPIDER.2. MAKE 2 SPIDERS STAND NEXT TO EACH OTHER.3. MAKE A SPIDER STAND UPSIDE DOWN.

TO LSCTLES
PO 70
LT 90
cO 30
DK 30
PT go
SK 30
END

13 LEFTSIDE
LT go
REPEAT 4 ELEFTLEG RT 202
RT so
END

TO SPIDER
LEFTSIDE
R/WTSIDE
CD 10 DK 10
END

INMEMIMINIMaw

TO ;mm71.88
rD So
RT go
FD lo
SK So
L.T go
8K 30
END

TO PIORTSIDE
KT SO
REPEAT 4 ER:GMTLEG LT 202
LT 10
END

90
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GROUP SKILLS SHEET

I,

Loi

How carefully did we check?

Did we help each other?

A.

WINMINIO" WIC at

. Did we encourage each other?

. Did we finish ',Jr work?

. How well did we teach?

. _

What was your group good at?

atIMIMIL I

IComments ; is to da

I.

I

Group Members Sign



3. Assign students to teams (sec Chapter 8).

4. Distribute expert sheets and procedure sheets.

S. Give instructions: "First. you wilt be teaching the Male the procedures which
make up the spider. You will each have a roleKeyboarder. (Meeker. and
Praiser. Second, you will each become an expert on one of the spider designs
On the expert sheet. Decide who will be an expert on which design. 'Third, you
will go to a meeting of evens with the same design as yours. You will be
working with that group to decide on the best way to do the design as well as
the best way to teach your teammates how to do the design."

6. Set group goal. "Each team that can construct all three of the designs. no matter
whom I all on, will get a 'Made Tutor" button and will have IS extra minutes
of computer time. I will also be observing how well you are working together
in both the expert groups and your team groups. and you can earn extra points
for your team by doing your job Remember. you won't know who I will
call on to demonstrate the three designs. and I may call on all of you. so your
group is not finished until each of you can do all of the designs."

D. Guided practice

I. Students work in their team to enter the basic spider design. Teacher observes
for demonstration of group roles.

2. Students move to their assigned expert group. Teacher moves from group to
group assisting with the design and with ideas to teach their team as necessary.

3. Students return to their team. Each student takes a turn demonstradng the
design that they completed in the expert group and teaches the other teammates
how to make the design. Students pracuce all three designs.

4. Teacher moves from team to *CAM monitoring group roles. and task massy.

E. Closure

I. Teacher enters spider procedure with several bugs in it and calls on mdenu to
help debug the desist +.

2 Teacher calls on students to demonstrate the designs, making sure to call on at
least one student from each group.

3. Teacher checks to make sin students remember turtle commands and reviews
the day's activities.

F. Independent pradce

I. Teacher distributes next Logo activity sheet for students to work on to review
procedures mastered so far.

2. Teacher goes from group to group to make sue each student can do the three
spider designs.
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way for sitidenis to use exist* drill and
practice software, whether it is designed
for individual or small group use, to
combine the power of cooperative learn.
log with the motivation of the micro-
computer fur nit effective learning part-
nership. A IGT lesson would begin with
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the same heterogeneous learning teams.
The teacher would give a presentation of
the concepts to be taught, then demon-
strate the drill and practice program to
be mastered. Students would practice
with their leammates to reach mastery.
The not step is the tournament.

A tournament consists or two. to
three-person homogeneous toursisusicin
tables (composed of members from dif-
ferent teams). In an arcade game such as
Spell Id, each student from a tourna-
ment table might play three rounds and
compare their number of right and
wrong answers to the scores of other
tournament table competitors. (With
this system, tournament tables with low-
achievine students could use different
skill p.-i.:.; leafs than higher-ranked
tables.) After the tournament, the peo-
ple at each table with the highest saxes
take six points back to their teams. the
students scoring second take four
points, and the low-scoring students
take two. In this way. a learning disabled
or low-achieving student could earn as
many points for his/her team as a high
achiever.

Creating o Cooperative
Classroom tar Mainstreaming

Teachers who want to try cooperative
computer lessons in a mainstream setting
should follow these steps:
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1) Choose a !moo Start small. with a
simple crossword puree. for rum.
ple.

2) Identify the group goat and /or in..
centive for working as a group
(e.g., all teams who complete the
puzzle will get a sticker or cer-
tificate).

3) Divide the students into het-
erogeneous teams, taking bun Con-
sideration handicap. race. sex, per.
sonality. and number of com-
puters. Have each team choose a
name.

4) Present the information students
will need to do the task, including:

Group goal/incentive;

Specific behaviors desired (litten-
ing, taking turns, encouraging,
checking, rte.);

Concepts to be mastered; and

Directions for the task (expert
topics, how to divide up the task.
what the finished product should
be).

3) Provide time for teams to work to.
gather to complete the task.

6) Monitor how well the teams are
working together.

7) Ensure individual accountability
(e.g., give a quiz :sod take up one
paper per group at random; call on
one student per group to detr-In-
strait).

8) Reward teams that etionilele the
task and that work well together.

9) Discuss with students the content
and process of the lesson.

Summary
Many teachers ask. "Why are these

techniques so effective in producing the
results they do with all (including
mainstreamed) students?" Some of the
answers seem to lie in the magic of
students teaching each other, the oppor-
tunity to be successful, the support and
interaction with teammates, and the
amount of acts: mimed time with the
task at hand. Each of the following
essential components of cooperative
learning contributes to the positive
results:

Heterogeneous teams and team.
building experiences prior to begin.

-g curriculumrelated task:

Learning goal featuring positive in.
terdependekee;

Direct teaching of needed social
skills;

Individual siccountability; and

Diseussion/processing of observed
social skills and/or concerns. Q

Ilk. Mary Male, School of Mum-
min, Son Jose State University, One
Wallington Square, Sun Jaw, CA
95192-0078.1
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Jigsaw

Logo
A computer language with no ceiling and no floor, appropriate for all ages of students.Students begin to learn programming through graphics with a "rode." The sophisticatedlanguageprogresses through the most advanced progarnmm g concepts.

Subject Areas: Thinking and problem-solving
Grade level: 3rd and up

I. Objectives:

A. Students will be able toenter Logo commands to make a spider.
B .. Students will be able -to teach the turtle a procedurecalled "spider."
C. Students will be able to teach the turtle other procedures based on "spider."

II. Materials needed: Logo program disk, file disks expert sheet. procedure sheer.Logo reference card (one per team).

ILL The required: I 2 hours, depending on age and experience with Logo.
IV, Procedures

A. Preparation

I. Assemble needed materials.

2. Make sure you know the basics of Logo (review the reference cud) and canmake a spider following the commands on the procedure. sheet.
13. Set

1, Ask how many students think turtles are smart. Ask how many student. Minkthey are smarter than a turtle.

2. Tell students they will be working in teams to teach the turtle to make first aspider, then different versions of spiders. Tell students that teaching the uricis one way of programming the computer, only its more fun.
C. Input

I. Review the basic tunic commands and editing commands with students as alarge group.

2. Call on students to demonstrate the commands to check for understanding ofgeneral Logo vocabulary.
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COOPE114rivi
LEARAWG FOR
EFFECTIVE
MAINSTREAMING

introduction
The benefits and value of using co-

operative learning strategies in computer
assisted instruction were presented by
David W. Johnson and Roger T. John-
sen in the October 1985 issue of The
Computing Teacher. Excitement about
cooperative learning and computers is
developing among regular and special
education teachers as they see these ideas
yield benefits in the regular classroom,
where students with disabilities are being

mainstreamed to achieve instructional
Ind social goals.

Cooperative learning differs from tra-
ditional studies in that success is only
possible through group effort and helping
each other. in a traditional classroom.
students are expected to work primarily
on their own. anti there is little or no in-
centive for helping or sharing. Main-
streamed students frequently believe that
they will fail no matter how hard then try;
the) frequently stop trying or become

by Mary Male

disruptive to hide their fears. if peer
tutoring is encouraged in the classroom,
tutors are almost always the high
achievers, while low achievers become ac-
customed to being tutored. Cooperative
learning promotes shared responsibility
for teaching and learning between teacher
and students, encourages and rewards
helping and sharing, and increases sta.
dent motivation through interaction and
peer support.

In the mainstream classroom, the
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teaehir faces Inc difficult task of instruct .
ins students who are on avanety of learn
ins levels, and.providing an atmosphere
of understanding and acceptance of clif
Terence and disability. Without careful
structure, disabled students can be iso-
toted, working alone on individualized
tasks, rather than becoming a pas; of the
instructional and social classroom scene..

To set up cooperative learning in a
mainstream classroom, the teacher:

Assigns students to heterogeneous
teams (mainstreamed and low
achieving students are spread equai
ly among the teams);

Sets up positive interdependence
within the teams (students sink or
swim together through mutual
gads, division of labor, role interde-
pendence and group rewards);

Ensures individual accountability by.
jiving individual quizzes or calling
on Students at random for demon-
stration of She target skill (which
prevents "hitchhiking," in which
one or two students do all the work,

but all students gel the same grade
or reward);

Teaches the collaborative and social
skills needed to be successful; and

Assists students in debriefing /pros-
easing so that they can discuss
strengths, problems or changes
needed in their group.

In a cooperative learning strategy
called "Jigsaw" (Aronson, 1978), tor
example, the class is divided into four- to
six-member heterogeneous teams, one or

.-.11.1111W1Faitec-mmass

more of which will contain a num
streamed student. Each team receives a
list of "expert topics," all related to one
subject, and each student is responsible
for mastering the skills or information
pertaining to one topic. An individual
quiz or demonstration ensures individ-
ual accountability, individual quiz
scores can be added for a team score (the
gram goal); high scoring teams receive
special recognition or other incentive for
group performance. Jigsaw gels its name
from the division of the academic tasks
into pieces, which fit together to give
each student on the team a complete pic-
ture of the task or skill. Only when each
student contributes his/her .1" (ex-
pert topic) can the learli be successful
(positive interdependence).

Classroom_ Examples
An example of a Jigsaw lesson dem-

onstrates the potential of both
cooperative learning and the use of cont
peters to enhance language development
for handicapped and non.handleappcd
students alike, Students are assigned to
heterogeneous leaning teams, based on
past achievement and reading levels,
balanced by race and sal. Mainstreamed
kerning disabled students arc also as-
signed to teams. Each team selects a
team name, which is written on the
board.

Crossword Puzzles
The lesson is titled "Picnic" and

featurws Crossword Afogk. Each team is
to develop a crossword pimple with
words relating to various aspects of a
picnic. Each team member is responsible
for participating in the design: of the
puzzle and also for being able to coat.
pkte a printed version of the puzzle.

Each person on the team is to be an
"expert" on one aspect (e.g., food,
sports, equipment). Experts from all of
the teams with the same assignment
(e.g., food) meet in "expert groups" to
brainstorm the words they will con-
tribute to their team and the clues they
will use. The teacher meets with each ex-
pert group to assist in the brainstorming
and wording of clues, and to monitor
the group skills used.

Following the esptrt group meetings,
students teturn to their teams to am.
:truce their puzzle. Each team moves to
a computer, where Crossword Alogies

menu is chplayed, Lads ewers ernes%
the five words they have chosen from the

list developed in the expert group. When
all the words have been listed by the
team members, clues are entered. The
completed puzzle is saved an a disk, and
the teacher prints out a copy of the mu-
rk for the team to review as a group.

Team members drill each other on the
words and clues, to ensure that all
members can successfully complete the
puzzle on their own. The teacher next
distributes a copy of the puzzle to each
individual team member to complete,
explaining that only one paper from
each team will be collected, but only the
seedier knows which not. 1 his amines
that team members have a vested harem
in seeing that every member of the team
can complete the task (' lividual ac-
countability). The same grade will vc
given to all team members (group goal).

The teacher prints copies of the put-
zles created by each team to share with
the whole class and conducts a debrief
ing /processing discussion of what hap-
petted in the groups: What did your
teammates do that helped you remem-
ber? How did you help someone else?
What would you do differently next
time? The group discussion reinforces
the value the teacher places on successful
group operation and the necessary social
skills, so important in a mainsireani
classroom setting.

Playing Games
"Teams-Games 'Tour to am col 4."

(7 CiT) (Slavin, 1980) is mot tier conipern
titre activity to increase haNie acadallic
skills and social skills. TOT creates a

Go
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GALLAUDET UNIVERSITY

Martin R.,Noretsky
Gallaudet University
800 Florida Ave NE
Washington, DC 20002

Phone: 202 - 651 -5535

Number of special education students:

Undergraduate: Graduate: 25

Program Description:

Gallaudet University offers a masters degree program
in Educational Technology: Special Education/Deafness.
The program trains graduate students to become
instructional designers, media product development
specialists, and educational computing specialists.
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
School of Education and Hunan Services

GALLAUDET UNIVERSITY - WASHINGTON. DC 20002

The Master of Science Program in

EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY: SPECIAL EDUCATION /DEAFNESS

INTRODUCTION

The Department of Educational Technology offers a unique graduate
program combining educational technology skills with knowledge of
special education and deafness. Special education concepts and basic
educational technology skills are emphasized initially; later. students
may choose to take advanced courses I, any of the tour prograa emphasis
areas:

o Educational Computing o Library Media Services
o Instructional Design o Media Product Development

The pages that follow will acquaint you with the program more

folly. Objectives appear first, specifying skills that are taught and
the vocational opportunities. Academic structure follows. This section
explains the academic/administrative process beginning with admission on
through graduation. Finally the learning experiences. resources, and
opportunities available to help you meet your goals are reviewed.

PRJECTIVES

Graduates of this program will be prepared to promote the learning
of ail students. regardless of the presence of handicap to their
learning. Thus. the core curriculum is designed so that graduates of
the program will develop the following basic competencies:

I. Identify learner needs and characteristics as a basis for
development, selection, or adaptation of instructional
materials.

2. Design and implement an instructional segment based on
learner needs and characteristics.

3. Select, adapt and produce instructional materials in
various media formats to match learner needs and
characteristics.

4. Specify characteristics of an effective educational media
facility.

S. Utilize formative evaluation methods in instructional
materials and media product development.

S. Demonstrate knowledge of issues and practices of special
education which relate to the provision of instruction to
exceptional learners.

7. Demonstrate knowledge of individualization strategies
based on learner variables and learner needs.
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During their course of studies students will apply their problem
solving and instructional design, media selection, production, and
evaluation skills in small-scale class projects.

Graduates, possessing this combination of skills and knowledge, can
work as educational computing specialists . nstructional designers,

library media specialists, media specialists, or TV specialists. They

can apply these skills in progress servinG deaf and other handicapped
learners, as well as In regular educational program or industry.

ACADEMIC STRUCTURE

Admission to the ETSED Protram. in addition to the criteria listed
for all students in the Gallaudet College Graduate Studies catalog, the
Educational Technology Department considers all applicants on the basis
of their commitment to special education technology. Criteria such as
degrees in education, graduate work in the field, etc. will be
considered as additional support to that commitment. Admission to the
program does not guarantee acceptance as a degree candidate. Acceptance
as a candidate for degree will be (let:rained at the cospletion of the
first t2 semester hours in the program. To be accepted as a candidate,
student rust achieve a 8 (3.0) average for those hours.

Student Classification. Student will be accepted into the master's
degree program in ETSED on both part -time degree and full-time degree
basis. Special (non-degree) students may take courses in the department

without restrictions.

The application deadlines for Graduate Studies, either for the
full-tine or part-time degree program, are November 15, February 15, and
May 1.

auglrements for the Plaster's Degree. The following are
requirements for a RS degree in Educational Technology:

1. The student lust have satisfied the candidacy
requirements.

2. The student must have competed mt least three credit
hours of sign communication courses. These courses say
be waived if a satisfactory level of proficiency is

demonstrated,
3. The student oust have completed a minimum of 32 hours of

approved coursework or equivalent (normally IS core
course hours, 6 hours of sign communication courses, and
at least 11 hours of advanced courses and /or electives)
with a 9 (3.0) average.

4. The student Dust have completed the comprehensive
examination with a passing grade.
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Duration of Program. A full -time student, by taking an accelerated

pace of coursevork. can complete the program in three semesters.
Professionals currently working in the field may be eligible for
completion of the program in one calendar year, by starting during the
summer and completing the program the following spring.

The department plans to implement during the summer of 1988 a
summers-only program, making it possible to earn a degree in two or
three summers. This program is designed for support personnel (media
specialists, educational computing specialists, etc.) and teachers who
desire additional training in educational technology or special
education.

Certincation. Although the ETSED program is accredited by the
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) students
desiring to be eligible foi certification in their own state are advised
to check its requirements. Assistance will be provided through the
department to advise students regarding courses that could help them
meet certification requirements.

',EARNING EXPERIENCES

Core and Seecialigaticns. The curriculum of the ETSED degree
program consists of credit hour requirements in: (1) core courses; (2)
advanced courses or practicum (minimum six credit hours); and (3)
electives.

The program includes formal courses, personal counseling, the use
of independent study resources, and field visitations, both on and off
campus. The training program also provides for individual learning
contracts, laboratory experieoces, and seminars. Each student will work
with an advisor to design a program of study that will take into
consideration his past work experience and academic training.

Patio Requirements for NS Dental_ The following represents the
number of credit hour requirements in each area:

IS hours core courses
6 hours, Sign Communication courses
II hours advanced EDT courses._eracticuml_c_or_ttectives

32 hours total

Prom, of Study. The program of study listed below represents the
courses a student in the ETSED program would take in working toward his
degree. The first two semesters mostly consist of the core courses, and
the third semester the practicum or advanced courses or electives.

First Semester (First Fall Semester)
EDT 701--Learners and Instruction (3)
ELT 704Introduction to Instructional Media (3)
EDT MeIntroduction to Instructional Design (3)
EDT 709Introduction to Educational Computing (3) for those

in Educational Computing emphasis area.
SIG 723--Simultaneous Communication 1 (3), or equivalent

(Students may also take electives)
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Second Semester (Spring Semester),
EDT 709--Introduction to Educational Computing (3)
EDT 711--Special Education Technology (3)
SIG 724--Simultaneous Communication II (3), or equivalent

(Students may also take electives and/or advanced courses for
which they have the required prerequisites or permission)

Third Semester (Second Fall Semester)

Six hours of advanced courses in any of the three emphasis areas
in EDT, AND six hours of advanced 4mirses from EDT or electives
from any other department, OR
Practicum course in one of the four emphasis areas

Fourth Semester (Second Sprint Semester)
Practicue course in one of th! four emphasis areas

Summary of Total Credit Hour Reouireeents for Degree
a. EDT core courses (first and second semester, above) 1S

b. Sign Communications courses (may be waived) 6

c. Advanced EDT courses or practicum 6

d. Practicum or electives
Total minimum credit hour requirement for degree 32

Visitation and Practisua Sites. In the Washington area there are
several visitation sites that will provide the students the opportunity
to observe a wide variety of profession-related activities. In addition
to sites on the Gallaudet College campus such as the Model Secondary
School for the Deaf, the Kendall Demonstration Elementary School, the
Gallaudet College Press, and the College for Continuing Education, local
sites include:

> National Captioning Institute, Falls Church, VA
> Learning Technology Institute, Culpeper, VA
> Division of Media Services, US Office of Education
(a) Captioned Films and Telecommunications Branch
(b) Learning Resources Branch
(c) Program Support Branch

> Public Broadcasting System, Washington, DC
> Library of Congress, Washington, DC
> DC Public Library, Washington, DC
> Learning Resource Centers in Metropolitan Area Public Schools
> Ed Tech Programs at Howard and Catholic Universities

Additionally, there are over 20 potential practicum sites, both on
and off campus, that are available to students in the ETSED program.
They include residential, day, and public school programs.

FACUI,J?

The Department of EC4cational Technology comprises four full-time
and two part-time faculty, all of whom hold doctorates. They possess
wide range of diverse backgrounds, as indicated by the sketches, which

follow later.
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All faculty have the necessary credentials to teach courses in thegraduate program and are also available to advise
students, supervisethe practicue experiences. and develop and evaluate courses and theprogram itself.

EPSTEIN, KENNETH 1., Associate Professor (Part Time)
BA, Johns Hopkins University
MS, PhD, Florida State University

NONELAND, 40NALD E., Professor and Department ChairBS, G. audet College
MEd, Uk.*ersity of Masyland
MA, California State University, Northridge
PhD, Syracuse University

NORETSKY, MARTIN, Associate Professor
BA, University of Miami
MA, Gallaudet College
PhD, University of Maryland

OLIA, FATEMEM, Assistant Professor
BS, Nebraska Wesleyan University
MA, University of Nebraska, Lincoln
PhD, University of Oklahoma

ROBBINS, CURTIS, Assistant Professor
BA, Gallaudet University
MA, New York University
MA, University of Maryland
Ph.D., University of Maryland

'ORR, DONALD, Professor (Part Time)
AB, MA, PhD, Washington University

INDIVIDUAL COURSE_ OFFERINGS

The following page lists typ,.al sequence of courses for each ofthe four emphasis areas in the ETSED program. Each course is completelydescribed on the following pages.
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ETEE. PRCW.All OtIRSE DESCRIPTIONS

W:TE: 'r:i-J.. as s:ms :e;:slons acditions since the
ri o::rted. the list Le;r1u rcoresents up tc date

uesz:iptrcrx c' c:wrses :frered t. the DeFartment cf Educational Technology.

EDT 701 Learners and Instruction (31

Orientation toward the utriza:icr of learner characteristics as a oasis for the provision of appropriate

instructiuni experiences and aaterials for individual learners and iearner groups. including those with

eaceptionalities. Approaches learner needs frog an educational technology perspective.

EDT 704 Introduction to Instructtenaliedia (3)

introduction tt media in the instructional context. Developeent of awareness of aedia options and competence

in the selection of appropriate media. Overview of media facilities and delivery systems. Definition of the

'media eanager and media product developer toles and skill development in simple classroom media p:oduction and

use. A 310 materiais fee is required.

EDT 706 introduction to Instructional Design (3)

Essentials of a systeas approach to iestructionai design. Combines overview of the approach with practical

application of instructional design principles in a snail scale pro!ect.

EDT 709 Introduction to Educational Computing (3)

!his cow:se ward provide a working knowledge of computer teraInology. history. and social and moral issues;

eleacatary prograotin= and skills necessary to use existing software. A 310 materials fee is

reouired.

EDT 710 Seminar in Educational TOChROWY (1)

State ..if-the-art eracinaticft of the field of educationai technology. Analysis and discussion of current and

suture Impiicatim c1 edtcaticnai technology for advances in instruction ard learning. Prerequisite:

Feraissiot of instru:tc:.

EDT 711 Special Educational technology (3)

;riettatio tohare spedai education and ft application of educational technology tc the instructions! needs

of exception:: children. Prerequisite: EDT 701,

EDT 714 lasic TV and Photodraohy (31

Theory. development and application of :ratting: skills in one -canna instructional television inducting and

3Sa photcra%. Ty-.St.Jr lecture an! tvo-hour laboratory. Prerequir.'g EDT 7A4 e. permission of

instruct. :.

EDT 716 lnstuctional Materials Evaluation (2)

Esseatle's el formative eve oration and revision of instructional 'materials or media. Emphasis is placed on

erhniques for assessing and iaprving the instructional effectiveness of materials. involves planning.

v.onductinc and igterpretitg the results of a foreative evaluation of small -scale prototypic instruction.

Pra:equislto EDT 706 c: permissior of instructor.

EDT 7121 Instructional Systems Analysis (3)

The application of a systems approach to the solving of instructional problems includes adapting instructional

saterlais, sedia. facilities or programs to specific learner handicaps and to individual learner needs.

prerequisites: ED! Tda and TO or permission of instructor.

EDT 721 Medie Ficelity Services and Evaluation (3)

beveloplent of the skills necessary for providing media facility services which meet the needs of the teachers

and students and maximizing the effectiveness of those services throujh Joint planning and implementation.

Aim adaptation of media facility services and resources to students with special needs.
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EDT 722 Pinancial_Wects of Media Production (1)

15 rome is designed to provide the aedia wager and thr aedia producer with the concepts and tools by

writ!, the ca^ acctrattl) estimate the cost and cost-effectiveness of a given aedia project or effort. using

Krsotne. invc(weleit :ises eater:ais inforaatlen and overhead costs. Prerequisite: EDT 704 or pereission of

i!stru:tot.

EDT 721 Acquisition and Cataloging of_ Materials (3)

Provides an overview of acquisition procedures and the basic principles of descriptive cataloging and

classification of eateriv.s. A laboratory period Wit provide hands-on experience in cataloging and

acquisitioc.

EDT 730 bile Facility Plennintand Iludeetins 12)

Essentials of goal setting. equipeent selection. budget planning and implementation, space utilization and

:eport rating for the wager of a school media center. Prerequisite; Peraission of instructor.

EDT 733 Odle FacilltyltaffilLIM Perswe41 lienatelent (2)

refines the role of the eedia manager in the instructional context and prepares that person to build and

maintain a support staff which facilitates the efficient performance of that role. Prerequisite: Permission

of instructor.

EDT /35 Logo in the Classroom (3)

This class is designed for educators to learn the computer language Logo and explore how they can use it in

their classtoces. Lop is a good first programing language for children and at the sane tine has been

praised as a means o: teaching problem solving and procedural thinking skills for students of all ages.

EDT 736 Educational Software Aselications (3)

This course is designed to ermine the use of computer software for its applications in educational settings.

The foci rill oe .1: the acquisition of computer skills in using professional productivity software. (2) the

application of these software in educational settings. and (3) the evaluation and application of educational

coussevam. Prerequislus; EDT '06 and 709 or !treaty' of instructor.

pi ?V Design and Production of Instructional Softer' (3)

The course focuses Ot t'e design and production of instructional software following a Welled systeas

acm.. The plancieg and design of instruction. the use of authoring or appropriate programming languages.

and the evaluation and field testing of the product complete the process of software development.

irtrevisites: Et! 706 an ED' 70.S. or permission of instructor.

EDT 73b Development A Admialstration of a Microcomputer Users Center (3)

This course is an introduction to a microcomputer users center and the development of skills in organizing and

maintaining such a facility. Technical skills will include instruction in the use of microcomputers and other

tepipment tc teed. professional and support personnel computer skills. Design skills will incluoo the

organization of courses and evaluation of results. Administrative skills will focus on the relationship

betuten the sicrocosputer users center and the environment it is designed to support. Prerequisites: EDT 709

or permission Af ipstretc:.

EDI 741 Graphics Production (2)

This course is designed to provide the student with a knowledge of and skills in the production of graphic

aaterials for use in printed texts and materials. television production and as visual display materials.

Emphasis is on understanding the correct proportions for materials that are to be used in print, television

:nd for display, legibility stendords for lettering, basic layout and paste-up procedures and the effective

use of photographs and at: for illustrative purposes. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.

EDT 745 Negated *Oriels Peortgetnp...al

The student will design instruction. write scripts and production specifications for the audio recorded,

filmstrip and slide-tape formats. Production of a five - minute segment of instruction will follow in either

the filmstrip of the slide-tape format. prerequisites EDT 711 or pereission of instructor.
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EDT 750 TV Production Methods (3)

The course is designee to give the student practical. hands-on exaetience In the essential aspects of

televit:on pro:Jet:on. Iron the creation of the scrip: through to final edited videotaped product.

imequieftet ED: 714 o: permission of instructor.

ED? 761 instructional Theory_ (2)

Instructional theory provides rte student with a framework for instructional design within the larger scope of

learning theory. at well as a rationale for designing effective instructional materials. Prerequisite:

Permission of instructor.

EDT 763 instructional SYstems Dellin J3)

Analysis and implementation of the systems approach to the complete proms of instructional design. Applies

advanced design principles to a small-scale instructional design project. Prerequisite: EDT 706 or permission

of instructor.

gT 770 Instructional Protect Management_ fl)

Essentials of developing a management systee for instructional dv.agn projects. Prerequisite: Permission of

instructor.

iDt 779 CliniCel Instenctionljtegb

Discusses the basic concepts of consulting with clients and change-agent behaviors through simulated

instructional project situations. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor,

EDT 761 Precticue in Wit Nantteeent (1-61

Supervised professicnal training in the specialized area of Media tianageaent in an educational setting

approved by the faculty of the Department of Library and information Studies and the chair of the Deportment

of Education:, technology. Ninisue of tr. weeks (at least 300 clock hours) including a written and/or project

report for sir credit hours. Prerequisites: Adaission intt the Educational Technology progras and permission '-st

of in:try:tor.

EDI 782 Practicum in Media Product Development (1-6)

Supervised professiots: ::a!ting in the specialized area of Media Product Development in an educational

setting approved by the fatultv of the Department of Educational Technology. Minim of ten weeks (at least

30e clock hours) including a written and/of project /tort for sir credit hours. Prerequisite: Admission into

the Educational technology program and permission of instructor.

;It 763 FthelICA instructioaal_Desiin (1-61

Supervised psofessiona! training in the specialized area of instructional Design in an educational setting

approved by the faculty of the Department of Educational technology. Minim of ten weeks fat least 300 clock

bouts; including a written andfor project report for sit credit hours. Prerequisite: Admission into the

Educational technology program and permission of instructor.

E._7(14 ft_acticue in Education4i Qieutine (1-6)

Supervised prgessional training in Educational Computing emphasis area. to be conducted in an educational

setting approved by the faculty of the Department of Educational technology. Minimum of ten weeks (at least

300 clock hours, Including a written and/or project report for six credits. Prerequisite: Admission into the

Educational technology program and permission of instructor.

ED? 785 Edmgationel Technology Lab 11-2)

Pisctical work experience in carrying out production or operational tasks related to one of the following

areas: information storage. retrieval and service; printing; photography; graphics; television; computer

processingl'or intructional materials design and evaluation. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.

;17 799 jataaendent Studs (1-3)

Provides the opportunity for more concentrated study of particular topics than can be provided in regular

classes. End product and the number of credits to be given must be gravelly agreed to by student and teacher

prier to registrailon. Prerequisite: Admission to the program or permission of department chair.



NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS

Janet Lerner
Northeastern Illinois
823 Ingleside Place
Evanston, IL 60201

Phone: 312-583-4050

SpecialNet: ILNE/.6E

UNIVERSITY

University

Number of special education students:

Undergraduate: 200 Graduate: 400

Program Description:

NIU offers ()fie regular elective course and three
special courses on technology. Dr. Lerner also presenta
sessions in other courses, particularly in Early
Childhood Special Education.
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Svllahta
SPED 305: Microcomputers in Special Education

,*urpost :t is the-purpose of this course zo prepare special educators to utilize the
microcomPuter as a pedological ano management tool in their classrooms. Upon
completion o4 this course the student will be knowledgeable in the uses o4 the
microcomputer as a tool for instruction (drill and practice, tutorial, simulation and
emica-tional game software for special education); a5 a tool 4or the teacher (lesson
authoring systems, 1EP writ.ng, aoministrative programs) as a practical tool (word

- frocessing) and as a creative tool (Loge and Basic). Emphasis is on special education
applications.

Outline

I. Overview o4 the microcomkuter itself 1 how to use it hardware, keyboard,
monitor, printer, disk drives peri4erals (Koala Pad).

2. OverviewDitommercial software for special educators : drill and practice,
tutorials, simulations, demonstrations 04 selected commercial so4tware.

3. The Koala Pat and other Peripherals t Demonstration and discussion 04
applications, special peripherals 4or the handicapped.

4. Proarammino: L000 and Basic : Demonstrations and projects related to area that
handicapped students are majoring in.

5. Word Processino : Demonstration o4 uses o4 word processing as a practical,
creative and Instructional tool tryout.

6. Lesson Authoring Systems Overview. Superpilot demonstration and project
related to area o4 special education studied or to pupils taught by students.

7. Manebement and administrative use : Review 04 management and monitoring systems.

8i bl ioaraohz

Hagen, D. Microcomputer Resource Books 4or Special Education . Reston Publishing,
1984, Virginia.

Budol4, M, Thomann, J. and Bras, A. Microcomputers in Salcial Education: An
introductio:. to Instructional Applications Brookline, 1984, Cambridge.

Behrmann, M. Handbook of microcomputers in Special Education 1984, U.S.A.

Bennet, R.E., Applications o4 microcomputei technology to special education.
Exceptional Children . 1982, 49, 106 -113.

Browning, P. ..?d Wove, G. Computer technology 4or the handicapped: a literature

pro4iie. The Comoutino Teacher . 1983, 10(6), 56 -59.

Northeasam Illinois University
5500 N. St. Louis
Chicago, IL 60625

Dr. Jeffrey Messerer
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PLAY..
A dIvision of the National Lekotek Center

2100 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois 60204 (312)328-0001

COMPUPLAY TRAINING COURSE OUTLINE

DAY ONE:

9:00-9:15 OVERVIEW OF COURSE

9:15-10100 DISCUSSION:
HARDWARE/PERIPHERALS/SOFTWARE

10:00-10:15 BREAK

10:15-12:00 HANDS-ON FAMILIARIZATION WITH BASIC EQUIPMENT
12:00-1:00 LUNCH

1:00-1:30 HANDS-ON INSTRUCTION ON UTILIZATION OF PRODOS
1:30-2:30 DEMONSTRATION / DISCUSSION ADAPTIVE EQUIPMENT
2:S0-3:30 HANDS-ON ADAPTIVE EQUIPMENT

3:30-3:45 BREAK

3:45-5:00 HANDS -OW TROUBLE SHOOTING THE APPLE COMPUTERQUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION.

Compuplay Program Director
Mary Trieschmann, M.S.Ed.
Lekotek
2100 Ridge Avenue
Evanston, IL 60204

A computer play and resource center for parents
and childron wivh qnpvinl nr.Atiq



DAY 2:

9:00-10:00 DISCUSSION COMPUPLAY

10:00-10:15 BREAK

10 :15 -12:00 DEMONSTRATION / DISCUSSION HARDWARE /SOFTWARE
METHODS

12:90-1:00 LUNCH

1:0C-2:00 COMPUPLAY METHODS

2:00-2:15 BREAK

2:15-3:30 VIEW VIDEO TAPES OF CHILDREN / DISCUSSION

3:30-4:15 SOFTWARE SELECTION / EVALUATION

4:15-5:00 PARTICIPANTS CREATE INDIVIDUAL METHODS FOR
SPECIFIC CHILDREN
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DAY 3:

9:00-10:30 PARTICIPANTS PRESENT METHODS

10:30-10:45 BREAK

10:45-12:00 PROGRAMMING UNICORN BOARD AND HANDS ON
SOFTWARE MANIPULATION

12:00-1:00 LUNCH

1:00-2:15 PROGRAMMING UNICORN BOARD AND HANDS ON
SOFTWARE MANIPULATION

2:15-2:30 BREAK

2:30-4:00 DISCUSSION OF COMUPLAY PROGRAM
CONSIDERATIONS AND FUNCTIONS

4:00-4:30 TRACE CENTER VIDEO TAPE

4:30-5:00 WRAP-UP / QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION



UNIVERSITY OP ILLINOIS AT CHICAGO

Cindy Okolo
University of Illinois at Chicago
College of Education Box 4348 N/C 147
Chicago, IL 60680

Phone: 312-996-8138

SpecialNet: ILUICSPED

Number of special education students:

Undergraduate: Graduate: 120

Program Description:

The University of Illinois at Chicago will offer their
first course in special education technology this
summer.



Co

SpEd 348, Microcomputers in Special. Education

Summer, 1987

Instructor: Dr. Cindy Okolo, 3549 BCE, 996-8138 or 996-9650

Tests Lindsey, J. D. (1987). Computers and excgptional individuals. Columbus,
0111 Merrill Publishing Company.

Goals and objectives of the course: The primary goal of this course is to
expose participants to applications of microcomputer-based technology that are
relevant for special education teachers and students. Although applications for
more severely handicapped students will be discussed, the course will focus on
microcomputer applications for mildXy to, moderately handicapped students. At
the conclusion of this course, each participant should be able WS

1. Define the concept of telecommunications and describe the SpecialNet
system.

2. briefly describe the characteristics of five generations of
computes.

3. Discuss trends in current uses of special education technology.

4. Define how microcomputers can be used in special education as: (a)
teaching tools, (b) teacher tools, and (c) orthotic/prosthetic devices.

5. Describe both motivational and pedagogical features of effective
computer-assisted instruction (CAI).

6. Define common terms associated with microcomputer use (list attached
to back page of syllabus).

7. Perform common functions related to the use of a microcomputer,
including: (a) boot a computer, (b) format a disk, (c) copy a disk/file,
(d) print a file, and (e) access a database.

8. Evaluate software for use in his/her classroom.

9. Create and print at least one paragraph with a word-processing
program.

10. Develop products for use in classroom instruction with teacher-tool
software.

11. Develop a unit plan that integrates at least two pieces of computer
software into the classroom curriculum.

12. Discuss recent research regarding the efficacy and fessiblity of
using CAI, CM1, word processing, speech synthesis, and
adaptive/assistive devices.



Grades: Points will be awarded for class activities as follows:

Activity
Points

Software evaluation (lab)
50Word-processing project (lab)
50CAI-integration project (lab) 100other lab projects of choice

100

Mid-tern exam
50Final exam (not cumulative)
50Quiz on computer terms
40Class participation
10

TOTAL 450

You say complete additional lab projects for "extra-credit" points. Grades willbe awarded as follows:

405 to 450 or sore, points A
360 to 404-points
315 to 359 points C
3:4 to 270 points D
269 points and below E
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DATE

6/30

SpEd 348--Syllabus

TOPICS

Introduction to course

*
READINGS

Telecummunications and SpecialMet Chap. 1

7/2 History of computers
Current trends in special ed computer use Appendix 8
Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) Chap 3

7/7 CAI--continued
Other special ed applications Chap 4

7/9 Hardware Chap 2

7/14 Software evaluation - LAB Chap 13
Personal microcomputer-use plans Appendix C

7/16 MIDTERM Mt

7/21 Speech output Chap 5
Word processing

7/23 LAB

7/28 Integration of conputer-bas3d activities Chap 6
Adaptive spA assistive devices Chap 7

7/30 LAB

8/4 Computer-managed instruction Chap 12
Other teacher tools

8/6 FINAL EXAM
LAB--SOFTWARE EVALUATION

Other readings may be assigned at the instructor's discretion.
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UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
0

.>-

.
A. Edward Blackhurst
229 Taylor Education Building
University of Kentucky
Lexilv4ton, KY 40506

Phone: 606-257-4713

SpecialNet: UKfSPED

Number of special education studentst

Undergraduate: 260 Graduate: 400

Program Description:

UK offers a Special Education Microcomputer Spectalist
Program and a Post-Doctoral Fellowshia Program. The
specialist program consists of 38 or-ate of coursework,
practicum, and research in technology. The post-doctoral
program is based on an Individualized Fellowship Plan.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF IINTUCEY
SPLCIAL EDUCATION MICROCOMPUTER SPECIALIST PROGRAM CURRICULUM

This Program is completing its third year. For full-time students. It it a
twelve-month program of studies leading to the r.oucational Specialist (Ed. S.)

degree. In addition to the formal curriculum. there are five eight-week blocks
of structured activities which involve ten hrurs per week supervising a
microcomputer lab. evaluating software. using data bases. providing
microcanputing support services. and Developing computer assisted instruction
Programs. The formal curriculum is as follow?:

Cg ULU

EDS 558 Problems In Special Education: Using Microcomputers
An overview of Poplications of microcomputers
in special education programs. (Fleming)

EDS 779 Seminar in SPeCiii EduCation:.MicrocomPuter
Information Systems

Using an integrated word Processing program.. data
base management system. and electronic spreadsheet
for special education applications. Telecommunications
in special education are also stud.e.i. (Blackhurst)

Credits

EDS 779 Seminar in Special Education: Developing Computer
Assisted Instruction

Principles of oesigning computer assisted instruction
programs in special eLJcation art studied. Students also
use authoring system snell programs to design CAI programs.
(Holt)

EDS 558 Problems in Special Education: Using BASIC
Programming with the BASIC language is studied. with
specific applications in special eoucation.

EDS 612 Advanced Practicum in Special Education
A four hour per week Practicum in applications of
microcomputers in public school special ecucation programs.
.ileming)

Sprint; Semester

3

3

3

3

1

EDS 558 Problems In Special Education: Implementing Micro-
computer Programs In Schools 3

Procedures tr designing miccocompute systems in schools.
Emphasis is zn selecting hardware and software tnd
developing operational plans and systems. Different micro-
computer systems and troubleshooting are also studied.
(Fleming)



ZDS 558 Problems In Special Education: Asssistive and
Adaptive Devices 3

Study of equipment and Procedures to enable students with
physical disabilities or sensory impairments to access
ricr000mputers and use microcomputers for communication and
environmental control. (Shuptng)

EDS 779 Seminar In Special Education: Using SuperPILOT
The 'Apple SuperPILOT computer assisted authoring
lam:wasp, is used to develop CAI programs suitable
for use in special education. (Diackhurst)

EDS 799 Researc Techniques inSPecial Education.
Students design a special education microlomputer
research project. Clackhurst)

EDS 612 Advanced Practicum in Special Education
A four hour per week practicum in applications of
microcomputer! in public school special education
Programs. (Fleming)

lainagssiga

EDS 558 Problems in Special Education: Ucing LOGO
The LOGO programming language and its use in special
education currricula are studied. (Shuping)

Summer Sesssen

EDS 779 Seminar in Special Education: Advanced Topics in

Nicrocomputing
A topical seminar on topics of currtat interest
related to_mierocomputer use in special education.
(Ilaskhurst)

EDS 7e9 Independent Study in Special Education
ComPletion of a microcomputing research project.
(Ilackhurst)

EDS 731 Practicum in Special Education Perennel Preparation
Students team teach a special education microcomputer
course unaer supervision. (Fleming)

3

3

3

3

3

3



FUNCTIONS, COMPTENCIES, AND TASKS DIMOND IN muramsni OF MOM=
SPECIAL EDUCATION MICIDOMPUTER SPECIALIST POOGRAM

A. kboard Slackhmrst
Department of Special Edtcation

univorsity of Kentucky
1906

Follooini is the list of functions, competencies, and tasks that are developed
-in the Special Education Microcomputer Specialist Program at the University of
Kentucky. The fiat is used to evaluate prior knowledge and competence at the
begimmieg of the program. Students use it as a checklist to monitor progress
throughout the program. The list will be revised as a result of experience
with the curriculum.

FUNCTION 1.0 illiargaMILEMIVI

COMPETENCY 1.1 Assemble and merate the commooents of a microcomputer

TASKS 1.1.1 Wine the components necessary for the essration
of different microcomputer system confisurations.

1.1.2 Connect input and output devices such as disk
drives, printers, monitors, speech synthesizers,
graphics tsblests, and others.

1.1.3 Install and test the operation of simple hardware
add-ons that can increase the functioning scope
of the microcomputer, such as clock cards,
additional eamory, CP/M operating system, RGB
interfaces, and others.

1.1.4 Explain operations that could cause hardware
damage it not performed in as appropriate manner.

COMPETENCY 1.2 Illustratehe eve air various microcomputer systrs
commands and utility programs.

TASKS 1.2.1 Initialize diskettes in preparation for using
them to store information.

1.2.2 Make back-up copies of system masters in one and
two-drive computer system.

1.2.3 Prepare a "Hello Program".

1.2.4 Boot, load, list, edit, run, sad save programs.

1.2.5 Access the catalog of files on a disk.

1.2.6 Lock and unlock files.

1.2.7 Explain the disk operating system.
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1.2.8 Access a file copy program, transferring one
file at a time from the first to second disk
drive.

1.2.9 Identify the procedural differences in using
different typem of files, such as text, binary,
integer BASIC, end others.

COY 1.3 Demoestrate th. roeriate maintenece of a micro-,

SSIIHOLMIter.

TAUS 1.3.1 State the environmental conditions under which
microcomputers operate most efficiently.

1.3.2 Demonstrate the proper care of microcomputer
disks and describe the effects that dust,
magnetic fields, temperature, liquids, and
physical abuse can have on them.

1.3:3 Secure back-up copies of software purchased and
smoke frequent up-to-date copies of sofware files
under conatruction or revision.

1.3.4 Describe the effects of asynchronous disk drive
speed on the operation of the computer system.

COMPETENCY 1.4 pe simple diagnostics to determine oroblap that_mar
exist when_talcrocommuter_or software program fails
Leognicarapitizt.

TASES 1.4.1 Conduct a "kernel check".

1.4.2 If *microcomputer malfuactions, determine
whether the problem exists in the disk, disk
drive, drive controller card, or elsewhere
is the cuputer.

1.4.3 If a problem exists within a disk, demonstrate
strategies for attempting to recover information.

rummom 2.0 tagMAIMILDAISIQUM
_ .

CMITINOT 2.1 Describe the impact of microcomputers and related
dies on specie) education programs.

TAMS 2.1.1 Explain the historical development of technology
1., special education.

2,1.2 Differentiate between systems and media
technology.

2.1.3 Describe uses of microcomputers in special
education programs.

2.1.4 Explain the use of devices for interfacing
students with subject matter.
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2.1.5 explain ways that telecommunications can be used
in special education.

COMPITINCY 2.2 Use microcomputers to facilitate the education of
istudebte with learming_melkehajordiudem.

TASKS 2.2.1 Use drill and practice programs appropriately.

2.2.2 Identify and use appropriate tutorial programs.

2.2.3 Incorporate simulation and problem saving
programs into the curriculum.

2.2.4 Select educational games to reinforce learning.

2.2.5 Use educational and vocationel assessment
programs.

2.2,6 Use computers and related software for reinforce-
ment.

COMPKTKNCY 2.3 Use microcorautsrs to compensate for learaint
keLdnothat are duo to visual impairmentit
soaggian disorders. end physical disabilities.

TASKS 2.3.1 Use hardware and software large-type generators.

2.3.2 Install and operate speech synthesizers.

2.3.3 Use braille keyboards and printers.

2.3.4 Operate voice-activated input systems.

2.3.5 Use adapted software and hardware that permits
simplified operation of the computer.

2.3.6 Install and operate microswitch activation
systems.

2.3.7 Use electronic communication boards.

COMPITENCY 2.4 Km:dein ways that aicrocceouters can be usedlormad
to the unious learnins characteristics of children
who are sifted and talented.

TASKS 2.4.1 Use graphics tablets and graphics generation
programs.

2.4.2 Install and use music synthesizers.

2.4.3 Teach computer programming.

2.4.4 Use the microcomputer in creative writing
programs.

&9
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2.4.5 Use aicrocomputer software to facilitate
acceleration.

2.4.6 Incorporate advanced problem solving, gaming,
and simulation software in the curriculum.

COMPITIOcr 2.5 VoiLlapxis.
TASKS 2.5.1 Geeerste tests.

2.5.2 Design and operate information storage and
retrieval systems.

2.5.3 Produce transparency misters.

2.5.4 Use instructional shell programs.

2.5.5 Generate worksheets.

2.5.6 Use data analysis programs.

2.5.7 U. gradehook programs.

2.5.8 Develop individualised education programs (IEP's)
using the microcomputer.

COMPETENCY 2.6 0evelon a plan_for microcomputer use in_a special
education Program,

TASKS 2.6.1 Identify elements of the special
education curriculum for which
microcomputer use is appropriate.

2.6.2 Develop procedures for evaluating and selecting
microcomputer software and hardware for use
in the special education curriculum.

2.6.3 develop a budget for microcomputer operation.

2.6.4 Determine the physical plant requirements for
different configurations of microcomputer
programs aad equipment.

2.6.5 Prepare guidelines for microcomputer use in
special education programs.

2.6.6 Maintain files of sources for eicrocoapu:er
hardware and software.

FUNCTION 3.0 imam COMPUTER ASSISTED, INSTRUCTION PROGRAMS

COMPETENCY 3.1 Identify features of comouter programs that can affect
their usefulness with exceptional children.

TAUS 3.1.1 Detersive readability level of programs.
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3.1.2 Describe the potential effects of pictures and
nonstandard characters on understanding.

3.1.3 Explain the effects of program format O
understanding.

3.1.4 Describe how user costrol of rate and sequence of
presentation csa impact on program effectiveness.

3.1.5 Explain how sound can be used in programs and its
positive and negative effects.

3.1.8 Illnstrete how computers end programs can be
accessed by alternative input/output devices.

3.1.7 Explain the importance of user accessibility
to the programming code of instructional
software.

3.1.8 Describe the importance of being able to
interrupt end resume programs.

3.1.9 List the features of'good-quality program
documentaion end support materials.

3.1.10 Explain the importance of the type and
frequency of reinforcement in instructional
software.

COMPETENCY 3.2 Develop specifications for a confuter assiste4
instruction lesson appropriate for an exceptional

TASKS 3.2.1 Define lesson objectives.

3.2.2

3.2.3

3.2.,

3.2.5

3.2.6

3.2.7

3.2.8 Design special effects.

3.2.9 Develop support materiels.

COMPETENCY 3.3 Use an authoring system to develop a confuter lesson
for as exceptional learner.

TAUS 3.3.1 Select an authoring system that is appropriate
for the student's instructional objectives:

Develop evaluation criteria and procedures.

Develop general content outline.

Design presentation treatment.

Develop an instructional outline.

Determine program branches.

Design screen displays.
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3.3.2 Enter information according to the requirements
of thw authoring system.

3.3.3 Inplement the program generated through the
use of the authoring system.

3.3.4 Revise the program based upon the results of
the program implementation.

OOMPITIWO7 3.4 Use an authoring Language tomorte_cD2-
assisted instruction lesson that is atforopriat, for a
special education population.

TASKS 3.4.1 Tzwenslate instructional lesign specifications
into computer code.

3.4.2 Write code that will present text to students.

3.4.3 Develop program code that will accept and
evaluate student responses.

3.4.4 Develop branching routines.

3.4.5 Personalize the program through code that will
use the student's name.

3.4.6 Prepare graphics for use in the computer program.

3.4.7 Generate special characters for use in the
program.

3.4.8 Develop sound effects for use in the program.

3.4.9 Document the program code so that others can
interpret the effects that it has on the program.

3.4.10 De-bug the program code based upon formative
evaluation of the program.

FUNCTION 4.0 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

COMPITINCT 4.1 Use microcampeter-based telecommunication systems, such
e SoecialNett

TASKS 4.1.1 Identify telecommunication services that have
implications for special education.

4.1.2 Determine the hardware and software needed to
interact with a telecommunication newtwork.

4.1.3 Install telecommunication hardware and software.

4.1.4 Send messages to and retrieve messages frog en
electronic bulletin board.
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COMPETENCY 4.2 Access remote data bases to retrieve information
related t2 topics in special education.

TASKS 4.2.1 Determine the necessary codes to enable the
use of a modem.

4.2.2 Develop use a password to gain entry into a
remote data base.

4.2.3 Access information stored in a remote data base.

4.2.4 Store information obtained from a remote data
base on disk and in printed format.

4.2.5 Troubleshoot telecommunications hardware and
software systems.

COMPETENCY 4.3 Vise a word Processing_nrograa.

TASKS 4.3.1 Install a word processing progran for a
particular microcomputer system.

4.3.2 Demonstrate facility in thi construction and
editing of word processing files.

4.3.3 Use the file management features of a word
processor to copy, read, write, and duplicate
files.

4.3.4 Use print control codes to access special
printer features.

4.3.5 Merge files for the purposes of s final prinvvut.

4.3.6 Use utilities such as address merging and
spelling checker programs.

COMPETENCY 4.4 Use a data base managmentorograa for storing and=
trievint special education data.

TASKS 4.4.1 Identify the data to be stored in a data base
and the output requirements from its use.

4.4.2 Describe the hardware requirements for using a
particular data base management system.

4.4.3 Develop a format for structuring a data base.

4.4.4 Enter data into a data base.

4.4.5 Conduct searches of the data base to retrieve
information that it contains.

4.4.6 Print out reports from a data base.
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4.4.7 Describe the 'Imitations of a particular data
base software program being used.

COMPETENCY 4.5 Ute an electronic spreadsheet Program or amintaiaing
=Marie records and preparing reports.

?ISIS 4.5.1 Identify the types of numeric data to be entered
into the spreadsheet and the report requirements.

4.5.2 Develop a template for the spreadsheet that
will enable the appropriate manipulation of
its contents.

4.5.3 Enter-formulas to facilitate computation and
"what if* analyses.

4.5.4 Manipulate the information contained in the
spreadsheet.

4.5.5 Prepare reports from information contained in
an electronic spreadsheet.

minim 5.0 cOMPUTER PROGRAMING

COMPETENCY 5.1 Write and de-bug e comater_oraeraa for a spacial
educmtion_emlicetion_usint_a hither level programming
language such as BASIC. Pascal. or LOGO.

TASKS 5.1.1 Identify the topic to be progressed and express
it in a flow chart.

5.1.2 Construct an outline of the interactive sequences
needed to successfully interact with the program.

5.1.3 Viewing each section of the outline as a
programmable unit, write program code in the
language chosen.

5.1.4 Identify and correct errors in the program code.

5.1.5 Use the program with a third party sad. sake
revisions based upon feedback obtained.

COMPETENCY 5.2 Dwell,* the characteristics of differs t computer
programming languages and illustrate waYs_to access
programs written in different languages. -

TASKS 5.2.1 Define the difference between a program written
in machine code and one composed in an
interpreted higher language, such as BASIC.

5.2.2 Explain the fundamental differences between the
role of an assembler and the role of a compiler.

5.2.3 Explain the differences between the theory under-
lying SA4IC and Pascal.
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5.2.4 Explain the value of language, such es LOGO and
PILOT.

5.2.5 Describe the software and hardware requirements
for constructing programs in machine language,
Pascal, BASIC, PILOT, and LOGO.

FUNCTION 6.0 TRAINING AND CONSULTATION

OONPITENCT 6.1 Retormine the needs of special eduAtion Personnel for
Irainins in the azolication of microcomputer

TASKS 6.1.1 Design instruments and procedures for conducting
a training needs assemament.

6.1.2 Conduct a training needs assessment.

6.1.3. Analyze data collected from a traicing needs
assessment.

6.1.4 Develop a plan for Ca delivery of instruction
that is based on the results of a needs amuse-
ment.

CCHPITENCY 6.2 DevelonLand conduct in-service training on micro-
computer applications in special education Programs.

TASKS 6.2.1 Prepare a ission statement that will serve
to guide the implementation of the training
program.

6.2.2 Define the functions and competencies to be
performed as a result of the training.

6.2.3 Specify objectives and evcluation criteria
for each competency to be developed.

6.2.4 Identify, develop, and/or select content to
be included in the training program

6.2.5 Design the structure for the training program.

6.2.6 Implement the training program.

6.2.7 Evaluate the training program and sake any
necessary r-:lions based upon the evaluation.

COMPETENCY 6.3 Provide consultation- services to special education
aersooavl who may ceguire ass is et in the of
misiscomputemand related software.

TASKS 6.3.1 identify the needs of those t require consul-
-. tation services.

6.3.2 Define the outcomes for the consultation
assistance.
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6.3.3 Identify the activities needed to provide the
consultation services.

6.3.4 Develop sod maintain a file 0 human and non-
human resources that can be used to support
coasultatiom services.

6.3.5 Establish rapport with the recipient of
consultative services.

6.3.6 Deliver consultation services.

6.3.6 Evaluate the effectiveness of consultation
services.

FUNCTION 7.0 HaniliralgaMMILAIMUOINLS

COMPETENCY 7.1 ;valuate microcomnuter software for its votential
application in special education programs.

TASKS 7.1.1 Identify the purpose of the software and its
objectives.

7.1.2 Describe the type of instructional program.

7.1.3 Determine the characteristics of learners for
whom the software is appropriate.

7.1.4 Descrilt2 the software forest and ways information
is presented to the learner.

7.1.5 Determine the extent of user control over the
program.

7.1.6 Describe the computer use commands, academic
demands, physical demands placed on the student,
and the speed and accuracy of the program.

7.1.7 Identify the type and frequency of feedback and

reinforcement.

7.1.8 Determine the extent of branching within the
progren.

7.1.9 Describe the user options for students end
teachers.

7.1.10 Determine the adequacy of program documentation.

COMPETENCY 7.2 Conduct comparative analyses of micrvcoanuter hardwera
pad related eouiveent in order to sake selection
decisions.,

TASKS 7.2.1 Evaluate the features of various microcomputer
system configurations.
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7.2.2 Evaluate the features of various adapted
input/output devices.

7.2.3 Evaluate the features of different printers.

7.2.4 Evaluate the features of different modems.

7.2.5 Evaluate the features of various storage devices.

7.2.5 Maline the features of different video displays

7.2.7 Evaluate equipment that is controlled by icro-
computer, such as videodiscs.

OOMPSTINCY 7.3 DesianAnd_mduct studies to evaluate the impact of
plisrocomputer applications in special educatioa

LEVEZEILL

TAMS 7.3.1 Formulate research end evaluation questions
related to microcomputer use.

7.3.2 Conduct reviews of literature related to micro-
computers and their use in special education.

7.3.3 Design single subject end group experiments to
obtain data to answer research end evaluation
questions.

7.3.4 Collect data to answer research end evaluation
questions.

7.3.5 Analyze research and evaluation data.

7.3.5 Prepare research and evaluation reports.

COMPETENCY 7.4 Ett.Atjicpingteaekcjiiusgwiritett'stalanalyo
analyze data collected for evaluative studies.

TASKS 7.4.1 Analyze the features of different data analysis
programs.

7.4.2 Select en anlysis procedure appropriate for the
data to be analyzed.

7.4.3 Design formats for recording data for computer
entry.

7.4.4 Enter data according to program requirements.

7.4.5 tbe the computer to analyze data end generate
reports.

7.4.6 Interpret data analyses performed by the program.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
SPECIAL EDUCATION MICROCOMPUTER SPECIALIST PROGRAM CURRICULUM

This program is completing its third year. For full-time stuaents, it is a
twelve -month program of studies leading to the Educational Specialist (Ed. S.)

agree. In addition to the formal curriculum. there are five eight-week blocks
of structured activities which involve ten hours per week supervising a
microcomputer lab. evaluating software. using data bases. providing
microcomputing support services, and oeveloping computer assisted instruction
programs. The formal curriculum is as follows:

Course Credits

fall Semester

EDS 558 Problems in Special Education: Using Microcomputers
An overview of applications of microcomputers
in special education programs. (Fleming)

EDS 779 Seminar In Special Education: Microcomputer
Information Systems

Using an integrated word processing program, data
base management system. and electronic spreadsheet
for special education applications. Telecommunications
in special education are also studied. (Blackhurst)

EDS 779 Seminar in Special Education: Developing Computer
Assisted Instruction

Principles of oesigning computer assisted instruction
programs in special c :cation are studied. Students also
use authoring system shell programs to oesign CA! programs.
(Gott)

EDS 558 Problems in Special Education: Using BASIC
Programming with the BASIC language is studied. with
specific applications in special education. (Shuping)

EDS 612 Advanced Practicum in Special Education
A four nour per week practicum In applications of
microcomputers in public school special education programs.
(Fleming)

pDrino Semester

3

3

3

3

1

EDS 558 Problems In Special Education: Implementing Micro-
computer Programs In Schools 3

Procedures for designing microcomputer systems in schools.
Emphasis is on selecting haroware and software and
oevelopino operational plans and systems. Different micro-
computer systems and troubleshooting are also studied.
(Fleming)
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EDS 55$ Problems in Special Education: Asssistive and
Adaptive Devices

Study of equipment and procedures to enable students wan
physical disabilities or sensory impairments to access
microcomputers and use microcomputers for communication and
environmental control. (Shuping)

EDS 779 Seminar In Special Education: Using SuperPILOT
The "Apple SuperPILOT' computer assisted authoring
language is used to develop CAI programs suitable
for use in special education. (Blackhurst)

EDS 799 Research Techniques In Special Education
Students design a special education microcomputer
research project. (Blackhurst)

EDS 612 Advanced Practicum in Special Education
A four hour per week practicum in applications of
microcomputers in public school special education
programs. (Fleming)

Wersessioa

EDS 550 Problems in Special Education: Using LOGO
The LOGO programming language and its use in special
education currricula are studied. (Shuping)

$ummer Session

EDS 779 Seminar in Special Education: Advanced Topics in
Microcomputing

A topical seminar on topics of current interest
related to microcomputer use in special education.
(Blackhurst)

EDS 789 Independent Study in Special Education
Completion of a microcomput!ng research project.
(Blackhurst)

EDS 731 Practicum in Special Education Personnel Preparation
Students team teach a special education microcomputer
Course under supervision. (Fleming)

3

3

1

3

3

3

3

TOTAL CREDITS 38
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POST-DOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP PBOORAN

APPLICATIONS OF NI caoloompura TECKNOLOGT IN SPECIAL EDUCATIOII

A. Edward Blackhurat
Department of Special Education

Univeraity of Kentucky
1986

The Department of.Special Education at the University of Kentucky
announces the availability of a Poet-Doctoral Fellowship program for
special education leadership personnel who are interested in developing
skills in the application of microcomputer technology in special
education. This is a full-time, individually planned program of studies
that blends didactic instruction, observation and practicum, independent
study, consultation, and research related to the use of microcomputers.

Persons interested in the program eust be able to. spend a minimum of five
'oaths in residence at the University of Kentucky in order to be eligible
for a Post-Doctoral Fellowship. The program is supported by a grant from
the Division of Personnel Preparation, Office of Special Education
Programs, U. S. Department of Education. Twelve Post-Doctoral Fellows
(four each Year) wil be selected to participate in'the program for the
1986, 1987, and 1988 academic years.

Planaint the Fellowship Activities,

Applicants for a fellowship must complete a aicrocomputing skill
self-assessment. This instrument contains 43 competency statements that
have been identified as contributing to the productivity of special
education faculty. For each item, potential Fellows indicate whether they
are either (a) not interested in developing that competency, CO already
competent in that area, (c) possess the competency to a limited extent and
are interested in developing it further, (d) interested in developing an
awareness in the area, and (e) interested in developing skills in the
artta. They also identify those areas of interest that are of highest
priority to them. Competency that are not listed on the self-assessment
are also identified at that time.

Based upon the self-assessment, a written Individualized Fellowship Plan
(IFP) is then developed. In consultation with the fellowship program
director, the competency self-assessment is analyzed and objectives are
developed for the fellowship program. Activities and experiences are
identified that will enable the attainment of the objectives. Procedures
for evaluating whether objectives are met are also agreed upon at that
time.

Formal Coasework

Nine formal courses related to applications of microcomputer technology in
special education are offerred at various times throughout the academic
year. Fellows may elect to take entire courses or specific units of
interest within courses. This determination will be made at the time the
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IFP is developed. following is a brief description of the courses and a

notation of when each is typically offered (F=Fall; SvSpring:
SvIntersession; SS=Sumer School):

Microcomputers in Special Idamstiem (F,s,ss)
An introduction to microcomputers and their use in special education.

Special Idacatiem Oticrocaspeter lemmatise System (F,S,SS)
An integrated word processor, database meager, and electronic
spreadsheet and telecommunications, with applications to special
education.

Developing Cemputer Assisted Instruction in Special Education (F,SS)
Principles of designing computer assisted instruction and various CA/
authoring systems applied to special education.

Using URIC in Special Education (F)
The BASIC programming language, with applications to special
education.

Microcomputer implemtation in Special Education Programs (S)
Procedures for integrating microcomputers into the special education
curriculum, including troubleshooting.

Assistive and Adoptive Bquipmeot in Special Education (S,SS)
Devices and software for facilitating computer acmes and
environmental control by people with physical disabilities and
sensory impairments.

Using SuperPILOT in Special Education (S)
Applications of-the SuperPUOT computer assisted instruction
authoring language, including development of a drill and practice and
tutorial program for a special education application.

Research Techeigues in Special Education (S)
Procedures for &wiping& nicrocomputing research project, including
the development of a funding proposal.

Using 1000 in Special Education (IS or SS)
The LOGO programing language, with applications to special education
students.

The-ebove courses, pills practices!, are part of the Special Education
Microcomputer Specialist Program that is operated by the Department of
Special Education. This program leads to the Educational Specialist
Degree-or can be used as the first year of doctoral study in Special
Education. In addition to the formal courses, an infernal weekly "brown
bag" luncheon seminar is conducted on topics of current interest to
students. Fellows will be encouraged to participate in these informal
activities.
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Practicum Experiences

Fellows may elect to pursue precticum activities to obtain Mode -on
experience in the microcomputer applications specified in their ITP. A
collaborative arrangement bas been mods with Fayette County Schools, the
second largest school district in leetucky, to make available special
education classrooms in which microcomputers are being used. These
include resource programs for students with mild learning and behavior
disorders, self-contaimed units for students with behavior disorders,
severe disabilities, visually impaired, and physical disabilities.
'Special education administrative opplicetions can also be observed in the
offices of principals of elementary, junior high, and senior high schools
sod in the central school administrative offices.

The College of Education operates two microcomputer laboratories, one
equipped with Apple computers and the other with Radio Shack computers.
An instructional media center (INC) containing over 350 pieces of
educational software is also available. In addition, the INC provides a
depository of software evaluations that are systematically distributed to
faculty, according to their major woos of interest. A full-time
technician provides microcomputer maintenance sad, repair services through
the auspices of the INC. Observation end practicus experiences are
available in these facilities.

The Office of Educational Research in the College of Education maintains
computer terminals to access the University's mainframe computer. Several
brands of microcomputers are also available for student use in that
office, including desk-top publishing using Macintosh microcomputers that

-4-4" are networked to a Laserwriter printer.

The Department of Special Education has numerous microcomputial
applications that can serve as the 'oasis for observation and procticum
experiences.' Among these are an undergraduate and graduate stdent
database, fiscal record keeping, and procedures for the mmnagemeet of
grant programs. The Deponent also operates on Educational Assessment
Clinic that facilitates the use of software and adaptive hardware devices
for people who have dioabilities. Several research projects in which
microcomputers are used are currently in progress, including the use of
nicrocoputers for data collection sad analysis. An electronic bulletin
board is also 'maintained for use by faculty and public school special
educators who Moe access to nodose. Fellows will have access to this
bulletin board as well es to the SpecialNet electronic message service.
The Department's user name on SpecialNet is UEYSPED. A separate
Speciaet account has been set aside for students in the microcomputer
programs. The user name for this account is ULNICROS.

Although Fellows will have amiss to Atari, IBN, Radio Shack, NEC, end
Wong microcomputers, the Apple II line of computers receives primary
emphasis. All faculty and secretaries in the Department of Special
Education have fully equipped Apple II. systems, including printers, in
their offices. Additional Apple systems have been placed in the offices
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of professional staff members, resserlh assistants. and graduate students.
Fellows will share an office that is equipped with Apple tie microcomputer
systems for their use while enrolled in the program.

Iodeondent Study

It is anticipated that Fellows will went to pursue idiosyncratic topics in
addition to those available through formal courses and practice.
Indeoeedemt studies will be designed as part of the IFP process. To
facilitate independent study, Fellows will be given access to the
technolo research database that is amintaind by the Department. This
database contains abstracts sod annotations of research on technology.
The abstracts have been prepared by microcomputer specialist students and
are stored on a 10 megabyte hard disk for retrieval. Abstracts of
approximately 100-research reports are entered in this system each year.
Users can obtain either an annotated bibliography or a complete abstract
of the research article from the database. They can also obtain a printed
abstract on a 5 by 8 inch card. If they went to examine the complete
research report, they can obtain that from a file cabinet. Fellows will
be taught how to use this system. They will also be encouraged to
.contribute to it as they read and evaluate research on the use of
microcomputers.

In 1985, the Department contracted with the ERIC Clearinghouse on
handicapped end Gifted Children that is operated by the Council for
Exceptional Children to conduct a search for literature on applications of
microcomputers in special education. Five different electroinic databases
were searched, resulting in the location of over 1,000 publications.
Abstracts of those documents are available in the Department and will be
made available to the Fellows. Individual searches of the ERIC database
can be obtained through the College of Education library, which is housed
in the Education complex.

Financial Aid

Each Post-Doctoral Fellowship is for a minimum five month period: either
August 15 through January 14 or January 15 through June 15. Fellowships
are awarded in the amount of S7,500 for the fivemonth period. Fellows
also receive funding for one national and one in-state trip of their
choice to attend a microcomputing conference or visit a program that is
using microcomputers. Koch Fellow also say select $500 worth of
microcomputer software to purchase for future use. Fellows also receive
faculty privileges at all University of Kentucky facilities, including the
library and faculty club.

Elitibility Reouiresents

Applicants for Fellowships must hold the doctorate in special education
and be employed full -tine is a special education position. An application
form must be completeA, accompanied by a self-assessment of microcomputer
competencies. A letter of support Eros the applicant's immediate
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supervisor is also required. Fellows must plan to complete a product as a
result of the Fellowship. This can be a research article, a piece of
educational software, design for a course, or other product as negotiated
when the Iflo is developed. Previous experience with microcomputers is not
necessary.

'Fellowship swards will be made by the Departmeat of Special Education
Committee on Graduate Admissioas and Standards. Factors to be considered
by the awards committee will be (a) Relevance of the statement of goals
for which fellowship activities can be plumed and provided within the
progrms; (b) Potential impact of the Fellowship experience in terms of the
product to be produced and whet the applicant hopes to accomplish after
returning to regular employment; (c) A completed self-aseesement of
microcoputing competencies; (d) A vita that documsats that the individual
hes a record of providing leadership in special education; (e) The extent
to which the applicant's immediate supervisor is supportive of the
Fellowship, will provide a leave of absence, and will support
implementation of the Fellow's activities upon return to the home
instit ties.

Application for and additional information can be obtained by
contacting the Post-Doctoral Microcomputing Fellowship Program Director:

A. Edward Blackhurst
Department of Special Education
229 Taylor Education Building
University of Eentucky
Lexington, KY 40506-0001

Telephone: (606) 257-4713
SpecialNet User Name: UKYSPED
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THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

Dianne Tobin
The Johns Hopkins University
9366 Mellenbrook Road
Columbia, MD 21045

Phone: 301-338 -8273

SpecialNets JHUL

Number of special education students:

Undergraduates Graduate: 50

Program Description:

Johns Nopkin's Technology for Educators program offers a
variety of degree and certificate options, including a
Master of Science in Education, a Certificate of Concen-
tration in a technology area, a Certificate of Advanced
Study, and Doctorate in Technology and Special Education
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:.,:VISON OF EDUCATION 5AL7INIORE NID '21218 00I 333.3: :*3

At The Johns Hopkins University, graduate programs in both

technology and special eoucation are offered. Our courses are

held in the evening and most of our students are employed full

time as teachers or other school personnel. In a recent survey,

it was found that most students in our program already have one

Masters degree and have been teaching 4or approximately 10 years.

Many of our students, who are interested in computers in

special education, are already certified in special education

and/or have been teaching special needs students for several

years.

Courses related to technology have been separated from

traditional courses in a program entitled "Technology for

Educators'. both in regular and special education. This program

includes some courses related to technology in special education,

and students are encouraged to enroll in some of the courses for

regular education as well. The attached list represents all the

technology courses offered in the program. Courses marked with a

star, 00, are specifically related to special education. Courses

marked with an asterisk (*) are for amoral education students,

but suitable for special education teachers as well.
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Computer Literacy

Course Description

Microcomputer technology will be surveyed with primary
emphasis on its application to special education and
rehabilitation. Following a brief history of computers and
description of how they work, the body of the course will be
devoted to demonstrations and hands-on student interaction with
microcomputer systd.as, software applicable to instruction and
remediation, and special input-output devices used in adapting
computers for disabled users. This is the introductory course in
computer technology for teachers, therapists, parents and others
who have little background or experience in this field and who
wish to survey and become acquainted with a variety of personal
computers and programs currently used in instruction and
habilitation/rehabilitation.

Competencies

To successfully complete this course of study, the student should
be able to:

1.0 Demonstrate a general knowledge of computers and their
use by:

1.1 Describing the major components of a microcomputer
system and their basic function

1.1.1 C.P.U. - Central Processing Unit/Hardware
1.1.2 Integrated circuits
1.1.3 Peripherals
1.1.4 Software
1.1.5 Languages
1.1.6 Memory/internal
1.1.7 Communication between CPU and Memory
1.1.8 Storage devices

1.2 Describing the capabilities of a computer
1.3 Describing how computers are used in special education
1.4 Discussing the impact of computers on society

2.0 Demonstrate familiarity with computer equipment by:

2.1 Performing operations relative to the use of a
range of different machines

2.2 Operating a microcomputer system (turn on /off, run
printer, monitor, disk drive, cassette, locate and
run specific programs)
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2.3 Installing peripheral cards, switches, and other
commonly used items

2.4 Describing the general principles of are and
maintenance of microcomputer systems

2.5 Performing preventive maintenance in terms of
installing and protecting machines.

3.0 Discuss specific uses for the microcomputer within special
education by:

3.1 Providing examples of the computer as a personal
assistive device

3.2 Describing the role and impact of comp:ter assisted
instruction

3 3 Describing organization of computer managed instruction
3.4 Describing administrative uses of the microcomputer

in education
3.5 Describing the role and impact of the :omputer as

a tool in education
3.6 Describing the advantages and disadvantages of

computers in education
3.7 Identifying sources of software
3.8 Identifying sources of reviews and eva:uations of

software

4.0 Demonstrate how the computer functions as an information
system by:

4.1 Describing the underlying principles cf automation
4.2 Describing the orderly process in preparing, entering,

storing, retrieving, checking and interpreting data
4.3 Preparing data for processing and in using output

for decision-making
4.4 Illustrating the importance of precise codes and

rules when transforming data

5.0 Demonstrate knowledge of the history of computers by

5.1 Understanding development of number theory
5.2 Describing the five generations of cocputers and

the impact of each
5.3 Describing the development of ideas of storage --

programs

Required Text,

Sitter, G., & Camuse, R. (1984). Using a microc:mouter in
the classroom. Reston Publishing Company.

Recommended Text

Turkle, S. (1984).. The second self, computers and the
human spirit. Simon & Schuster, Inc.
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Elementary BASIC Programming for Microcomputers

Course Description

BASIC programming language is introduced with emphasis
on programming techniques applicable to education.

Competencies

To successfully complete this course of study, the student should
be able to:

1.0 Understand parts of the machine, input, output, central
processing unit.

2.0 Distinguish between internal and external memory RAM, ROM.

3.0 Use 3 disk drive to run a program

3.1 CATALOG, A, I, T, B in catalog
3.2 Be able to LOAD a program from disk
3.3 Be able to EXECUTE a program from disk
3.4 Be able to LIST a program from a disk
3.5 Be able to change a program on disk
3.6 Be able to LOCK and UNLOCK programs on catalog

4.0 Make disks comps 'ble with system

4.1 format disks
4.2 save programs to disk

5.0 Change the name of programs on disk

6.0 Use the Keyboard input to write and edit programs.

6.1 power up switch
6.2 keyboard keys inc. shift --- , RETURN, CNTRL,

ESC

7.0 Understand monitor symbols

7.1 Blinking cursor
7.2 >
7.3 How to clear the screen

8.0 Remove a program from computer's memory in order to write
a new program.

9.0 Use elementary program statements to

9.1 print on the screen
9.2 create 8 variables
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9.2.1 use variables to :ount errors, correct answers,etc.
9.2.2 use # variables t: help in decision making

9.3 put data into a program and work with them9.4 create string variables

9.4.1 address children olt name when they are workingon a nrogram
9.4.2 to a%-)w students control through yes/no

statements

9.5 make screen format attractive

9.5.1 formatting commands (HTAB, VTAB)
9.5.2 PRINT statements to draw, skip lines, skip

spaces
9.5.3 use of commas and semi-colons
9.5.4 use of FLASH-INVE7,SE
9.5.5 graphics (low resolution & Intro to high

resolution)

9.6 be able to write simple drill and practice mathematicsprograms

9.6.1 generate random t=bers
9.6.2 understand arithmetic operations commands

(+, *, /)
9.6.3 understand INT flt:tctions

9.7 use decision making and looping programs statementsGOTO, IF/THEM, FOR...NEXT

9.8 control the speed with wh:.ch the program executes

9.8.1 programmers contrcl with speed and delay
loop commands

9.8.2 user control with INPUT and GET commands

9.9 use subroutires to make program more efficient

9.9.1 write a computer program solving a two or
more step problem

9.9.2 provide document action within program9.9.3 flow chart a program for planning

9.10 refine programs developed already

9.10.1 trace logic and procedure in program already
written

9.10.2 detect and correct err^cs in a program
9.10.3 modify a program to get different results
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10.0 Use arrays to categorize variables more efficiently.

11.0 Identify elementary commands for string manipulation.

12.0 Identify commands used with sequential and random access
files.

Required Text

Presley, S. (1984). A guide to programming in APPLESOFT.
New York: Lawrenceville Press.
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BASIC Programming in Microcomouters II

Course Description

Advanced techniques in BASIC programming, including text
files, assembly language routines, sound and graphics, peeks
and pokes, and modifications to the operating system, are
presented.

Competencies

To successfully complete this course of study, the student should
be able to:

1.0 Create and use in programs both Sequential and Random
Access types of files using DOS 3.3.

2.0 Use techniques of string manipulation to control two on
screen.

3.0 Convert Binary, Octal, Decimal and Hexademical data
values of one type into any other type.

4.0 Evaluate the outcome of Boolean expressions used in
Applesoft programs.

5.0 Learn advanced techniques for programming in high
resolution graphics.

6.0 Use shape tables stored on disk to include lower and
upper case text information with graphics.

7.0 Use text page 2 to print text information onto High
Resolution Graphics page 2.

8.0 Print standard ASCII characters to a CRT screen that are
not available on the Apple II+ keyboard.

9.0 Create input routines that prevent unexpected keyboard
or file inputs from causing the program to stop
execution or execute improperly.

10.0 Identify and manipulate memory locations used by the
operating system to customize the operation of the
system monitor.

11.0 Translate standard sheet music into an Applesoft
program that creates sound of the correct pitch and tempo.

11S
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12.0 Input machine language programs from documentation, storethe program permanently to disk, and call the programfrom a BASIC program.

13.0 Modify the Disk Operating System to create a new set ofoperational keywords.

Ileguired Text

Poale, Lon (1981). Apole,II users guide. Berkeley: Osborne-McGraw Hill.
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Educational Software Selection and Evaluation

Course Description

A current overview of software programs for use in education
is presented as well as procedures for integrating these programs
into the curriculum and school setting. In addition, students
will study existing software evaluation forms and processes,
applying this information in the evaluation of selected
programs. Particular emphasis will be placed on the selection
and evaluation of programs for use in special education programs.

1. Identify exemplary educational software relevant to the
following skill domains:

1.1 concept development
1.2 functional academics
1.3 language/communication
1.4 recreation/leisure
1.5 career education/vocational training

2. Demonstrate the utility of tool applications in an
educational context:

2.1 word processing systems
2.2 data base management programs
2.3 graphics and drawing
2.4 electronic spreadsheets

3. Perform an internal evaluation of existing software
designated for educational purposes

3.1 apply knowledge of instructional design and
learner characteristics to evaluate the program's
educational merit

3.2 determine the appropriateness and accuracy of the
program

3.3 determine whether the program involves the student
in active learning experiences

3.4 evaluate the program's technical merit as it
relates to programming and ease of use.

4. Integrate software into the curriculum by:

4.1 demonstrating its relationship to the educational
objective (e.g., review, testing, tutorial)

4. demonstrating its comp1amentary relationship to
other classroom activities

4.3 designing non-computer activities to integrate
with software lessons

4.4 measuring the impact of the lesson(s) on student
performance vatiables
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5. Identify existing needs in educational software for aspecific group of students (e.g., learning disabled,mentally retarded) and/or instructional domain.

6. Catalog and rank existing software for students with
one specific handicapping condition and/or one specific
instructional domain.

7. Fo*ulate the specification requirements for an
eduJational software application to a programmer by

7.1 defining the instructional objective
7.2 communicating the need in technical terms7.3 describing the sequence and scope of instructionalframes

8. Identify
external

9. Identify
designed

agencies/individuals who can reliably perform
evaluation of software.

and compare the content of instruments
for software evaluation.
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Hardware, Peripherals, and Interface Devices

Course Description

This course introduces students to the basis of
trouble-shooting on the Apple microcomputer and related
peripheral devices, and enables them to handle everyday problems,
as well as to avoid major disasters. In addition, students
become familiar with the more popular peripheral devices'used
with the Apple, including printers, modems, and monitors.
Problems associated with Apple maintenance in school settings are
explored.

Competencies

To successfully complete this course of study, the student should
be able to:

1.0 Compare and contrast existing hardware according to the
following criteria:*

1.1 Is the machine simple enotigh for teachers and students
to use?

1.2 Is the machine reliable?
1.3 Are manufacturers' representatives conveniently located

and reliable in repairing malfunctions?
1.4 Are adequate peripherals and special equipment

available to meet teacher and student needs?
1.5 Are features (peripherals, memory, external ports,

speed, real time clock, etc.) available at minimal
cost?

1.6 Will machines interface with larger machines for
generalizable applications in terms of language and
hookups?

1.7 Is the operating and programmable language easy to
learn and compatible with other machines?

1.8 What is basic cost of machine compared with others on
the market with similar features?

1.9 Is the machine easy to load and initiate operation?
1.10 Are adequate operating manuals available or is training

available for teachers or other primary users?
1.11 Is unit "self- contained ", relatively free of ribbons,

wires, and connectives?

2.6 Describe the various switches and switch configurations
available for handicapped users such as:

2.1 Single switches
2.2 Dual switches
2.3 Quad switcheF

12°2
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3.0 Describe the use of the computer to facilitate one's control
over their environment through:

3.1 Multiple appliances system
3.2 Single appliance controllers and components
3.3 Self-help aids

4.0 Describe the use of the computer as a monitoring device to
summon assistance.

5.0 Describe the use of the computer as an augmentative
communication device considering such issues as portability,
normalization, maintenance, and funding.

6.0 Describe the use of robotics with the handicapped.

7.0 Describe several applications of videodisc technology with
handicapped individuals such as:

7.1 The media development project for the hearing impaired
at the University of Nebraska at Lincoln.

7.2 The developments at the Exceptional Child Center at
Utah State University in Logan.

8.0 Program peripheral devices for custom applications.

9.0 Evaluate alternative means of controlling computer input and
output.

10.0 Describe hardware and software (programming) considerations
for use of speech synthesis.

* from Polsgrove, L. Considerations in purchasing
microcomputers. Presentation at the National
Conference on the Use of Microcomputers in Special
Education, Harford, CT, March, 1983.
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Authoring Languages for Iritructional Use of Microcomputers

Course Description

This course will pro.ide an overview of the authoring
languages, PILOT, LOGO, and others of special interest (e.g.,
BLOCKS, TUTOR, etc.). The creation of CAI lessons through
authoring systems and.authoring languages will be a prime course
requirement.

Competencies

To successfully complete this course of study, the student should
be able tot

1.0 Access the author mode of Apple pilot to:

1.1 Initialize a diskette
1.2 Create/edit pilot lesson text
1.3 Create/edit graphics
1.4 Create/edit sound effects
1.5 Create/edit character sets
1.6 Copy a lesson diskette

2.0 Program in the LOGO language including:

2.1 Graphic commands
2.2 Numeric operations
2.3 Word and list operations
2.4 Defining and editing procedures
2.5 Conditional expressions

.2.6 Controlling procedure execution
2.7 Input and output
2.8 Piling and managing workspace

3.0 Write and debug LOGO programs including:

3.1 Educational games
3.2 Enrichment activities
3.3 Problem solving

4.0 Modify and extend LOGO programs for instructional
applications including:

4.1 Drill and practice
4.2 Simulations
4.3 Tutorials

5.0 Compare and contrast different authoring systems with
respect to their ability to
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5.1 Empirically determine a reinforcer for each student
5.2 Vary content of program.
5.3 Vary format of the program
5.4 Present instructional stimuli through different sensory

modalities
5.5 Vary input mode
5.6 Reinforce correct responses on the appropriate schedule

of reinforcement
5.7 Provide designated contingencies rolling incorrect

responses
5.8 "Call-up* student's performance
5.9 Analyze and change cues, reinforcement, and correction

procedures if student is not learning
5.10 Using branching where the student demonstrates need for

further concept development
5.11 Permit teacher interaction with system without prior

programming skills

6.0 Use selected authoring systems to:

6.1 Select the presentation media and format appropriate to
the lesson objectives

6.2 Organize the lesson content into a form suitable for
entry into the computer

6.3 Enter the lesson content and edit it into the desired
form

6.4 Test the computer implementation and further edit it as
necessary to meet the lesson objectives

6.5 Designate the data to be recorded regarding the
student's performance
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Computerized Information and Data Management in Special Education

Course Description

This course will focus on the administrative uses of
microcomputers to track student progress, to retrieve student
information, or to group students. The use of computer systems
to develop and monitor IEPse score/record student performance,
and prepare written reports will be demonstrated. Word
processing, electronic mail, as well as data file systems will
also be addressed.

Competencies

To successfully complete this course of study, the student should
be able to:

1.0 Use the computer to store, monitor, and retrieve information
on student placement and progress

1.1 Monitor due process and procedural safeguards by
specifying the status of 21 administrative procedures
as being completed or ongoing

1.2 Store demographic information on students, including
name, address, phone number, etc.

1.3 Store curriculum data including;

1.3.1 students' objectives
1.3.2 evaluative criteria for objectives
1.3.3 strategies and materials for curricular areas

2.0 Use the computer to generate IEPs including:

2.1 Strengths and weaknesses
2.2 Demographic data
2.3 Implementation data
2.4 Numbers of hours in regular and special education
2.5 Test data
2.6 Student goals
2.7 Prints objectives
2.8 Evaluative criteria
2.9 Strategies and materials utilizing the curriculum data

stored

3.0 Use the computer to individualize instruction

3.1 Group students for instruction by objectives according
to whether:

3.1.1 the individual student has achieved the
objective

3.1.2 still needs instruction

4 t
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3.1.3 the status of the student on a particular
objective is undetermined

4.0 Use portable and handheld computers as behavioral
observation devices.

5.0 bemonstrate the use of the computer to communicate withother computers and information sources:

5.1 Access SpecialNet for communication purposes5.2 Access SpecialNet for review of bulletin boards5.3 Obtain printout from SpecialNet messages or bulletinboard information
5.4 Access library databases for literature searches

127
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Applications of Microcomputer 7echnology in
Special Education/Rehabi:I:ation

Course Description

This course involves the observation, evaluation, and
analysis of technology based applications for handicapped
individuals. A primary requirement is to design and implement an
individualized project using microcomputers and related
technology.

Competencies

To successfully complete this course of svzdy, the student should
be able to:

1.0 Provide examples of traditional and zcn-traditional uses
of microcomputers with the handicapped.

2.0 Illustrate the operation of alternate input devices (e.g.,
Adaptive Firmware Card, Zygo Tecra ScLn, the Mouse, and
Touch Screen).

3.0 Describe the strengths and limitaticcs of voice activated
technology.

4.0 Describe the current speech synthesis systems (e.g., Echo
II, Votrax TNT).

5.0 Provide means of human interface with computers through
expanded keyboards, direct selection, morse code, etc.

6.0 Design custom applications of interface devices with
existing software.

7.0 Design custom applications of interface devices with
environmental control units.

8.0 Observe serval successful applications of microcomputers
with handicapped students.

9.0 Evaluate a handicapped student with respect to needs
which could be addressed through tech=ology.

10.0 Design and adapt a technology-based system for the
identified needs of a handicapped stzdent.

11.0 Introduce and implement technology-based approaches with
selected students.
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Course Description

Organizational factors influence the introduction of
microcomputers in special education programs. Conversely this
new technology affects the structure, schedule and organizational
climate of the classroom. in this course students will learn to
analyze and develop procedures for effectively integrating the
microcomputer in classroom settings to optimize instruction.

C0AR2t2221t1

To successfully complete this course of study, the student should
be able to:

1.0 Survey the variety of educational uses of computers and
general characteristics of each (computer managed
instruction, drill and practice, tutorial, simulations,
instructional games, problem solving, evaluation and test
item banking, record keeping and processing).

2.0 Describe various hardware characteristics, capabilities, and
the effects on school application by:

2.1 Describing specific instructional activities as they
would be implemented by alternate hardware systems, and
the accompanying changes in teacher behavior and
responsibilities.

2.2 Identifying or creating procedures for
hardware/software procurement and maintenance.

3.0 Describe the social and legal implications of computers in
schools and society, privacy, computer security, computers
in the home.

4.0 Provide for the efficient and effective use of comuters in
classroom settings by:

4.1 Selecting microcomputer hardware and software for
classroom use.

4.2 Selecting appropriate and secure place in classroom for
corrupter use and storage.

4.3 Identifying time periods for specific student use.
4.4 Orienting each student to computer.
4.5 Matching students needs with computers' capabilities in

one of the following areas:

4.5.1 drill and practice
4.5.2 problem solving



4.5.3 tutorial
4.5.4 personal communicative device

5.0 Examine different models of computer use (computer labs,computer learning stations within classrooms, library andresource room, computer centers) and recommend mostappropriate model for-a given group of students.
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Advanced Applications of microcomputer Technology
in Special Education/Rehabilitation

Course Description

Advanced technologies are presented in this course to enable
users to be aware of the potentials (and limitations) of
microcomputers in applied settings. Microcomputers will be
characterized in terms of flexibility for synergistic combination
with a variety of peripherals and complex devices and also the
wide variety of available, interactive application development
software tools. Thus the student may leverage on available
technology, existing standards, and unique microcomputer features
when specifying or creating systems and software. Hardware oriented
topics include microprocessor types, co-processors, buss structure,
expandability, peripherals, sound/visual effects, combined video,
specialized devices, hardware interfacing methodologies, local area
networks, and natural man/machine interfaces. Software oriented
topics include compatibility issues, software transparency,
concurrent applications, multi-tasking, windowing, device
independence, communications, applications data interchange,
structured interactive languages, menu-driven applications,
integrated software, graphics systems, keyboard enhancers, and
development tools. These topics will all be discussed in the
framework of Special Education/Rehabilitation.

Competencies

To successfully complete this course of study, the student should
be able to:

1.0 Integrate the knowledge and technical skills of previous
courses to design, implement, and evaluate individually
based applications.

2.0 Develop creative approaches for applying available resources
to meet the needs of specific populations.

3.0 Implement technology-based applications to enhance a
handicapped student's /clients communicative, daily living,
or learning abilities.

4.0 Evaluate the technology-based application and adapt or
customize the system as indicated by the student's/client's
performance.

5.0 Contribute to existing resource groups for information,
equipment, and student/client services.

6.0 Communicate the successful applications of technology
to colleagues, supervisors, parents, and others.
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7.0 Expand existing applications and recommend extensions to
others seeking assistance.

8.0 Contribute as a team member with engineers, parents, and
consumers to develop an optimally responsive system.

9.0 Identify sources of funding to secure technology services
for handicapped individuals and access to such sources.

.

10.0 Identify new and planned products and devices and determine
their appropriateness for use with specific individuals.

11.0 Provide input to companies developing new software,
peripherals, and devices to meet the needs of
handicapped users.

:12.0 Develop an understanding of microcomputer hardware
sufficient to understand the relative merit of various
-interface technologies and various hardware systems and
enhancements in a variety of application areas.

13.0 "Develop.a clear understanding as to where the operating
system fits in to encouraging a seamless environment between
applications programs and the user, particularly important
in the case of impaired users.

14.0 .Understand the fundameital types of application software to
better-choose appropriate developmental as well as turnkey
systems and know when-to use each.
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Seminar in the Education of Handicapped Students
via Microcomputers

Course Description

The seminar, open to students in the Technology for the
Handicapped program who are nearing the completion of the
requirements for the Master of Science in Education degree,
provides a final evaluation of their professional skills.
Each student presents, orally and in writing, reliable evidence
of having designed and implemented high quality programs for
handicapped students. The objective; include: identifying
specific student needs and strengths, establishing priorities for
meeting student needs, planning and implementing programs which
reflect the latest appropriate technological advances, reviewing
progress, and modifying the programs in light of measured
progress.

Competencies

To successfully complete this course of study, the student should
be able to:

1.0 Assess a student and identify a specific instructional,
communicative, or other need through the following sources:

1.1 medical, social, educational, and psychological records
1.2 selected norm-referenced test information
1.3 selected criterion-referenced test information
1.4 informal, but structured, observations
1.5 information obtained from supervisors, colleagues from

other disciplines, and from previous teachers
1.6 information obtained from parents or other caregivers

and, as appropriate, from the student

2.0 Identify a short term objective that:

2.1 identifies and names the desired terminal behavior
2.2 defines the important conditions under which the

behavior is to occur
2.3 defines a criterion of acceptable performance
2.4 relates to longitudinal goals

3.0 Design a computer based program or aid to facilitate
attainment of the following goals:

3.1 augmentative communication system
3.2 CAI
3.3 environmental control unit
3.4 prosthetic device
3,5 telecommunication
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4.0 Use an applied research design to evaluate the effectiveness
of the selected program or aid.

5.0 Submit a written research report which adheres to the style
requirements of the American Psychological Association
Publication Manual.

Guidelines

1. Each student is required to describe and present the
results of two programs or projects that he/she has
conducted with handicapped students. One project should be
designed for an individual need (e.g., environmental
control, academic skills) and the second project should be
designed to improve an individual's functioning in relation
to others (e.g., cooperative leisure skills, communication).

2. Given that there is not enough time to design, conduct,
and report on these projects in a single semester, it
is very important that the projects be completed before
the student registers for the seminar. The semester in
which the seminar is taken can then be devoted to preparing
the written reports.

3. Educational or treatment programs that are directed toward
skill development must be based on sound assessment data
that is collected through direct observation, clinical
evaluations, the use of formal assessment instruments,
and/or information from parents. Such programs must also be
a part of the handicapped individual's individual education
program (IEP) or individual program plan (IPP).

4. The projects reported in the seminar must be based on a
review of the current professional literature. The
literature review should include studies which are
data-based but may include articles which are narrative
accounts, case studies, or product descriptions.

5. Each.project reported in the seminar should include
provisions for the maintenance and generalization of
use of the technology.

6. The projects that are reported in the seminar do not
have to be successful. Even the most carefully designed and
consistently implemented programs are, at times,
unsuccessful in achieving their desired results. Each
program must, however, be carefully designed, consistently
executed, and systematically evaluated through the
collection of valid and reliable data. Evidence that
unsuccessful programs were revised or modified on the basis
of evaluative data should also be provided.
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7. Projects that are conducted to meet the requirements of
courses taken in the master's program can frequently be
used as a basis for the seminar reports. This is
particularly true of the project that each student is
required to complete in 85.531 and 85.555.

8. Each program does not have to address a single objective in
a single curriculum/skill area, e.g., language, self-care,
social skills, motor behavior, etc. Programs that are
designed to simultaneously influence behavior in two or more
domains are encouraged.

9. An applied behavior analysis design (reversal, multiple
baseline, changing criterion, alternating treatments,
etc.) should be employed to evaluate the effectiveness
of each program.

10. The written descriptions of the projects must adhere to
the style requirements given in the 1983 revision of
the Publication Manual of the American Psychological
Association. This Manual is available in the Johns Hopkins
University book store.

11. It is recommended that each student submit preliminary
proposals to Dr. Panyan prior to the implementation of
his/her seminar projects. In return, the student will
be advised regarding program design and evaluation
procedures. Attachment 81 provides a form that can be
xeroxed and used to submit preliminary proposals.

12. Dr. Panyan will, when necessary, make on-site visits to
provide technical assistance in the development,
implementation, and evaluation of each student's seminar
projects.

13. Written project reports presented in previous semesters
by students in the severely and profoundly handicapped
area have been placed in blue binders in the Division
of Education resource room (Whitehead Room 105). These
reports, arranged in chronological order, can be used
by the student as guides for the format and style of
the written reports. However, these reports do not
necessarily include technology applications.

14. Dr. Panyan will assist the student in preparing for his/her
seminar presentations by:

a) critically reviewing draft versions of seminar papers

(b) helping organize and structure the oral presentations

n.o
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(c) obtaining needed audiovisual equipment (overhead,projector, slide projector, video recorder, etc.) foruse during the presentation.

15. The seminar meetings will be held curling June, 1986 forthe first group of students graduating from the technologyfor the handicapped program.
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Name
Date

Hie Phone Work Phone

*** * *

Purpose of project:

Type of student/Client who will participates

Precise definition of target behavior(s):

Data collection method:

1
Frequency of and place of data collection:'

Design to be used (e.g., multiple baseline, changing criterion, etc.):

Additional information or questions:



UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

Charles MacArthur
Department of Special Education
University of Maryland

. College Park, MD 20742

Phone: 301-454-5427

SpecialNet: UMD.INSTIT

Number of special education students:

Undergraduates 200 Graduates 100

Program Description:

The Dept. of Special Education offers a full concentra-
tion on computer technology in special education as part
of its doctoral program. The department has one under-
graduate and several graduate courses on technology.
Computer courses are also offered in the C&I Department.
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ADVANCED USE OF COMPUTERS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION
EOSF 6E* Fail OW

Applications 04 Computers in Soma] Education is an advanced course on
applications of computers with handicapped students and adults. It assumes
general knowledge of computer concepts and operation, educational applications
o4 computers, and software evaluation. It emphasizes special features of CAI
for handicapped students; interactive video technology; applications of
artificial intelligence to intelligent CAI; tool applications such as word
processing, telecommunications, and databases; prosthetic applications for
sensory, communication, and physical handicaps= and issues related to
implementation of computer applications in real settings. Throughout it
emphasizes research, theoretical and practical issues, and potential future
applications of computers with handicapped individuals.

READINGS

Articles on reserve as listed in the sYllabus.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS

1. Read and be prepared to discuss the readings.

2. Write brief (2-page) reactiondpapers on 5 of the assigned readings.

3. Complete a comprehensive software evaluation of two related pieces of
software, including a personal review, a review and discussion by two
other 'individuals with varying backgrounds. and a tryout with a
student.

4. Write a comparative evaluation of two word processors designed for
students. or of two other pieces of tool software, such as databases.

5. Paper and class presentation. A literature and applications review
focused either on a type of computer application, intelligent

CAI, adaptive communication devices. or on an academic or cognitive
area, e.g., writing instruction, automaticity, or on a combination,
e.g.. simulations in teaching life skills. The review should provide
a thorough review of current applications with handicapped and
non-handicapped individuals, research on these applications, potential
directions for development in the future, and importance for
handicapped individuals.

4. Final examination.
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'Addendum to Course ProposalEDSP 680 Advanced Use of Computers in Sepcial Education

Grading

1. Final examination
30%2. Paper and presentation 30%3. Wo software evaluation assignments 15%4. Reaction papers
15%5. Class participation
10%



F/TUSURG STATE COLLEGE

Sandra Miller-Jacobs
Department of Special Education
Fitchburg State College
Fitchburg, MA 02173

Phone: 617-345-2151

_Number of "special education students:

Unciergraduate: 200 Graduate: 100

Program Description:

Fitchburg State College offers a variety of technology
related courses at the undergraduate and graduate levels
In Addition to'stand-alone courses, technology is
infused intoother'special education courses.
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USING MICROCOMPUTERS /N SPECIAL EDUCATION
:3E 751 IX

Dr. Sandv Miller-Jacous
Associate Professor

Spring 1907

Course Hours:
rues. 5:00 - McKay Computer Center B27.2
Office hour: 4:00 - 5:00 or by appointment,

McKay B134

Student Population:
This course is open to graduate students who wish to

learn about the possibilities computers can offer
individuals with special needs. rnowledge of microcomputers
is not a prerequisite for this course.

Course Description:
This course will provide an overview of the

application of microcomputers to special education. fhe
role of computers tar diagnostic, instructional and
administrative purposes in special education settings will
be examined. Students will use a variety of software (drill
and practice, tool, simulation, and Logo) and determine the
advantages and disadvaritages for use with a special needs
population. Adaptive devices will be examined.

Competencies:,

1. Students will evaluate hardware and software
currently available, in terms Of their applicability for
special needs populations of varying ages.

2. Students will list and describe peripherals that
can enable handicapped individuals to use computers.

Z. Students will demonstrate proficiency on the
computer using word processing, data base and Logo.

4. Students will describe ways in which computers can
be incorporated into the existing curriculum areas
(including reading, writing, math., and dehavior) for
children with special needs.

5. Students will e:iamilie the use of computers in
developing and maintaining IEPs.

Course Requirements:
Readings:

Tent: Budoff. M., Thormann, 3, & Gras, A.
(199$). Microcomputers in Special Education. Cambridge, MA:
Brookline Books.

Handouts
Articles on reserve in library
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Written paper:
Complete a sho-t .5 oage: oaeer reIating to

the use of computers with special needs individuals. A
minimum of 7: journal articles must be used. This Paper is
to be done using word processing.

Oral presentation:
Students will orally present one piece of

commercial software. egplaining how it can be used with
children with special needs. A handout is to be given to
each member of the class with a formal evaluation of the
software and a description of how it can be used (lesson
plan).

Logo project:
Students will create a picture using Logo.

The picture is to be saved as a procedure and should have
two colors.

Final Exam

Evaluation/Gradine Is 'aced On:
Written paper (2.5%)

Oral presentation (:55%)

Logo project (15%)
Final examination (15%)

All work must be handed in on time. One absence is allowed.
Incompletes will be given only with prior agreement by
professor.

Bibliography:

Abelson, H. (Ig82) LOGO roR THE APPLE II.
Peterborough, N.H.: Byte/ McGraw Hill.

Behrmann, M. (1984) HANDBOOK OF MICROCOMPUTERS IN
SPECIAL EDUCATION. San Diego. CA: College-Hill Press.

Computer Technology June 19E4). THE EXCEPTIONAL
PARENT. 14(4).

Goldenberg, E. P. t1979) SPECIAL TECHNOLOGY FOR
SPECIAL CHILDREN: COMPUTERS TO SERVE COMMUNICATION AND
AUTONOMY IN THE EDUCATION OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN.
Baltimore, Md.: University Park Press.

Goldenberg, E. P. et. al. (1984). COMPUTERS,
EDUCATION AND SPECIAL NEEDS. Reading, Ma.: Addison-Wesley.

Grady, M.T. & Gawronskil, J.D. (Eds.) COMPUTERS IN
CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION. Alexandria. Virginia:
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development.
1983.



Hagen. D. (1084) MiCROX4PUTER RCSOLtCE ROM FOR .

SPECIAL EDUCATION. Reston, va.: Reston/Prentice-Ha:1.

Lindsey, J.D. 110971 COMPUTERS AND EXCEPTIONAL
INDIVIDUALS. Columbus, Ohio: Merrill Publishing Co.

Papert, S. (1980 MINDSTORMS: CHILDREN, COMPUTERS.
AND POWERFUL IDEAS. New York, N.Y.: Basic Books.

Special Issue: Microcomputers' Place in Speci.J1
Education. Oct.f 1992) EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN, 49(2).

Taber, F. M. (1987) MICROCOMPUTERS IN SPECIAL
EDUCATION: SELECTION AND DECISION MAKING PROCESS. Reston,
Virginias Council for Enceptional Children.

Taylor, R.P. (Ed.) t1980) THE COMPUTER IN THE SCHOOL:
TUTOR, TOOL, TUTEE. New York, N.Y.: Teachers College
Press.

Technology in Special Education. (Summer 1984)
TEACHING EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN, 16(4).

Weir, S. t4 Watt. D. (1991) LOGO: A Computer
Environment 4or Learning Disabled Students. THE COMPUTING
TEACHER, 8(5), p. 11.
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DATE

JAN. 20

JAN. 27

FEB. 3 - 17

TOPIC OUTLINE

TOPIC

Overview of Lourse
Hardware: care o4 computer

Commercial software
(Drill t, pract.-e. simulation:

Word processing in special ed. class
(Appleworts. Ban St. Writer,
Magic Slate)
1DM - Write to Read video

Adult Literacy video

FEB. 24 Data base in opecial ed. class

MAR. 3 - 24 Logo in special ed. class
MIT videos

Oral presentations on software

Administrative uses - Joan Thormann

NO CLASS - PASSOVER

NO CLASS - GEC CONVENTION, CHICAGO

MAR. 31

APR. 7

APR. 14

APR. 21

APR. 28

MAY 5

MAY 12

,-.

Adaptive devices
slides
Adaptive Firmware Card
Switches
Speech Synthesizer
electronic wheelchair video

Futur trends
Living rextbook video
"Decisions. Decisions" video
"The Otner Side" video
"Voyage of the Mimi" ..ideo

Computerized ICP
How can you do this i it's not

In the IEP'''
Evaluatilg tne benefits of computer

use by special ed. students
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Sc 240

Course Hours:
Man. 12:30 - 1:20
Wed. - 2:20

Room:

Dr. Sandy Miller-Jacobs
Associate Professor

Spring 1987

Computer Lab, McKay 8232

Student Population:
This course is open to students who wish to obtain a working

knowledge of how computers are used with special populations. Na
prior experience with computers is necessary. Prerequisite: For
special education majors, the Intetsrated Professional Program must
be completed.

Course Description;
This course provides students with the knowledge and

experience necessary to use microcomputers witt individuals with
special needs. Consideration is given to the funtionality of hardware,
software and peripheral's available for use by individuals with
special needs. Students examine commercially available software, word
processing and LOGO in terms of its applicability to special needs
populations and existing curriculum. A practicum enables students to
work with computers and children with special needs.

Course 'equirements:
Readings:,

Articles placed or reserve in library
Handouts

Mini-practicum:
Students will work for six weeks on the computer with

children with special needs. The practicum may be done by a group of
students or individually. Students will work with the college
instructor and the teacher to determine the specific content (.380,
word processing, available software.)

Students will spend the first week observing the teacher
and/or the children using the computer. For the following five
sessions, the students will work directly with the children on the
cpmputer. In some classes, students will be able to develop a
mini-unit using the computer to teach the children. In some classes,



the o'nzloren need lessons :n orcer to tetter utzlio-a the
compute-. and/or tne sof

Teachers s:gn off on the oracticum. A written reoort
documenting the practicum will be handed in at the end of the
semester by each sturent/group. The format for the report is: c:ass
data (type of class, description of students served, number of
students worked with, dates, times), explanation of work Cane
including lesson plans if used, and" reaction to experience.

Learning Game:
Students will develop one selfcorrecting educational game

that will reinforce the students' learning about computers when they
are not able to work on the computer. The game is to be created
using a manilla folder or selfcontained envelop. to an index card
attached to the game, list the following information: skill to be
reinforced, prerequisite skills, age/grade level for whom the game is
developed. On a single sheet of paper list the above information
and describe the game. This sheet is to be given to all members of
the class so that each of you will have a fi'.e of computer games.

Reaction Papers:
Two reaction papers are to be written on a student

selected article relating to computers and special education. Give
the complete bibliographic data and summarize the article in one or
two paragraphs. The rest of the paper is to be your personal
reaction to the article based on readings, class discussions and
observations. This part of the paper should be written as if you
were writing a letter to the auther(s) who his asked you to comment
of the article before submitting it for publication. Tell the author
what you" agree or disagree with, what points you think should be or
should not have been raised, and etplain your views.

Papers should be about two or three pages in length. One
paper is to be done using word processing.

Personal Reflections:
As a future teacher it is important to capitalize on the

unique opportunity to be learners of a relatively new body of
knowledge and compare this to how children learn. Students are to
complete a two page paper reflecting their experiences with the
computer that includes: affective reacticn to the computer, analysis
of learning style, and implicatiqns for teaching.

Write this reflection as a diary entry: At least two
entries must be made, one during the first two weeks of the
semester and the other at the end of the semester. You snould tell
your diary how you -Feel about sitting and working on the computer,
what you have learned about yourself (how you approach new
situations, your ability 'o learn from peers, children and faculty),
what makes you feel competent and/or incompetent as you learn (v our
need for structure, independence, practice) and how this knowlecge
will influence the way you teach.
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So+tigare Evals.tation:
Using one o' the forms in the text or reviewed in class,

stuoents will, evaluate one software package :n terms c4 its
use-culness for individuals with special :lees's.

Loco Procram:
Students will create a program in Loge, save it as a

procedure on eisk t3ave "Masterpiece). Each program sho..ild include a
minimum of 2 colors and use one subprocedure.

Examinations:
Midterm
Final
Cheating on exams will result in 'Failure for the exAm.

_Absence's:

Students are allowed three excused absences. (A two hour
class consist-3 as two absences.) Nu absences are allowed for the
practicum. For students with more absences than this, their gr ade
will be lowered by ,5 per absence.

Competencies:
1. Students will evaluate hardware and so-Ftware currently

available, in terms o4 their applicability -For special needs
populations o4 varying ages.

2. Students will list and describe perpherals that can enable
handicapped individuals to use computers.

Z. Students will describe ways in which computers can be
incorporated into the e;dsting curriculum areas (including reading,
writing, math, and behavior) for children with special needs.

4. Students will analyze the advantages and disadvantages of
using computers for educating children with special needs.

5. Students will examine the use o+ computers in developing
and maintaining IEPs.

b. Students will analyzs the current literature on the use ott
computers with special needs poAiations.

7. Students will demonstr ate a beginning level of proficiency
with word processing and Logo.

Enabling Activities;
To achieve these competencies, students will: complete the

assigned readings: attend class lectures; participate in class
discussions and activities: view vidiotapes; use commercially prepared
software, Logo, and word processing; participate in a practizus
setting.

valvation:
written documentation 04 practicum
Development 4 learning game
Examinations
Personal reflection
Reaction papers (2)

I 5 A
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Logo program
Use 04 wcrc orocessIng

pactaz.e

Grading:
Each assignment will be graded and weighted as follows:

_
Learning Game 5%
Practicum paper 10%
Reaction paper 10% each
Personal reflection 5%
Logo Program 15%
Midterm 20Z
Final 257.

The learning game will be graded on creativity, orignality,
professional quality, and its educational value.

Bibliography:

Books and Articles:
Abelson, H. LOGO FOR THE APPLE IL Peterborough, N.iL:

Byte/McGraw Hill, 1982.

Behrman, M. HANDBOOK OF MICROCOMPUTERS IN SPECIAL
EDUCATION. San Diego, Ca.: College Hill Press, 1984.

eudoff, M., Thormann, J. & Gras, A. (2986)
MICROCOMPUTERS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION (2nd Ed.). Cambridge, Ma.:
Brookline Books.

Computer Technology, THE EXCEPTIONAL PARENT. L4 (4), June
1984.

Goldenberg, E.P. SPECIAL TECHNOLOSY FOR SPECIAL CHILDFtEN:
COMPUTERS TO SERVE COMMUNICATION AND AUTONOMY IN THE EDUCATION OF
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN. Baltimore, Md.: University Park Press,-1979.

Goldenberg, E.P. et. al. COMPUTERS, EDUCATION AND
SPECIAL NEEDS. Reading, Ma.: Addison-Wesley, 1984.

Grady, M.T. & Gawronski, J.D. (Eds.) COMPUTERS IN
CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION. Alexandria, Va.: Association for
Superrvision and Curriculum Development, 1983.

Hagen, D. MICROCOMPUTER RESOURCE BOOK FOR SPECIAL
EDUCATION. Reston, Va.: Reston/Prentice-Hall, 1984.

Naisbitt, J. MEGATRENDS. New York, N.Y.: Waner Books,
1984.

Papert, S. MINDSTORMS: CHILDREN, COMPUTERS AND POWERFUL
IDEAS. New York, N.Y.: Basic Books, 1980.
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Week Dal:e Topic

1 Jan. 21 Course Overview
Care of Computer & Disks

.-. Jan. 26-28 Hardware ? Software Considerations
Commercial Software

..:I. N.i Feb. 2-18 Logo & the Special Needs Child

6-8 Feb. 23-Mar. 11. Word Processing & Special, Classrooms

9-10 Mar. 23 -Apr. 1 Data Base & Special Classrooms

11 Apr. 6-8 Learning Center
Learning Barnes
Various Uses of Computers in Special

Classes practicum experiences

12-13 Apr. 13-22 Commercial Software

14 Apr. 27-29 Adaptive Devices

15 May 4-6 Computerized /EP
Classroom Organization

IMPORTANT DATES TO REMEMBER

en. 28 Personal Reflection 1st entry (not submitted)

Feb. 11 Reaction Paper #1 due

March 2 - April 17 Practicum experience begins and ends

March 4 Logo Project due

March 9 Midterm

March 25 Reaction Paper #2 due (word processed)

April 6 Learning Game due

April 15 Practicum Paper due

April 21 Software Evaluation due

May 4 Personal Reflection due
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Technology Center Triad: A Comprehensive
Training Model for Higher Education

In Special Education Technology

The Technology Center Triad proposes a
considerable expansion of the current models
employed by "institutions of higher education"
(1HE) for special education technology training.
Several contrasts can be made between the current
models and the proposed model.

Comparison of Two Models

Current IHE models incorporate two major
types of training. One offers separate technology
course(s) and the other provides infused
technology content into the curriculum of existing
special education courses.

Whether the separate or infused training
approaches are being recommended, the IHE focus
traditionally has remained on the training of
students. The Technology Center Triad recommends
broadening the focus to training of IHE faculty
members as special education service-providers.
Furthermore, the Technology Center Triad model
proposes the addition of serviceproviders from
both "local education agency" (LEA) and "state
education agency" (SEA) to the target group to be
trained. This more comprehensive training model
for higher education in special education
technology would serve the IHE, LEA, and SEA
simultaneously in an integrated and coordinated
manner.

Another signigicant difference is that the
Technology Center model: serviceproviders in the
IHE, LEA, and LEA would all be provided with
integrally linked "technical assistance" and
"training." Training would not be considered as
adequate in isolation.

The proposed Technology Center can be
figurally represented.. University faculty members
at an 1HE-based, technology center for special
education provide leadership in training. They
coordinate the special education technology
training and technical assistance for all IHE,
SEA, and LEA service providers thoroughout the
state.
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IHE

Technology
Center for

pecial Education

SEA LEA

The traditional approaches deal-with the
single institution, rather than the coordination
of the multiplicity of institution influencing
service. providers' quality of services. The
proposed plan includes the many institutions
including the IHE, LEA, and SEA.

Usually, IHE training is limited to its own
geographic region for services. The proposed
model has a state-wide service area. In
technology this seems to be necessary for solving
a variety of training problems.

For examplel take the issue of improving the
use of the IEP. In the IHE, the computerized IEP
with its goal and objective banks need. to become
part of the training in courses where the IEP is
taught. In the LEA, the computerized IEP needs to
become part of the service delivery. In the SEA,
the computerized IEP may be selected as a
state-wide, subsidizied system of reporting which
is monitored for compliance in order to allocate
funds to the district. Only by coordinating
technical assistance and training programs, and by
addressing each type of need on the same topic,
can the use of computerized IEP be effectively
improved.

Compare the following features of the IHE
training model (Plan A) with the IHE, LEA, SEA
training model (Plan 3):

Feature

-Goal

Plan A Plan

Train graduates
in technology
through inservice
or preservice

Provide tech.
to handicapped
or gifted
students in

1 6i



with programs
developed
separately at
IHE's

-Target Group University
students

-Delivery Course(s) both
separate tech.
courses and
infused tech.
content into
regular courses
and curriculum

-Curriculum Selected and
prioritized by
faculty at IHE

-Outcome Trained graduates
who disperse into
isolated, unsup-
ported system

-Evaluation Tests, grades
in courses,
degrees, &
certification

IRE /RETOOL - 4

special educ.
through the
state

IHE, LEA, SEA
service -
providers

Same as Plan A
plus: Tech. IEP
for individual;
problem-solving
as content for
training IHE,
LEA, & SEA
staff; "focus"
groups; NAPSET
and RETOOL
models adapted
to state-level;
case-management
Aodel

Selected Lnd
prioritized by
user/trainee at
IHE, LEA, or
SEA

Groups of
service-
providers
who become
supported by
network of
technical asst.
and training
in technology
applications
for spec. educ.

Successful
special educ.
application
provided by
service pro-
viders in IHE,
LEA, & SEA;
successful
comprehensive
support network



-Primary focus Individual
students' skills
through group
training

IHE/RETOOL - 5

Institutional
procedures and
processes with
comprehensive
support network
of technical
assistance and
training

Rationale for Expanding Model

One reason for selecting Plan B over Plan A
is that fewer than three percent of the LEA
teachers each year are new THE graduates.
Therefore, Plan A may be ineffective in training
the majority of service providers.

Also, even when Plan A prepares the service
provider extremely well, the person then goes out
into a setting which fails to allow application of
the fine training. That is, the school may lack
the funds, administrative support, space,
equipment, technical assistance, and inservice
training to apply special education technology.

On the other hand, Plan B promotes the
development of the institutional processes,
procedures, and resources which will enhance the
application of special education technology in
IHE, LEA, and SEA settings throughout the state.

Premises Underlying IHE, LEA, SEA Model

The proposed Technology Center Triad (Plan B)
asserts several premises.

1. Effective funding, planning, and
implementation of special education technology
requires participation of the IHE, LEA, and SEX.

2. Technical assistance and training are
_integrally linked within the field of special
education technology.

3. Service providers, themselves, must become
proficient in special education technology if
handicapped and gifted students are to benefit.
This requires a support network of training at the
level of service delivery (LEA).

4." State-wide responses to problems in special
education technology need to be included as an
option because of the expense and nature of the
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field of technology.

5. The scope of technology for special education
is so broad that it requires more than a
short-term, educational response; industry,
parents, and government must also be enlisted in
helping to provide long-term programs of technical
assistance and training.

6. The rapid changesof the technology field
indicate the need for a team of experts who
continue to learn as part of their jobs. The
proposed model recommends that at least twenty
percent of a staff's full-time be assigned to
staff development; this can provide the time for
learning and leadership and would be an investment
in the the state. Such a team effort would allow
in-house experts who are readily available to
assist the IHE, LEA,and SEA in special education'
technology.

7. Planning is required for effective
implementation. A "pre-planning strategy" is
needed to design the plan. This missing step can
cause failure for service providers. The
Technology Center staff can guide IHE, LEA, and
SEA staff through these processes.

8. Any relevant "content" can be used to develop
the service-providers' network of technical
assistance and training in special education
technology. Therefore, training can be
site - specific, topic-specific, And individualized
to the people being served. I, ,an simultaneously
follow the generic technical assistance and
training model for the triad network.

Twenty SP Steps

The Technolor Center Triad model can be
site-specific and ontent-specific, yet generic in
steps of implementation. These features of the
model make it a service-provider based model for
technology development. The service-provider (SP)
steps to technical assistance and training in
technology include:

Stens

1. Identify service. provider

2. Identify target population
to be served

IHE LEA S!A
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P-(6 LE SEA

3. Select leadershipitechnclogy
coordinator

4. Select technology team members

5. Design a "pre-plan"

6. Design and bagin formative
evaluation

7. Design and ')egin a management
system

8. Define uses of technology/
competericies

9. Assess SP needs & competencies

10. Prioritize SP needs &
competencies

11. Develop SP goals

12. Prioritize SP goals

13. Develop SP activities

14. Prioritize SP activities

15. Delineate SP timelines

16. Delineite SP resources

17. Implimint SP technology
plan

18. Evaluate SP technology
plan

19. Refine SP technology
plan based ell formative
and summativt. evaluation

20. Re-enter steps needed to
continue the process
effectively

Additional Resources

The Missouri Technology Center for Special
Education is in the second year of a multi-year
project implementing the proposed model. It was
developed in cooperation with IHE, LEA, and SEA
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representatives in Missouri. The responses and
results are excellent. For other people who wish
to begin such a state-wide, technology center
model of training and technical assistance, the
following resources are recommended.

Mina, A. (1980) Focus groups: How they can
helP and when they should be used.
Chicago, Ill.: Bank Marketing
Association. (309 West Washington
Street, Chicago, Illinois, 60606).

Gilbert, S. (1986) EDUCOM's guide to
corporate associates: A comprehensive

ide to the cor rations that surt
Institutions of higher education through
affiliation with EDUCOM (1st *CT--
Princeton, N. J.: EDUCOM. (P. 0. Box
364, Princeton, New Hersey 08540).

Mayo, M., French, L., Kahn, K., &
Loucks-Horsley, S. (1986) Final report
summary: The National Assistance
Project for Special Education Technology
(NAPSET). Andover, Ma.: The Network.
(290 South Main Street, Andover,
Massachusetts 01810).

McClellan, E. (1986) Pro'ect RETOOL:
Training in advanced am (cation of
microcomputers in special education for
Post-doctoral leadership personnel.
Excerpts from the proposal submitted
to the U. S. Department of Education,
Office of Special Education and
Rehabilitative Services and approved May
9, 1986.

Valdez, G. (1983) Planning_for educational
technology. Repo rt f the state of
Minnesota Department of Educe ion.
White Bear Lake, Mn.: Minnesota
Curriculum Services Center.

In addition, feel free 4...o contact the Technology
Center for Special Education, Room 24, School of
Education, University of MissouriKansas City,
Kansas City 64110. The in-state (Missouri) number
is 1-800-872-7066. The local and out-of-state
number is 1-816-276-1040. The SpecialNet user
name is MOUMKC.

LEOD/ek
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MONMOUTH COLLEGE

Ruth C. West
Department of Education
Monmouth College
West Long Branch, NJ 07764

Phone: 201-571-3437

- Number of special education students:

Undergraduate: 25 Graduate: 55

Program Description:

Monmouth College has a new training grant
aimed at incorporating computer usage into all
undergraduate education programs.
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1. pRcoEcT TITLE:
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Computer Literacy Applied to Teacher Education

2. DIST ; TO 10N: Monmouth Collars_

3. PROJECT DIRECTOR:

4. ABSTRACT:

P iii 11 1;:Ig&el

The proposed project buials on knowledge acquired in an introductory
computer literac7 course. Ita goal is to develop professional competence
in teacher education students at Monmouth College by integrating
representative computer related assignments with those required in
education courses, beginning with the sophomore year and ending with
student teaching in the senior rear. Through these assignments students
will familiarize theme/yes with microcomputers commonly used in schools
and with their educational use. -

Class assignments have been designed to give students practice in the four
major areas useful to educators: selection and use of available commerical
c.oftware: word processing for professional use: adaptation of programs
for classroom use and communication with schools and prefessional groups
through networking. Faculty have examined possible assignments. and will
meet to evaluate the products throughout the year.

These activities will tie supported by an educational laboratory, designed
to simulate conditions in public schools. Twelve microcomputers and printers.
similer to those used in education,will be available for student use. Accessories
and software, useful to teachers. will also be available. A graduate student.
familiar with computers and their potential for educaticnal use will be present
fifteen hours a week to provide assistance for beginning students.

Three days of inpervice training will be provided for participating faculty,
for the computer center coordinator, and for the student assistant. The
laboratory will be housed in a secure classroom in the vicinity of the computer
center and locked except when supervised. Software, placed in the computer
center library will be available by request. A security camera will provide
surveillance for the laboratory from the computer center. All education
students will complete specified assignments in the laboratory.

Evaluation will be provided by faculty, students. and an external consultant
on a formative level in January 1988, and on a summative level July 1988.



Specific sK:lls needed by teachers can be classified under

trese categories as follows:

Seiection and t:se of Software 1. Teachers should be__ ....- .... ___
Knowledgeable about the increasing supply of educational software

a...ailacle for tneir use. 2. They need to develop their own

criteria for software evaluation. 3. Teachers should be able to

si:ect software to expand, supplement, and sometires sobstitute

for personal instruction. 4. They should know how to schedule

software use effectively into the time limitations of the school.

5. Teachers should know how to utilize software for

creative effectiveness.

wcriorccessina An nsrucional Tool 1. Teachers snould be

sole tc use tne computer as a wordprocessor. 2. They should be

able to perform routines such as (a) writing, correcting,

organizing print on page, moving passages; (b) using facilities

such as spelling and grammar checks and mailmerge; (c) developing

templates and form letters for retrieval. 3. Teachers should be

able to write tests, and to be able to create test 'banks for

multi;le choice, TF, and short answer tests. 4. They should be

able to use or processing for data management tasks, such es

inventories. 5. They should be able to create spreadsheets for

recording and .ialyzing grades.

The Computer in Frouram Development Teachers need to have a

basic knowledge of how programs are developed. They should have



farl:larty with slmple computer :ang.Jases pop.,:ar :n

and famIllar ..11r :he:. Js=.

The COML4tSr as a Network:no Too: The IncreasIng deve:opment

of networking systems for information sharing and research make

it important for-teachers to be familiar with the networking

systems created in education, and with their potential in the

expansion of knowledge in the educational environment.

The proposed laboratory and program is designed to introduce

this possibility at Monmouth College. At the same time it intends

to improve the general quality of student assignments through its

word processing and manuscript managing programs, its spelling and

grammar checkers, and final ly, its homeworking and typing tutor

programs.

pro3ect z,nd Instructional Objectives

Tht project we propose will integrate the use of computers

into courses taught at all levels in the education Department.

The proposed program creates an education computer laboratory and

will achiee its coal through a series of assignments that

demonstrate competence .n application of computer skills useful

to teachers, software evaluation, and implementation of

appropriate software in a lesson plan.

The following are tlle specific objectives for the target

courses:

ED 310, Principles and Practices of Education, K-12, taught

by Dr. Bronfeld, introduces students to the principles and

practices of elementary and secondary education including

curriculum planning, evaluation procedures, classroom management



SI or;anlzation. oL)servation and partic:pation in actual

4SS70C:T are rep-:reo tnrougn ec field

exiier:encos. se!ore entering this course, students will pass a

computer literacy test, developed in consultation with

instructors in the college wide computer literacy course.

Students will then write their field experience reports using the

'ppleworks program, checking their reports with Sensible Grammar

and the Webster's New World Dictionary. They will be introduced

to the Typing Tutor and Type: programs to improve their reporting

capabilities.

1-:D 313, Teaching Reading in the Elementary School, taught by

Dr. Becza, introduces students to principles, methods, and

materials applicable to teaching reading in the elementary

school, and covers problems relating to readiness, word analysis,

comprehension, and reading-study skills. Opportunities for

practice are provided. Students will be introduced to software

evaluation and methods for creatively incorporating software into

reading instruction. Students will develop criteria for

evaluating instructional software, and will utilize resources at

the New Jersey State Department of Education Central New Jersey

ilducational Technology Center to for this purpose.

ED 324, Junior Professional Semester, taught by Drs. Becza,

Giroud, Schectman, Smith, and special guests, covers elementary

and early cni;dhood curriculum and methods in art, health,

language arts, mathematics, music, natural science, physical

education, reading and social studies. This is a full-time, full

semester experience. Students will continue to use Appleworks,

Sensible Grammar and Webster's New World Dictionary to write
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usins c'ulox Test and Crossword magic.

2. Submit a printout of all the cards developed for

the resource (Ile using the program Homeworl

Hielpor.

3. Create a program that will util2ze the spreadsheet

capabilities of the word processor to create forms

for roll books, lesson plan formats, and a grading

system, using Classmates; an evaluation form for

oral presentations,and awards generated in a

Frintshop and Printshop Companion programs for success

in academics; warning notices for failure to

complete work or insufficient mastery of

assignments; and a learning station for either 'M

social studies or natural science, using

Aultiscribe, Paintworks or Homework Helper.

For the reading and language arts component students will:

1. Develop a test appropriate to the subject, using

tne program Quicktest.

2. Continue tne software evaluation process.

3. Plan a lesson in reading or language arts which

integrates existing commercial software

successfully, using Paintworks or Multiscribe.

4. Learn how to teach word processing to pupils

using Appleworks.
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TRENTON STATE COLLEGE

Richard L. Swanby
Trenton State College
Millwood Lakes CN500
Trenton,- NJ 08625

Phone: 609-771-3016

Number of special education students:

Undergraduate: 100 Graduate: 200

'Program Description:

Trenton State College is operating a project that will
integrate technology into the undergraduate special ed.
curriculum. Major activities include identification of
technology related competencies, matching courses with
competencies, and .developing CAI and Cm/ modules.
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ABSTRACT

The proposed project is designed to enhance the Special Education
curriculum by integrating applications of computer technology for handicapped
individuals into undergraduate courses in a coordinated and systematic manner.
The first project objective is to revise the CONTENT of selected courses. The
following applications of computer technology will be the focus of this
objective: making computers accessible to the handicapped, using
computer-assisted instruction (CAI) and computer-managed instruction (CMI)
with handicapped children, using word-processors and utilities as adaptive
aids. enhancing communication abilities through the use of electronic
alternative communication systems, and utilising telecommunications networks
to access specialised information.. The second objective focuses on enhancing
the PRESENTATION of subject matter in courses by using an authoring system to
create customised CAI programs for use by Special Education undergraduates.

Major activities include revising and validating a list of student
competencies related to using technology with handicapped children; matching
courses with specific competencies; creating six learning modules which will
include hands-on activities for students; developing a videotape /disc which
will show handicapped people using and benefitting from the technology;
selecting and acquiring an appropriate authoring system; training faculty in
the use of the authoring system; using the authoring system to develop two
customised programs for undergraduates; and developing project dissemination
materials.

Funds are requested for released time for the project director and two
faculty members; overload pay for two faculty members; a graduate assistant;
selected hardware and software which have particular applications for
handicapped people; an authoring system; two consultants to provide technical
assistance, training, and evaluation; Library resources; Media Center support
for the creation of a videotape/disc; subscription to SpeciaINET; and the
holding of four one-day retreats for the Department to work together without
interruption on project activities.

Within two years it is expected that every undergraduate in the Special
Education program will benefit from project activities. In addition, the
Department will assume a leadership position among the state colleges as other
special education departments seek to integrate applications of computer
technology into their programs. Finally, this 7roject will move the Special
Education.Progran towards distinction as it mi',1 become the only undergraduate
program in the country to produce teachers who will be prepared to fulfill the
tremendous promise technology holds for disabled children.
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SPECIAL EDUCATION MEETS THE CHALLENGE:

CREATING A MODEL UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this proposed project is to enhance the Special Education

curriculum by integrating applications of computer technology for handicapped

individuals into undergraduate courses in a coordinated and systematic manner.

Such a comprehensive revision of the curriculum will nave the Special

Education Program towards distinction as it will become the only undergraduate

program in the country to produce teachers who will be prepared to fulfill the

tremendous promise technology holds for disabled children.

Before describing the proposed project in detail, it is important to

clarify why being s creative user of computer technology is so essential for

special education students. Graduates of our program are employed as teachers

of handicapped children and adults. Tor many of their handicapped students,

the computer has the potential to radically improve the quality of their lives

by enabling thou to compensate for their disabilities in ways previously only

imagined (Brubaker & Robson, 1985). Quadriplegics with cerebral palsy whose

speech is unintelligible can communicate couples thoughts for the first tina

through the use of a portable computer which is 'modified with an adaptive

switch for input and a speech synthesizer for output (Trachoma, 1984). Blind

adults can become less dependent on others and less isolated from the seeing

world because computers have been designed which output in Braille and

synthesized speech, as well as standard bard copy (Candler, 1986). Word

processing programs can free learning disabled children from the debilitating

frustration they.maperience in trying to write (Engen-Vedin & Johnson, 1987),

and computer-assisted inotruction can provide essential repetition, feedback,

and problem-solving challenges for children who have learning disabilities,



emotional disturbances and mental retardation (Turkel & Podell, 1980.

Most handicapped people, however, are NOT benefitting from the explosion

of technology because their teachers are largely ignorant of the possibilities

and/or the skills needed to see them realized (Nutinger & Gentry, 1986).

College and university-based teacher-preparation programs typically lack the

fiscal resources and faculty expertise needed to integrate computer technology

into the special education curriculum (Blackhurmt, 1986). According to Susan

Elting, Project Director of the Center for Special Education Technology

(Council for Exceptional Children). the few program. which have overcome these

barriers have done so with the support of outside funding and only at the

graduate level (e.g.. Teacher's College at Columbia University has been

awarded a grant by IBM; the University of Kentucky and Peabody College at

Vanderbilt University are recipient. of Federal Zersonnel Preparacion grants).

With support from the Curriculum Enhancement funding, the Department of

Special Education will bring recognition to Trenton State College by creating

a soda undergraduate curriculum which will produce teachers who will be

prepared to use computer technology to enhance the learning an0 lives of New

Jersey's handicapped children.

Evidence of the Department of Special Education's commitment to inflaming

computer technology into its coursework can be found in its Leavitt.s of the

past year. On March 28, 1987 the Department. in conjunction with the Office

of Continuing Education, sponsored a full-day conference on Computers and

Special Education which provided training for frofessionals from all over New

Jersey. Of particular note, the Department sass the only Special Education

program in the state to be awarded s grant fro; the N.J. Department of Higher

Education for a Computer in Curricula project. This one-year, $20,795 grant.

-2-
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titled "Computers in the Special Education Curriculum: Preparing Teachers of

the nandicapped for Today's Technology," has enabled us to gather necessary

background information, provide training for faculty, order core hardware and

software which have specific benefits for handicapped individuals, and develop

three teaching/learning modules. One of the results of the DHE project has

been that Special Education faculty from other state colleges have begun

looking to us for leadership in this area and directing inquiries to our

faculty. As productive as the project has been however, its limited budget

forced us to concentrate on only two courses and prevented the kind of

comprehensive changes the Curriculum Enhancement funding would support.

SPECIFIC PURPOSES)

PROJECT GOAL:

To enhance the undergraduate curriculum in Special Education by

integrating applications of computer technology for handicapped

individuals into courses In a coordinated and systematic manner.

PROJECT COJECTIVES:

1. To revise and enhance the COURSE CONTENT in Special Education by

incorporating applications of computer technology into appropriate

courses in a carefully chosen sequence. The aspects of computer

technology which will be infused are the following:

- making computers ACCESSIBLE to individuals who have physical and/or

sensory impairments (selecting and using adaptive inputs and

adaptive outputs, and the supporting peripherals and software;



using .Jputer-assisted instruction (CAn with handicapped students

(selecting appropriate tutorial, drill and practice, problem

solving, and simulation programs, and using instructional shell

programs and mini-authoring programs co create CAI lessons)

using WORD-PROCESSORS and set -iced UTILITIES (such as a spelling

checker) as adaptive aidn for learning disabled students.

enhancing the COMM/CAT/0V ABILITIES of physically disabled,

mentally retarded, and multiply handicapped individuals through the

use of electronic alcermItive communication systems.

using computer-manAged instruction (CMX) with handicapped students

to aid in educational assessment and the development of

individualized educat, ual programs.

utilising ELECTRONIC NETWORKS to access the Latest information on

computer technology for the handicapped.

staying abreast of the LATEST DEVELOPMENTS in technology vie oh might

have practical applications for disabled people in the future. such

as laser discs and robotics.

2. To *dunce the PRESENTATION of subject matter in Special Education

courses by creating customized CAI programs (with the aid of at authoring

system) and incorporating them into selected courses.

RELATIONSHIP OP PROJECT GOALS TO PRIORITIES OP

INSTITUTION, OEPARTMENT, Al* DISCIPLINE

The proposed project fits squarely in the College's priorities of

supportisg and improving its programs of instruction to ensure chat students

are "offered knowledge which is current with tha latest research and

-.y-
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development," and of utilizing advanced technology "to strengthen...its

acadeoic programs" (Statement of Go4ls and Fiscal Year 1986 -objectives).

Lemming the quality of life of handicapped people through creative

applications of computer technology is a primar focus of the field of Special

Education today, but concern is widespread that colleges and universities are

not adequately preparing future teachers for this task (Wringer 6 Gentry,

1984). The results of the Department of Special Education's 5-Year Program

Review in May 1986 pointed to the need to addr_ee this issue here at Trtnton

State College (see letter from Dr. Vaiaida Walker, Outside Evaluator, in

Appendix A).

MEANS OF ACHIEVING PURPOSE(S)

ACTIVITIES 4 TIMELINE OIJECTIVE #1,

:.1 Set up Project Advisory Committee (Project Director: June)

1.1.1 Locate 3 educators iron the field (2 teachers, 1 administrator)

who are using computer technologyin Special Cncation,

one handicapped adult who uses the technology, and one

parent, and invite to serve on the Advisory Committee.

1.1.2 Invite Wilaeluins Gunther, Coordinator for Technology. N.J.

Department of Education, Division of Special Education, to

serve on the Advisory Committee.

1.1.3 Schedule two meetings of the Advisory Committee, one in October

and one in May.

1.2 Department Retreat #1 (September)

1.2.1 Plan details and agenda of .apartment Retreat (Project

Director; August)

n

-
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Discuss and revise :ist of student competencies %see

Appendix B). (Projec' Faculty i Consultant; September)

1.2.3 Match courses with specific competencies and determine the

sequence for introducting the technology competencies into

courses (Project Faculty; September)

1.2.4 Delegate specific responsibilities for the development of each

learning mcduls (demonstrations and hands-on assignments)

(roject Director; September)

1.2.5 Meet weekly to discuss and refine decisions made at Retreat

(Project Faculty; On-Going)

1.3 Acquisition of Project Resources and Equipment

1.3.1 Arrange for Library '- purchase books and subscribe to journals

which focus on computer technology for the handicapped (see

Appendix C-for List of Titles to be Requested). (Project

Director & Graduate Assistant; June).

1.3.2 Place orders for hardware, software and peripherals (see

Appendix D for Annota.ed List of Software Possibilities).

(Project Director, Graduate Assistant; Arvin)

1.3.3 Add new hardware, software and peripherals to the Special

Education Technology Resource Room (Forties Hall 1'8), index

them, and organise a system for monitoring their use (Graduate

Assistant; As items arrive).

1.4 Create supporting materials for Instruction (Project Faculty; October -

April).

1.4.1 Review relevant literature, and practice using hardware and

software (Project Faculty; October - November)



s,

.2 Crcata six learning modules which include demonstrations by

faculty and hands-on activities for students (Project Faculty;

December - April).

1.4.3 Develop a videotape/disc which will demonstrate "hest

practices" by showing real haudicapped people using and

bensfitting from the various applications of computer

technology listed under Objective II,

1.4.3.1 Discuss details with Media Center (Project Director;

June)

1.4.3.2 Make contacts with schools and with disabled adults

who are benefitting from the technology (Graduate

Assistant; October).

1.4.3.3 visit the selected persons and/or programs and plan

details of taping (Project Faculty, Graduate Assistant

and Media Center; October - November).

1.4.3.4 Videotase 1.Ne persons and/or programs using the

technology (Media Center 6 Graduate Assistant;

November Deese: ar).

1.4.3.5 Edit the tape (Project Faculty, Graduate Assistant and

Media Center; January - March)

1.4.3.6 Transfer from 3/4" to 1/V videotape or disc (Media

Coutes.; April)

1.5 field test the learning modules and videotape/disc (Project faculty;

February - May)

1.6 Revise the 'cleated courses to reflect the in''usion of the technology

nodules.

-7-
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:.6.1 Rtvise target curse outlines to int:ude :he revisions

resulriag from above activities (?roject Faculty; February -

March).

1.6.2 Initiate the process of getting Department, School and College

approval of revised course outlines. (Department Ch:.ir;

March).

1.7 Develop and distribLte Project Dissemination Packets (Project Director

and Graduate Assistant, February - May).

1.8 Evaluate Objective 01 according to the Project Evaluation Plan (see

pegs 5). !vroject Director and Outside Evaluator; On-going and

May-June 1988).

1.9 Teach the revised courses, requiring students to complete the learning

modules developed under this Project (Department Faculty; Following

year).

ACTIVITIES & TIMELINE - OBJECTIVE #2

2,1 Select and order Authoring Systems (Project Faculty; June).

2.2 Identify and validate competencies regarding the use of arhoring

systems by College professors (Project Faculty & Project Consultants,

August - September).

2.3 Department Retreat #2 (October)

2.3.1 Provide intensive training to Project Faculty on use of

authoring system to write CAI programs for undergraduates

(Project Consultants)

2.3.2 Select 2 topic& within specific courses as targets for the

development of customized CAI programs (Project Faculty)

-8-
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Match topics chosen with faculty expertise, and delegate

responsibility for developing the customized CAI programs

(Project Director)

2.4 Us* the authoring system to develop CAI programs for undergraduates.

(Project Faculty; November - April).

2.3 Department Retreat #3 (Project F culty; February)

2.5.1 Present progress reports on customized CAI programs.

2.5.2 Peoblespsolve and plan revisions of the CAI programs.

2.6 Field-test the customized CAI programs in targeted undergradute courses

(Department ?acuity; April - May).

2.7 Evaluate Objective #2 according to the Project Evaluation Plan (see

page 8). (Project Director & Ontside Evaluator; May - June 1988).

2.8 Teach the selected courses, utilizing the CAI programs (Department

Faculty; following year).

IKPACT ON STUDENTS

N.lber of str!ents affected:. During the initial year of the project, 75Z

of undezgraduste Special Education majors, that is, 68 future teachers of

handicapped children, will benefit from the activities of this p -;sct. It is

anticipated that wahin two years every undergraduate Special Education major

will have been affected, all 90 students in at least two courses; and within

four years it is estimated that over 200 stud .ts will have benefitted frog

project activities.

The extent of the impact is far reaching. It is expected that the

Departmenr of Special Education will be turning out teacher candidates who

will meet challenges in the special education classroom, with an in-depth



WITCH IIIIILDINO WORKSHOP

1. Hand out switch kits.

2. Have students remove only the buzzer and battery.

3. Discussion of simple switches-
Demo of disconnection of battery (cut wire anywhere).
Point out the air gap.

4. Discuss the energy flowing through the wires similar to water through a hose.

5. Discuss connecting the wires directly to sw;tch.

6. Demonstrate how connecting alligator clips to each wire and switch lead will save

time for this workshop and future experimentation. (When using LOW

VOLTAGE DC CURRENT ONLY in)

7. Have each student separate their pieces and place them on their templates.

8. Discuss each switch - how It operates, how it can be used and where you could find
or buy hr,i. (Refer to page 3).

9. Discuss easy connections to toys and battery operated devices using 1/8 miniature
plugs.

10. Use miniature plugs to provide easy conneetIon and disconnection between battery
and device.

I i. Have each group of students connect each switch again using the female plug
connected to the buzzer and the male plug and alligator clips temporarily to each
switch.



Demonstration of the 9 pin Joystick extenders.

Demonstration How it connects to the Apple computer.

Demonstration . How to cut the female er i off, saving approx. 5 to 12 inches for future
projects.

Discussion : There Is no standard wire color code for the pin connections.
Pia *saber I Witch I Pia avatar A Witch 2
Pia *saber 2 5 volts Pia Realm 7 Wick NI or Opea Appl
Pia somber 3 Gonad Pia amber $ Paddle °I
Pia amber 4 Paddle 2 Pia *saber 9 Paddle 3
Pia amber 3 Paddle el

Demonstration : How we can use the battery and buzzer to :ind which color wire is
connected to which pin number 2 (45), pin number 5 (Paddle '0), and pin
number 8 (Paddle *1).

I . Connect one wire lead from the buzzer to pin '2 on the Joystick extender.
(Ate You may have te..1 have someone hold ft IIE SURE YOU ARE ONLY TOUCHINO ONE PIN

OTHERWISE YOU MAY RECEIVE A FAULTY
REMIND ON THE CORRECT WIRE)

2. Using the other lead from the buzzer, touch the end of each wire until you her the ,.....i

buzzer. You may have to strip off some insulation to get at the bare wire. After hearing
the buzzer and checking that all connections are correct, you can be sure that color
wire connects to pin *2. Strip off approx. 1/2 Inch. to expose a section of bare wire.

PIN *2 WIRE COLOR

3. Repeat instruction '2 to isolate the color wire for pin 5 (Paddle *0) and pin 8
(Paddle 'I ).

..._ PIN '5 g WIRE COLOR

PIN .8 WIRE COLOR

4 Using your alligator clips and any switch, make a circuit go ng from pin
2 to either pin 5 or pin 8, on your Joystick connector.

5. Plug the other end of the Joystick extender into the Apple computer in the front of
the room and test out your switch.

Did the computer respond with the correct paddle number ? (Note: refer to the Pin
chart on this -page.) YES NO . If no, check your wires.

6. If time permits, re-wire the switct) to control Paddle if I

166
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PUSH OFF/ON SWITCH
Is this switch a Normally Open or Normally Closed (circle one or both)

Page number in Radio Shack catalog

How could this switch be used ?

MOMENTARY SWITCH
is this switch a Normally Open or Normally Closed (circle one or both)

Page number in Radio Shack Atalog

How could this switch be used 7

ROLLER LEVER SWITCH
is this switch a Normally Open or Normally Closed (circle one or both)

Page number in Radio Shack catalog

How could this switch be used /

MERCURY SWITCH
Is this switch a formally Open or Normally Closed (circle one or both)

Page number in Radio Shack catalog

HoW could this switch be used ?

118 PLUS
Page number In Radio Shack catalog

How couid this Jack be used i

.., ..



5WITCHisieMAMING MT TEMPLATE

".;:i.T.:E. RED

I
PUSH ON /OFF MOMENTARY
SWITCH SWITCH

CAT. NO. 275-011 CAT. NO. 275-609

i I
1/8 PLUG 1/8 PLUG

CAT. NO. 274-283
ROLLER LEVER SWITC4-1#
CAT. NO. 275-017

MERCURY SWITCH
CAT. KO. 275-027

ErlIliMPAWIMM

2 14 " COLOR COOED JUMPER CABLES

CAT. NO. 278-1156

ISS

. .

PLASTIC GUARD TUNE L.)
FOR MERCURY SWITCH



KIT NUMBER

COMPUTERS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION CURRICULUM
SVITCH-MAKINC KIT CONTENT CHECK LIST.

=.1.1w

ITEM 1 , . OATH I I
I 1

I

I Assembled Buzzer Switch 1

(Battery & Holder or

Blk & tiht Leads)

y

i
i

1

_I 1

1 Momentary switch i

1

I Push On/Off Switch

1 Lever Switch
(Black Rectangle)

,

I Mercury Switch
1

I Set Mini Jacks
(Black Cylinder) 1

r

.

2 Alligator Clip Sets
I

1

I Joy Stick Extender
(Black Cord)

I Wire Stripper

1

I 1
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Assignment

1. Think or a handicapped child or adult who might need a switch to control a toy or
computer.

2. Make a switch you feel is apprOftlate for this person and attach It to either a toy,
battery operated radio, tape player, or any battery operated device. (Note: to use a
Portable tape recorder it should have a remote pause. To use this pause to turn cm
and off the tape you will have to wire your switch to a sub-miniature Jack.

3. if you wish to use the Apple computer and the Adaptive Firmware Card,connect your
switch a male miniature jack plug.

4 Write a short narrative discussing how you chose your subject, switch and the
device or application. it will interface with. Please include the following
information.

--,..
A. The cognitive performance level needed to utilize this switch and aL:11-ation.
B. The physical performance level needed to utilize this switch.
C. The physical abilties and limitations of your target person or group.
D. Specific application such a switch would benetit.
E Other applications or uses for this switch.
F. AlSO include any problems you encountered building the circuit or deciding on

proper placement, type of switch or application.

The solder tape, found in your switch making kit, Is available for your use when you
make your circuit

HCINAILIASILlatagilta

1. Twist together the wires you wish to connect.

2. Bold the-solder tape over the connection.

3. Heat with a match.

4. Apply more solder tape again, if needed, and heat.

Demonstration : Battery interupter
I S 0



TRENTON STATE COLLEGE
DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION

COMPUTERS IN THE SPECIAL EDUCATION CURRICULUM:
PREPARING TEACHERS OF THE HAMDICAPPED FOR TODAY'S TECHNOLOGY

EVALUATION - SWITCH WORKSHOP AND ASSIGNMENT

MAY 1987

Rate the quality of
the switch workshop by
responding to the following Strongly No Strong:statements: Amp Am_ 2JA21 Disagree Disagr,

1. The information was
clearly presented.

2. The workshop stimulated
my interest in adaptive
switches.

Rate the effectiveness of
of the switch-making assign-
ment by responding to the
following statements:

3. The assignment contributed
to my understanding of the
material.

4. I could construct an
adaptive.svitch for a
child in my classroom.

5. On a scale of 1(low) to
5 (high).rate the general
quality of the bandson
workshop.

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 5

8. What additions or changes would you recommend for the presentation ofmaterial regarding the use and construction of adaptive switches?



LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY

Joel Mittler
School of Education
C.W. Post Campus, Long Island University
Brookville, NY 11548

4 Phone: 516-299-2373

SpecialNei: LONGISLAND.UNIV

Number of special education students:

Undergraduate: 50 Graduate: 1000

Program Description: . .

C.W. Post hes an established program of summer
institutes for training special education teachers to
wee technology.



L3NC :SLAND UN:7ERS:TY
C. W. Post Campus

Faculty of Education

EDU 696A UTILIZING TRE MICROCOMPUTER IN SPECIAL EDUCATION

D. Joel E. Mittlor (516) 299-2373
Office 33, Library

Course Overview

This course is designed to introduce the student to the variety of applications
of computer technology to handicapped individuals and their teachers in the field
of Special Education. The computer will be discussed as an adjunct in the instructior
of handicapped learners as well as an aid in their daily functioning. A variety of ,
hardware and software will be reviewed. An integral part of this course will be
related hands-on experiences.

TEXT Rehrmann, Michael (Ed.) (1964). Handbook of Microcomputers in Special
Education. San Diego: College Hill Press.

COURSE OUTLINE

Introduction to course, requirements, history. The components of the computer
system reviewed.

2. Computers and Special Education - Overview of the uses of the computer with
handicapped individuals; theoretical basis for use of the computer; introduc-
ing and using the computer in the classroom; using the computer to different
populations.

Read; Chapter 1

3. Computers and Assessment - Review of criterion and norm- referenced testing;
forme) and informal assessment; using the computer to perform assessment,
computergentrated results; review of assessment Software; preparing Your own
assessment.

4. IEP Preparation and the Computer Components of the IEP; advantages and
disadvantages of using the computer; using the computer for each component;
selecting gals and objectives; reviewing IEP writing software.

S/6. ComputerAssisted Instruction - Types of computer-assisted instructions review
of different kinds of software. Other uses of computer -assistedinstructiOn;
modifying existing software; designing your own instructional lessons software
for different populations.

Rea.: Chapters 3, S, 6, t 7

.0
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Computer-managed Instruction - Types of data available; use of data itz the
.1nstructichal process; adding data collection to existing programs.

Read: Chapter 8

8. Computer-managed Instruction (continued) Designing your own instructional
plan with data collection, authoring systems.

9. Compute: Literacy for the Handicapped The training of handicapped students
in computers.

10. Alternate Computer Languages and Special Education - Introduction to LOGO.

9 i

.ft

Computers and Special Education Administration Review of available software;
modifying software for individual use.

Computers and Special Handicapping Conditions The computer as a prosthetic
device; using the computer with the'physically handicapped.

Reads Chapter 11

Computers and Specific Handicapping Conditions (continued) - Using the compute.
with the language Impaired. blind. deaf.

Reads Chapter 12

14 The New Technologies and Special Education

;V.:ESL' REZUIRSMEITS

Regular attendance and participation

Reading assignments (text plus additional articles)

Three brief reaction papers (to be discussed)

Select a disability group from the following list:

Learning Disabled
Mentally Retarded
Physically Handicapped
Visually Impaired
riuditorally Impaired
Emotionally Disturbed
Other (discuss with instructor)

In a weal written. typewritten paper

1. Prepare an analysis of the learning cnaracteristics of that group.

Describe special hardware or hardware modifications that are especially
appropriate for use with th.s population. Discuss applications of this
hardware to meet the characteristics of the nopulation.

1,94



3.

3. Describe special or traditional software that is appropriate for use
with tre ;opulation. Discuss applications of software to meet the learning
characteristics of the population.

4. Be prepared to present the information to the class.

V. Final examination.
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?RV:: RESOURCE

Byte InCider

Closing the Gap Infoworld

Compute Journal of Computer-Based Instruction

Computer Classroom News The Mitthematics Teacher and the
Arithmetic Teacher

Cemputer4erld

Computing Teacher, The Microcomputers in Education QUEUE

Creative Computing Nibble

Educational Computer PC

SO Micro Personal Computing

electronic Education Popular Computing

Electronic Learning Softalk
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SCSCO: ZoT EDUCAZION

FINAL EXAM

EDT 770 Dr. Joel Mittler

You have recently been hired as the Coordinator of Special Education Technology
for a large suburban school district. Within this district there is a represen-
tative group of youngsters with handicapping conditions. The Superintendent
of Schools has asked you to prepare a paper which he can take to the Sch(ol
Board to argue for financial support for Technology in Special Education.

Prepare a first draft of this paper. Include your philosophy of Special Education
Technology as well as a discussion of the hardware and software needs for this
district. Be sure to include some of your ideas on helping the existing Special
Education teachers use the materials you obtain.



STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE AT BUFFALO

Sharon Cramer
State University College at Buffalo
1300 Elmwood Ave
Buffalo, NY 14222

Phone: 716-B7B-4334

Number of special education students:

Undergraduate: 300 Graduate: 500

Program Description:

Faculty at Buffalo have formed an Ad Hoc Computer
Committee that is promoting the development of 4
technology training program. At present, technology is
infused into some special education courses. Graduate
students can take a special education technology course.

IFS



STATE UNIVERS:TY COLLEGE AT BUFFALO
Exceptional Children Education Department

COURSE PROPOSAL

Course Number and Title:

ExE 5 - microcomputer Applications in Exceptional Education

.4. Reasons for Addition:

:t is clear tnat computers are an integral part of our edticational system
and their impact has been and will continue to be significant. Witn tne
expanded use of computers and, particularly, applications of micro-
computers, remarkable advances have occurred for handicapped people
directly and for teachers, therapists and others who work with handicao-
ped children or adults. Examples of these developments include: compu-
ters that transcrioe text into braille: those that allow non-vocn! indi-
viduals to "speak" so that they can communicate with ot.iers: software
Programs tnat allow teachers to develop and update IndivWunlized Educa-
tional Programs (IEPs) which are mannered federally for all handicapped
individuals octween tne aees of 3 and 21: and Programs ;net tench basic
skills in small increment.' while including the elements of tor effective
instruction.

Moreover, the microcomputer, is a teacning tool which is extremely well-
matched to the cognitive, affective and psychomotor characteristics of
many individuals who have been labeled as handicapped or iisabled. For
instance, in tne affective domain, many students with learning disabili-
ties or mild mental retardation have developed very poor self-concepts oy
tne time they enter a special education situation - often as a result of
failure in regular education settings. The use of well - designed software
programs can relieve these students of the performance oressure she or he
would encounter in otner classroom situations such as a reading group or
even direct one-to-one instruction by the teacner. Computer programs can
provide feedback as to whether tne student is correct or not, present
information in small increments, present tutorial exercises on the same
material without losing patience, reward correct responses in a behavior
modification mode and elminate any possibility of judgment during tne
learning process.

It is clear that Exceptional Education teacners need to feel comfortable
with computers and to learn how to use them for the advantage of their
students and themselves. Many teachers in Aestern New York have
computers available to them and their students but do not take advantage
of their potential due to their lack of background and experience with
computers or a fear of the unknown. This course will allow professionals
who work with handicapped children or adults to become comfortable with
microcomputers and to acnieve a level of expertise in their use.
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:II. 1212E,Obiectives: (unordered)

Students will be able to:=dr M
1. Discuss the technological advances that created the evolution of

computers from the abacus to large mainframes to tne portable
microcomputers that are used in Exceptional EJueation classrooms
today.

2. List and discuss a variety of augmentative input / putout -
device: that are currently available for handicapper individuals.

3. State the major difficulties involved :n the early dove:cpment
and distribution of software programs that were designeC speci-
fically for handicapped individuals.

4. Discuss the mast frequent characteristics of software programs
that are developed and/or modified for nandicapoed individuals.

5. Define the differences between Oil conceots of Computer :Iteracy
and computer proficiency and be sole to select and verb-lily 6efend
one of the concepts.

6. Compare and contrast the stereotypic, ,:lotioh:: r.,ictionz of

young vs. older handicapped individuals concerning tnetr willing-
ness to operate microcomputers.

7. Identify and describe the main components of a microcomputer and
explain the importance of appropriately maintaining the system.

8. Differentiate between effective and inetfective computer assist-
ed instruction (CA:) as it relates to students with learning
proolems.

9. Describe at least three different systems of ccmputer-managvi
instruction (CMI) for exceptional learners and identify p-e.4.
and negative aspects of eacn.

10. Evaluate at least five different software items according to
evaluation criteria presented in class.

11. Evaluate at least five different nardware components or periperal
devices for adapting microcomputa:s for handicaoped learners
according to evaluation criteria presented in class.

12, Define authoring systems, describe how they can be of assistance
in develcoinq instructional experiences for handicapped learners
and coma; at least two different systems.

13. List at least 6 local, state and national resources concerned
with microcomputer applications with handicapped persona.
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14. Describe at least three different computer adaptations that can
be used to augment receptive and/or expressive communication for
non-vocal individuals or those with limited vocal abilities.

15. Describe characteristics of microcomputers which have potential
for remediating cognitive, affective or psycnomotor deficits in
handicapped children or adults.

16. Define tne various types of telecommunication systems that are
currently available for use by handicapped individuals.

17. Itemize and discuss the major points that should be considered
before investing in a telecommunications system.

13. Develop an itemized list of anticipated and unexpected
complications that should be considered before establishinq
a mtcrocomputer laboratory for handicapped individuals.

19. Identify the characteristicd of computer-based games and
simulations that are effective with handicapped learners.

20. List propaole future developments and trends in aoplicltions
of microcomoaters which may effect the education or daily
living of nandicapped individuals.

IV. Tooical Outline

A. History of microcomputer development with specific focus on the handi-
capped:

1. From mainframes to minis to microcomputers as a result of modern
technology.

2. Increasing flexibility of computer input/output - devices for the
handicapped.

3. Initial difficulty in locating computer software that had
applications for handicapped individuals.

4. Later difficulty providing evaluations of software programs for
tne handicapped to tne people who needed them.

E. Current issues concerning use of =routers:

1. Concept of computer literacy vs. computer proficiency.
2. The enthusiastic young vs. the cautioqs adult.
3. Ten creative excuses for not finding time to become acquainted

with my "user-friendly" computer.
4. Time commitment requires to become acquainted with computer

programs.



Introduction to mai" components of a microcomputer system:

1. identify and descrioe input/ output- devices and the centralprocessing unit (CPU).
2. Explain tne appropriate use and maintenance of a microcomouterSystem.

O. Current application of microcomputers in the area cf ExceptionalEducation:

1. Applications with individuals wno are classified as having
learning/benavioral disorders:

a) Advantages of microcomputers.
o) Use of LJGD software to teach abstract concepts.c) Use of microcomputer for drill and oractice.1) Use of audio and visual input devices for indi-

vidualizing instruction.

2. Applications witn individuals wno are classified as :lavingand/or moderate mental retardation:
a) Advantages of microcomputers.
a) Effective use of drill and practice.

Aovantloes of using the microcomputer as a tutorial eillzt.d) Use of the microcomputer
for eaucational simulations.

3. Applications with individuals who are classified as rovingpnysically nandicapping conditions:
a) Advantages of microcomputers.
o) Input devices

.) Use of individualized
computer switones.

2) Use of pointing devices for computers.
31 Use of voice recognition.

c) Output devices
1) Use of video screen to enlarge print.2) Use of software programs to enlarge tne printed crhard copy.
3) Use of Morse Code for telecommunications.4) Use of electrical devices and r000tios to control

the environment.

4. Applications with individuals who are classified as navin;visual impairments:
a) Aavantages of microcomputers.
b) Printed text to voice.
c) Computer text to voice.
d) Computer text to Braille.
e) Enlargement of text.
f) Devices to assist mooility.
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5. Applications with individuals wno are classified as having
auditory impairments:

a) Advantages of microcomputers.

b) Use of electronic bulletin boards to communicate with
hearing individuals.

c) Use of telecommunications via microcomputers to
increase written language skills.

d) Use of telecommunications to develop oral skills
that are based on an increased written language base.

6. Applications with.individuals wno are classified as gifted:
a) Advantages of microcomputers.
b) Developing decision-making skills.
c) Development of independent learning skills.
d) Use of computer simulations to develop a discovery

approach to learning.
e) Using LCGO and BASIC to develop thinking skills.

D. Use of the microcomputers for instructional proses in ZxceptIonal
Education:

1. Collection and analysis of student data:
a) Development of criterion referenced tests.

b) Development of task analyses.

2. Evaluation oL Individualized Education Pronrams (ICPs) based
upon a handicapped individuals needs and/or aoilitias:

a) Provide a variety in input/output - modes.
b) Provide appropriate feedback and reinforcement.
c) Provide self-paced instruction that is personalized.
d) Advantages of microcomputers over traditional methods.

E. Utilization of microcomputers in Exceptional Esucation Manage:Tont!

1. Types of software availaole.
2. Value Co teachers and administrators.

F. Evaluation of computer assisted instruction (CAI) softwire in
Exceptional Education:

I. Imoortance of evaluating software programs for the
nandi capped.

2. Locating sources that evaluate software for the handi-
capped:

a) Local user groups.
b) Local school district committees.
c) Publisned directories.
d) Professional valuation centers in the Exceptional

Education area.
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3. Points to consider when evaluating software programs in
Exceptional Education:
a) General categories for all software programs.
b) Evaluation criteria for educational and instruction-

software programs.
c) Evaluation criteria for utility programs.
d) Evaluation criteria for recreational programs.
e) Evaluation criteria for environmental and self -help

programs.
f) Evaluation criteria for measurement and it oase

programs.

Concept of ordering software
a) Cvaluation by teacners,

orofessionals.
o) Classroom eval4ation of

on en cpproval oasis:
administrators rid otner

students' per,formante.

Hardware Evaluation:

a) Quality and duraoility of tie equioment.
o) Availability to interf4co with otnor coacutor$

oerionerals.
c) Agility of service centers and tneir cost.

H. The value of authoring systems and languages for teacning
programs in Exceptional Education:

a) Importance of authoring systems for handicapped individuals.
b) Creating interactive software programs to meet individual

needs.
c) Significance of Apple Pilot, Super Pilot, E-Z Pilot and

Author 1 software programs.

Telecommunications available for exceptional individua:s:
a) Points to consider before manng a ma)or investment.
b) Use of micromooems fo electronic mai:.
c) Types of modem progrt available for Exceptional Education.

I) SoecialNet.
2) Teiecommunication dvices for th,., delt

d) Personnel and cost considerations.

J. Considerations for developing a computer loo for 4xceptional
Education classroom use:

a) Hardware /software considerations.

b) Electrical/security considerations.
c) Anticipated/unexpected costs.

d) Administrative considerations.

K. Future of microcomputers in the Exceptional Education area:

a) Integrated software for the handicapped.

b) Interactive video diss and their use in Exceptional

Education. 4:?1,14

c) ROD0t1CS and thikAandicaoped.
1ot .14
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UNIVERSITY OP AKRON

Dale Coons
University of Akron
119 Carroll Hall
Akron, OH 44325

Phone: 216-375-7779

Number of special education students:

Undergraduate: 150 Graduate: 100

Program Description:

The College of Education has a stand-alone technology
course which is required of all education majors. The
Dept. of Counseling and Special Education requires its
majors to take a new spec. ed. technology course. The
spec. ed. course may be elected for graduate credit.
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TECHNOLOGY AND MATERIALS APPLICATION IN SPECIAL EDUCATION
5610:461/561

3 Semester Hours

PREREQUISITES: 5100:310 or permission of instructor

CATALOG DESCRIPTION: 1) micro-computer operation and programming
skills in Special Education, 2) the operation
and use of unique audio or visual tools for
the handicapped and/or adaptive use of more
traditional equipment and 3) an overview of
commercial curriculum materials designed for
the exceptional learner.

RATIONALE:

OBJECTIVES:

The souse is intended to address not only an
expanded focus in technological advances in edu-
cation, i.e. the micro-computer, but also to
examine those uses of audio-visual procedures
specifically designed for Special Education.
The course, in addition acquaints the student
with the specialized curriculum materials de-
signed for the exceptional learner. The addition
of these components to program is necessary to
meet existing mandates and to prepare graduates
for changing educational practice.

1. To review basic operation and understanding
of micro-computer and peripheral systems.

2. To provide the student with knowledge
about commonly used commercial tape or
disk programs in Special Education.

3. To develop a basic knowledge of simple
programming skills in two languages. basic
and logo.

4. To provide tne student with an overview of
the types and operation of commonly used
audio and visual tools in Special Education.

5. To provide the student knowledge about the
integration of audio and visual tools into
the instructional program in Special Educa-
tion.

6. To provide the student with a knowledge of
spe;:alized curriculum materials for
exceptional learners.

7. To provide the student a rationale and
strategy for integration of specialized
materials into programs for exceptional
learners.



!e:c
Page :tio

:D SE OUTLINE: 1. microComputers in Soecial Education
A. History of micro-computer use in

Special Education

B. Identifying and Reviewing Commercially
developed micro-programs commonly
used in Special Education

C. Sourge of Computer software for use
in Special Education Programs

D. Developing software for micros

E. Programming in Special Education
1. Basic
2. Logo

F. Instructional Use in Special Education
1. Remediation & Practice
2. Introduce New Knowledge
3. Problem Solving Tool
4. Teaching programming skills to

students
S. Adaptive use for Phys.cally Nandi-

capped
6. Adaptive use for ..3n-Verbal Individuals
7. Creative use for Educational Program-

ming

Ii. Educational Media & EOuipment

A. Identification of Educational Media
and Equipment for Special Education
1. Specialized Equipment
2. Adaptive Use of Standard Equipment
3. Limitations of Equipment & Machines

B. Audio-Visual Packages
1. Commercially developed for Special

Education
2. Teacher developed for Special Education

C. Instructional use of Meola & Equipment
Strategies
1. To respond to inctividual differences
2. As an alternate response stye for

for Students
3. To compliment other teaching modes

t-L4. As a compensatory tool
0Q14 S. As a remedial tool

. Ct
ti )1

-^
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6. As an adaptive tool to compensate
for deficit function

III. Specialized Methods and Materials

A. Identification and Evaluation of Materials
for Mildly Handicapped
1. Perceptual Readiness
2. Reading
3. Mathematics
4. Language
S. Social Studies
6. Science/Health
7. Problem Solving and Cognitive Develop-

ment

TEXT: None

STAFF:

kam
2/C.L

B. Identification and Evaluation of Materials
for Severely Handicapped
1. Non-Verbal Communication
2. Environmental Equipment
3. Curriculum

C. InstructioNal Use of Specialized Materials
1. Rationale for Use
2. Integration With Traditional MateriAls
3. Focus of Training

No additional staff necessary - can be taught
by current faculty members.

- '1%; k08
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EDUCATIONAL mu AND TECHNOLOGY -- 5100:310

COURSE SYLLABUS including

CONTENT OVERVIEW

REQU/RD1ENTS

POL/C/ES

PROJECT GUIDELINES

Educational Media and Technology

Examines media technology including video, Notice

pictures, still pictures, audio materials, and

computers in instructional settings with expasis

on selection/evaluation, utilization and preparation.

Vocational Media Lab Instructor:
Zook 335 Office:
Telephone: 375-7689 Telephone:
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ObNect!ves

The student will:

1. regard media technology as experiences that can involve the learner
and result in learning.

2. state the characteristics and advantages of each of the commonly used
media technology formats including opaque visuals, displays and
learning stations, overhead projection transparencies, filmstrips and
slides, audio recordings, microcomputer programs, and motion pictures
(videotape and film).

3. state the instructional strategies used with motion pictures, pro-
jected still pictures, opaque visuals, overhead transparencies,
audio recordings, and computer programs.

4. cite some of the sources of information about films, videotapes,
filmstrips and slides, picture sets, audio recordings, and computer
software.

5. state the rationale and guidelines for preparing instructional
materials.

6. demonstrate competency in mounting opaque visuals, duplicating line
drawings, lettering, and preparing overhead projection trans-
parencies.

7. state the appropriate criteria used in evaluating motion pictures,
projected still pictures (filmstrips and slides), opaquevisuals,
overhead transparencies* audio recordings, and computer programs.

S. evaluate films, videotapes, audio recordings, filmstrips, slide sets,
and computer programs.

9. demonstrate competency in the operation of commonly used media equip-
ment.

10. identify the criteria for each major mode of instructional computing
placing emphasis on drill and practice, tutorials and simulations.

11. plan and apply strategies in using media materials to achieve
selected objectives.

12. locate media materials and computer programs appropriate to stated
curricular areas.

10
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Required Text:

Wisher, Edward. Preparinf and Usinf Medic Materials. (Lexington, MA: Ginn
Press, 1986).

Topics and Text Assignment:

Course topics ere covered in the approximate order of appearance in this
list. The page numbers next to teach topic refer to the textbook and are to

be reed before

1.

2.

the topic is covered in class.

Topics Text Pages

Course Orientation: Overview, Requirements,
Facilities, end Policies

Nature of Communication

3. Roles of Media in Learning 1-2

4. Behavioral Objectives and Pupil Audience Analysis 3-5

5. Visual Materials: Advantages, Uses. and Evaluation 7-9

6. Opaque Materials Preservation, Adaptation. and 11-19 and
Preparation (including Mounting, Laminating,
Lettering, Copying and Paste-ups)

24-43

7. Learning Center/Display Design, Uses and Devices 45-54

8. Projection Principles and Environmental Arrangement 58-64

9. Opaque Projection

10. Overhead Projection: Characteristics, Applications.
and Instructional Strategies

65-68

11. Overhead Projection Transparency Design and 68-88
Preparation

12. Using Media Materials: General Strategies and 55-58
Techniques

13. Evaluating Media Materials: General Guidelines 95-100

14. Audio Recordings and Audio-Tutorial Instruction: 101-108
Applications, Instructional Strategies, Evaluation,
and Recording Formats

15. Preparing Audio Recordings 108-114

16. Filmstrips: Characteristics, Application, Instruc-
tional Strategies, and Evaluation

117-119

17. Slides: Formats and Characteristics; Applications
and instructional Strategies

119-122

18. Preparing Slides and Copy Slides 123-127,
1132-140 &
148-151

.f.
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TOD:CS Text Pages

19. Motion Pictures: Advantages, Characteristics, 157-158 6
Applications, and Instructional Strategies 55-58

20. Motion Fictrre Film Formats and Film Care an.' 158-163
Presentation

21. Video Formats and Equipment and Applications 164-168

22. Motion Picture Evaluation 95-100

23. Television: Closed Circuit, Cable, Educational TV,
Public Broadcasting, Commercial Broadcasting

168-171

24. Sources of Media Materials 89-94

25. Equipment Evaluation 179-183

26. Community Resources: Field Trips and Resource People 173-178

27. Copyright 185-187

28. Microcomputer Applications and Program Instruction
Modes

29. Microcomputer Program Evaluation and Use

COURSE REQUIREMENTS

You are responsible for the completion of all course projects in order to
fulfill course requirements and receive course credit. In a number of cases,
you have the opportunity to select projects of your choice from the project
list. The subject matter of these projects is also your choice.

Two-thirds of your course grade is determined by the total number of
points earned by projects. For increased flexibility, the four -point system
will be replaced by an "eight-point system" where A 8; A/B 0 7; 6; B/C
5; C = 4; C/D, a 3; D = 2; and so on. Since some projects require more time
and effort than others, a credit factor (listed next to each project) is
multiplied by the grade earned. When your paper or project (requirement) is
returned you may wish to convert its letter grade to its "eight-point-system"
equivalent, multiply it by its credit factor and keep a running total of
points. Comments on your project are related to the grade. If there is some-
thing you don't understand, please see your instructor.

Total Points Earned Grade Total Points Earned Grade

260-280 A 170-184 C

245-259 A 155-169 C-

230-244 8+ 140-154 D+

215-229 13 125-139 D

200-214 B- .- .i. 110-124 D-

185-199 C.G
., /..`,,

x less than 110 F



Your presence at all or almost al: classes will add points to your total, thus
making it possible for you to receive a higher grade.

The course projects or requirements are directly related to class dis-
cussions and presentations, many of which are very difficult to make up if
missed. Attendance is therefore important since you will still be responsible
for course content and projects whether or not you miss any classes. Execs»
sive absence from class will result in a grade of "F".

Projects or requirements are to be done by you and submitted on or before
the due date listed. On all projects and papers submitted for credit, your
name, the course and your section numbers, and the project number must be
included. Projects submitted more than one-class session late will receive a
lowered grade (amount of grade reduction depends upon how late the project is
submitted).

Project guidelines are to be used and followed when doing projects since
it isn't possible to re-do projects for a better grade. When coming to the
Educational Media Laboratory to do production projects, your book will be
needed.

The last third of the final course grade is determined by your micro-
computer project(s) (guidelines to be given at a later rime).

If course requirements are not met by the last week of classes, the
course glade will be an "7". If there are any reasons why you cannot complete
the course requirements by the last week of classes you are urged to see your
instructor before the last week, since an "Incomplete" can sometimes be sub-
mitted in place of a grade. University practice stipulates that an "Incom-
plete" not made up by the semester following the semester in which the course
was taken will convert to an "F".

Proj.

NO. Prolect Description

I Permanent Rubber Cement Mount OR "Cold Mount"

2 Dry Mount

3 Lettering Project: Either "SpeedbaIl" OR
"Dry Transfer"

4 Computer Graphics Lettering

6 Projection Tracing OR Black Line Paste-Up.

Overhead Transparency: Acetate OR Trans-
parency Lift (Transparencies are to be in
Frame Mounts).

; 21s

Credit

Factor

Syllabus
Guide-
lines

Dates P. No., N,, es

1 7-8

I 7-8

I 7 -S

1 7-6

I 7-8

I 7-8



9.

Proj.
No. Project Description

7 Overhead Transparency: Thdtrmal or Dry
Photocopy

Syllabus
Guide

Credit lines
Factor Dates Pg. No. Notes

1 7-8

8 TEST 1 3

9 Audio Recording Evaluation OR Filmstrip 4

(silent or sound) Evaluation. Note: A Film
strip is a series of still projected images- -
a slide secuence may be substituted since it
also is a series of still projected images.

8

10 Sound Motion Picture Evaluation 6 8

11 Filmstrip, Slide Sm. or Copy Slide 1

12 Major Project (Select ONE of the following): 7

Option A: Self Instructional Learning 9-10
Station/Display

Option B: Class Presentation 11

13 Learn the operation of the following None
pieces of equipment: --but

req'd
A. 16mm Motion Picture Sound Projector
B. 35mm Filmstrip/Slide Projector
C. 35mm Sound Filmstrip Projector
D. Cassette Tape Recorder
E. Overhead Projector
F. Carousel Slide Projector
G. Spirit Duplicator Machine
H. Videotape Recorder and TV Camera

NOTE: Use the Equipment Operation Proficiency
Checklist obtainable at the Educational Media Lab.

14 TEST 2 7

Microcomputer Project(s)

*USE APPROPRIATE SIGN UP SHEET

22o
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MCER:ALS PRODUC7ION ERROR MESSAGES (Prciects 1.)

Vheri your production projects (projects 1-7) are returned, they may have,
in addition to the grade, a number or series of numbers. Each number repre-
sents a specific say in which the project may be improved. The meaning or
message for each number is given below.

PLEASE NOTE: IF YOU USE THIS LIST WHILE DOING YOUR PROJECTS, AND CHECK
YOUR PROJECTS AGAINST THIS LIST BEFORE HANDING THEM IN YOUR PROJECTS WILL
GENERALLY BE OF A SETTER QUALITY.

Error Message No. Message Description

100 MOUNTING (Projects 1 and 2)
101 Adhesion not complete (air bubbles or wrinkles)
102 Visual not mounted stra4ht or not centered
103 Tissue showing
104 Trimming ragged or not straight

200 LETTERING (Project 3)
201 Guidelines showing
202 Spacing inconsistent
203 Line inconsistency within letter
204 Letter style inconsistent
203 Word or words not centered
206 Letters, word or words hot straight or out of line

300 PASTE-UP OR ILLUSTRATION REPRODUCTION (Project 4)
301 Guidelines showing
302 Lines not dark or heavy enough or inconsistent
305 Parts of paste-up may not reproduce well
304 Technique inappropriate to purpose
303 Illustration is to be permanent with marker or

India ink

400 OVERHEAD PROJECTION TRANSPARENCY (Projects 3 & 6)
401 Symbols such as lettering should be larger
402 Symbols such as lettering should be spaced better

or they should be better constructed, or they
should be straighter

403 Too such detail; needs to be less crowded; perhaps
some elements irrelevant to purpose

404 Visual material too close to frame edge
403 Line inconsistency
406 Exposure incorrect (Thermal)
407 Not centered or space not used well or overall

image too small
408 Image not clear or bright enough (transparency

lift)
409 Transparency incorrectly mounted
410 The transparency technique selected is appropriate

to materials used

999 DIRTY VISUAL
Additional Guidelines for Projects 1 -7t,on next page.

o.
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GU:DE:,:NES FOR PRC:Z:7S 1-7 (con:lnue4'

For Projects 1 and 2, include a sheet of paper taped to the back of each
mount with your stated behavioral objective (see text, pp. 4 and 5) for each.
The size of the visuals to be mounted is to be at least 8 x 10". Lamination
for Projects 1 and is not necessary.

Project 3 must consist of at least two words and a minimum of three
letters in each of two words.

Project,4 may be the sire of an 811 x 11" "poster" or in the format of a
greetiug card and may include visual material.

In Project 5, tote projection tracing is to be made permanent with marker
or pen and India ink (see text, pp. 30-31). If you opt for the Paste-Up, make
sure the parts along with your printed material contribute to a main purpose.
(see text, p. 31).

Each of your Transparency Projects (6 and 7) must be taped to a trans-
parency frsme mount and on each frame mount, tape a sheet of paper with your
stated behavioral objective (text, pp. 4-5).

GUIDELINES FOR PROJECTS 7 AND 8
Nonprint Media Materials Evaluations

Whether you evaluate an audiorecording, sound or silent filmstrip or
slide sequence, or motion picture, you are to use the format described in
"Evaluation Guidelines" (pages 95.-100 of the text). As stated, divide your
evaluation into five sections. In Section II, state the specific purpose of
the material as (a) behavioral objective(s). Before writing the fifth section
of the evaluation, become very familiar with pages 55-58 of the text.

Sections IV and V are the most important parts of your evaluation. While
Sections I and II are to be in "list" or "outline" form, Sections III, IV, and
V must be in "paragraph" form. Your writing is expected to be clear and con-
cise. A first draft is rarely suitable. When you think you are done, read
over your entire paper carefully so that errors will be at a minimum.

The overall length of your evaluation' if typewritten, should be one or
two pages. If it is more than two pages, read it again vith the idea of
making it more succinct; that is, shorter without losing your observations,
points, or concepts.

c.:

s s
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CV:DE:INES FOR PROJECT S
Slide Set, Filmstrip or Copy Slide

II you opt for the slide set, prepare a set of 6-12 nonphotographic
slides (see text, p. 120, for the choices and use the template in Appendix C).
If you opt for the filmstrip, prepare a nonphotographic filmstrip of 8-16
frames (see text, pp. 116-117). The material available in the nil is the
"write on" filmstrip, "0-Film". Use the template and follow the directions in
Appendix 8 of the text.

If you opt to do the copy slide, you may use the "Ektagraphic Visual-
maker" in the DL (see text. pp 146-147). For this class project only, the
film will already be in the camera and the magicubes, available from au-EHL

attendant. Hake a note as to the film cartridge number (located on a piece of
tape adhered to the camera) and the exposure number so that you will be able
to identify your slide with little or no difficulty when it is ready to be
picked up. Sometime after you shoot your Ektagraphic copy slide, the film
will be developed and the resulting slides will be available at the main desk
in the CIL When you pick up your slides, give the EKL attendant the film
cartridge number and exposure number. After you identify your slide, give the

attendant your EML ticket and the cost of your slide will be taken from the

ticket. (Unlike other EML supplies. you pay for the copy slide project after
it is done.)

Whether you opt for the filmstrip, slide set, or copy slide, you do not
band it in to your instructor unless requested to do so. You get credit when
you project it in class (the specific day will be announced by your
instructor). Make sure you know how to load the slide tray (or thread a film-
strip projector), since your project grade is based on how your slide!s) or
filmstrip appear on the screen.

GUIDELINES FOR PROJECT 10, OPTION A:
Self-Instructional Learning Station/Display

The learning station/display can take the shape of any format or combina-
tion of formats such as bulletin, flannel. hook and loop, magnetic, and elec-
tric boards, table tops. and ceiling suspensions, and can cover any topic or
subject area. It must be designed to achieve stated objectives, to attract
and hold the attention of the student, and to result in some learning, either
of a skill, attitude, or cognitive process. This project is to be designed

for independent use. It is to be a self-instructional device that will
involve the student through exploration. Guidance/directions can be provided
by an audiocassette tape or written instructions, depending upon the student
for which it is designed.

Continued on p. 10
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Use the Learning Station. SignUp Sheet to detertine the date your learning
station will be set up. On the day you are scheduled to show your learning
station to the class, arrive a little early and set it up before class starts.
Make sure you have all necessary items (e.g., thumbtacks). A variety of
display boards will be available in the Classroom. /f you need any equipment,
such as a tape recorder, as part of your learning station, you can obtain it
by submitting a paper to your instructor, at least one class session before
you are scheduled to show your project, with the following information: your
name, the date you will be showing your learning station, and the piece or
pieces of equipment you want.

On your "show day," submit a short paper to the instructor which includes
the following points:

1. Student's name and project number.
2. Title of learning station/display.
3. Objective(s) of learning station/display written in student

behavioral terms.'

4. Brief description of the student for which the learning station/
display is intended.

5. Any other information which you feel is important.

You will have a few minutes to show your project to the class, relating
the objectives and the background of the student for which it is designed. We
will then discuss the project so that others may become aware of the design
and techniques used.

Specifically, evaluation considerations include:

1. Achievement of objectives as stated in your paper. For example, the

amount of content depth should be greater for secondary, level
students than for elementary level students.

2. Appropriateness of format (or formats) to'objectives and defined
audience or class as stated it your paper. For example, directions
for preschool, most primary level, and other relatively unsophisti
cated readers should be on audiocassette rather than printed
instructioni.

3. Quality and appropriateness of materials displayed to objectives and
defined audience or class as stated in your paper. For example,

objects and other materials to be manipulated by very young students

should not be too small. Similarly, the space(s) provided for

printed responses need to be larger for young students.
4. Overall viewer involvement (physical and/or intellectual) and the

extent to which the learning station/display is selfkastructional;
that is, the extent to which it is usable- on an independent basis.

5. Effectiveness of arrangement of materials (use of design principles).

4



CVIDEI.INES FOR PRO:EC7 IC, OP7ION E:

Class Presentation

The class presentation is an activity in which the class will assume the
role of your choice as student or audience, and you will be the teacher or
presenter. This activity is to be a maximum of 15 minutes. It may be in any
area or subject of your choice. If the presentation is complex (use of com-
bination of media or other situation making good pace and timing difficult),
you say fulfill this requirement with another student and make the presenta-
tion as a team. The presentation must involve the use of media. You may use
any materials available to reach your goals. Since the presenter or present-
ing team is to be active, the use of programmed material (films, recordists)
must be limited to one half the time of the total presentation.

To expedite proceedings and to help the class assume the desired role.
include the following points on a sheet of paper which is to be given to the.
instructor before the presentation. This information should also be given to

the class as an introduction to your presentation:

1. Student's name and project number.

2. Objective(s) of presentation written in student behavioral terms.

3. Role of the class such as age, grade level, subject area, and
prerequisite knowledge or training.

4. Any other information the presenter considers important.

You will be responsible for ordering the equipment and materials needed.
Equipmeut can be ordered by submitting a paper to your instructor, at least
one class session before you are scheduled to present, with the following
information: your name, the date you will be making your presentation and the
piece or pieces of equipment you need. Materials such as audiorecordings,
16mm'films, filmstrips, and filmloops can be obtained from Bierce Library's
Media Resources Center. Since 16mm films have a high utilisation rate, they
should be requested at least, two weeks in advance. On the day of your pre-

sentatien, try to get to class a little early if possible and arrange the
room, equipment and materials so that a minimum of class time is used for

"setting up."

Following each class presentation, we will discuss the experience. It is
hoped that strengths and effective techniques will be pointed out so that

others may become aware of these methods and perhaps adopt them. Concrete
suggestions for ways of improving the presentation may else: be brought up at

this tits.

Specifically, evaluation considerations include:

1. Appropriateness of materials and media to objectives and defined
audience or class as stated in your accompanying paper.

2. Quality and appropriateness of materials used.

3. Effectiveness of equipment operation.
4. Level of audience involvement.
S. Environment arrangement.
6. Familiarity with subject matter.
7. Achievement of objectives as stated in your accompanying paper.

,*
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OHIO UNIVERSITY

Barbara Reeves
McCracken Hall
Ohio University
Athens, OH 45701

Phone: 614-593-4488

Number of special education students:

Undergraduate: Graduate:

Program Description:

At Ohio University, faculty offer workshops at branch
campuses on uses of computers in special education. On
the main campus, special education students have the use
of a microcomputer lab. Faculty have developed a module
that is incorporated into an L.D, methods course

226.



The use of computers in special education teacher training at Ohio
University is in a state of flux, or to be exact, is experiencing an extended
childhood. The beginning dates back to 1960, when one faculty member
acquired a Radio Shacktolor computer from a local civic group to use in a
special summer project that involved learning disabled children. The
teacher trainees became very interested in the various computer
applications that were demonstrated for use in the classroom, and began to
ask to use the computer. At this time, the major uses were word
processing, grade calculations, and writing simple programs for drill and
.practice activities. Many students were 'turned on to computers and were
able to use the one mentioned when it was available. Since that time there
has been a dramatic increase in the availability of computers and interest
on the part of the teacher trainees. While there is no formal systematic
training of special education teachers in the uses of computers, attempts
have been made toward the goal of developing such training.

Currently, all elementary education majors are required to take a
computer course (EDM 332), but special education and secondary education
majors are not required to take the course. However, many astute and
interested students took the course and `spread the word' about how the
course helped them in their personal productivity . Many of the students also
stated that learning to use the computer helped them in their field
experiences as most of the area schools had computers in the classrooms.
When the interest surged and enrollments grew, many of the special
education majors began to be closed out of the class. They then sought
personal instruction from the one faculty member (me) in the department
who was using computers. By this time, I had been RETOOLED, and was using
Apples and IBMs that were widely available in ti-.e College of Education and
the university. Flattered at first, it soon became apparent that the newel far

, . training was far more than 1 could handle. Still, I was unable to convince
the other faculty that our students needed to take the EDM 332 course or
that we needed coursework of our own.Attempts to solve the problem
consisted of the following:

1. A series of workshops on using computers in special education were
offered at the branch campuses. (They were not allowed on-campus.)
These were very successful, and "some Students from the main campus
attended the workshop.

l'. I
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2. A module on using computers with learning disabled students was
prepared and placed within the existing L.D. methods course. One of the
assignment options was to prepare a teaching material using the
computer. Approximately 90% of the students chose to complete this
assignment. Course evaluations also ranked this assignment as being
beneficial.

3. A grant proposal was funded that established the Center for Applied
Special Technology (C.D.S.T.). This allowed the establishment of a small
computer lab for the use of special education majors ,as well as, special
needichildren, their parents and teachers. In addition, this grant
provided for the funding of a series of workshops for faculty, students,
teachers, and parents of special needs children. Two of the faculty
members hat/ expressed more interest in computers and have come to
the lab or sent their G.A. to use the computers. Another ,has since
purchased e personal computer. The grant period has expired, but many of
the activities are continuing largely through "time" donations of the
consultants. The goals and objectives for this grant are attached.

As mentioned earlier, there is still no required course in computers for
Special Education majors at Ohio University. There has been growth in the
interest and availabilltyf computers for students and faculty. The college
has a computer lab that has over 20 stations with Apple computers,
including the Be, lic and figs. There is a lab for faculty only that has Apple
and 11311 computers. In the Learning Lab ( a component of the C.A.S.T.grant),
there are four lie stations, one 11c, one llgs and a Mac Plus. Despite this
technical support,there has been a delay in the approval of a course designed
especially for Special Education majors, It is believed that a new course
will be approved early in the fall quarter and be offered during the spring
quarter. Hopefully, participation in this RETOOL roundtable will be helpful in
gathering additional information to use in pronioting the course approval.



EMI 332 / EDCI 532

Microcomputer Applications In Education

Course Outline

January 7 Overview of the Course

12 Computer Uses in Education

14 System Commands (1)

19 Introduction to Programming (2)

21 Branching (3)

26 LOWRES Graphing (4)

28 History of Computing

February 2 Loops (5)

4 Software Survey

9 Quiz QUAA

11 HIRES Graphing

16 Software Survey

16 Word Processing

23 Software Survey

25 Other Features of BASIC (7)

March 2 A Walk Through the Apple
Bits, Bytes & Nibbles)

4 Other Language Options
(Logo & Pascal)

9 The Case Against Computers

11 Summary

18 Final Examination

229
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TITLE: The Special Education Teacher and The Microcomputer.

INSTRUCTOR: DR. JUDITH A. FORTALEZA AND DX. BARBARA REEVES

DATES: Sept. 16, 1983 - 6:00 PM - 9:00 PM
17, 1983 - 9:00 M - 4:00 PM

Sept. 23, 19 83 - 6:00 PM - 9:00 PM
24, 1983 - 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM

CREDIT: 2 Credit Hours

LOCATION: Ohio University, Lancaster Branch

PATIONALE

Educators have found themselves in the midst of the "Techno-

logical Information Age" brought about by the development of the

silicon chip. Presently, most educators are struggling to define

their role in this new era. A serious lack of help-for educators

exists. Special Educators find themselves struggling for even

more information in terms of how this information void can be

addressed in terms of their specialized needs. This course is

designed to address that need by providing information and prac-

tical experience to educators on how to implement c:Imputer tech-

nology in the classroom. Specific emphasis will be placed on the

needs of special educators. Lecture, demonstration and hands on

practice will all be included in the class format. Participants

will be introduced to a universal knowledge of educational tech-

nology.
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CLASS #1

Introduction to the Mic:ocomputer

A. The compute: and :elated periphals will be demonstrated
and discussed.

3. Participants will practice computer interaction.

3istorical Perspective of the Computes

A. Brief description of the developmental changes of the
computer will be discussed.

3. Future uses of computers will be presented.

CLASS $2

Uses of the Computer in Schools

A. Discussion of the use of computers in the Central Office
will be presented with emphasis on management of special
education information management.

3. Discussion of computers in the Principals Office will be
presented.

C. Discussion of the use of th* computer in the classroom
will be presented with emphasis on serving the needs of
the special education student.

Teaching with Computers

A. Introduction to Computes Resistive Instruction Software.

3. Introduction to Computes Management Instruction Software.

C. Introduction to using computer in assessment and test
design.

D. Introduction to use of computers in classroom management
activities such as record keeping and inventory.

E. Demonstration and evaluation of commercially available
instructional software especially as it relates to the
need of the special education student.

2 3 ).
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VII. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES: (PLEASE SEE APPENDIX A FOR

RATIONALE AND NEED)

The three me)or goals of the proposed center are:

Goal 1.0 TO PROVIDE TRAINING IN THE USES OF COMPUTERS
win( SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS.

Goal 2.0 TO PROVIDE DIRECT SERVICES TO SPECIAL NEEDS
STUDENTS, THEIR TEACHERS AND THEIR PARENTS.

Goal 3.0 TO CONDUCT RESEARCH ON THE USES OF COMPUTERS
W/TH SPEC/AL NEEDS STUDENT& AND THE EFFICACY OF

THIS PROJECT.

?ha specific ob3ectives for these goals are:

Goal 1.0 TO PROVIDE TRAINING IN THE USES OF COMPUTERS
WITH SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS.

00ectives:

1,1 To provide training for professionals in the
uses of CAI, CMT, Word Processing, :EP
generation and Special Net. (SEE APPENDICES D
AND E)

1.2 To provide training for preservice special
education students in IEP generation, word
Processing, CAI/CMI, drill and practice,
classroom data management and using Special
Net. (SEE APPENDICES D AND E)

1.3 To provide computer training opportunities
for parents of special needs children.

Goal 2.0 TO PROVIDE DIRECT SERVICES TO SPECIAL NEEDS
STUDENTS, THEIR TEACHERS AND THEIR PARENTS.

Objectives:

2.1 Tu implement a tutoring program called the
tAsrnina Lab, using existing facilities for
the academic year (September, 1985-June,
1986) that will loin the summer Master
Teacher Project (June - July, 1986). This
lab will:
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2.:.: provide -hands-on- training for
preservlce special education

2.:.2 provide individual and small group
tutoring to special needs children

2.1.3 provide area teachers with * computer
lab facility and available software

2.1.4 provide computer lab facilities for
parents to use with their children

2.2 To provide tutoring services to special needs
children via the Learning_ Lab. This tutoring
will be designed:

2.2.1 to help children compensate for
handicaps by developing more effective
strategies for learning problem solving
and communication

2.2.2 to develop the child's skill in using
the compute: es a compensatory or
augmentative tool

2.2.3 to remdiate specific skill weaknesses

2.2.4 to enhance the child's sense of general
competence and mastery

2.3 To develop a library in the Learnina Lab of
computer materiels and software for
professzonals, students end parents to use
with special needs children. The purposes of
this library will be:

2.3.1 to develop cooperative exchanges oz
computer se.-ftware with area
teachers and parents for use with
special needs children

2.3.2 to gather and evaluate available
software for special needs children

2.3.3 :tcVecommend software for specific
treatment and educational plans of
children
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2.4 -o educate parents and professloneis aDouttne potentla.: power (and potential misuse) ofcomputer use with specie; needs children inorder to help them become more effectiveconsumers.

2.' 70 acquire a subscription
to Special Net inthe Le&rnina Lab for use by the College ofEducation faculty, students, teachers andparents.

Goal 3 TO CONDUCT RESEARCH ON THE USES OF COMPUTERSWITH SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS AND THE EFFICACYOF THIS PROJECT

Ob34ect v es :

3.: To assess knowledge and skills in the use ofcomputers by preservice trainees using preand-post test measures.

3.2 To measure learning gains made by childrenserved in Learnina Lab versus those notserved.

3.3 To evaluate satisfaction and use of Learninqby parents and teachers.

3,4 To evaluate
specific software

effectivenesswhen used for remedietion of specificproblems.

3.5 7o 'evaluate actual use of the pro:lectcomputers py professional using pre end postlest measures.

3.6 To evaluate the efficacy of the project.
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SpEC:F:C PROCEDURES FOR mEET:NC OBSEc7:vc$:

The procedures far meeting the objectives mre
listed here as they will occur. Specific
objective numbers are included in ( ) et the end
of each procedure.

Asigust 1985

I. Develop pre-test evaluation instruments
(3.1. 3.5)

2. Redevelop course syllabus for EDS?
476/460 to include tutoring in the
Learning Lab (1.2,2.1,2.2)

3. Design initial training workshops for
faculty. professionals and parents

4. Contact consultants and set dates for
initial training (1.1, 1.2. 2.4)

5. Purchase equipment to be furnished by
Ohio University if proposal is funded
C..1, 1.2. 2.1. 2.3. 2.4)

6. Set up master plan for implementation of
Learning Lab (2.1)

5e2tember - December 1985

Meet with area teachers to discuss
purposes of C.A.S.T. and the 1.earhing
Lek this will be a dinner meeting
(1.1, 2.1, 2.2. 2.4)

2. Attend the fall meeting of the Special
Education Parent Group of Athens to
explain C.A.V.T. and Learning Lab (1.1.
2.1, 2.2, 2.4)

3. Establish a joint task force of
professionals and permits to consult
with the IRC and recommend software
purchases fpp(the Learning Lab (2.3)

4. Develop software evaluation ferms (3.4)
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5. Develop evaluation and data keopIng
forms for the proposed pro3ect (3.3)

6. Conduct initial training (1.1, 1.2. 2.4)

7. Hire part-time secretry, and student
managers for Learr.'na Lap (2.1)

8. Subscribe to Special Net and conduct
training (1.1, 1.2. 1.3)

9. Administer instrument for measuring
learning gains made by children and
collect date for fall quarter (3.2)

January March 1986

10. Continue to conduct training sessions(1.1, 1.3)

11. Continue operation of Learnina Lab, (2.1)

12. Purchase additional software as
recommended by task-force (2.3)

13. Hold 'Learnirc Lab, open house for
community (2.1, 2.3)

:4. Continue to collect date regarding useof lab by professionals, parents, and
students (2.1, 2.3. 3.5)

;larch - -lune Ilaos

.5. Hold dinner for teachers and parents to
discuss progress of C.A.S.T. (1.1. 2.1,3.1)

16. Continue to conduct training sessions
(1.1, 1.3)

:7. Continue operation of Learnind Lab (2.1)

.8. Change E0SID 476/460 syllabi as necessary,.based on Fall quarter evaluation (1.2.
2.1. 2.2)

29. Purchase final software recommended by
:mint task force (2.3, 3.4)
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20. Collect oats on use of lab by various
groups (2.1. 2.3. 3.5)

21. Collect data on learning gains made oy
children in Learaina tab for Winter and
Spring Quartets (3.2)

22. Collect data to evaluate software
effectivenesa for specific problems
(3 :4)

. -

June - July 1986

23. Continue to operate Learnino Lab in the
,Master Teacher Project (2.1)

24. Collect data regarding efficacy of
C.A.S.T. (3.1. 3.3. 3.5. 3.6)

25. Complete project report (3.6)

IX. EVALUATION ACTIVITIES:

To evaluate the C.A.S:T., data will be collected for
Goal 3 and will-be utilized..to evaluate the protect.
The-Director of the project will gather:

. data regarding use of the LearDino
(quantitative and qualitative)

2. data to evaluate children's learning gains

:
3. -parent evaluation of training sessions and

. tutoring

4. data' to evaluate computer literacy of
students in preservice program (pre and post
test)

5. data on software evaluations for specific
lei:runs problems

'6. teacher.evaluations of C.A.S.T.

7: faculty evaluations of C.A.S.T.



The use of computers in special education teacher training at Ohio
University is in a state of flux, or to be exact, is experiencing an extended
childhood. The beginning dates back to 1980, when one faculty member
acquired a Radio Shack Color computer from a local civic group to use in a
special summer project that involved learning disabled children. The
teacher trainees became very interested in the various computer
applications that were demonstrated for use in the classroom, and began to
ask tc use the computer. At this time, the major uses were word
processing, grade calculations, and writing simple programs for drill and
practice activities. Meng students were 'turned on to computers and were
able to'use the one mentioned when it was available. Since that time there
has been a dramatic increase in the availability of computers and interest
on the part of the teacher trainees. While there is no formal systematic
training of special education teachers in the uses of computers, attempts
have been made toward the goal of developing such training.

Currently, all elementary education majors are required to take a
computer course (EOM 332), but special education and secondary education
majors are not required to take the course. However, many astute and
interested students took the course and 'spread the word' about how the
course he'ped them in their persona) productivity . Many of the students also
stated that learning to use the computer helped them in their field
experiences as most of the area schools had computers in the classrooms.
When the interest surged and enrollments grew, many of the special
education majors began to be closed out of the class. They then sought
personal instruction from the one faculty member (me) in the department
who was using computers. By this time, I had been RETOOLED, and was using
Apples and lBMs that were widely available in the College of Education and
the university. Flattered at first, it soon became apparent that the need for
training was for more than I could handle. Still, I was unable to convince
the other faculty that our students needed to take the EOM 332 course or
that we needed coursework of our own.Attempts to solve the problem
consisted of the following:

1. A series of workshops on using computers in special education were
offered at the branch campuses. (They were not allowed on-campus.)
These were very successful, and some students from the main campus
attended the workshop.

: t. i.$ Y.
. ..1.0A ...
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2. A module on using computers with learning disabled students was
prepared and placed within the existing L.D. methods course. One of the
assignment options was to prepare a teaching material using the
computer. Approximately 90Z of the students chose to complete this
assignment. Course evaluations also ranked this assignment as being
beneficial.

3. A grant proposal was funded that established the Center for Applied
Special Technology (C.R.S.T.). This allowed the establishment of a small
computer lab for the use of special education majors ,as well as, special
needs children, their parents and teachers. In addition, this grant
provided for the funding of a series of workshops for faculty, students,
teachers, and parents of special needs children. Tworof the faculty
members have expressed more interest in computers and have come to
the lab or sent their S.A. to use the computers. Another has since
purchased a personal computer. The grant period has expired, but many of
the activities are continuing largely through "time' donations of the
consultants. The goals and objectives for this grant are attached.

As mentioned earlier, there is still no required course in computers for
Special Education majors at Ohio University. There has been growth in the
interest and availability of computers for students and faculty. The college
has a computer lab that has over 20 stations with Apple computers,
including the lle, lic and llgs. There is a lab for faculty only that has Apple
and 1611 computers. in the Learning Lab ( e component of the C.A.S.T.grant),
there are four lie stations, one lic, one figs and a Mac Plus. Despite this
technical support,there has been a delay in the approval of a course designed
especially for Special Education majors. It is believed that a new course
will be approved early in the fall quarter and be offered during the spring
quarter. Hopefully, participation in this RETOOL roundtable will be helpful in
gathering additional information to use in promoting the course approval.
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EDM 332 / EDCI 532

Microcomputer Applications In Education

Course Outline

January 7 Overview of the Course

12 Computer Uses in Education

14 System Commands (1)

19 Introduction to Programming (2)

21 Branching (3)

26 LOWRES Graphing(4)

28 History of Computing

February 2 Loops (5)

4 Software Survey

9 Quiz QUAA

11 HIRES Graphing

16 Software Survey

18 Word Processing

23 Software Survey

25 Other Features of BASIC (7)

March 2 A Walk Through the Anple
(Bits, Bytes & Nibbles)

4 Other Language Options
(Logo & Pascal)

9 The Case Against Computers

11 Summary

18 Final Examination
..
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INSTRUCTOR:

DATES:

The Special Education Teacher and The Microcomputer

D3. JUDITH A. FORTALEZA AND DX. BARBARA REEVES

Sept. 16, 1983 - 6:00 PM - 9:00 PM
17, 1983 - 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM

Sept. 23, 1983 - 6:00 PM - 9:00 PM
24, 1983 - 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM

CREDIT: 2 Credit Hours

LOCATION: Ohio University, Lancaster 3anch

RATTONALE

Educators have found themselves in the midst of the "Techno-

logical Information Age" brought about by the development of t"ne

silicon chip. Presently, most educators are struggling to define

their role in this new era. A serious lack of belp.for educators

exists. Special Educators find themselves struggling for even

more information in terms of how this information void can be

addressed in terms of their specialized needs. This course is

designed to address that need by providing information and prac-

tical experience to educators on how to implement computer tech-

nology in the classroom. Specific emphasis will be placed on the

needs of special educators. Lecture, demonstration and hands on

practice will all be included in the class format. Participants

will be introduced to a universal knowledge of educational tech-
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TOPICAL OUTLINE

CLASS 41

Introduction to tht Microcomputer

A. The compute: and :elated periphals will be demonstrated
and discussed.

B. Participants will practice computer interaction.

3istorical Perspective of the Computer

A. Brief description of the developmental changes of the
computer will be discussed.

B. Puture uses of computers will be presented.

CLASS $2

Uses of the Computer in Schools

A. Discussion of the use of computers in the Central Office
will be presented with emphasis on management of special
education information management.

B. Discussion of computers in the Principals Office will be
presented.

C. Discussion of the use of the computer in the classroom
will be presented with emphasis on serving the needs of
the special education student.

Teaching with Computers

A. Introduction to Computer Assistive instruction Software.

B. Introduction to Computer Management Instruction Software.

C. Introduction to using computer in assessment and test
design.

D. Introduction to use of computers in classroom management
activities such as record keeping and inventory.

E. Demonstration and evaluation of commercially available
instructional software especially as it relates to the
need of the special education student.

2.44
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VI:. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES: (PLEASE SEE APPENDIX A FOR
RATIONALE AND NEED)

The three ma3or goals of the proposed center are:

Goal .1.0 TO PROVIDE TRAINING IN THE USES OF COMPUTERS
WITH SPECIAL. NEEDS STUDENTS.

Goal 2.0 TO PROVIDE DIRECT SERVICES TO SPECIAL NEEDS
STUDENTS, THEIR TEACHERS AND THEIR PARENTS.

Goal 3.0 TO CONDUCT RESEARCH ON THE USES OF COMPUTERS
WITH SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS AND THE EFFICACY OF
THIS PROJECT.

The speci.ic objectives for these goals are:

Goal 1.0 TO PROVIDE TRAINING IN THE USES OF COMPUTERS
WITH SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS.

Ob3ectivea;

1.1 To provide training for professionals in the
uaes of CAI. CMT. Word Processing, IEP
generation and Special Net. (SEE APPENDICES D
AND E)

1.2 To provide training for proservice special
education students in IEP generation, Word
Processing, CAI/CMI, drill and practice,
classroom data management and using Specie)
Net. (SEE APPENDICES D AND E)

.3 To provide computer training opportunities
for parents of special needs children.

Goal 2.0 IC PROVIDE DIRECT SERVICES TO SPECIAL NEEDS
STUDENTS. THEIR TEACHERS AND THEIR PARENTS.

Objectives:

2.1 To implement a tutoring .program called the
Learmand Lab using existing facilities for
the academic year (September, 1985-June,
1988) that will join the summer Master
Teacher Project (June - July, 1988). This
lab will:
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2.:,.1 provide "hands-on" training for
preservIce special educatiqn

2.:.2 provide indiidual and small group
tutoring to special needs children

2 1.3 provide area teachers with a computer
lab facility and available software

2.:.4 provide computer lab fecilities for
parents to use with their children

2.7 To provide tutoring services to special needs
children via the LearninA_Lab. This tutoring
will be designed:

2.2.1 to help children compensate for
handicaps by developing more effective
strategies for learning problem solving
and communication

2.2.2 to develop the child's skill in using
the computes es a Compensatory or
augmentative tool

2.2.3 to remdiate specific skill weaknesses

2.2.4 to enhance the child's sense of genera:
Competence and mastery

2.3 To develop a library In the Learnino Lab of

computer materials and software for
professionals, students and parents to use
with special needs children. The purposes of
this library will be:

2.3.1 to develop cooperative exchanges of
computer software with area
twitchers and parents for use with
special needs Children

2.3.2 to gather and evaluate available
software far special needs children

2.3.3 to recommend software for specific
treatment and educational plans of
childAin
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2.4 To educate parents ano prpfessionals ar,outthe potentiai power (and potential misuse) ofcomputer use with special needs children inorder to help them become more effectiveconsumers.

2.5 To acquire a subscription
to Special Net inthe Learninq_Lak for use by the College ofEducation faculty, students, teachers andparents.

Goal 3 TO CONDUCT RESEARCH ON THE USES OF COMPUTERSWITH SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS AND THE EFFICACYOF THIS PROJECT-

Objectives:

3.: To assess knowledge and skills in the use ofcomputers by preservice trainees using preand post test *ensures.

3.2 To measure
learning gain's, cede by childrenserved in 'Learn'no_ Lab versus those notserved.

7.3 To evaluate satisfaction and use of LearningLab by parents and teachers.

3.4 To *valuate specific software
effectivenesswhen used for remediation of specificproblems.

3.5 To evaluate actual use of the protectcwaputers by professional using pre end posttest measures.

3.6 To evaluate the efficacy of the project.

29
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The procedures for meeting the oo,ectives are
listed 1-tre as they will occur. Specific
ob3ective numbers are included in ( ) at the end
of each procedure.

%must 1985,

Develop pre-test evaluation instrument.,
(3.1, 3.5)

2, Redevelop course syllabus for EDSP
476/460 to include tutoring in the
Learning Lab (2.2,2.1,2.2)

3. ,esign initial training workshops for
faculty, professionals and parents

4. Contact consultants and set dates for
initial .raining (2.1, 1.2, 2.4)

5. Purchase equipment to be furnished by
Ohio University if proposal is funded
t1.2, 2.2, 2.1, 2.3, 2.4)

6. SEit up master plan for implementation of
Learnino Lab (2.1)

lIatittr:qft2sfthIr 1985

A Meet with area teachers to discuss
purposes of C.A.S.T. and the Learnina
Lab - this will be a d trier meeting
(1.1, 2.1, 2.2, 2.4)

2. Attend the fall meeting of the Special
Education Parent Group of Athens to
explain C.A.S.T. end Learning_ Lab (1.:.
2.1, 2.2, 2.4)

3. Establish a 3oint task force of
professionals and parents to consult
with the IRC and recommend software
purchases for the L.earning Lab (2.3)

4. Develop software evaluat.lon forms (3.4)
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5. Develop evaluation and data keeping
forma for the proposed project (3.3)

6. Conduct initial trainin4, (1.1. 1.2, 2.4)

7. Hire part-time secretry, and student
managers for Learning Lab (2.1)

8. Subscribe to Special Net and conduct
training (1.1, 1.2, 1.3)

9. Administer instrument for measuring
learning gains made by children and-
collect data for fall quarter (3.2)

January - March 1986,

10. Continue to conduct training sessions(1.1, 1.3)

11. Continue operation of Learning Lab (2.2.)

12. Purchase additional software as
recommended by task-force (2.3)

13. Hold 'Learning_ Lab open house for
community (2.1, 2.3)

:4. Continue to collect data regarding useof lab by professionals. parents, and
students (2.3, 2.3, 3.5)

- June 1986

15. Hold dinner for teachers and parents to
discuss progress of C.A.S.T. (1.1, 2.1.3.1)

16. Continue, to conduct training sessions
(1.1, 1,.3)

:7. Continue operation of Learnina Lab (2.1)

.8. Change EDSP 476/460 syllabi as necessary,based on Fell quarter evaluation (1.2,
2.1, 2.2)

19. Purchase fiaal software recoamended by
3oint task force (2.3, 3.4)4 v.
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20. Col:.ect oata on use of leo by various
groups (2.1, 2.3, 3.5)

21. Collect data on learning gains made by
children in Learnina_Lab for Winter and
Spring Quarters (3.2)

22. Collect data to evaluate software
effectiveness for specific problems
(3.4)

June July 1986

23. Continue to operate Leernino Lab in the
Master Teacher Project (2.1)

24. Collect data regarding efficacy of
C.A.S.T. (3.1, 3.3, 3.5, 3,6)

25. Complete project report (3.6)

IX. EVALUATION ACTIVITIES:

To *valuate the C.A.S.T., data will be collected for
Goel 3 and will be utilized to evaluate the project,
The Director of the project will gather:

1. data regarding use of the L&IL ino Lab
'quantitative and qualitative)

2. data to evaluate children's learning gains

3. parent evaluation of training sessions and
tutoring

4. data to evaluate computer literacy of
students in preservice program (pre and post
test) .

S. data on software evaluations 4--or specific
learning problems

6. teacher evaluations of C.A.S.T.

7. faculty evaluations of C.A.S.T.
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THE PbliNSLYVRNIA STATE UNIVERSITY

G. Phillip Cartwright and James Tawney
223 Moore Building
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802

Phone: 814-863-3117

SpecialNets

Number of special education students:

Undergraduate: 120 Graduate: 46

Program Description:

Penn State technology courses anti programs emphasice
instructional design. PSU has a new 5 year doctoral
training grant. Undergraduates must take a special ed.
technology course. The Intro. to Special Education
course (Cartwright & Cartwright) is offered on micros.
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SPLED 418

Technology Applications for Handicapped Persons

Spring 1986

G. P. Cartwright
125 Moore Building
865-6072
Hours: Daily by appointment

Readings on reserve in the Curriculum Materials Center, 4th Floor Hackle,
Building.

Concept Overview

Unit Objective: In order to better serve special students, preservice educators
will be able to identify, describe the function and appropriate user population,
and incorporate into classroom instruction current technological innovations
designed to facilitate learning, mobility, communication, functions of daily
living, and vocational aspirations of individuals with disabilities.

Unit Goal: Increase the technological knowledge base of persons who work with
disabled persons so that such persons can participate more fully in classes and
life.

Unit Goal: Each student will operate a microcomputer, describe the various
instructional, administrative, and home uses for a handicapped person, and
evaluate software for use with handicapped students within a daily classroom
setting.

Specific Evaluation Procedures:

1. Attendance required: January 21, 28; February 4, 11, 18, 25; March 18
(5 points each session)

2. Bibliographic search appointment (5 points)
3. 5 Research Abstracts lased upon #2 (15 points)
4. 10page paper based on #2 (30 points)
5. Eight software reviews (40 points)
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SPUD 418

Reasons for Performance Objectives

1. A basic tenet of special education, supported by Public Law 94 -142, is an
individualized educational program designed for each child, which will
enable that person to attain his/her maximum potential. Without utilizing
the technological innovations, children with disabilities may have
additional handicaps imposed upon them.

2. Public Law 54-142 maintains that handicapped children be educated in the
least restrictive environment. An environment without technology,
needlessly restricts both the social and educational We of a handicapped
student.

3. Individualizing programs for children seems to be a massive administrative
problem for teachers, however, by utilizing technology the teachers place
some of the burden upon machines which frees them to instruct.

4. To incorporate technology into a classroom, teachers must maintain an
enthusiastic acceptance and positive attitude toward it's inclusion within
their classrooms and be able to defend its presence to budget-minded
administratorb

Sample Performance Objectives

1. Students will be able to categorize technological devices and applications
by appropriate handicapping conditions.

2. Students will be able to describe. the instructional purpose of specific
technological devices and how they can be incorporated into an existing
classroom setting.

3. Students will demonstrate the techniques required to utilize a
technological device appropriately.

4. Students will be able to justify and defend the purchasing of specific
technologies.

S. Students will be able to list technological devices designed to facilitate
communication or mobility of disabled persons.

6. Given a short description of a handicapped pupil, the student will design
an appropriate educational environment correctly utilizing technological
devices beneficial to that individual pupil.

7. Students will select computer software that matches the educational needs
of a specified population.
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Specific Objectives

1. Each student will list the name and appropriate user population for two
technological devices which facilitate expressive oral communication.

2. Each student will state, in writing, the procedural steps required to
operate two technological devices which facilitate expressive oral
communication.

3. Each student will list and describe, in writing, two devices utilized by
the blind to increase independence.

4. Each student will list and describe, in writing, two technological devices
which will enable a blind student to participate in mainstream classes.

5. Given a budget limit, each student will design an ideal mainstreamed
classroom using appropriate technological devices which will enable a deaf
student to participate in mainstreamed classes.

6. Each student will state and justify three distinct applications for using
microcomputers with special education classes or special students in
mainstreamed settings.

7. Each student will list and describe, in writing, the purpose of devices
which will allow a physically handicapped child to participate in a
mainstreamed classroom.

8. Each student will state how the invention of two technological devices will
enable a handicapped person to be gainfully employed.

9. Each student will generate an IEP which will include a technological device
as a required portion of the handicapped pupil's individualized program.

104. Each student will write a paper justifying and defending the school
district's purchase of a selected technological device to be used to assist
a handicapped student's participation in a mainstream setting.

11. Each student will determine an alternative use for a given technological
device.

12. Each student will select and defend, in writing, the purchase of two
software microcomputer packages for a given population.

13. Each student will write an essay on the role of technology in the education
of handicapped students, based upon a computer based technology search.

14. Each student will evaluate eight software packages, K-12 level.

course usinsp 418 CPC
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SPLED 418

SchetIute snd Assignments

Session # Date

1/14

1/21

Assignment** Topic Activity

1

2* A

Course Description, Requirements
Overview of Technology

Specific Technology and Computer
Applications for Individuals with
Disabilities

3* 1/28 8 Devices for Visually Impaired
Paper Topic Due Charles Ness, Pattee Library (Basement)

4* 2/4 C Augmentative Communication Systems
Dan Tullos

5* 2/11 D Computer Data Bases

Linda Friend, Pattee Library

6* 2/18 Computer Data Bases
Linda Friend, Pattee Library

7* 2/25 E Speech Recognition
James Mitch

3/4 No Class Spring Break

8 3/11 Word Processing Training Session
Lech Wisniewski

9* 3/18 F Computer Assisted Instruction for
Children with Disabilities

10 3/25

11 4/1 Abstracts Due

12 4/8
Software Reviews

13 4/15 4 Reviews Due Meet in 308 Rackley
Microcomputer Laboratory

14 4/22

15 4/29 Paper Due

5/15 4 Reviews Due

*Attendance required
**

Packets on reserve at Curriculum Materials Center, 4th Floor Rackley

Course 1/SPLED 418 GPC
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TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS
SPLED 418
Fall. 1987

Semester: Fall, 1987
Thursdays, 6:30 to 8:30pm
107 Moore Bldg.

jnstructor. Mr. Lech Wisniewski
203 Cedar Bldg.
863-2004

°film Fours; 5:00 to 6:30pm Thursdays; or by appointment

CparseRenuirements: Participants will be expected to read and complete all assigned chapter and module

readings, complete 2 exams, 4 software evaluations, 3 short abstracts. 2 technology searches, a class
project, and actively participate in class discussions. The following points and grades will awarded in this
course.

Grading SQle
4 software evaluations = 25pts. (5%) A 475-500
3 abstracts = 25pts. (5%) A- 450.474
2 searches = 50pts. (10%) B+ 438.449
class project = 75pts. (15%) B 416.437
2 exams = 300pts. (60%) 13- 400.415
classroom participation = 25pts. (5%) C+ 375.399

Total = 50Opts. (100%) C 350.374
D 300 -349
F <300

Textbook:
Lindsey, I. D. (1987). Computersand Exceptional Individuals. Columbus, OH: Charles E. Merrill
Publishing Co.
Xerox Packet of Modules
(1) Floppy disk

Overview; The purpose of this course is to examine the various technologies emerging for the
handicapped. As we will see, a variety of applications arc being made des:gned to improve the fit between
the individual's handicap and his or her environment, thereby reducing the severity of an impairment. This
course will focus upon the application of prosthetic aids and devices and omputers (i.e., microprocessors)
in improving the quality of life for the handicapped. We will examine some mundane technologies- eating
utensils, braille, and crutches, and others which probably could be described as being on the "cutting-edge"-
artificial intelligence, robotics, and cc ftical implants.

Individualizing these programs for children and adults is often viewed to be a massive administrative
problem for teachers and rehabilitation specialists. By utilizing technologies the professional places some
of the burden upon machines, freeing one to improve instruction or rehabilitation. As pre-service
educators, you will be expected to master a number of these "high-tech" tools which will allow you to not
only become a more marketable prospective teacher but will also allow you to become beim; prepared to
enter the 21st century with a variety of "future's skills ".

Without utilizing technological innovations, those with disabilities may have additional handicaps
imposed upon them. An environment without technology will needlessly restrict both the social and
educational life of your students and adult clients. To incorporate technology into a classroom or
rettabOgtion setting, teachers must maintain an enthusiastic and "positive attitude" toward using
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rite: hints. In altitton. teachers must he able to take these rim: tunes and tk.sign. implement. and c.aluate a
variety of instruct:one: and rehabilnatiori applications.

General Comm Objectives:
In order to better serve special students and adults, preservice educators will be able to identify,

describe the function and appropriate user population, and incorporate into classroom instruction cu rent
technological innovations designed to facilitate learning, mobility, communication, daily living, and
vocational aspirations of individuals with disabilities.

This course will increase the technological knowledgebase of those persons, from birth to death, who
work with disabled persons so that such persons can participate more fully in society. The following
course objectives have been identified:

a. identify devices/systems
b. describe the 6asic operation of the devices/systems
c. list current applications
d. list novel applications

. e.- specify training needed to operate the systems/devices
f. locate sources to purchase devices
g. recognize and describe a broadened concept of "prosthetic arrangement"
h. differentiate between glerapcutic and prosthetic strategies
i. identify common prosthetic arrangements:with nonhandicapped populations
i. identify common prosthetic arrangements with handicap* poptilations
k. identify architecturalbarriers to functional mobility in the envirtarneat
I. differentiate between:

cosmetic vs. functional prosthetics
sensory vs: response prosthetics
environmental vs. personal prosthetics

m. describe and give examples of prosthetics within each of the following categories:
. locomotion

life-suppottaids
personal grooming
communication
household aids

n. program "intelligence" and instructional systems
o. utilize systems for instruction, data management, and IEP management
p. identify appropriate computer software
q. evaluate software
T. utilize word processor
s. differentiate handicaps and disabilities
t. identify the components of a computer
v. describe instructional, administrative, and home uses of microcomputers
v. become computer literate
w, identify appropriate software described as tutorial, simulations, drill and
practice, and games
x, discuss interactive video technology
y. differentiate CAI and CBE; "soft" and "hard" technologies

'
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Session Pattiz Ten,
'ART 1: TECHNOLOGICAL. TRANSFORMA'rION OF SOCIETY

11/27 Course Description and Outline
Mod. 411 - Overview of Technology

A. "On becoming a high-tech teacher" and other matters'
1. Perspectives Influencing a World View on Technology
2. A Future's vs. Historical Perspective on Technology
3. Basic Definitions

PART II: TOOLS FOR TEACHERS
#2 9/3 Mod. #2- PC. Training

A. Initial overview of hardware
Mod. #3. Word Processing- ApplcWorks

A. Word Processors

#3 9/10 Mod. #3- AppleWorks (cont.)
B. Data Base

Mod. 02- P.C. Training (cont.)
B. Ergonomics
C. Disks, disk drives and peripherals

#4 9/17 Mod. #3- AppleWorks (cont.)
C. Spreadsheet

#S 9/24 Mod. #4- Telecommunication
A. Electronic Data Bases

Mod. #5- Information Technology
A. Hard Technologies
B. Soft Technologies

I. Legislation
2. National Resources Centers
3. Technology Organizations
4. Networks and Databases

PART III: SOFTWARE FOR KIDS
#7 1018 Mod. #6- Computer-based Education/ Computer-assisted Instruction

A. Systematic Instruction (Instructional events human vs. the machine)
B. Drill and Practice
C Tutorial

#8 10/15 Mod. #6- Computer-based Edo' -^tion/ Computer-assisted Instruction (con.)
D. Simulation
E. Games
F. Tests

#9 10/22 Mod. #7- Software/Hardware Evaluations
A. Qualitative vs. Quantitative Evaluation

1. Instructional Design
2.1nstructional Content
3. Student list
4. Teacher Use
5. Presentation
6. Technical Aspects

#10 )1/5 Mod. #8- Video Disk Technology
A. Videodisc and Videotape



PAIZI Ii: Trcit\oLocicAL APPLICATIO \s 1:01Z 1111: HA \ DICAPPED
n I 1 11.1 Z Mod. du- Technologies of the Biinti and Vimially Impaired

A. Prosthetic Aids and Devices
1. Environmental Orientation and Human Mobility Aids
2. Reading Aids

a. Optical aids
b. Nonoptical aids

3. Electronic light-technology vision aids
4. Electronic high - technology vision aids
5. Future's Technology

B. Computer _Applications
I. Spec.. Synthesizers
2, Speech Compression

#12 11119 Mod. #10- Technologies of the Deaf and Hearing impaired
A. Prosthetic Aids and Devices

I. Aids for the Hearing Impaired
2. Hearing Aids
3. Aids for the Deaf

B. Cochlear Prosthetic Implant
C. Living aids
D. Computer Assisted Instruction

Mod. #I1- Technologies of the Speech and Language Impaired
A. Microcomputer Modification of Articulation, Fluency, and Voice Disorders
B. Artificial Larynx i I

i

#13 11/16 Thanksgiving break (no class)

#14 12/3 Mod. #12- Technologies of the Orthopedically and Health Impaired
A. Mobility Aids

1. Wheelchairs
2. Orthotics
3. Bio.enginecring
4. Artificial Limbs

B. Communication
C. Environmental Control
D. Compute: Applications

1. Instruction

#16 12/10 Mod. #13- Technologies of the Learning Disabled
A. Technologies of Instruction

I. Reading
2. Penmanship
3. Writing Ind Spelling
4. Mathematical Reasoning and Calculations
5. Spoken Language and Effective Listening

B. Assessment
I. Ncurometrics

#I7 12/10 Mod. #14- Technologies of the Etnotionally and Behaviorally Handicapped
A. Behavioral aids (biofeedllack)
B. Social Skill Development

Mod. #15- Technologies of the Mentally Retarded
A. Artificial Intelligence
B. Prosthetic Environments



MODULE 5
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Module Overview:
A technology for the handicapped is a process which includes two reie ant aspects- "hard" technologies and

"soft" technologies. The Office of Technology Assessment defines "hard" technologies as the witar, %chile
-soft" technologies refers to the how and by aim. 'Hard" technologies are the concrete discoveries and
inventions that produce the data bases of information. facts, and knowledge which increase our basic
understanding of the handicapped, their needs, and the potential solutions to their problems. This is the role of
sjence: to develop this data base. Technology's role is to apply this information: to define, design, develop,
and disseminate (the 4 -D's) which can aid the handicapped and reduce the severity of their impairments. A
variety of technologies old and new, simple and complex, inexpensive and costly, exotic and commonplace
eresendy exist, and all are designed to aid the handicapped in some way. It is the "soft" technologies that
decide, however, which potential solutions become viable alternatives. It is the emerging technologies of
computerbased instriedon, their many peripherals, and other "high" as well as "light" tech devices that are the
focus of this course.

"Soft" technologies are the social, political, human, and organizational infrastructures which support the 4-
D's of technology. Within such a infrastructure, a social environment is created which provides a variety of
developmental and support services, hot lines, clearinghouses, data banks, professional associations and their
journals, public and private libraries, public inquires, referral services, teleconferencing, and the like.
Occasionally, when this social context is well organized and begins to exert social and political influences to
bring about changes, legislation is passed which supports these processes and activities. The passage of P.L.
94 -142, as recently amended, has been regarded as die most important "soft" technology for the handicapped.

The flood of information that science has produced has aided our basic understanding of the handicapped and
has generated a considerable number of technologies that can be applied to improve their functioning and
enhance their lives. A number of groups playa significant role in this system, and are the focus of this
module; these include consumers, professional associations, service delivery systems. and research and
development centers.

Module Outline:
I. Hard Technologies
II. Soft Technologies

A. Legislation
B. National Resources Centers

I. Center for Special Education Technology
2. Special Education Software Center
3. National Information Center for Handicapped Children and Youth
4. Higher Education and the Handicapped
5. National Rehabilitation Information Center
6. Educational Resources Information Center

C. Technology Organizations
I. Technology and Media

D. Networks and Databases
1. ABLEDATA

lvfodule Activities:
In this module, your searches and bticf reading assignment will present a classification scheme that

represents the formal organization of ABLEDATA. ABLEDATA is a computerized database containing
thousands of products for the handicapped. We may have the opportunity to demonstrate, in class, the holdings
of ABLEDATA, and how information is retrieved, sometime during the term. NORDIC, the formal
organization scheme, is the classification system that stores, arranges, and presents information on a variety of
aids and devices. In addition, NORDIC will ocean 7ou in your module activities to consider a number of non-
computer technologies that we will have alluded to during the term. Your assignment in this module will be to
begin organizing your own scores of information on available technologies for a given discipline. Each of you
will be lssigned a professional and popular journal. Your tasks will be several: (1) to list all vendors and their
product(s) vendor's name, address, phone, product name and a short description (2.3 sentences) for each product
listed; (2) to max all annual indexes; and finally (3) after reading the abstracts and skimming the articles,
dix,.,,s "the uchnological trends" observed in your cursory review, in a 2.3 page, single-spaced paper.

Malik Objectives:
8.1 Differentiate hard and soft technologies.
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J

S.Z Discuss the merits and limitations of NORDIC as a classification system for aids and devices.
Consider this question in terms of each categor of the handicapped which we will consider in this
Course.

8.3 Critique a technology classification system based upon function vs. one based upon handicapping
condition.

8.4 What is the purpose of NORDIC.
3.5 What categories of the handicapped does the NORZT.c. system favor.
8.6 Identify potential governmental (federal and state) resources that would help you to identify

potential devices or aids for the handicapped. Dr, the same for social service agencies, professional
associations, and resource centers.

8.7 Define "cross-classification."
8.8 List the 4-Des of technology development.
8.9 Discuss the infrastructures supporting the 4 -D's.
8.10 Identify relevant agency responsibilities and briefly describe the important functions and purposes

of the following national resource centers.
a. TECH tape #101- Center for Special Education Technology
b. TECH tape #102- Special Education Software Center
c. TECH tape #103- National Information Center for Handicapped Children and Youth

(NICHCY)
d. TECH tape *104- Higher Education and the Handicapped (HEATH)
e. TECH tape #105- National Rehabilitation Information Center (NARIC)
f. TECH tape #106- Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC)
g. TECH tape #121- Technology and Media (TAM)
h. TECH tape #135- ABLEDATA

]feeding Mated*:
Petren. F. (1982). NORDIC information system of technical aids for disabled persona. in J. F.

Garrett (Ed.). Monogragit Number Seventeen. Inform:lain =cps /excl.:JAM gills forta disabled: A
magiatenatyieLv. New York: International Exchange of Information in Rehabilitation, World Rehabilitation
Fund, Inc.
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WEST CHESTER UNIVERSITY

Deborah Nickles
Special Education
West Chester University
West Chester, PA 19383

Phone: 215-436-1060

Number of special education students:

Undergraduate: 150 Graduate: 60

Program Description:

West Chester offers two stand-alone courses on computers
in education and courses with segments on technology.
This fall, they will have a course on special education
technology.

264
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West Chester University Deborah Nickles, Chairperson

West Chester, Pennsylvania Department of Special Education

EDA 349 PROGRAMMED ENVIRONMENTS

DEJECTIVES:

This course is intended to prepare the prospective teacher
with an overall view of curriculum preparation in the field
of special education. This view will include the study of
methods, materials, equipment and curricular areas uniquely
designed to meet the needs of handicapped learners.

OUTLINE:

I. Writing Useful Objectives

II. Selecting and implementing Learning Activities

A. Lesson pla 'is
B. Unit plans
C. Learning centers

III. Daily Living Skills
A. Basic motor actions
B. Eating skills
C. Dressing skills
D. Toilet training
E. Grooming
F. Independence aids

IV. Technology in the Classroom
A. Motoric aids
B. Low vision aids
C. Bearing aids
D. Adaptive devices
E. Computers

1. adaptations for the disalled
2. educational adaptators

V. Career Education
A. Academic skills
B. Occupational skills
C. Personal - social skills
D. Daily living skills
E. Orientation
F. Placement
G. Agencies and organizations

122111BESESLIANWL:
Requirements for thst course will include announced
quizzes and Final examinations. Projects will be
required which will include work with units learning
centers using information and ideas from other segments
of the course.

TEXT: To be selected by the professor. 265



COLLEGE OF.CHARLESTON

Frances C. Welch
College of Charleston
Charleston, SC 29424

Pnone: 803-7925613

Number of special education students:

Undergraduate: 50 Graduate: SO

Program Description:

At the College of Charleston, the indroductory course in
technology is required of all students. Graduates may
take The Application of Computers in Special and
Remedial Education. This year, the College will add a
cognate in Educational Computing to their program.
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COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON

EDUCATION 796: APPLICATION OF MICROCOMPUTERS IN SPECIAL AND
REMEDIAL EDUCATION.

LOCATION: ALICE BIRNEY MIDDLE SCHOOL
TIME: MONDAY: 4:00 TO 6:45

INSTRUCTOR: GAYLE L. GRAYSON, SELF-CONTAINED LD TEACHER
MDRNINGSIDE MIDDLE SCHOOL

PHONE: WK: 745-7122 (LEAVE MESSAGE)
HM: 556-2084 (BETWEEN 4 6 PM)

DR. FRANCES WELCH, EDUCATION DEPT., COC
792-5613

DESCRIPTION: Provide an introduction to Apple computers for teachers
of students with special needs. The course will
stress computer terminology, knowledge of the machine,
and the ability to operate a number of *off the shelf"
software programs. Students will evaluate software and
adaptive devices pertinent to students with special
needs.

TEXT: MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN THE CLASSROOM :
ALAN MDFMEISTER

OBJECTIVES:

1. Students will demonstrate ability to perform fundamental computer
operations on an Apple microcomputer with 1002 accuracy.

2. Students will define fundamental computer related terminology with 90%
accuracy.

34 Students will state the function of Apple computer components,
peripherials, and selected adaptive devices with 1002 accurst>,
<joystick, gaols Pad, voice synthesizer, cassette control device, etc.), is
related to students with special needs.

4. Students will demonstrate ability to perform all functions of the MECC
teacher utility programs, Study Guide and Puzzles and Poster] , as

related to students with special needs with 90% accuracy.

5. Students w"11 demonstrate ability to perform all functions of the word
processing progsam, Bank Street Writer. with 90X accuracy as related to
the needs of special students and teacher support.

6. Students will demonstrate ability to perform all functions of at least
one Math and one Reading Courseware series with 90% accuracy.

7. Students will demonstrate ability to modify the content of selected
software (Hartley and MECC) to conform to the curriculum of their
respective teaching situations or a hypothetical situation with 90%
accuracy.
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8. Students will demonstate ability to evaluate ten (10) educational
software programs relative to special or remedial education requirements
with 90% accuracy.

9. Students will establish a resource file of data pertinent to special or
remedial education.

10. Students will demonstrate ability to enter and execute programs of less
than 100 lines written in LOGO and BASIC with 100% accuracy.

REOUIREMENTS

I. A cumulative mid-term and final exam covering content from objectives,
lectures, demonstrations, and text. (30% of final grade)

2. Completion of 18 periodical article summaries concerning computer use
in education. 10 or more should be related to computers and people with
special needs, 8 could be related to computers and general education.

(a) Articles are to be selected by the student and MUST HAVE BEN
PUBLISHED AFTER 1 -1 -83.

(b) 3 summaries are due each week. ALL summaries are to be
completed by 10-28-85 (mid-semester).

(c) The bibliography data, summary, and personal comments are to
be recorded on 4X6 index cards. Your name and date should be
written in the upper right hand corner. A maximum of 2 articles
from the same source each week. Try to read from a broad range of
publications during the semester. (10% of final grade)

3. Evaluations of 10 different educational software programs related or
modifiable to students with special needs, not formally presented in class.
Forms to be provided by instructor. Evaluations are due 11-10-85
(20% of final grade)

4. SPECIAL PROJECT; DUE 11 -24 -85 (20% of final grade)
The following are recommended topics. Any other topics must be
approved by instructor.

(a) Students may report on a literature search of a topic pertinent to
students with special needs. The report must be based on a minimum of
5 sources. It must not exceed 5 typewritten pages, single spaced.
The topic must be approved by the instructor.

(b) Participants may develop a file of software evaluations and
reviews relevant to their teaching situation or a hypthetical
situation. A minimum of 20 programs are required, these are in
addition, to the 10 evaluations necessary to meet course requirements.

(c) Using a test generating program of your choice, yOu may prepare a
minimum of 3 different tests, not versions of the same test, with at
lease 20 questions and remedial hints. The tests may be from the same
subject, but different topics. You must turn in the disks as well as
hard copies of the test.
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td) You MAY use an autnorinsi system to create 2 separate lessons of at
least 20 frames each, pertinent to children with special needs.
(Hartley, CURS, PILOT, ETC). Turn In disks as well as herdcopies.

(e) Students ma/ ;riper, 9 :SP s, using a computerized IEP package or
a word processing program. The IEP's must snclude present levels and
at least 5 objectives for each academic area and for developmental.
Disks and hard copy.

(f) Students may research and report on available adaptive hardware
and/or software for a particular handicapping condition. Be sure to
include reviews, evaluations, literature from company, stated
purpose, price, and compatible hardware and/or software.

(9) Participants nay develop a unit or units to introduce or utilize
computers in their respective classrooms. Besure to include:

- inventory of hardware and software available in your school
-recommendation of hardware and software purchases relevant
to Your students' needs, include prices

-statement of objectives
- materials and methods

-scheduling
-arrangement of classroom
-ETC

REQUIREMENTS:

30 % EXAMS
20 X SOFTWARE EVALUATIONS Oy10
10 X

1
ARTICLE SUMMARIES (mu

20 X PROJECT OA*
20 X CLASSROOM PERFORMANCE

GRADING SCALE:

A = 97 - 100
A = 93 - 96
B. = 89 - 92
B a 85 - 88
C± = 80 - 84

F = 7? OR BELOW

SMILE ! IT CAN ONLY GET WORSE

(REV 8-20-85)



COMPUTER CLASS

JANUARY 1986

COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON

EDUCATION 796: APPLICATION OF MICROCOMPUTERS IN SPECIAL AND

REMEDIAL EDUCATION

LOCATION:

TIME

INSTRUCTOR:

COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON

MICRO-COMPUTER LAB

MONDAY: 4:00 TO 6:45

GAYLE L. GRAYSON,

SELF-CONTAINED LD TEACHER

MORNINGS19E MIDDLE SCHOOL

PHONE: WK: 745-7122 [LEAVE MESSAGE)

NW 556-2084 [BETWEEN 4-6 PH)

DESCRIPTION. PROVIDE AN INTRODUCTION TO APPLE COMPUTERS FOR

TEACHERS OF STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS. THE COURSE WILL

STRESS COMPUTER TERMINOLOGY, KNOWLEDGE OF THE MACHINE, AND

THE ABILITY TO OPERATE A NUMBER OF "OFF THE SHELF" SOFTWARE
PROGRAMS. STUDENTS WILL EVAL .Z SOFTWARE AND ADAPTIVE

DEVICES PERTINENT TO STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS.
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Education 326: The Application of Computers in Education

Spring Semester, 1986 T/TH 10:50-12:05

Professor: Frances C. Welch, Ph. D.
Office: 302 College Way
Telephone: 792-5613 or 792-8049
Office Hours: T/TH; 9 - 10:30 AM 6 3 - 4 PM

Ocher times by appointment

Description: Introductory course for pre service teachers
who plan to use computers in the classroom.
The course includes both awareness and
functional levels of educational computing.
Participants are made aware of computer
terminology, types and components of
computers and the potential use of
computers in education. In addition, they
learn to evaluate hardware and software.

Location: Liberty Street 335 (Microcomputer Lab)

Goals:

1. Have a working knowledge of computer terminology.

2. Understand types and components of computers.

3. Understand potential use of computers in education
(CAI, management, BASIC, LOGO, student programming,
word processing, authoring languages, etc.).

4. Write goals for computer use in education.

5. Have a basic knowledge of microcomputer hardware and
educational software and have procedures :o evaluate

these.

6. Understand sociological impact and implications to
the curriculum of computers.

7. Input, edit, and print a document using a word
processor.

8. Write simple programs in Logo and Basic.

9. Use simple teacher utility programs.

Tem Computers in the Classrom (Radin, Lee, and
Marrapodi), 1985, Chicago: SRA.



Requirements:

1. Two tests and a final examination covering content from
objectives, lectures, demonstrations, and text.

(3/4 of final grade)

2. Completion of 5 summary/critiques (one page typed,
summary and critique) of articles about computer use
in a particular subject area (2) and in general (3).
Readings are selected by the participant from
available articles with suggestions by the instructor
(1/4 final grade).

3. Evaluation of one piece of software (Pass/Fail).

4, Completion of assigned lab work (Pass/Fail).

5. Demonstration of ability to use word processor and
teacher utility programs.

Grading Scale:

Schedule:

January 14

January 16 & 21

January 23 & 28

A- 94 - 100
B+= 89 - 93
B 83 - 88
C+0 76 - 82
C 0 70 - 75
D 65 - 69
F less than 55

Introduction to course and
requirements

Types and use of equipment,
terminology, Chapter 1 - 2 and
Appendix D, Lab Assignment: Completion
of Computer Connection

Evaluation and use of software,

Chapter 3, Lab Assignment: Review and
Evaluation of Software

January 30 Software Evaluation Due, Review for Test

February 4 Test 1, Introductory materials and
Chapters 1-3

Feb. 6, 11, 13 Logo, Chapters 5 - 7 and Appendix F,
Lab Assignment: Practice Logo

Feb. 18 Establishing a lab, resources,
Chapters 10 and F & G,
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Page 3
Feb. 20

Feb. 25 4 27

Deciding and writing goals, steps inthe implementation of microcomputers
in the classroom and school, managingstudents and the learning environment
with microcomputers, Appendix IC

Read and report 3 general articles

Teacher utility programs, Chapters 8 & 9
Lab assignment: Practice utility
programs

March 4 Review

March 6 Test 2 - Cumulative

March 18 & 20 Word processing, Lab Assignments Input,
edit, and print a document

March 25
Sociological implications, Chapter 4

March 27 Using microcomputers with tae
handicapped

April 1, 3, & 8 Programming in Basic, Lab Assignments
Practice Basic

April 10 Speaker on microcomputer use in schools

April 15
Summary/Critiques on Subject Area Due

April 17 Future of Computers in Schools

April 22 & 24 Review

TBA
Cumulative Final Exam



SYLLABUS FOR

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS FOR EDUCATORS

EDUCATION 687 COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON

I. INTP ODUCTION:

Introduction to Computers for Educators is designed to enable teachers and other
instructional personnel to un4erstand the nature of computers, their impact on society, and
their proper use in instructional settings. This is accomplished through Oscussion and
*hands-on" interaction with a computer. Topics in the course include evaluation, selection
and utilization of courseware, computer components and terminology, computer
capabilities and limitations, computer use and careers, and introductory programming in
the Logo language.

IL OVERALL GOALS & OBJECTIVES OP THE COURSE:
Upon completion of the course, Introduction to Computers for Educators, the student will
be able to:

I. discuss the historical development of computers;
2. discuss the widespread applications and implications of computers to today's society;
3. identify the limitations of computer for certain applicadons and the potential abuse and

inconvenience of computers;
4. name the components of a computer and discuss the function of each component;
5. demonstrate his/her ability to opetme a computer,
6. evaluate and utilize &pp:opiate software for instructional purposes;
7. describe and use computer tool software including a word processor, a data base, a

spreadsheet, and telecommunications; and
8. create and successfully execute programs using the Logo computer language.

M. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:

A. Radin, Stephen; Payvian Lee, and Maryann Marrapodi. Computers in the Classroom
A Survival Guide for Teachers: Logo Edition. SRA Publishing Company. 1985.

B. Apple IT Student's Guide An Orientation Course for the Apple //c and Apple lie. Apple
Computer, Inc. 1985.

IV. COURSE REQUIREMENTS:
The student will:

1. evaluate two (2) pieces of educational sof; are
2. critique nine (8) journal articles; and
3. submit a curriculum project.
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(Syllabus - Introduction to Computers - Coned)

V. EXAMINATIONS:

A. The software evaluationN and critigun of journal articles together will count as one
examination.

B. The curriculum project will count as one examination.
C. The mid-term and final examination will each count as an examination.

VI. SEMESTER GRADE COMPUTATION:

A. Each examination will be weighted in w following manner:

% POINTS

1. Critiques (8) and software evaluation (2)....25 points each 25 250
2. Curriculum Project 25 250
3. Mid-Team Examination 25 250
4. Final Examination 25 250

B. Determining the final grade:

TOTAL 100 1000

TOTAL GRADE
POINTS GRADE POINTS

SUPERIOR 900-1000 A 4.0

VERY GOOD 900-899 B+ 3.5

GOOD 700-799 B 3.0

FAIR 600-699 C 2.5

FAILURE 599-0 F 0.0

ATTENDANCE:

Any student who misses four or more classes will be give the grade of "F" unless an
agreement is made with the instructor suitable "make-up" work.

VIII, COURSE OUTLINE:

FIRST CLASS MEETING -- January 13.
Introducdons
Idennfication of Parts of the Computer

SECOND CLASS MEETING JP wary 20.
Iiisto:ical Development of Computers
Societal Impact of Computers
Critique #1 Due
Read Chapters 1 & 3 in Apple II Student's Guide
Read Chapter 1 & 2 in computers in the Classrwtek.

Page 2
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(Syllabus - Introduction to Computers - Cont'd)

THIRD CLASS MEETING --- January 27.
Introduction to AppieWorks
Word Processing --- Part I
.Critique #2 Due
Read Chapters 3 & 4 in amoral, in the Classroom.

FOURTH CLASS MEETING --- February 3.
Word Processing --- Part 2
Critique #3 Due

FIFTH CLASS MEETING --- February 10.
Data Base --- Part 1
Clitique #4 Due

SIXTH CLASS MEETING --- February 17.
Data Base --- Part 2
Ctidque #5 Due

SEVENTH CLASS MEETING --- February 24.
Spreadsheet
Telecommunicadons
Critique #6 Due

EIGHTH CLASS MEETING --- March 3.
Mid-Term Examination

NINTH CLASS MEETING -- March 10.
rypes of Computer Assisted Instruction
Critique #7 Due

TENTH CLASS MEETING --- March 17.
Eyaluatibg Softwarz
Matehing the Computer with Your Curriculum
Cridque#8 Due

ELEVENTH CLASS MEETING March 24.
Computer Managed Instruction
Read Chapter 8 in Computers in the Classroom.

TWELFTH CLASS MEETING --- March 31.
Utility Software
Cridque of two (2) software packages
Read Chapter 9 in Computers in the Classroom.

THIRTEENTH CLASS MEETING --- April 7.
Introduction to Logo Programming --- Part 1
Read Chap 5 & 6 in Computers in the Classroom.

FOURTEENTH CLASS MEETING '--- April 21.
Inuoduction to Logo Programming Part 2
Ciuriculum Project Duo

Ftead Chapter 7 in Computers in the Classroom.

FIFTEENTH CLASS MEETING --- April 28.
Finsit Examination
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(Syllabus - Introduction to Computers - Coati)

CURRICULUM PROJECT

GENERAL GUIDELINES: Project ,,nould cover a period of at least five class
sessions. It should be appropriate for he grade level you are teaching or plan to teach. It
should be written with enough dark and specificity that another teacher could take the
project description and implement it with his/her students. Additional, the project should
be practical and reasonable for the teach ;r *0 implement and of benent to the students.

The project should include a description of each of the following components:

I. Purpose of the project:

II. Grade level(s):

III. Type of Feudent: (gifted and talented, visually impaired, slow learner, all, etc)

!V. Goals and Objectives (what the teacher intends for the students to accomplish as a
result of completing the project or unit):

V. Brief description:

VI. Implementation strategies:

Type of Software Used

Time Needed (specify what is needed with the computer as well as for work not on
the computer).

7.:ze of group - (individual, small group, whole class, etc)

Specification of the following as appropriate.,
- -- materials
- -- resources
---eltiiplPellt
--procedures
---other

VII. Student Evaluation:

VIII. Comments, etc:

I
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PEABODY COLLEGE OF VANDERBILT

Ted S, Hasselbring
Peabody College of Vanderbilt
:lox 328 PCVU
Nashville, TN 37023

Ph ..,e: 615-322-8186

SpecialNet: PCVUSPECIALED.

UNIVERSITY

University

Number of special education students:

Undergraduate: 60 Graduate: 100

Program Description:

At the undergraduate level, instruction on appropriate
uses of technology is merged with principles of
effective instruction. Graduate level training
emphasises research on the use of technology as well as
using technology for conducting research.
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Training and impienieniation

Effective Microcomputer :raining and implementation

Microcomputers have been an integral r Art of many special education classes for

the past five to seven years and researchers are reporting that the number of

computers being,'used in special education classes is on the rise (Becker, 1986; Cosden

Semmel, 1987). Over the years, this influx of computers into special education

classrooms has been accompanied by enormous claims and promises of improved

learning for handicapped students. Unfortunately, many of these claims and promises

.. have not yet been realized. Although some studies have aunbuted learning advantages

4

to the use of the computer, others have not. Thus. the equivocal nature of the

research concerning the effectiveness of computeis in special education has left many

"teachers, parents, and administrators confused, and in some cases, even angry. It is

my belief, however, that the unfulfilled promises of enhanced learning have very little

to do computer virology per se. Rather, these findings are more directly

related to issues of leacher training and effective implementation.

The ptirpose of this paper is to examine the issues surrounding effective

microcomputer train*: and implementation in special education. I will begin with a

discussion of the relationship between effective instruction and microcomputer

.technology: This will be followed by examining a pose' 'it model for future training

and implementation efforts.

The Effect of Media, on Lea: _irk

Most everyone agrees, at least at a verbal level, that the computer is simply an

educational 'tool. However, if one examines the literature closely, it appears that many

educators attribute !ranch more innate teaching potential to the computer than they do

to other instructional media-such as books, overhead projectors, andchallsboerdt. In

2Ro
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his review of research on the effects of media on laming,. Clark (1983) argued

convincingly that computers, and other media. serve only as delivery mechanisms for

instruction and do not influence learning directly. Clark stated, The best current

evidence is that media are mere vehicles that deliver instruction but do not influence

student achievement any more than the truck that delivers our groceries causes

changes in our nutrition- (p. 445). Clark goes on to point out that *bad instruction-

wbetl-er or not it is delivered by a computer, will not result in student learning. On

the other band, good inEruction will result in learning regardless of the medium in .

which it is presented.

What one must conclude from Clark's review is that if the compute: is to be an

effective instructional tool, then training and implementation must consist of two

specific components. First, teachers must be trained in the principles of effective

instruction. See and, teachers must be given the technical skills that are necessary to

use the compute: for enhancing effective teaching principles. It is my belief that if

effective computer use is to become a reality in special education, then teachers must

understand bow the principles of good instruction and computer technology can be

used in a synergistic fashion to attain the learning Lovantages that have been

promised for so long.

Bffereive Instruction

Sin= 1970. a significun literature has emerged on the chars:se:ivies of

effective schools and classrooms. A.synthesis of much of this literarare was reported

in a special issue of Egovtiogal ChilOren, entitled, In Search of Excellence:

Instruction That Works in Special Education Classrooms. (Algo=ine & Mabeady, 1986).

From this and other reviews of effective instruction (Hawley: et al., 1984) it is L..
t

sot
. s
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apparent that a number of the salient characteristics of effective schools and

classrooms can be enhanced through the use of computer technology.

What has emerged from the effective teaching literature is an empirical

description of the effective teacher. Effective teachers do the following: (a) optimize

academic learning time, (b) reward achievement in appropriate ways, (c) use

Interactive teaching practices, (d) hold and communicate hit:3 expectations for

student performance. (e) select the appropriate unit of instruction, and (f)

continuously monitor student progress. Although the computer 0111110t and should not

be expected to mold every teacher into the composite educator described above. the

computer can be used to assist the teacher in implementing many of the principles of

effective instruction. An example of how teachers can be trained to enhance the

principles of effective instillation will be provided later in this paper.

Technical Skill Training

If we expect teachers to enhance teaching through the use of microcomputer

technology then teachers must be well trained in the technical aspects of the

microcomputer. Although most special education teacher trainers have reported that

training in the use of microcomputers was either very important or essential for .

special education teachers (Blackhurst & MacArthur, 1986), until recently, little has

appeared in the literature that has provided teacher trainers with guidelines for

u2ining.

Blackhurst (1987) recently addressed this problem by developing a list of

microcomputing competencies for special education teachers that provides trainers with

a comprehensive checklist of generic microcomputing skills. A task analytic approach

was used to generate the list of 79 competencies that are clustered into 10 functional

groupings. The functional groupings are: Acquire a body of knowledge about the use

,. -., It

:, 4s
I,.. .
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of microcomputer technology in special education; Evaluate microcomputer software for

its potential application in special education programs; Develop a plan for

microcomputer use in a special education program; Use microcomputers to facilitate

instruction in special education programs; Use the microcomputer to generate teaching

aids for the special education classroom; Use a microcomputer as an aid to personal

productivity; Disseminate information about applications of microcomputer in special

education; Assemble. operate. and maintain the components of a ncrocomputer system

in a special education environment; and Use microcomputer operating system

commands. Blac.khurst's competency list could be used at the preservice or inservice

level as a guide for the development of training programs.

In using this competency list I believe that the trainer must be careful not to

allow the list serve as an end in itself. Rather, the competencies should be trained

n the larger context of effective instruction. Reset -ch growing out of cognitive

psychology suggests that in-context learning is mucn more powerful and more likely to

produce transfer and generalization than out-of ontext learning for both children and

adults. Thus. it would appear that the use of an infusion model" in which teachers

are mined to use technology within the context of effective instruction training

provides a viable r Jproacn to technology training.

ArLintak. aMadal

Currently, at Peabody College we are using an infusion model for our

unevrgracivate training in technology. It is our philosophy that we must first train our

students in the sells of good teaching, and when appropriate, use the computer to

enhance good teaching. In using an infusion model, we train our students to use the

computer within their special education content courses. We do not have an

independent course on the use of the computer in the special education classroom.

28
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What follows are two examples of how the infusion model is implemented in one

undergraduate class for training students to enhance two of the basic principles of

effective instruction, the increase of academic learning time, and the continuous

monitoring of student progress.

Thereasint Academic Le:,.-riinr Timc. Regardless of the instructional task, research

on effective insuuction has shown that the major intervening variable between

teacher instmtional behavior and student achievement is academic learning time

the amount of time students sperid engaged in academic tasks that they perform with,

high success rates (Fisher, Bcruner, Filby, Marliave, Callen, Dishaw, & Moore, 1978).

Academic learning time incorporates three distinct er nirical measures. First, allocaied

It= refers to the amount of classroom time available for students to work on

academic tasks. Allocated time is controlled by the teacher. Second, ozaged time, is

the proportion of the allocated 'gime that the student is paying attentio to the task.

aird, wit amrenriatenes,s. is a measure of student task success or failure and can

be partitioned into three subsets, high success, medium success, and low success. High

success describes situations in which the student makes only occasional errors; low

success describes situations in which correct responses are made at the chance level

only and medium success describes all other situations (Bright. 1983).

Ideally, one wants to muitnize the amount of time that a student spends engaged

in high success activities. This can be accomplished if the engaged time with.a

constant ratio of high success can be increased, or if the ratio of high success within

a fixed amount of engaged time can be increased. Improvement in the amount of

academic learning time offers important opportunities far improving educational quality

and effectiveness. In addition to its relationship to achievement, ALT is significant

because it is an alterable variable in the educational process.
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Once our students understand the concepi of academic learning time we

demonstrate how it is a relatively simple matter for them to use the computer to

increase it. Researchers have reported consistently that the amount of time that

students are willing to spend on. the computer, the total allocated time, is longer than
.

with other instructional materials. Further, student engaged time while on the.
.. . -

computer is reponed consistently to be 85 to 90 percent with more typical instruction

ranging from 15 to 70 percent (Cosden & Semmel, 1987). Thus, two of the three
:

necessary conditions for increasing ALT appear to be naturally occurring phenomena

wben the computer is being used If teachers can select software that is related to

the insuuctional objective and allows the student to be highlysuccessful then all of

the conditions for inireasing academic learning time are present.

We rain our pre-service teachers to maximize ALT through a two step process.

. First, the teacher must make sw that a child receives a specified amount of time on

the computer each day, and second, the teacher must make sure that the insuuctional

ask is highly successful for the student. We demonstrate that this two step process

. results in significint achievement gains by presenting findings from our own research

on using the computer for developing automaticity in basic math facts . In this

research the computer manages the problem sets that the student receives so high

success moire guaranteed. Thus from these studies we can show that if the teacher

gets the Student on the computer each day - resulting in increased academic learning

time- then student achievement can be significantly increased (Hasselbring, Goin, and

Brantford; 1987). .
.

Enhancon Continuous Monitoring: Effective teachers constantly monitor and

evaluite student performance. Essentially, in ordir to be responsive to the pupil's

needs the teacher must, be a student of the pupil's behavior, carefully analyzing bow

. . ...
^ ,, .
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that behavior changes from day to day and adjusting the instructional plan as

necessary to facilitate continued learning (White. 1986).

At Peabody we place heavy emphasis on the monitoring of student behavior. All

preserice teachers become competent in continuous monitoring procedures such as

probing and measuring students' behavior, charting student progress, and making data-

based decisions. First, these skills are taught using traditional paper and pencil

procedures. After the teachers can demonstrate that they are competent in each of

these skills, they are introduced to the use of technology to make the tasks of data

collection, charting, and decisionmaking less time-consuming and more efficient,

especially with large groups of children. Thus, the effective use of technology is

taught within the broader context of student monitoring for effective instruction.

Once teachers have been trained in the concept and practice of continuous

monitoring, we have found that they are more likely to use the technology for trw

purpose. If teachers are not well trained in continuous monitoring procedures then we

have found the use of the technulo is often meaningless and many times is used

inappropriately.

The examples above are only two of many from our undergraduate curriculum.

Training in rE.P development. as well as the teaching of math, language arts, and

reading are all taught in conjunction with the effective use of the computer. In all

cases, howevet training in the use of the computer is infused with training in the

content areas.

Sim=
The effective use of computer technology can be realized. However it will

require that teachers first understand and implement effective teaching strategies, and

second, use technology where appropriate to enhance these practices. I have provided

286
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only two examples, but there are many more. Training teachers to implement computer

technology in an effective manner does not require that one totally abandon curricula

and training strauvies that are currently in place. It does, however, require a

willingness on the part of universities and LEA's to modify and adapt training

strategies to take advantage of the synergy created by combining effective teaching

strategies with appropriate uses of technology.

"ft
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LAMAR UNIVERSITY

Sandra Haven
Lamar University
513 Donna Court
Port Neches, TX 77651

Phone: 409-722-6321

Program Description:

Most of the training that Lamar students receive is
through their methods classes. Lamar offers one course
in their graduate school, Microcomputers for Teachers,
that is taken by general education as well as special
education teachers.



Classroom Computers!. An Additional Tool of the Trade

Hicrocomputers for Teachers P.D.G.S. 534P,

Dr. Sandra Haven
Lamar University
Lamar TX A.IUKSE. SYLLAVUb-EDUCATION 5:40

1. title: rubb Microcomouters for Educators

lentS: "A0010 li basic"
ev June tyrant Wlane
mougnton hiftlin Co..Boston:19SZ

"Classroom Comouters:An Awitional Tool 04 the
Trace"
ev Dr. Senora Navin
Kink° 60010S. 1050 Colorado. liseaumont.TX.

111. Weneral Gojectives:
In* course is Oesione0 to give teacners an awareness

level Oe
computer literacy and allow tnem to use the.comouter
as an aooitional tool in the classroom.

Weneral consteerations:

Learning spout computers
Learning using computers
Learning incorportlng computers

IV. Instructional °electives

PAGE A

A. l oecome aware of -tne present importance and uses
of the computer in oractically all °names of
contemporary lice especially in education. and its
possioie imoitcations or tne future.

e. io oecome acouainteo with the history. oovelooment.
anC simple anatomy of tne comouter.

C. To nelo teacners Teel comtortable using the
comouter.

D. To oeveloe a oasic knowledge of the computer and
its operation in performing specific functions.
ti.e.cOeving 01SKS. copying programs.save,run.etc.)

m. ro Oreview and evaluate soucational Software and
Orotessional or classroom management programs.

ro Perform simple programming csing the BASIC
language.

10 oevoloo a knowledge of wore Processing.
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PAGE B

M. 00 pecome acauaintea witn some 04 tne limitations
OT tne computer.

1. 1q preview ana evaluate Computer haraware.

v. meoutrement;
'Inc stuaent is to obtain at least two 5 1/4 inch *Loopy

01SketteS.

vl. ACtivitteS

A. Naraware evaluation (-1V point value)

v. Vottware evaluation .-10 point value)

C. eroject-ot stucients cnotce (to point value)

U. Computer Literacy assignment (16 point value)

L. bmVIC Prooram (10 point value)

l*. lest Ill (vmUiC Language)(50 Point value)

V. Test W2 (Computer Literacy) (5V point value)

H. Miscellaneous mssignments (-10 point value eacm)

1. SWAM (Z Point value eacn)
1. Use wore processor to type Computer Literac
assignment.
1:. 00 grapnlcs using BMSLC

or music
VII. bracing Scales

U

1 at

.. .
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PAGE C

PDGS =AO Microcomputer for Educators Semester

ASSIGNMENT SHEET

.ASSIGNMENT DUE DATE SCORE
I.

scnoot Computer Report
(-10 point value)
See_pg. 24 and_pgi 6i

2. Hardware evaluation
(-10 point value)
See Hardware Unit

:.. Miscellaneous assignments
(Clippings,school report,etc.)
(-10 point value)

.1PVmmm.4000.w

4. BASIC Program
1.10 point value)
uee pg. 4 0,

5. BASIC Language Test
(.50 point value)
36/9-;02.-0=g

Software Evaluation
and lesson plan
(-10 points)

7. Computer Literacy Report 1

(-15 point value)

.........

111

S. Individual Project
( +5.0 point value)

-------

9. computer Literacy Test
(*50 point value)
(114-110.140-1XXIIS311:41WIL ------i

Grading Scale: 160-175 A
1A0-139 B
1-2-1:39 C
105-121 D
below 105 F
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.1:06 t.i.4() microcomouter tor houcators

CumPurEli LirEkACY ASSIGWENT

I:omouter Literacy is an tmoortant part of an eoucation for
all Persons. ine state is requiring it now for a/1 stucients.
Irte toacners wno will be teatning tnese stuoents snoula also
nave a goon Comouter Literacy background. This assignment is
to strengtnen Your pacxground!

1.:noose one of tne following to complete and turn in Be
sure tnis assignment is typed. Remember. five point BONUS can
De optatneo on this assignment by using word processing.

Include sucn tninos as educational value of the article.,
conference.etc.; how information coula be used by you in your
own classroom: any Positive or negativt reactions you had: how
tnis information is relative to today's society: etc.

1. Attend an all day for more) conference on
micro- comouters anti their uses in the classroom. Write a Oaoer
on tne information ootaineo from this conference.

'.:;. Xerox five articles that have to oo with computer
literacy or to some asoect of using microcomouters in tne
ciassroom.(to be turned in)

write a one page reaction oaper to eacn of trim
articles.1nts assionment will be approximately five types pages
wnen comoleteo. Keport orally on one o4 tne articles you reed.

74. write a five pave researcn paper on some asoec: ot
microcomouters. itnle could also be exoanded for your
Inotvioual Project)

4. Prebare an article +or putaication on some aspect of
micro-computers. Use guise of cnosen magazine.

view tne New Literacy telecourse. (Programs are listed
on tne next °ace). You are to view at least tnree of these
segments. write a one page summary of tne program viewed.(Be
sure to reference tne program in oetaiI) Also write a one Page
critidue of tne segment. Limit your reaction to one page. Th:s
assionment will be approximately six oages long wnen como/eted.
(1nese 1.V. Programs may NUT be available each semester.)

EDUCATION TELECOURSE
IkLECUUR$E rIlLE:rhe New Literacy
lkLbUUUR$E UtbURIPTION: The New Literacy is an tit-to-date
%urvey of electronic data orocessing, computer hurdware and
SOftware sYstems. and OevoloPments tnat will provioe tne basis
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PAGE E

for Curtner advances in information processing. The course is
designee to provide a comprenensive overview of the computer:
wnat it 1S. wnat it can and cannot do. now it opeo'ates, how it
may de instructesd to solve prodlems. familiarize learners with
tne terminoiogY of computer science and examine tne application
of tne Computer to a broad range of organizational settings and
social environments and to prepare learners to understand and
utilize computers in both their personal and professional
lives. the droadcast material, in addition to activities in
Our Comouter lad. will provide those wishing to beCome familiar
witn trio world o4 computers with a thorougn introductory
learntng ekperince.
1W-bUIJUHSE EIROAUCAS1 SCHEDULE: Segment Titles and Topics.
Iwenty-six 40-minute segments will Oe aired two per week on
Saturdays.
INFHWUCTUHY CUPIPUTER CONCEPTS

1.A Literate Society
lhe Computing hacnine.Part I

J.Ihe Computing macnine.Part II
.Communicating With a Computer

CUPIPUliw SYSrEM ',Arm k.UPI
Z.Uata hedresontation
o.rutting data In
%wetting Information Out
W.Wtoring Data
9.4econdary storage

CUMPUlt* SYSfkriS AND APPLIICArIONS
10.Processors
11.0am:outer UPerations
I:x.Personal Computing
14. prom micros to monsters

SYSIbM DtSlbN AMU PRUOHAPPIINS
14.Uvstem Anaivsis and Design
1Z.eroblem SolvvIg and program Design.
1ft.Programming Languages
1).The Programming Environment

gmHANW SyblEM CAPASILITIES
115.0oerating Systems
IY.SYstem Uptions
l'.0.Computor t i I es and Data bases
:41.Uata Communications
=.Utficia Automation
.:.:..Comoutang Services

CUmFouTINia AND SUCIETY
::m.Comouting. Organictions. and the Individual.
1:b..Comouter Society
26.1ssuos and trends in Computing
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SUGGEST/ONS FOR CLASS PROJECTS Eck:. 5340

Micro-computers for Teachers)

Purpose: The pUrpOSe of this project is to stregthen your background in the
scope of microcomputers. Choose a topic that is of interest to you
and one that you actually want to complete.

You may work with a partner on this project, if you find someone
who has the same interests you do and one you could work with to com-
plete such a project.

1. Learn a new language such as LOGO or PASCAL.

2. Write a term paper on some aspect of micro-computers. Many ideas of
possible topics are listed in the book RUN:Computer Education by
Harper & Stewart.

Some areas of interest might include:

Ways of using the microcomputer in the elementary classroom.

Working with the special student and microcomputers

Science, English, Math, P.E. etc. etc. -- and the microcomputer

Micro computers and the school administrator, librarian, counselor,
supervisor, diagnotician, school testing program....

Individualizing instruction with computer aid.

The administrator and educational management system

Early childhood and computer use

Computers and music

Micros and Health

3. Prepare a grant proposal to submit for computer givaways.

All major companies seem to be initiating these grant programs.
Idzormation kits are available by written request to

Tandy TRS-00 Educational Grants Program
Radio Shack Education Division
400 Tandy Atrium
Tort Worth, Texas 76102

3.

Apple Education Foundation also provide microcomputers & software for
research projectstesting microgooputer uses--See Pgs. 38-39 of The
Computing Teacher Dec. 82 issue for ideas.
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The Data Processing Management Association Education Foundation has
established a.grants and awards program to provide funding for the
projects that further education in the areas of information processing,
computer science, and computer applications iz business.

4. Solid field RESARCH results are needed on how to effectively use the
micro-computer in the classroom: also, we know relatively little about
how to individualize instruction using the computer: how will the
microcomputer change the conventional curriculum?
There are many, many possibilities here. Also, this could lead into a
thesis for some interested person working on a master's degree!!!

S. Prepare and submit a =BRACH PROPOSAL(simear to the one prepared for
Education 531) on a study you would someday like to do, on some aspect
of computers.

6. Complete a "REVIEW OP THE LITERATURE" on some aspect of computers

7. Prepare an ARTICLE FOR PUBLICATION: Magazines like the Computing Teacher
would like to carry articles describing situations where substantial
change in the current curriculum content is occurring.

Be practical - what can a teacher use right now?
what should be happening in our schools?

8. Develop an INSTRUCTIONAL UNIT PLAN for use in your class on teaching
your students about computers -- i.e. goals, objectives, activities.
evaluation procedures. time limits, projects, ect.....

9. DESIGN A PROGRAM for Integrating the uses of microcomputer in your
classroom in aiding in the instruction of your subject area(CAI-design).

10. Develop a district-wide computer -use plan.

11. Obtain a collection of books and materials to be place in a CENTER OF
INTEREST on computers for student use.

12. Set up a contest for the students in your school to choose the best
software developed by the students.

13. Prepare - a "History of Computers" - handouts unit; daily lesson plan, etc.

14. Determine some administrative uses - athletic statistics
class attendance
performance records

15. Locate supplementary materials on computers filmstrips, video tapes,
booklets, demonstration disks, overhead transparencies, etc.

16. Develop rules and procedures for computer use - all media materials need
to be used as often as possible and for as long as possible!

17. Design a "computer fair" for your school. Let parents "in on" what their
children are doing in school with computers.

ss
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18. Order the College Board 1983 SAT Exam Preparation Series and work up a
program for submitting its use in your school district.

19. Desgin a program- for using computers to teach graphing functions to
students; mathematics to elementary students;
science in a laboratory setting

20. Research the uses of PLATO; the powers of VISI CALL; the DRAFTSMAN or
any other special program.

21. Set up a self-study training course on computers in your classroom.

22. Prepare alist of programming projects for your students.

23. Collect software genes. Determine how their use could be effective in your class

24. Prepare a computer inservice class plan for your school district.

25. Educational Software: What's available for --social studies, math, science, etc.

26. Complete a SURVEY of the uses of the computer in:
your school district, Jefferson County(Hardin County), State of Texas

27. Prepare a handout on the role of the Regional Service Centers in assisting
school districts with the use of micro-computers.

28. Develop a conputer educational game.

29. Design a program to assist students in developing a game for the computer.

30. Prepare a list of competitions open to students to enter so they can
receive regards or scholarships.

31. Collect micro-computer courseware for use in your classroom. Be sure to
document what you have available for use..

32. Coordinate a computer program for your school district ---

allow for a time of sharing of what you are doingiand what
others are doing)

organize a system for cataloging software available in the district

arrange time for copy sessions

33. Prepare a commuter summer school unit for your district.
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PROJEC7 EVALUAT:CN =ORM

PAGE I

Rating Ec4lvt 4.. opt at all 2. zomewhat Z. on the whple
4. very m....ch %. egtremely

:. Was the preJect interesting^
4=Above average S=u4lu5Lal

:. Was the project informative?
4=Above average .5=new or unusual information

. Had the topic been thoroughly researched?
4=6 or more sources Z=variety of sources

4. Was the giver information useful to educz"iors ire
the given area of :nor-cow:pi...tars?
4=very useful 5=majority would use

5. Were (current) sources cited
4=bitIiography 5=Latest included

6. Did the presenter seem to be an authority on
the subject?
4=no nistakes 3=use c$ media

7. Was the orpject of hlgh que.lity work?
4=above average Sigunpurpassed

S. Was the project meat and weal prepared?
4=coverititletetc. .5=extr4 included

S, Dio tire seem to an sisort mad* on the part
cT the ;reparer in development pi the orpject7
I=Lid requirements well . =did extra

10. Was the topic presented thoroughly?
4=above average 5=no way tp improve

SUGGESTED GRADE: (add tote points given

e.nrimeNv= Arm SUGGESTIONS

ftbamft..

(30 points possible)

MmItm.vMml,.

.1M11141.....
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SASIC 1-"ROPRAM _t:=:.UATtN

(Nam:. of Fer=on '=valuated) ;4sima r.,-mgram;

Rating Scale: l.Unacceptaola 2.Mequires Imorovemem% adacuate
I.Profemsicnallv :mp2tent 5.E;:ce::ent

C-Tativity
amabove average 5=unusual

Ceigialitv
g...above a=,ere..ge

Use of BASIC commands
7...0S_om

. Camputer efficiency
41=1 mistako Zsunc mistak.se

Reinforcement vs. Criticism
4=variety,pcsitive response IN" gives cot ,-e:°t answer

. "%me Element
(Problem difficult7)

vs. Challenging)
4= Ja?'..etv or abiliy to etange S=bct:, rr

Dorumentaion
a=drivertourpose, 4lowchart,

B. Orgam.tatiol of the Fe7igram
a=orderItItle .anding pna
and resconses

:isting

fF. Comparison of problem vs. solution
a= aaalast ..ay 5= abi.tt), to eusm

.1

tO.Appicatiznal value 4ce t!:te Classroot
almasiest solution 3=ability to =hangm

RgVIEWER

I
An.:t .1. ..7rtets..

m.1
rr.ervr..

.1e.W 300
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ASSIGNMENT

PAGE IC

1. By a "big town" newspaper this next Sunday. Look for and

cut out ads on computer sales.

T.. Look in the classified ads. Cut out job Wportunities that

require the use of computers.

Z. Begin finding and bringingto class art.cles that pertain to

computers and computer use.

4. Visit a "computer store". Listen to the "sales'pitch"--sit

down at the computer and try to 'work it.

5.14 you are teaching, find out how many of your students own

home computers.



GEORGE MASON UNIVERSITY

Michael Behrmann
George Mason University
4400 University Dr.
Fairfax, VA 22031

Phone: 703-323-4396

Number of special` education students:

Undergraduate: Graduate: 150

Program Description:

George Mason University offers a masters degree in
special education technology.

..s
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The University

George Mason UnieerSily. Oho State Univorsity in
Northern Virginia. located on 571 wooded acres
in historic Feels'. oilers undergraduate. grad.
eat. fincludino doctoral! and professional
degrees almost SO holds With a full and peel-
limo faculty of more thin 850 members. the Um.
Immo solos neerly 10.000 students through
lho College of Am end Sciences. the College of
Professional Studies. She School 01 Business
Adinenistralion. the Graduals School. the School
of tow and the Division el Common Educaten
Although awmaioesiy of students comrade so
George Meson hem thrones. Moreland end
Washington. 0 C . the Unsversilv oilers on-
campus housing. is well as a lull lane of
sluden1 activities and services

1
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Master of Education
Programs

The De Ointment of Educe lion olleta the menet
of 'daemon dor*. DA Ed lin the following

. fields adminesstation and supetvision.
elesnonlety education. counseling. leading.
Onondaga oducabon, end special education All
of the graduals piogiams hay* been approved by
the Slaw Depot/nem of Education and me
occtedistd by the Sorsihem Association of
College; and Schools and by Hit Houma'
Council for Acaidisabon of Teach*. Education

Arm of SpeCieliastion
The following auras ol specialisation ate
available:
Solinguil/Mulficuliwat Education p IS
Communoy Agency Counseling p I t
Counseling and Oevelopmenf p 7
Education Admaiustlation and Supervision p 5
Educition of ohs Early

Childhood HondicapOed p t3
Education of she Emotionally Disturbed p 13
Education of the Lowing Oisabled . p 13
Education of the Servilely and

Profoundly Handicapped p 13
Elementety Education p 6
Elemeniety School Counseling p 10
Hight. Educehon Counseling p 10
Insituctional Use of Mictocompulets p 18
Middle School COunseling p 10
PreElamoniaiy Education p 6
Reading ,. p 11
Secondary School Counseling p 10
Secondary Education p 12
Special Education . p 13
Waling . p t9
Vocational Educedon p t9

2

Graduate School
Admissions Policies sod
Procedures

The Gotham School uses the admission
cater:rim el dopes and phavisimiai for those
applicente with der e, dives A gtedueta
student tegistoted in @math* gtedume school
P lay be 'inn permission 10 gagiStot on
temporary baSiS ass guest matriculant. For
soldiering with no immediate degreeoblectives.
the mindere* calogoty of (admission is
avid**. "
Thi genotel (admission loguitements to the
Gtoduate School lot dopes stews ate.
t An owned becceleweese degree born an
e cctedis(ad instAuloon of higher education; .
2 A 2 75 gtedeboinl evolve of belle. in Ohs
lost two years el undetraduat(a Study:
3. Some undone eduote Otintiglitint for She
chosen field of greduoto study:
4. Submission of official Hansa** end ell other
documents required by the Oreduese School,

to addilion to fulfilling the Gtadume School
enhance ttqlskifft0011, the applicant must do
the following"
I. Most specific requirements foe the program
desired. 'the *mance requirements lot each
program are shown immedialoty following the
program description.
2. Candidates roust moot the following
depottmental requirements:

o. Education 590 Reseitch In Educalion13 horn si
b Educelion521 Foundations of Education 12
hours)

.c. Specialised foundational studies foisted to
appropriate otegfern12 hours)

3 Complete the number of estneslet hours and
course teouitenienla lot the induOto program in
which entollad.
4 Pops a comprehensive oaaminosion forbore
wonted) covering no grodosia program in
which emitted.

3
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c.

Depertnteniel Enititnee end
DOOM rietplitemeni

Aintiketiene end ell eveouholl doelownis mull
be received by She Deoduoto School Admissions
(tn no Iwo than Mew t let the Coll someone.
Nov. ot the Spiky gemellet. end Meech I for
the Swam session. All comspondence er
fullielle to inlownstion should be *towed to.
Admissions Office. Cisme Meson university.
4400 University Drive. Cobbs. Votginis 22030
Phone p703) 3334100

Students holding bsecalourom degrees vet*
wish to tot* MANsee *wind teaches ceetificotion
only should only tot nentlerie MOWS m the
firadeste School. Shako* holding MHO.
*epees vibe melt is templet, licenwro.
endorsement. or corilficodon tevuiremirente
ehewle Olio swirl& nendogroo stows Pot
ethOlienst inforwatien. contact the ceguliconon
*potion& he the College of Poolossional

Transfer of Credit Polley
*aide settled atm than seven paves pew tc
admission to a person will be unstated
Ctedite mimed within the savanvooe weed we
'wheeled by the student's advisor. No more than
sea somostee how, how mother institution con
bo trsnolowed.

%WM* Assistantships
AdoniniMe 'eunuch. end toodelog.efeatad
redness meletentshler see mite** in the
Deportment of Education. Moons @worded
Ossistentships my be asserted to ono or mere
el Ihe videos Postern& telvieee. it WAN
members In the devilment. lobe *legible for on
ossistontshIp. students must be Hafted In
desteimettle end site s minimum of fie
sentient hone et redeem etedlt snit
sentient in *leech they With so rodeos
eeeletime.intetened &Wilds should teals&
the Edueetien Depetionent Mee to eopkelione.

4
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M.Ed. Programs

Education Adminishetion end Supervision
the mount el educes*, POINson
adnunigholion and supecingion in designed Is
onsbfe noodled indevidush to improve their
Willies totemic*** in*, loodeship and
me nesemenI teethed m schools end who
ingttutiono through indoviduanietion el
pelionts. combdefee wpm themeetmle let
ride vefielv of positions suds es ',Mon
loinciPe ilincipe. hesitamionoi ditoctor.
ingteuctionM coordinoter. hood leather. end
Moto.

Intro** DoewhounaMs
AN Opebeeing muft-
i. Hove on widows*** rods point *viewed
& loan 300:
2 Provide throe lenses of etcommondetion.

An opplicstion to the PA Ed &ppm in
admininfienen and supwrision who is phoning
one Scheelbeged cow Meet
I. Provide evidence of cortificolion 51 0*
collogisio prologgionsf MN by the Sarte of
Vieginie et gambit ieriedictiett;
2. Neve completed two reefs el successfol
teaching sopotionce. a portion of which moot be
st the level sofa* sveldnetten is end
3. 1Per locommendod by Moo Prefee110001
*duelists. inelvdono N Wei else in the omelet,
oi pinciWl. stetenoteet. it ededneettetet who

obseived the soolleents machine
People hem ether fields mot have esenpoisbls
qn0klieflieng booed in clitoris oPPrePriele to
shah respective

Doom As *Cesare
the MEd. in odadniebstish end supervision
temokes 30-31 osmosis' neat! In eddeleon to the
deeettmeniel ewe* teeehernanil. students



ms
must !eke one course in each of the following
areas:
1 Curriculum (31
2 Education Administratior4(3)
3 :Supervision and Instruction (31
4 eItAll 78911e miner in Education Leadership (3)
5 elms 790 Prnticum in Education Leadership
(3.61

Other courses are selected in conjunction with
an adviser and permii candidates to MA toward
specific school endorsements or other
specializations. (Virginia endorsement taus*
requires a minimum of 36 semester hours 1

An edvanced certifiable program for Po"
linters students in Education Adams:triton.
and Supervision Is under consideration Contact
the program faculty for information

Elementary Education
The /nester of education program in elenienterr
oducelion is designed to improve the
competence of teachers working with children at
the pre.elementery. lower elernentery, and
upper elementary levels. Specializations ere
available in preelementary (below). elementary
(below). blingual/multiculturel education le
18). and instructionM application of
microcomputers I. lel.

Entrance Requirement'
A student preparing for the pre.efernemery
specialisation (infancy/kindergerlen) must meet
the following requirements:
1. Possess a baccatauteale degree.
2. Submit evidence of three years of acceptable
teaching or adminostrattve eminence in
preschool or **mentor, school program. (This
requirement is wonted fore student who can

6
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ammyi
provide evidence of certification at the collegiate
prpitissiacat level on elementary education by
the Commonwealth of Virginia or another
jurisdiction 1
3 Submit recommendations by three persons
qualified to judge the candidate's professional
competence.
A student preparing for the elementary
SPecialitation must.
I Provide evidence of certification at the
collegiate professional level in elementary
education by the COMMOIVANth of Virginia or
*wither acceptable jursidoction. and
2. Submit recommendations by three persons
qualified to judge the candidate's professional
competence.

Degree Requirements
In addition to the departmental degree
raareinents. students must take 6 hours of
basic concentration Courses. 9.15 hours in an
erne spicialaahon, and additional course
work to meet the ay.* total of 39 semester
bows Normally, students are required 10 take as
the basic concentration EDCI 650 and 782. in
that order. IEDCI 782 is usually offered only in
the Spring term., In nation, students not milli?
mks nine hours in one of the following
speciakzenns:
1. Preelementaiy Education (Infancy/
Kindergarten) EDO 611, 512. 513. 514. Or
um( 541 or °Met pre.elementary courses.
2. Elementary Education: EMI 657. 659. 660.
661. 663. 666. EDGC 624. EDRD 559. EDSE
541. or EDUC 565.

Counseling and Development
The TA Ed program in counseling is designed to
Prepare students to function as counselors in *
variety of work settings, including elementary,
middle. end secondary schools. colleges. end



Community agencies. and as other student
personnel professionals m higher education The
program is designed to develop competence in a
broad range of areas including group and
indendiol counseling, cow counseling, end
assessment. The program emphasizes the
inteeration of theory and rectoo and seeks to
room knowledgeable and cdreile helping
rofessoneiS for a wide range of employment
settings. The culmination of the students'
program is She internship in which students are
placed in a school or agency counseling sating
Similar to that in which they hope to be
employed. This offers students be opportunity to
test end reline their counselong skills while
experiencing the role of the counselor

finance Requirements
1. Students preparing for elementary. middle. or
Ilecondery school counseling and seeking the
MEd degree must
5. Provide evidence of codification it the

coltegore rotenone' level by the
Commonwealth of %Irma or another
ecceplable turisdicsion:

b. New etsocessfully completed a minimum.' 12
semester hours of undergraduate work on the
behevierel sciences:

c. Hive completed Iwo years of sucdesslul work
experience. one Year of which must be in
school setting;

d. Submit three Odors of recommendation from
sUP0411414 or professors regarding the
potential of the applicant for the held of
Counseling;

0. Submit a raiment of interests end
objectives:

f. Se interviewed end recommended for
"enplane'.

2. Students interested in the specializations in
higher education or agency counseling and

8

=IL IP
seeking the MEd degree must comply with
most of the requirements fitted above. They do
am however. need to provide evidence of
certification flat nor do they need to have
completed Iwo yeas of amassing work
moment. (icy.
3. Program ceases have been approved byshe

Commonwealth of Virginia as satisfying the
speedo requirements for harms es a
refastens' counselor. Individualised aopams
can be developed for post-masters degree
students seeking licensers. Students who wish
to tate courses on the counseling grogram but
who do not want a doom Should spry to the
program as modest.' students. Those who
seek endorsement. Measure. or other
roleeeionet development should consult with a

.grem advent riot to orthcrion.

Copra flatukemente
The MEd in Counseling and Development
requires 39 semester hours Students admitted
to the degree program will take the following
courses.

Semester sours
DOC SO Anstalt of the Individual 3

104=106 Counseling Thom, and Practice 4
60QC SOO Group Processes and Analyses 3
60QC 110 Career end Educational Counseling
(Doc 714 Proclicum in Counsel one and
Development. 3
100C 730 Internship in Counseling end
Development 1
Sacteltsatton courses (see below) 9
*Deperunentel Foundations Courses

39
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School Counseling
The school counseling specialisation papaws
students for Careen as elementary. middle. or
secondary school counselors. Gradustos a this
Norm el study will possess the 'masonic and
eeperienlial peareouosnei for /Adornment as
school counselors by ohnVirginie Deponment of
Education

Required specialisation courses:
EDGC 520 Philosophy and Principles of School
Counseling 11)
100C 1166 Counseling and Development for
Special Populations 131
100C 11611 Counseling and Development
Programming 431

One of She following:
100C 624 Theories and Practices of
ElemeMary School Counseling (2)
100C 626 Theories and Poetic's of Middle
School Counseling
EOGC 626 Theories and Practices el Secondary
School Counseling 421

Nigher Educe0on Counseling
The higher education Waikato° is designed
to peepers counselors and other student
development professionals who share with
leeching faculty the responsibility for
hums/rime end personas:one each student's
higher education. Graduates ol the program are
employed m a variety el positions in post
secondary education in counseling comers.
moo planning and placement. residence hells.
student adobe's. financial aid. academic
advising, and special pogroms for foreign
Students, saturnine students. minority students,
er4 others The higher education counseling

10
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specialisation focuses on she role of student

oglevironrs.s.andmhiPteigheerietilLcalionknsetnged"s in°.erks.eocchial

student development poles:moats use thee

Required speciehaetion courses.
EDGC 144 College Student Personnel Work (3)
EtCgitCounseingand p00000p000r for

EOGC lifig Counseling and Development
Programming (31

Community Agency Counseling
The soetishaeloon on community agency
Counseling is designed to prepare counselors for
employment on a wide ranged settings.
including community menial health censers, .

!amity counseling censers. agencies specialising
in career COUnSeiing, business and Industries.
rehabilitation agencies, and government
couneekne programs Specialisation courses
lamitiarose students with the role and function of
agency Counselors and provide special skills they
will need such as intake interviewing. diagnosis
and treatment planning. and couples and family
counseling.

Required specialisation courses
EOGC 154 Counseling in Community. Agency.
and Business Settings 13)
100C 6511 Diagnosis and Treatment Planning
for Mental Health Professionals 431
EDGC 11511 Couples end Family Counseling fa

Reading
The matter of education program in reading is
designed to permit quelihed individuals to
become reeding specialists at the elementary or
secondary level or to work with adult readers.



il

Wane. Re4uiremeate
An applicant must:
I. Provide evidence or certification at the
collselite professional level by the
Commonwealth of Virginia or another
jurisdiction;
2. Hew complete' two years of successful
teaching experience: and
3 Ile rocomononded by thee* Professional
Winston in the position of principal, supervisor,
or administreter. including at best one who has
observed the applicant's leeching

Degree Requirements
fa 'dilation to the depertmentot course
requirements. students MN templets
corneae tors of 1$ semester hours. 3.6 hours
of specialisation. end 6.11 hours of giftless' on
this 36semesterhow program.

The common core courses ere LORD 111
Remedial Reeling. FORD 613 Diagnostic and
Evaluative Techniques in Reeding. EDSE 662
language Development end Disorders. end
FORD 710 Practicunt in Reeding.

Specieisetiorts and specific course cequiremonts
for each are Elemental/ Reading Teacher ilORD
669 end EDO 6671, Secondary Reeding Teacher
IFORD 614 end IDCI 569). Elementary Reading
Specialie IEORO 614 end 6181. Reading
Specialist with i $ Lionuililtalhill students MORD
616). end Reeding Specialist with
Adults/College Students (LORD ISM.

Electives should be selected In conjunction with
an adviser from a list of specialisation courses or
other relevant course work.

12
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Secondary Education
The meow et education program in secondary
education is designed to improve the
competence of teachers who hove completed a
basic Program in preparation for teaching.
Teaching fields available for study ate biology, .
business, chemistry. economics. English.
French. German. government, hestoiy.
inalligingliCS. psychology, physical education.
physics, scents. Social Wadies. Spanish, end
vocational education. Specializations are
available in vocational education io 191.
bilingual/multicultural education b IS), and
instructional Opplicslion of microcomputers (p.
161.

Invoice llettuiroushle
An applicant muss:
I. Provide evidence of certification at the
collegiate professional level in secondary
edutstion by She Commonweatih of Virginia or
another jurisdiction; and
2. Submit recommendations by three persons
qualified to judge Professional competence.

Degree Roqvkoments
In addition to the delietmentil degree
requirements. students must complete 9-115
semester hours of courses in the leeching field
or in a related discipline; EDO 652.753;
and one of the leflowing as related to the
teaching field. IOC' SO. 569. 572. 523. (DAD
614.61$. or EDUC 56$. Approved electives
bring the total to 30 semester hours. 'EDO 703
is neology offered only on the Fall Wiwi

Special Education
The master of education degree in special
education is *slimed to enable qualified
individuals to develop expertise in educating

13



'Fecal ednuleliOns Applicants select one of the
following areas of concentration

Leat ning Disabilities 0.01
2. Emotional Disturbance 1E01
3 Early Childhood Handicapped IECHI4 Severely and Profoundly Handicapped MPH)

Bilingual/Multicultural Special EducationIBMSEf -

iftIfOOGO Requirements
Applicants for the M Ed degree in special
education must meet the following
requirements
1 Have a baccalaureate degree
2 Submit recommendations by three persons
qualified to fudge the applicant's professional
competence.
3 Submit a written autobiography
4. $1 interviewed and recommended forassonance
S For banning disabilities and emotional
disturbance. an applicant must complete or bevy
completed one coins* in each of the following
a Teaching of Reading
b. Teaching of Mathematics
c. Human Growth and Development
d Taus and Measurements
a Survey of Special Education
S. For early childhood handicapped and severely
and profoundly handicapped. an applicant must
s. Provide evidence of successful completion of a

bectelaursale dogrel-in humanservicesWes such as 'dualism psychology. sociology.
or allied health services:

b. Provide evidence of worktelsHid experiences
with severely handicapped individuals; and

c. Complete or have completedone course in
tests and Memutentents and in survey of
special education.

14
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7 'MSC is taken on conjunction with any of the
other Omni areal of somosastiiim
Raiment* 111$ WWI Shoos Of OW chosen
Meelflotoloon GO. CO. ECM. or SPNI and one
oddifoonol MUSS IEDUC 532 Silmouslism end
Language Acquisition Research).

Pogrom Complotion Oloquinnieme
1. Prior to some endorsement in Preschool
herlditollmt graduates of the warty childhood
lifallifoPood program must possess collegiate
Wohossionol ciondicatoon and hem completed
two mars of mowience as an elementary or
Waal alumna (sachos.
2. Poor to wan endorsement in severely end
profoundly handicapped. leernino diselahtses. or
moons; disturbance. candidates must have or
oval* for collegiate wolessionel certification or
ifs equivalent.

15

or
Odsog Specialisation'

. 1111fteuel/IlulticvlIwal Education
Modems in 'Mom the elementary or secondary
M Ed. programs may wedelns in bilingual/
meticulous& ioducation. Iwo** hours are
roquired in the specialisation es follows:
IOC' 617 Iniroductien to @Naomi Education13)
EOC$ 619 Introduchon to Mulmultwal
Edmonton 13)
IDCI 619 Methods of Teach'''. in Silingusl/
Coolish as a Second Language Settings al
One cows* in Linguistics In or
1010 111 Teething Reading in Multicultural/
Multilingual Setlinos131
Students must have fuse proficiency in English
and either:Swinish. Konen. or Vietnemess.
tnnumuud applicants should consult an advisor.

Motructional Applketlens of Mierosomouters
Students in ether the elementary or secondary
master of education Programs may *misfile in
the insuuctionaf use of microcomputers. The
fifteen hours required in this specialization are
as follows:
LOCI 130 Programming Michocompuian in
BASIC for fnehtetionel Applications
EDO 632 Programming Micsocomputors In
LOGO for Instructional APIONCIllitin5
IOC' 130 Supervising and Organising
Malevolent', Uses of Micrecomputors and
IOC' 730 Designing Leonine Activities for
Microcomputers.
plus a throehour widows methodology course
rented to the student's Machine held.

Northern VirgInia Wilting Psejost
This project. a cooperation effort bowmen She
Deportment' of English and Education. has
developed several courses which students may

18



il

use upon' @wont as oad of a SIxhour writing
concentration within the elementary or
Secondary M Ed program. These courses are
EDUC 691INVWP inServies Pierson
EDUC 496 NVINP Neseerch Seminar
EDUC WO NVWP Theory of Composition
Teachers who have completed the Project's
Summer institute may also use this tours* r.5
part of their degree requirements.

Vocational Education
Students in the M Ed in secondery education
may specialise in vocational education This
specialisation is designed to meet the needs of '
PIMA with backgrounds in such areas as
industrial arts' education. occupational
education. business and office education.
generel vocational education. epeeist needs
education. cooperative education. adult
education. and home economics education.

In addition to meeting other departmental
program requirements, nine semester hours are
required to meet the stale certificotion
requirements for administration and supervision
of vocational education. A minimum of six hours
of vocational methods courses is required Each
candidate also selects (with an 'cadmic
advisors guidance) a minimum of nine hours of
work in the area of SpeciaNsetion. This may
include up to six semester hours internship in
business or industry. Those interested should
consult the Vocational Office in the Education
Depth's, nt.

19
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Department of Education
George Mason University
4400 University Orme
testes. Virgins, 22030
00313234421

Financial Aid Office
333 Student Union OuNding
George Mason University
4400 University Drive
image. Virginia 22030
170313234176

Coordinator
Doctor of Ads in Education Program
Department of Education
George Mason University
4400 University Drive
/sofas. Virginia 22030
170313232960 or 2421

Guild, Meson University is en equal
opportunity/ affnmelive action institution.

George Meson University ie fully accredited by
the Southern Association Of CeNegeS end
Schools.

20



Degree 'Requirements
The following table Presents course
tabouircrnints for all M to SOeCialitatOnS in
special IdUCOMOn
.....

Area of SPOCieliSetiOn

r ii
Courses . - -w u z Az (5 Z (5 15 C t

IDSE 544: Vocational and Continuing
Education Aspects of the Academically
Handicapood111

_
LOU am Preglsion Teaching Individual
Instructional Precodures 1241
EINE 61B: Language Development and
Da101O111)

Remedial thematic 31 it
Mr 6141 Adenine Methods in Education 121
101E120: Advanced Applied flehavior
Analysis and Social Learnsna Theory_131

gOSE 622: ,Wamentetwo Communication 121
BOSE 143: Someone' and llehayiorai Disorders
of Ouldren 13)
LOSE $45: Characteristics of Children with1010121Altiedgia____
LOSE 147: Medical and Health Aspects of
04mVagmainOleaan
LOSE 641: Ineroduction to Pmchoeducational
Assessmtm1231
LOSE 645: Clinical PsYcheeducational
Assessment mStmciallducenon (31
POSE OM: torncolurn and Methods ED 131

in ,
gost US: Coriscistiontentl Methods ECM 131
BOSS 461: Corncobs,* snit Meads SPH 131
ROSE 116: Family Onseryonbon Programs for
IlOrolicielbeti Children_01
LOSE MO: Vagabond' and Leisure Education
10,_Severehr Handicamsed 121

BOSE GO: Transdisciplonery Approaches to
Boheposimn (2) .

IOC) 614: Administering and Supervising Pte.
Blomentery_Iducabon 131
gDGC SOS; Cadmium Theory entlfiregiFe 131 .

BOSE 711: Comprehensive Topics in Spasm
teleINEEMWAIWAMLIAP
toss 710: Misrelates in SOeClat Education till 6
woe so* or EDUC 016: Human DOVOlOOMIPM12)
SOW 1121: Pluralism in U.S Educational
roue $90: Education Research -131
101/C 631: Foundations of Etkmation12)

Total Credits Required 4143 42.45 39412 42.44
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COURSE REQUIREMENTS FOR MASTER'S DEGREE
SPECIAL EDUCATION TECHNOLOGY

CORE REQUIREMENTS

CATEGORY A: Education Foundations - 7 Hours Total Required

EDUC 590:. Educational Research (3)
EDUC 521: Foundations of Education (2)
EDUC.529: .Cultural Pluralism (2)

CATEGORY B: ectnology Courses 20 Hours Total Required

!DC 530: Programming Microcomputers in Basic (3)
EDCI 630: Super. and Organ. Inst. Uses of Micro. (3)
EDUC 517: Overview of Computers and Sped. (4)
EDSE 622:' ugumentative Communication (2
EDCI 705: Instructional Design (3)
EDCI 730: Design. Learn. Act. for Micro. (3)

EDSE 790: Practicum (2)

27 Hours Total Core Requirements

ADDITIONAL REQUIRMENTS

CATEGORY C: Special Education Courses - 7 Hours Total Required

=SE 550: Precision Teaching (2,3)
EDSE 553: Teaching Remedial Mathematics (2,3)
EDSE 554: Adaptive Methods in Education (2)
EDSE448: Introduction to Psychological Testing (2,3)
EDSE 654: Curriculum and Methods -ID (3)
EDSE 657: Curriculum and Methods -LD (3)
EDSE 659: Curriculum and Methods-ICE (3)
=SI 661: Curriculum and Methods-SPE (3)

CATEGORY D: Instruction Technology Electives - 3 Hours Total
Required

EDUC 699: Ccrouter Application in Education (3)
=CI 532: Programming Micro. in LOGO for Instr. Appl. (3)

=VC 752: Seminar in Instructional Uses of Computers (3)
EDUC 754: Seminar in Comp. for Ed. Admin. and Research (3)

The following symbol found on the course selection
schetules, refers to the class category on the overall
req=mment list and the number of credit hours for that specific
course.

31.5
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r

PART :ME FOCUS:NG ON 2 COURSES/SIMS=

TZAR 1:

TAIL - EDC: 530: Programming Microcomputers on Basic (33)
Elective from Category D

SPRING - EDVC 517:, Overview of Computers in Sped. (SA)
WC: 630: Super. and Organ. Inst. uses of Micro.
(33)

SUM= EDUC 590: Educational Research (A3)
ective from Category C

TEAR 2:

TALL - EDC: 705: Instructional Design (33)
Elective from Category C

SPRING - EDSE 6:2: Augmentative Communication (3Z)
EDCZ 730: Design, Lear:. Act. for Micro. (33)

SUMMER - ED= 521: Toundations of Education (kV
Elective from Category C

TZAR 3:

TALL - EDUC 529: Cultural Pluralism (A2)
ZDSZ 790: ?victi= (32)

SELECT RENAZNING COURSES TROM CATEGORIES C AND D

Seven course hours from categcry C and three course hours from
category I.: are needed to 4..."t1 the rerciirements for this degree

prograr.4 :.isting found cr. final page.

31.7
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Course Paquireeents for M.Ed. tri *oral iducatiom

MBES AREA EC smALITATIDM

EEH ED L9 SRI SET SMIE

ESSE 544: Vocational and Continuing x x COYPUS

Education Aspects of the Academically for one

Handicapped (1), area (L0,

EDGE 550: Precision teaching: Individual ED, Ea,
Instructional Procedures (2-31 xxxxylAN)
ENE 352: Langvage Osselepont and Poured
liseraws x x x pia
81E553: leadhimglemedial Mathematics (2-3) x x y addition
ag 554: Adaptive Hotbeds in Education (2) x x y coesress

EDE 610: Adman Applied Behavior Analysis env ad

and Social Lorna' Theory (3) x x helm
111E82: AmgmintativeGoodcatio 12) x x x

LSE 6431 Emotional and Oftwioral Mader,

of Children (3)

811645: Characteristics of children nth

Lama, Disabilities

81E647: Mien and Health Aspects of

Nandicappimg Wiliam (3)

9115411: Inereictiontatisythoeducationd

Amessomeat t2-31 y
81E649: Clinical Psycheedecatienal

losesemont in Spacial Education (3) x x x x Section C

EDGE Ws Curriculum and Methods - ED 131
COE 657s Curriemium aid Methods - U1 (31

OK 6Th Coricalam ar4 Methods - E131(31

ENE 811 Curriculum and Methods - SPR (3)

81E85: Family Intervallic. Programs for

Handicapped Children (31

IMO: Vacation and Leisure Education

for Saverely'Hamdicapped

EDGE SO: Tramodiscipliner, Approaches to

lehabilitation (21

EIC1 514: Admialstorimg and Sepalisimi

Pre-Elemotary Eleatic. IA

1101ClOS: Consoling Theory and Practice (3) x x

ESSE Mb Comprihensive Topics in Special

Education Trends and Isms (2) x x x x

01E700: Intsraship-in Special Education (6) x x x x

tO 309: Nom levelopmant
BC XS: Pluralism in LLS. titanic. (2) x x x x

ERIE 181 Medi. lessardt (3) x x x x x

INIC521: FOodatios of Education 21 x x x x x

8111 530: Program* Nicreccepitsrs in WIC (3)

B C ! 1 3 0 : Soar. and Ova. Inst. Use °flew). 13)

EIC517: 00614000 Computers and Special Education (4)

EMI 1011 Motion Preratleuelepot 13)

8111 730: ledge. L11114 Act. for Nicol:loners 01

INC 6Th Computer Application in Education 131

EICI 531: Prevost:, Okra in Lill for bear. Appl.

IOW 1511 laminar in Instriction Woof Copiers GI
B C C 7 5 4 1 laminar in Cap. fare. AM. And low* (3)

8E 53E: gliegolime and Lagos, losistiom la:mach GI
Total Credits losired 41-43.4145 8-41 41-44 37 41-61

x s course rogeired y 2 7 home opt W mitiaehd fro Commas mated !Its

: 3 hors.* to selected fro corns morbid ft"
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JOHNSON STATE COLLEGE

David Slade
Department of Special Education
Johnson State College
Johnson, VT 05656

Phone: 802-635-2356

Number of special education students:

Undergraduate: Graduate:

Program Description:

Johnson State College offers an annual summer conference
on special education technology. During the academic
year, the College uses an infusion model, whereby
technology is incorporated into many special education
courses. The College also offers a stand-alone course.
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TECHNOLOGY IN THE HIGHER EDUCATION CURRICULUM
A SMALL COLLEGE PERSPECTIVE

JOHNSON STATE COLLEGE
JOHNSON. VERMONT

All of the speciM education courses at Johnson State
College have inteorated within them some aspect of computer
technology. Typically the lower level courses require less
computer work than do the upper level courses. Students use
the computer to review and evaluate software. chart student
Prowess. develop I.E.P.s. set up data bases and desion
spread sheets-all within the core courses of the special
education prooram. In addition. they are required to do all
written assionments on the word processor.

Since education maiors at Johnson State are required to
take three special education courses. we are ouarantied that
all our students will have a basic working command of a
number of computer proorams. We do not tea6. * course in
proorammino. but rather recommend that the students take a
tatic oroorammino course throuoh the business department.
In the suture. ,we hope to offer a series of minr-courses
tnrIpJah which our students will Gain more extensive
excerience with educational software.

At the oraduate level. all of the courses require the
use of the computer at one level or the other. To promote
the :31e of comouters by teachers already in the field, a
con =e once was heed in the summer of 1986. This lead to a
two credit course that was- offered in the wino of :987.
For the winter of 198e. we are planning a session for
teachers to share with their colleagues their "favorite"
software.
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FuuNGATIONS OF INTENSIVE SPECIAL EDUCATION:
COMPuTER TECHNOLOGY IN SPECIAL EDUCATION

EDU a :$

Coduh6c CHE6tr:
LENGim:
mEk:ING PLACE:
nttilNu TIME:

wLEKS
1.1L: kEQUACE CENIER
4:-;: T/TH
MAT 1 2-jUNE 11

COURSE DESCRIPTION

INSTkUCIOR:
uFF10E:
PHONE:
OFFICE HOURS:

DR. DAVID SLADE
MC is:0
635-2356 c305)
BY APPT.

Tnis course examines comouter technology tnat is applicable to
vie 'Lela of special education. the Amie Ile and 116S comouters are
used in tnts' course. Software tnat nas direct aoolications in the
ostv-tb-oar resoonsioliittes of tme special education teacher is

OUHSE COMPETENCIES

I. info student will uve tne Aooloworks program to develoo a wore
ProcesEor Document tnat is relevant to hts/ner .100 situation.

4: ine stuoent w&i use tne Mopleworks program to devotee: a data base
tnat can be used in nisiher job situation.

J. the student will use tne Aopleworks program to develop a spread
sheet tnat has a otrect relationshic to his/her JOD situation.

4. The student will use tne Aimstar software to develoo a program and
to cnart tne Performance of one of the children on his/her
caseload.

Tne student will use the PennStar to develop an individual
education Propram for one of hts/ner students.

0. Inc student will oescribe ways that computer tecnnology can be
used to ennance the eoucattonal services that we Provide to
otsapleo individuals.

7. rne student will evaluate software to determine the
aoproortateness of the software for the individuals with wnom
he/she is woming.
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SESSIUN OUTLINE

Sd . s touter; t .
Introouction
ftecuirements
Video: Lomouter Tecnnoloev
oettinq to Know tne comouter.
tAciole lit. Tour

*/14 Apple ii456 our
intro to Apoieworks

5/1V Aooteworks
word erocessing

plooleworks
Woro erocessing

..mr111.mmod.....

...

List-Soecitic Questions

Wrow.w.milwmirrmkAmOMO

LlSt-50eCiiiC QueStiOnS

w20 .looteWorKs
worn Processing

. =x.
srze hooleWorKs

Data base

41IFINIegeme.amIlln

worn erocessor Drait

o/z Aooleworks
Soreaa Sheet

0/4

.11111

=1.11,

himstar
Charting

.11.111.111i

Word Processor uocument

1111.

Data Base Document

4001111=

Spread Sheet Document
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LEARNING DIEAS:LITIES IN imE PEI ULAP CLASSPOOM
%EDU 34!A)

COURSE CREDIT:
LENGTH:
MEETING TIME:
MEETING PLACE:

TExT.

1 SEMESTER
10:-11 :15(TTH)
MC 202

PROFESSOR:
OFFICE:
PHONE:
OFFICE HOURS:

DR. DAVID SLADE
MC 120
EXT. 305
2:15-4:(TTH)

Mercer. C. (1M). Stu_dents_with learning disabilities (3rd ed.).
Columbus, Ohio: Merrill Publishing Co..

COURSE DESCRIPTION

This course reviews theories and practices relating to etiology,
identification, and remediation of learning disabilities that
interfere with effective pupil performance in ordinary elementary
school environments. Emphasis is placed on cultivating insights
rather than on step -by -step remediation.

COURSE COMPETENCIEt

1. The student will list the salient features of and critically
analyze at leas. 3 different definitions of learning disabilities
(federal and Vermont definitions will be included).

2. The student will describe the history of the LD movement.

3. The student will state 10 potential causes of LD.

4. The student will describe and critically analyze traditional
educational strategies that have been used with LO children.

5. The student will discuss traditional views.o4 motivation.
readiness. grouping, and individualization of instruction and
offer more functional alternatives.

6. The student will describe characteristics, theories of etiology,
and treatment strategies for the hYperactive student.

7. The student will compare diagnostic-prescriptive instruction and
task analytic instruction.

8. The student will describe resource room design and functions as
they relate to the education of the LD student.

9. The student will design a behavior management system that would
be effective with LD students.
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10. The student w!ll dlicuss tmolic?tions .:or the e*Jcaton of U)
i.coescent.e.

11. The Etudent will ,or14.01. benavioral object Ives icr LD students.

12. The student will do a tatk analvsit of a specific academy: skill.

13. The student will identifY the components of an I.E.P..

14. The student will develop instructional materials to be used with
LD-students.

15. The student will describe specii': strateoies that are
appropriate for the remediation of LD student deficits.

16. The student will describe applied behavior analysis techniques as
they relate to LD students.

17. The student will describe the legal foundations for providing
educational services to LO students.

13. The student will describe "metacoonition".

19. The student will develop a "unit* for group instruction with LD
students.

20. The student will describe six tests used to evaluate LO students.

21. The student will describe the screening and referral process.

22. The student will identify organizations that advocate for LO
students.

23. The student will describe strateotes to increase parent
involvement.

24. The student will identify strategies for teaching transition and
organizational skills.

2$. The student will identify the essential components o4 an early
intervention plan.

26. The student will describe techniques for teaching LO students in
the following areas: math, reading, spelling. written lancluade,
oral languacie, and social' skills.

27. The student will write all assignments using a computer word
processor.

28. The student will evaluate computer software to determine 14 it is

appropriate for use with LO students.



,

COURSE ROUIREMENTS

:. ,Iv 12 .1e»

These will be uhannouoce t-lj will cover the materials. that WwPO
reguired readino for th&i. gay 'there will be no make -up cluizzes).

2. Hour Tests (2)

These are scheduled in your session outline.

3. Final Exam

This will be held during the time that has been designated by the
Serino Semester Bulletin.

4. Task Analysis

The task analysis will cover an academic skill.

B. Applied Behavior Analysis Strategy

This will be a strateox that is specifically desioned for use
with an academic deficit and will be evaluated not only on
accuracy but also on creativity.

i. Volunteer Experience

Eaci student will volunteer for no less than 30 hours durino the
semester. The volunteer experience will be .v.th learnino
disabled individuals. Each student will develop a unit that is
appropriate for the particular situation in which he /she is
involved: the materials to oo with the unit will also be
developed. Each student will keep a loo of his/her daily
experience. Points for this experience will be based not only on
the number of hours that are put in but also on the duality of
the student's performance and the Quality of the written lop that
Is submitted.

7. Class Participation

Each student is expected to be actively involved during the class
meetinos. This involvement is expected to be positive and should
reflect that the student is prepared for the session.

8. Research Paper

Each student will write a research paper covering a topic from
our session outline (topics must be approved by the professor).
The research paper will be from B to 10 pages in length and
contain a minimum of 20 references (books and articles from
professional publications).
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Each !tudent will write an I.E.P. usino the format and student
information tmat 8s presented in class.

10. Remediation Units (to include materials) t2)

The class will be divided into OPOUPS that will work on
remediation units. These units will be appropriate for use by a
teacher 'in a regular classroom with learning disabled students
who are mainstreamed. This. units will be Judged on accuracy and
creativity and must follow the format that is presented in class.

11. Computer Software Evaluations

A soitware evaluation process and programs will be provided. The
student will evaluate each program according to the ioroa,
provided.

**Pleas.. Note:' Conditions for Acceptance of Assignments

1. All assignments will be done on a word processor (double
spaced).

2. Assignments must be turned in on time (see the session
outline). Students will be allowed a week arace period for
one assignment. Any other assignment that is late will have
10% of the total pos"ble points subtracted for each day that
't is late.
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?TA (013MS ME MOW= TOM=
Project RETOOL

Council for Exceptional Children

Prototype Technology Training Module
.veloped by

Sharon L Stewart and A. Edward Blackburn

Department of Special Education
University of Kentucky

1987

ME=
I. Overview

2. Lesson Plans

3. Transparency Masters

4. Completed Framed Lecture Outline

5. Sample Responses to Student Worksheets

6. Sample Examination Questions

7. Form for Evaluating Student Lab Products

8. References and Resources

9. Student Materials
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LESSON PLAN

IgeLa: Teaching with Crossword Fonziet

liSTERIgLS:

Overhead orojectOr and tree transparencies:
Crosswords T-1 through 1-19
5 optional sample worksheet responses

Student Materials for each student. which include:
Framed Lecture Outline
*Uses of Crossword Puzzled with Exceptional Students' worksheet
"Crossword Magic" abstract
Computer Lao materials:

MiCrocomputer Lap Assignment: Generating Crossword Puzzles
"Crossword Magic" software program

OBJECTIVES:

Upon completion of this lesson and related activities, students will be able
t0

1. Describe S different formats for crossword pu::lts.

2. Explain has crossword puzzles can b4 used for assessment and instruction
in reading/language arts, mathematics, social studies. science. and
vocational preparation curricula.

3. Use a COW:outer Progrtni 4"r-rosswOrd Magic") to generate a crossword
puttle that can be work40 at the computer and another that can be
printed.

4. Design ways to integrat* the use of crossword puzzles into the special
education curriculum.

.gCTURE CONTENT &

NAND-OUT Distribute handouts to students for lecture and lab components.

T-1 AGOAMCE ORGANIZER: Nodule Competencies (disclosure)

ma/ During this. module, Ao) will learn how to use crossword puzzles in your
teaching. When YOu are finished with the module. YOu will be able to:

1. Describe different formats for crossword puzzles.

Eight different formats will be explained.
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POSZlef Pane

2. Explain how cro5swo-.1 ou::les can be '1_e2 ze assessment and
instruction

- You will study applications in reading and language arts,
mathematics. social studies. science, ano vocational
education

- An emphasis will be Placed on how crossword puzzles can be
used to facilitate different stages of learning in students.

3. Use a computer program to generate crossword puzzles.

- The puzzles can be printed out (with answers) or students
can work them at the computer,

- You will have an opportunity to learn how to do both of
these in a computer laboratorY exercise.

4. Design way to integrate the use of crossword puzzles into the
special education curriculum.

- In small groups, YOU will define an objective for which
crossword puzzles can be used. describe an activity, specify
the skill level. and describe the stage of learning for
which that activity is appropriate.

NOTE: 00 You have several handouts in Your package of Student Materials.

The one entitled "Framed Lecture Outline" contains a framed outline
which follows the lecture content.

During the presentation YOU can 4111-in the missing
information and make any additional notes on the outline.

- I will tell YOu what to do with the worksheet at the end of the

handout later.

An abstract is included that describes the features of the "Soitware
Magic" computer program that YOU will be studying.

The Microcomputer Lab AsSignment contains instructions about what
YOU will need to do to produce crossword Puzzles in the
microcomputer lab,

00 Turn to Your Framed Lecture Outline to help you take notes.

I. CROSSWORD PUZZLE_ ISSIONS AND AtTIVITLES

s> A, Crossword puzzles can be made and used tri a variety of *WS. However.

there are certain features which should be present in all crossword
puzzles in order to assist students, Tats, are:
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SSO KM: Tti Chin with Crosswore outti Pao 3

--TITLE. The title shout: clearlt indicate the

content or focus t tne OU:24.

--INSTRUCTIONS. Brief clear instructions should be included
whicn tell the student what to do. The format examples which
follow include such instructions.

- The following include: a discussion of the ways in which clues and
answers can be Presented and the kinds of activities which can be
used. The three main topics include:

-- formats for clues
- - formats for answers
- - variation activities

e. Formats for clues

I. By varying the format used for clues, Puzzles can be designed
which take into account the sutdentS' reading ability, level of
mastery. and the content. Some formats include-

a. Traditional. Clues are Provided in the form of short
Phrases or sentence'. Answers are entered in the
aPpropriate spaces on the puzzle.

1 -2 TRADITIONAL CLUE FORMAT (entire transparency)

EX: In this example. the crossword title is "Buildings."
Students are instructed to 'Read the clue and Write the
answer in the puzzle.' Clue *1 Down is 'two family house'.
The answer 'duplex' is written in the *1 down sDaCt. Clue
*1 mcross is "a Diicf to Dark Your car' and the answer
'carport' is written in the *I Across space.

b. Scrambled. Clues are provided in the Orin of scrambled
letters. Students unscramble the word and write it on the
Puzzle.

T-3 SCRAMBLED CLUE FORMAT (entire transparency)

EX: Describe the example shown on the transparency. Identify
the title, instructions. clues and answers as presented in
example above.

c. Letter clues. Clues are provided in the form of words with
certain letters already filled in. Students decide on the
missing letters and write the entire word on the Puzzle.
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1-4 LETTER CLUE FORMAT (entire transparency)

EX: Describe *=ample on transparent .

d. 01024. Clues take the form of Phrases or sentences With
missing word. Students decide what word belongs in the
blank and write it 211 the ou=1*.

1-5 SENTENCE COMPLETION FORMAT (entire transparency)

EX: Describe example on transparency.

NOTE: Sentence completion is synonymous with CLOZE

e. Pictures. Clues are Provided in the form of pictures.
Students determine that word corresponds to the picture ana
enter the word on the puzzle.

1-6 PICTURE CLUES FORMAT (entire transparency)

E).: Describe examOle on transparency.

NCTE: ?one circles Could be replaced by coin stickers

mt) DISCUSSION: Are there any questions'

- Are there any other clue format= that YOU have seen or can
think of?

- If time permits, give examples of clues and as students to
identify which format is beans. used.

C. Formats for answers

1. Just as the format used for clues can be adapted for individual
student differences. the answer formats can be modified to meet
individual student needs. Some formats include -

a. Fill-in. The answer puzzle may already contain some of the
letters or numbers which are needed in order to COMOlfte tne
puzzle. This format is similar to the "letter clues" format
except that the letters are located in the puzzle instead of
in the clue.

7-7 FILIIN ANSWER FORMAT (entire transparency)

EX: Otscribe the example ShOWA on tne transparency.



LESSi
Teicaillculth Croteeel Putties

Pao 5

O. Answers provided. The answers mav be listed in random orderacross the too (>4 tht za9f. Tt ttudtnt reads the clues.selects the correct answer 4rom the list. and enters it onthe puzzle.

T-S ANSWERS PROVIDED ANSWER FORMAT (entire transparency)

EX:Describe the example snown on the transparency.)

mw)D1SCUSSION: Are there any Questions?

- Are there an other clue formats that you have seen or canthink of?

- 14 time permits.
give examples of answer formats and askstudents to uoentiiy which format is being used.

O. Activity variations.

1. In addition to varying clue and answer formats, activities usingthe puzzles can be varied. A few of the alternatives include:
T.4 WORK IN PAIRS OR TEAMS (disclosure)

a. Have students work in pairs oeteams.

SELF - CHECK (disclosure)

b. Have stuotnts work puzzleS as :art of a learning centeractivity. Students can check their own answers if theteacher makes an answer Kay available.

2. Alternatives to the usual activity of having the student fill-inanswers based on clues
provided include --

T-P VARY PURPOSES (disclosure)

c. Vary the purposes of the puzzle.

More will be discussed on this when we get
to stages of !whim?.

T-, PROVIDE ANSWERS (disclosure)

d. Provide the answers. Give the student an answer puzzle andhave them write the clues.
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T-9 STUDENTS DESIGN PUZZLES (disclosure)

e. Students design puzzles. Give tne itudent an assioment to
create a puzzle comPlete with clues and answers. This :ould
be done individually, with a partner, or in a grout,.
Students could develop a single Puzzle around a trisme or

develop a pUzzlt book. The Pozles could be printed in a
S0001 or class newspaper iOr others to work or they could
be designed for specific otoole.

EX: o's student might research the life of Pioneers in North
America. One of the outcomes of the study might be
developing a crossword puzzle which could be wzrled by
Others in the class.

T-10 VARIATION: PROVIDE THE ANSWERS (entire transparency)

EX: Here is an example of a puzzle in which the answers are
Provided and the student must develop the clues.

um) DISCUSSION: Are there any questions?

- Are there any other activity variations yOU can think of?

II. USES OF CROSSWORD PUZZLES FOR ASSESSMENT ANDANSTRUCTION

ma) Puzzles are typically used as a recreation activity. However. they
can be used for variety of Purposes in an instructional setting.

The following includes a discussion of how puzzles can be used
across variety of curricular areas, ability levels, and Stages
of learning.

- In addition, the uses of puzzles in assessment and advantage;
ano limitations in the use of PuzZles will be Presented.

B. Curricular areas. If °FOY COMIMPtiSilY available, prepared crossword
puzzles are used, Ohe is obviously limited to those areas in which
puzzles have been developed. However, if tht teacher develoDe the
puzzles, a variety of curricular areas may be addressed. Examples

include:

READtNO/LANOUASE ARTS (disclosure)

1. Reading/ language arts.

EX: OBJECTIVE - The etudent will write synonyms for vocabulary words.
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ACTIVITY: vocabulary words are Provided as clues. Students are
instructed to ii!i-in the puzzli with words that mean the

same thing as the clue.

EX: OBJECTIVE -

ACTIVITY:

- Clue = concurrently
- Answer = simultaneouslY

The student will recall major facts about a storY after
reading

After students have read The Scarlet Letitr, clues in the
form of character descriptions and descriptions of objects
of events from the book are provided. Students are
instructed to fill-in the character, event, or object
described by the clues.

- Clue = word represented by the letter °A'
Answcr = adultery

T-I1 MATHEMATICS (disclosure)

2. Math

EX: OBJECTIVE - The student will correctlY complete storY problems inuolving
addition & subtraction.

ACTIVITY: Story problems Provide the clues. Students solve the
problem and enter the answer on the puzzle

- Clue Susan had 20 apples. She 9aut John, Paul, and
Patti 3 apples each. How many apples does susan

have left
- Answer s 11.

EX: OBJECTIVES = The student will add coin YAW!! U0 to 0.00 in value

ACTIVITY: Coin stamps are used in various combinations to make clues.
Students add tne values and enter the total in the Puzzle

- Clue = 3 quarter stamps are displayed with signs
between followed by an equal sign and a blank
space for the answer

- Answer = 75.

T-11 SOCIAL STUDIES (disclosure)

3. Social Studies

EX: OBJECTIVE The student will identify the capital city of states when
the name of the state is provided.
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ACTIVITr: State; are ,an as Oues. Stt,oents are inst .4 :tez to enter
tne correlvenatnc capitol ::.t) me :+u :; le

Clue = indian4
answer = Indiani.solts

T-II SCIENCE (disclosure)

4. Science

EX: OBJECTIVE - The student will correctly lapel bones of the human body

ACTIVITY: A picture of a skeleton with the Parts numbered is provided.Students fill-in the puzzle with the name of the bone
- Clue a it is placed on the skeleton next to

"kneecap'
- Answer - patella

T-II VOCATIONAL (disclosure)

5. Vocational

LX: OBJECTIVE - The student will state the occupation which corresponds to a
Job description

ACTIVITY: Clues are JOb descriptions. Students write the job which
corresponds to the description.

- Clue - fixes water pipes & faucets;
- Answer - plumber

=10 OISCCSSION: AnY questions?

- Can you think of any other curricular
areas which could be

addressed using Puzzles?

- Are there any other examples that tom to mind regarding now
Puzzles can be used pertaining to the curricular areas
already mentioned,

C. Skill levels and prerequisite skills

1. Skill levels.

- If only COMMericilly availbe Puzzles are used, the teacher will
be limited to what is *violable.

- If the teacher develops ouzslet, the content and readability can
be Manipulated so that a variety of ability levels can be
addressed. +Refer to the formats presented Previously.)
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- For example. Puzzles can range from ter. simple ones in which

picture clues are used and answers ire liSted on the puzzle sheet
to much more difficult t3:1f.s in WitCh student=_ generitte oOth the

clues and the answers.

2. Prerequisite skills.

- Although crossword ouzzles are flexible. certain prerequisite
skills are required In order for students to be successful.
These are as follows:

a. Tne students must have the concept of what a crossword
puzzle is and how it is worked or used.

- This can be taught via teacher demonstration and
guided practice. l4 neCeSsipv,

b. Toe student must be able to "read" clues and write answers.

- There are many modifications which can be made to
assist students who are poor readers and writers.

- For example. POOr readers could be provided
Picture clues and answers could be written
across tne top o4 the page.

food readers. on the other hand, might generate
their own putties. these and other adaptations
were presented in the forMat section.

go. DISCUSSION: Are there any question?

- Can YOU think o4 any other prerequisite skills?

7-12 STAGES OF LEARNING (disclosure)

O. Stages o4 learning

- Learning it the ability to Perform new skills in PrOgreSSively more
COMOIOX situations.

- The 4ive stages of learning represent different levels o4 learning
which people Pals through during the learning process.

- Different procedures have been found to be most effective at each
Stage. The following includes a discussion of the goal, general
procedures, and appropriate uses o4 puzzles at each stage,
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T-12 ACQUISIT'AN (disclosure)

I. ACluilitiOn Stage.

a. The mil of this first stage of learning is to establish e
new tweet behavior in the learners repertoire.

- The learner may enter this level making freouent
mistakes or being unable to Perform the task and
Progress to a hign percentage of accuracy.

O. ileneral _procedures. At this stage. the teacher first should
us, tactics to help students otriorm the skill and then use
tactics to facilitate improved accuracy.

- Examoles oetactics which may be used to improve
Performance include:

modeling :teacher demonstration followed by
student *Initiation)

sues and prompts (Providing "hints*, pointing
at the correct answer! etc.)

- match-to-sample (correct answers are provided
and the student must select which one is
correct).

- Selective use of these tactics serve to reduce error
opportunities

- A tactic which is often used to facilitate
improved accuracy is error drill.

This involves providing drill
specifically on those skills not yet
mastered.

c, Uses of puzzles. Ely carefully selecting among tne various
formats and aCti9itifs described previouslY. crossworC
puzzles can help students perform more accurately at
this stage. For example:

- As students are first acquiring a skill, provide a
Puzzle and work It together with the class. The
teacher can Provide answers a; needed. give clues,

etc.

- This would serve to demonstrate how
crossword puzzles are worked as well as
provide support for content.
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- Vary the amOunt Oi Sv4,POrt hr*viaed by SeleCt169 9mon9
the 1Vall)Dit formats for clues. answers, and

activities. For example:

- Answers might be provided or partially tilled -in
for students who need much support in spelling and
later systematically faded as studtrits become more
proficient.

- If formats and Puzzle content are carefully
selected, they can Promote errorless learning.

- Crossword Puzzles provide a fun alternative for error
drill.

- For example. multiplication facts which are

repeatedly missed on seatwork and probes might be
included in a puzzle as drill.

> DISCUSSION: Any questions?

tiny other suggestions for ways in which crossword
puzzles can be used at htis stage?

T -12 PROFICIENCY (diselosere)

2. Proficiency

a, The gal is for the learner to perform tasks accurately and
rapidly.

- This differs from AcouisitiOn in which accuracy
is the objective.

b, General Procedures.

- Typically, increasing rate of Performance while
maintaining high levels of accuracy is achieved through
drill and repeated Practice.

c. Uses of Puzzles.

- Drill may become uninteresting for students, so using
.puzzles along with other drill formats may provide a
motivating way of providing drill.

- The teacher can make the task more challenging by
requiring that students comPlete the Puzzle within a
required time limit.
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LE:9)4 PLAN: Tea:m:14,0:h Crossword Puzzles

::e It%:Cer!: tr* Peevi-v! spell

:v):air.r.; short 0 eind f within minutes.

HE they become more DrOioient, the number of
wOrOS ms9ht increase or the time limit might
decrease.

alw> DISCUSSION: AO). Questions",

- Any otner suggestions for ways in wnich crossword
Puzzles can be used at this stage?

1-12 MAINTENANCE (disclosure)

3. Maintenance

a. The ail is for the learner to continue to perform the
learned task accurately and rapidly over time after direct
instruction has L +n removed.

b. Gentrat_ktocedures.

- Maintenance activities should be implemented
periodically and rf neccesarY, *ntermittent
instruction may De useful.

- In addition to periodic pr,ctote, systematically fading
the reinforcement schedule has Deen found to increase
the probability of maintenance.

c. Uses of DUnitt.

Crossword Puzzles could be used periodically as
maintenance activities.

- They might be used as reinforcement for completion of
other tasks and be used to monitor maintenance level
simultanetously.

wrole, after completing a handwriting
Pt an acceptable, the student could be

g ven a p le pertaining to spelling rules which
had been taught previously.

Sated on the students Performance on the puzzle,
tne teacher could decide whether the teacher
should review the Spelling rules.
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Poe*

aft) DISCUSSION: An) questions)

ether suggestions for JAYS in which crossword
Puzzles .an 04 used St this stage?

T-I2 GENEMAL/ZATION (disclosure)

4. Generalization

a. The keil is for the learner to perform the new taskappropriatel- 9n new settings and situations.

In this stage. the response remains the same. butstudents learn to perform the learned skill in responseto new stimuli similar to those used during
instruction.

b. Genertl procedures.

- Generalization cannot be assumed and must be
systematically implemented.

- Generalization tan.be taught by requiring students toperform the learned skill in the presence of differentpeople. at different
times. and in different physicalsettings.

- One tactic which can be used in this stage is thatnewly learned content can 20 intermixed with contentpreviously learned.

C. Uses Of puzzles.

- Introducing crossword puzzles as a new medium forperforming a task can promote generalizaticm of skillsacross tasks.

In addition, students can be told to complete thePunles in setting outside the immediate classroom orclass period in which the content is usually presented.

- The clue format can be altered to promote
generalization. For example. after a student is ableto compute multiplication facts. the same facts couldbe Presented in the form of story problems.

ow) DISCUS01ON: Any questsons?

Any other suggesting, for ways in which crossword
puzzles can be used at this stage?
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T -12 ADAPTATION (disclosure,

Adaptation

a. The 'seal is for the learner t modify the learned task to
meet the learner s needs and the unique demands of the
si*ustion.

- Unlike the generalization stage, the response is
modified in the Presence of varying stimuli.

b. General procedures.

- Students must be provided mortunities to encounter at
many new and different situations as Possible iP order
to Promote adaptation.

c. Uses of ouz:1

- There are a .0arottY 04 creative uses 04 crossword
Puzzles which can promote adaptation. The activities
Previously mentioned in whith students develop Puzzles
independent!), 'fi order to display nasterY of content,
etc., are examples

m--) DISCUSSION: AnY questions?

- Mn) other suggestions for ways in which crossword
puzzles can be used at th.t stage/

- If throe Permits. OxiMO10.q :Ouli be given and students
could identify which of the five stages is being
todresied

E. ASSOSamentimOnitOring

1. Crossword Puzzle! can be an entertaining method Or assessing
student knowledge.

Obviously, the teacher must ensure that students postess the
Prerequisite skills before using Puzzles.

- As the teacner develops Ou2210i. sihe must consider and Plan
for the influence one answer ma, have on another.

Teacher! maY create puzzles which Provide varying levels of
feedback to students writ', may influence performance.

For o?amoie:
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T-I3 AssEs9or1 (entire transparency)

- Discuss transpaeenc).

- ObJectivet foe the .tudent to accurate)" citscriminate shorta and e.

00 DISCUSSION: Ara there any ouestoons?

1-14 ADVANTAGES OF USING CROSSWORDS (disclosure)

F. Advantages and limitations of crossword puzz:es

l. Although it has ben demonstrated Mat crossword puzzles arenighty flexible learning tools, they should be used judtctously.

The following includes a list of advantages and limitations ofcrossword puzzles which should be considered.

a. Advantages

1-14 IMMEDIATE FEEDBACK (disclosure)

- Provide immediate feedback ret cor-ectiness

T-44 FLEXIBILITY (disclosure)

- Flexible in terms o4 content, cues proided. readability. etc,

T-14 SELF-CORRECTING (disclosure)

- Self-correcting - could have student check Puzzle against answerPuzzle

1-14 UNIQUE APPLICATIONS
(disclosure)

- Unique task which is motivating

- Tailored to students and teaching situation

T-15 LIMITATIONS OF CROSSWORDS (disclosure)

b. Limitations
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T-5 BUSY WORK (disclosure)

- Can become "Ixis-woW, List obJecti-es to Prevent trios

T-15 TOO MANY CUES (disclosure>

- Use in assessment Imited out to inillence of answers on each other

- Cues can aitil influence selection o4 words

T-15 FORMAT LIMITS CONTENT (disclosure)

- Format limits content since only clues and answers which can be stated
brie4ly can be used

T-15 FORMAT KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED (disclosure>

Reolres that students understand AOW to use crossword puzzles

T-15 SPELLING REQUIRED (disclosure:

- Mar be di44icult 4or those with poiir scelling skills

210 DISCUSSION: Are there anY suestiOnS?

- Can You idento4v any other ftivantages and limitations?

III. SIVERVIE4 If "CROSSWORD MAGIC.

A. CROSSWORD MAGIC is a materials generation So4twaire program. The
abstract in your student materials provides a brief descriPtion of the
Program,

T-15 CROSSWORD MAGIC (Entire Transparency>

S. Purpose -- This program allows tnt user to create crossword puz:les
which can be .printer out or can be worIced directly on the comouter.
They can be saved 4or iuture used.

- 14 a ditto master is Inserted in the °rooter. the ou::le will
be printed directly onto the ditto.

T-16.1 PUZZLE 2 (Entire Transparency>

- Display Pu221e generated by the ccmPuter and oinuss feature

- NOTE that computer "arranged" the words and $nacong
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T-16.2 WORD LIST (Entire Transparency)

- ;7'1210;v-word isst

- This can be printed or. the Punle C491 tar those that need it

- NOTE: Computer generates 'A answer sheet to facilitate grading

C. EcluiPment -- This Program can oe used with a variety of types of
microcomputers. See the abstract for a. listing.

D. Using the program. 'Specifics are in the Lab Assignment/.

T-17 CROSSWORD MAGIC MENU (Disclosure)

- Program it "menu driven'. Simply follow the orompt! after making
selections

Load the program.

T-17 CREATE A PUZZLE (disclosure)

2. The !Min menu will come up automatically. Select from the main
menu options.

a. c,reatt a DU:21.. Allows the user to make a crossword puzzle.
The user enters first the answers and then the clues. The
program automatically organize =_ the puzzle. The user can
control the puzzle size as weli as tt content.

T17 PRINT A PUZZLE (disclosure)

b. print a 2U27.1e. pillows the user to print tr.e SUnie on
DIDer. As illustrated in the prior transparencyt among the
options are:

- an empty puzzle

- clues

- alphabetized listing of clues

- answer Puz:le

T -17 COPY A PUZZLE (disclosure)

c. Cony a nuzzle,. kilOwS user to store a Puzzle on another
O:EK. This is useful because the user can keep copies
indefinitely on disk.
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1-17 ERASE A PUZZLE (disciosure/

a. Erase a ou::!t. .):ows user !: er?Ie Cut: es
wnich are no longer needed from the disi:

T -17 FINISH A PUZZLE (disclosure)

e. F:nish DU:tif. Aii0Wf user to finish messing or working on
screen a puzzle which was started previously.

T-17 EDIT A PUZZLE (disclosure)

4. Edit a puzzle. Allows user to review or change clues or
answers in prevrouslY completed Puzzle. Allows for
individualization 'vocabulary. content differences, et_.

.A.1;o enhance: efficient use of puzzles.

1-17 PLAY A PUZZLE (disclosure)

g. Play p_puz:le. Allows user to dtsplay a Previously
completed puzzle on screen fOr someone to work directly on
the computer,

1-17 EXIT PROGRAM (disclosure)

h. Exit program. Allows use: to leave Program

) DISCUSSION: Any Questions regarding menu c :tions'

T-I8 CREATE A PUZZLE (Disclosure)

E. Now to create a Puzzle. The following tnclucies a brief
description of now the user can make a crossword Puzzle.

T-18 Load the Program (disclosure)

1. Follow the loading instructions.

1-18 SELECT OPTION I FROM MENU (disclosure)

2. Select ootior. I 'create a ou::10: from the menu

3. Decide whether you want to control the vertical and/or
horizontal size of the puzzle. !i not, the program will dc
so outomaticallY based on answers entered.
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1-18 ENTER ANSWERS (disclosure)

4. Enter anters. 71%e screen wa:l $eiv ou informed of tree
size of the tpizzle. the ansos-s entered, and any ',lords .et

unused, unused words will autpinaticallY be entered into tne
puzzle a= opportuntties occur.

T-IS ENTER CLUES (disclosure)

5. Enter clues for eacA answer.

T-111 SAVE, ETC.(desclosure)

After all KEWtrf and clues are answered, yOu can save, work
on the screen. or print out. In addition. you maY save
uncompleted puzzles and work on them later. Ii you elect to
seue the puzzle, the program will as you to give the Puzzle
it title.

, note that the CROSSWORE. MASH program does not allow You to
enter instructions nor does it allow you to use some of the
Corm is for clues and answers suggested earlier, such as
Printing part of the ?fliWOr on the puzzle,

00 DISCUSSION: Are there Inv Questions?

- NOTE: 'iou will do this in the lab assignment.

IV. USES OF CROSSWORD PUZZLES WITH EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS.

A. It .1 obvious by now that :rOSSword puzzle: ai't a very flexible tool
for i struct:on, This section focuses on specific uses of crossword
Puzzles with eAceptional students:

me> REFER TO WORKSHEETS IN STUDENT MATERIALS

1, halo the students generate suggestions for use of puzzles using
tree wc:ksheet at a 9utcle.

irst, es t snd.vidual students or ;mall groups to circle a
specified curricular area on the sheet.

MOe sure that aOroxlmattly the same number of students are
addressing each curriciPar area. Ask students to Complete
the information on the handout including

a, objective
O. activity
c. currizular areas, ail' leuels,

4. ItAcieS of learning addressed
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=> SAMPLE WORKSHEET RESPONSE (entire transparency)

!elect one of fire ! sampie u*fkfiNi#t rtiDc.r.E2i t5 m&Of1

response for tne students

2. Have students present their suggestivn; before tne :Jan tno
male a list.

- If students are slow to get started or if vou want to ill!
in. use some of remaining sample oorasheet response
transparencies.

- NOTE: sou may want to collate ideas into a document h
can be nanded out in the next class.

V. SLPPW.RIZE THE LESSON!

A. Crosswords serve a variety of instructional purposes

S. Crossword Maw: 8S a software program for generating material; that
allows users to hake trod work crossword ou2:les

C. The program:s flexibill.v allows it to be used for wide variety of
curricular areas. ability levels. and learning stages.

D. Alows tie the use of materials like crossword puzzles to meaningful
obJectives.

- have a rationale for their use. slit' as helping students
develop skills in different stages 5i learning.

=10 LECTURE CLOSURE

Discussion/ Questions

S. NI:UsS the procedure and expectation' for tree la* component. 14+ ewer
any Questions about tne lab assignment.

EVALUATION

Select test items from Sample Evaluation DuEit:OriE tor construct vo.Jr
own),

- Evaluate student lab products using evaluation guideline sheet.
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ADVANCE ORGANIZER: Module Competencies:.............................inmao

1. Describe different formats for crossword
puzzles.

2. Explain how crossword puzzles can be used
for assessment and.instruction.

3. Use a computer program to generate
crossword puzzles.

4. Design ways to integrate the use of
crossword puzzles into the special
education curriculum.

Project RETOOL TECRNOLOGir TRAINING MODULE Crosswords *T-1.1
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TOPIC: Buildings

R M A

INSTRUCTIONS: Read each clue and write
the answer on the puzzle.

CLUES:

ACROSS

1. place to keep your car

DOWN

2. two-family house

( Project RETOOL TECHNOLOGY TRAINING MODULE Crosswords *T-2
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TOPIC: The 13 Original Colonies

INSTRUCTIONS: Unscramble each clue to make
the name of one of the 13
original colonies. Write the
name of the colony in the
puzzle.

CLUES:

A CROSS
1. NYAAINLVSNEP

DOWN
I. IGNAIIRV

( ' Project RETOOL TECHNOLOGY TRAINING MODULE Crosswords IT-3
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TOPIC: Fruit

MIEN TOMMIT

INSTRUCTIONS: Read each clue and decide
what letters are missing.
Write the whole word in
the puzzle.

CLUES:

4 CROSS
1. ST___B__RY

DOWN
I. P _ _ _ H

[S T R A W B E R R Y

( Project RETOOL TECHNOLOGY TRAINING MODULE Crossvords *T-4
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TOPIC: Frogs

INSTRUCTIONS: Read each clue and decide
what word belongs in the
blank. Write the whole
word in the puzzle.

CLUES:

ACROSS

I. Frogs like to sit on pads.
DOWN

1. Frogs like to eat

F

L

I

E

SI
IL IY I

..
Project RETOOL 'TECHNOLOGY TRAINING MODULE Crosswords *T-3
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TOPIC: Adding Coins

INSTRUCTIONS: Add the coin values for each
clJe. Write the answer in
the puzzle.

CLUES:

ACROSS

rte`; +1 . 11 i
1 25 ) ', 25 ,/

..._

DOWN

(5 ) 4-
......"'

l5 \.4..

..._.../

3L7

MININIIMMi

..mp
.trINO

Project RETOOL TECHNOLOGY TRAINING MODULE Crosswords 'T -6
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TOPIC: Planets

INSTRUCTIONS: Read each clue and write the
answer in the puzzle. Part of
the answers have already
been given to you.

CLUES:

ACROSS

1. Has rings around it.
DOWN

1. Closest to the sun.

Proict RETOOL
...

TECHNOLOGY TRAINING MODULE

358
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RIGHT LIGHT NIGH:lj
FIGHT MIGHT SIGHT

c

,

MITIii20 MAME) kESOVIIM TOMUIT

TOPIC: _fight Words

INSTRUCTIONS: Read each clue. Find the
answer at the top and write
it in the blank.

CLUES:
ACROSS

I. Opposite of left.
DOWN

I. Argument.

359
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as--- Work in pairs or teams.

Self-check

----10* Vary purposes

-----e Provide answers

----* Students design puzzles

Project RETOOL TECHNOLOGY TRAINING MODULE Crosswords 0T-9
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TOPIC: Presidents

INSTRUCTIONS: Write a clue for each
answer in the puzzle.

CLUES:
ACROSS

DOWN

1..

WAUEIJTOD

11'

Is

1,

.

Project RE

eirllE
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* READING/ LANGUAGE ARTS

* MATHEMATICS

* SOCIAL STUDIES

* SCIENCE

* VOCATIONAL

362
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I ACQUISITION

establisZ. target behavior

2 - PROFICIENCY

perform behavior accurately
and fluently

3 as MAINTENANCE

szathetain proficient behavior

over time

4 - GENERALIZATION
apply Pehavior to other

settings and situations

5 - ADAPTATION
modify behavior according
to unique demands of the
situation

363
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TOPIC: Short A and E Words

INSTRUCTIONS: Look for the picture clue.
Write the word in the puzzle.

CLUES:

A CROSS

1. .

DOWN

1.

364 e -.ttoject RETOOL TECHNOLOGY TRAINING MODULE Crosswords 1T -13 )----
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1 - IMMEDIATE FEEDBACK

2 FLEXIBILITY

3 SELF-CORRECTING

4 - UNIQUE APPLICATIONS

-365
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I - DANGER OF "BUSY WORK"

2 - TOO MANY CUES PROVIDED

3 FORMAT LIMITS CONTENT

4 - FORMAT KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED

5. SPELLING REQUIRED

366
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PURPOSE

Computer software program that allows
teachers to create crossword puzzles.
The puzzles can be printed or

students can wort them directly on
the computer.

367
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PUZZLE

se

se

ACROSS CLUES

1. CROSSWORD MAGIC is a materials
software program

10. TrINTWeralitatoon stage, the
remains the same across

settings ano SitUatiohs.
11. In the format clues are

pnrases or sentences witn missing
words

12. The CROSSWORD MAGIC tsrm used for
answers that do not fit in the

puzzle
13. CROSSWORD MAGIC option that

allows You to make a file of
puzzles on a storage. dish

*4. The learning stage in which a new
behavior is established

15. Use puzzles at this learning
Stacie to determine whether
students have retained skill

368

I

St

DOWN CLUES

2. A CROSSWORD MAGIC menu item which
allows you to change a completed
puzzle

3". A CROSSWORD MAGIC command in
*Mien a new position is found for
an answer

4. All crossword puzzles should have
a title and

5. The CROSSWORFTlarnai717 Item
selected when YOU want to make a
new puzzle

6. Publisher of CROSSWORD MAGIC
7. Learning stage in which both

accuracy and time are considered
S. Maximum number of characters

whiCh can be contained in a
CROSSWORD MAGIC answer

9. You print each CROSSWORD MAGIC
puzzle section on a separate page
using the was t command

CProject RETOOL TECHNOLOGY TRAINING MODULE Crosswords 6T-16.1.)



WORD LIST: CROSSWORD PUZZLE 2

ACQUISITION
CLOZE
COPY
CREATE
EDIT

GENERAT I ON RESPONSE
INSTRUCT I ONS RELOCATE
MAINTENANCE SECT! ON
MINDSCAPE TWENTY
PROFICIENCY UNUSED

ANSWERS : CROSSWORD PUZZLE 2

369
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I - CREATE A PUZZLE

2- PRINT A PUZZLE

3 - COPY A PUZZLE

4 - ERASE A PUZZLE

5 - FINISH A PUZZLE

6 - EDIT A PUZZLE

7 - PLAY A PUZZLE

8 EXIT PROGRAM

370
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I LOAD THE PROGRAM

2- SELECT OPTION I FROM MENU

3 ENTER ANSWERS

4 - ENTER CLUES

5 - SAVE AND ENTER TITLE,
WORK THE PUZZLE, OR
PRINT THE PUZZLE

371
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USES FOR CROSSWORD .1172LES WITH EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS
SAMPLE WORKSHEET RESPONSESs. ......s.........

cumuctrum AM : Reading am: language Arts
S00000000MOOMMOOOOSUGIOS000000000SOOOSOIROMOSSOUIDOMPOOSSOOMPOOO
OBJECTIVE :

The student will correctly spell words ending in _at aid _etwhen providedpicture dues.

ACTIVITY :

Students who have demonstrated ms izteaaine levelstills insprig,: _at and_et words when each ward family ispresented individually will complete a crossword puzzlea which the word families are intermixed.

SKILL LEVEL: Grade Z

STAAB 07 LEARNING: Genera/intim
wewssmemmmgpsenmssowsmmssossopsamsmmmmposopmomsewmosoeuoeeeftuoo
OBJECTIVE :

The student willindependently develop a crossword puzzleconcerning the lifelind worts aria America, author afterresearching the life of that author.

ACTIV;TY :

Each student in the class will research the life and warts ofa well -known author. (The student must obtain prior teacherapproval of the author. A list ofsuggested :What, isavailable from the teacher.) In addition to writing a termpaprer about the author, each :Weal will develop a cross-word puzzle (maceratar some of the interesting facts aboutthe author's life and writings. These puzzles willbecompiled in a boot and distributed to the eatire class so thestudents can vor.t them, This activityis illtelitte4 to assiststudents in learning more about the authors that otherstudents have selectee/ is addition to the one they have
researched.

SELL LEVEL: KO School

STAGS 07 LEARNING: Adapts:too
372
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USES FOL CROSSWORD PUZZLES WITH EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS
SAMPLE WORKSHEET RESPONSES

eimommaimmommosoweiroweamoso aaaaa umeemoommeorpoomprow.mbegmembeue

CURRICULUM AREA : Mathematics
00000ftmeommoommoymelmoomouwoommemmoomerosee OOOOO owlimaloommo

OBJECTIVE :

The student will add using regrouping in sue 10's Sod
100's place rhea provided computation problems.

ACTIVITY :

Students will be prov.ded the regrouping crossword puzzle
as s math review assignment. Direct instruction in re-
grouping was baited two reels sgo,snd math instruction is
now focusing on other areas. If students perform at high
levels of accuracy on the puzzle. the teacher will continue
to review regrouping on in intermittent b .4s. If accuracy
levels bare dropped, the teacher will pros. *e a review
lesson in regrouping.

SKILL LEVEL: Grade 2

STAGE OF LEARNING: Maintenance
00000000010. 0000a1M0000M00.0000000000000000.00WMAMOMOM0000

OBJECTIVE :

rhea Provided the .;,ernes of various thsves and pictures of
the shapes, the student will &latch the name to the picture
(trapezoid, octagon, etc.)

ACTIVITY :

Asa fun activity for helping students acquire the new sliY
of identifying various shapes, students will complete a
puzzle. Pictures of . f e various shapes will be provided :ts
dues. Since few students still have difficulty naming the
shapes, the answers will be written across the top of the
puzzle. Students least select the correct answer sad eater
it in the puzzle.

SKILL LEVEL: Grade 5
373
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USES FOR CROSSWORD PUZZLES WITH EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS
SAMPLE WORKSHEET RESPONSES.....wil"6.0

muumuu AIM : Social Studies,...v.......................
01JECTIVE :

The student will identify the last same of the inventor wAtz
pro vide !be name e the invention. The tat will be
completed it Ii atheleS.

ACTIVITY :

Students hire been /earning about thraldom and threniors,
but they are sal very slow zt 'ming stele to ideality
inventors sod their inventions The teacher mats theta to
be do this last rapidly and accurately since MAO of ibis
content will be presented ill tisied tests it s After date.
Consequently, the crossword puzzle is being used ss s 'drill
aid practice- WA

SELL LEVEL: Grade 6

STAGE OP LEARNING: PrWiciency
weemeasmosessessomesseposemposessommossesessosemis'aasse
OBJECTIVE :

the student will identify capital dd.'s what provided the
oases e cowries.

ACTIVITY :

To ...sure that students can apply what they have /earned
about countries sad their wits/ cities beyond the isseldate
setting students will be :OW to complete s crossword
puzzle on this topic as 2 hoaewort assignment.

SELL LEVa: Grade 5

STAGE OP LEARNING: Geaerslizsdon
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USES FOR CROSSWORD PUZZLES WITH EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS

SAMPLE WORKSHEET RESPONSES
resampounftethelliONMWOINMO011000010=cvearawanalasmaseamme0006.000se

CURRICULUM ARIA : Sale=
onspoomees=emmearomaseasseeserammeasessoh.sossoasesesam.
OBJECTi7E :

rhea provided a aura/ with numbered pictures of
prehistoric cresitures. the student will write the same of
(be creatures Portions of the sages will be provided to
the students as as aid.

ACTIVITY :

As a follow-up activity to 7 sew unit os prehistoric times,
students will be asked to c,mplete a o'ossyvord pima,.
The mural has already bees discussed and portions of the
puzzle have bees filled is. Students have the optim of
working is pairs if they wish.

SKILL MIL: Grade I

STAGE OF LEARNING: Acquisition
apaposesessairesseassonsweesesessesocommenemeessseemospossesse

OBJECTIVE :

The student will be able to fill -is missing words is a
ch ie last pertaining to the ecosystem of the swamp.

ACT IV ITT :

As the teacher proirides 1.11,1ifuelloll coserslag the various
eawYsteits, s/he provides the crossword puzzle as a review
os ecvsysoiss previously taught Student performaim is
analyzed and, review is provided os information each the
students have sot retained.

SKILL LEVEL: Grade $

STAGE OF LEARNING: Ifaistesasce
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USES FOR CROSSWORD PUZZLES WITH EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS
SAMPLE WORESHEET RESPONSES

orweamommesoftememangorepommarmswommomompaftesoomseanmemoosomma
CURRICULUM ARIA : Vocniiossi

..........................m...0.40..........amm.m.mmmowim
OBJECTIVE :

The snidest will be write the sane of mine parts rheaprovided with a scheatatic diagram of the wise.

ACTIVITY :

Studerts is an Soto siethasics cuss lave bees leasingthe parts of the eatise by es:minim a real engine. Isthe crossrird activity, students rill have the opportunityto trassfer their toorledge of autoparts to a two-
diseesiosal diagram.

SKILL LEVEL: Nigh School

STAR OF LEARNING: &sera/AMA,.
0000000000000000000000004100=0.000000000000000041100000000000
OBJECTIVit :

Mos provided the paste ofa vitsais or ohm* thestudent YR 'dead(' the associateddisease. Studentperforatascr rill be timed.

ACTIVITY :

Students pawing to pursue a hearthrelated meet._ fieldhave fa:rivedinstructios oa vassals deficiency relatedto diseases. Toassist students is berm able to quietlyidentify these diseases a "drillsod practice'activity rillbe provided in the fora o I a crossword puzzle.

SKILL LIVIL: Nigh school

STAGE OF LEARNING: Proficiency
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Sample Examina:ion Items

NOTE: The items which follow aro intended to serve as a pool from which
questions might be selected for inclusion in an examination. It is not

expected that all items would be included since several of them are
quite similar.

IrattsLlem
(T) 1. an advantage of the Crossword Mimic, program is that it is

flexible encyigh to allow the use to address many skill levels.

(1) 2. Both letters and numbers may be used i3 Crossword Maoic
answers.

(F) 3. Puzzles created using Crossword MeolL cannot be worked on the
computer screen.

(F) 4. A disadvantage of Crossword Maoic is that uncompleted puzzles
cannot be saved.

CI 5. Only completed puzzles can be printed when using the Crossword
digit program.

(F) 6. A limitation of Crossword MACiit iss that it can only be used on
the apple II series of microcomputers.

(T) 7. The goal of adaptation is for the learner to spontaneously
modify the learned task to meet the unique demands of the
situation.

(F) 8. Most learners generalize A new skill spontaneously.

Fillin

I. (Crossword Manic) is the name of a software program that
allows the user to create crossword puzzles.

2. When using the Crossword Maoic program, the maximum length of
answers is (2O) characters.

3. A4ter entering the answers to the crossword puzzle in the
Crossword Maoic program, the user enters the

4, The menu item in Crossword Maoic which allows the user to
change a puzzle sire::1y created is entitled "_edit) a

puzzle".
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5. Crossword tlaoic falls under the classification of
(materials oentratoo software.

6. When a stcdent is functsoning at the (acor sit:oh) stageof learning, crossword puzzles can be used to help establish a
new skill.

7. To keep crossword puzzles from being "busy work, the teacher
should state (objective!) for each puzzle activity.

Short Answer

1. List and briefly describe the 8 options listed on the Crossword,
WAS. menu.

2. Describe what happens when the user selects the CTRL-R optio:.in Crossword Mam.

3. Describe what happens when an answer entered while creating apuzzle in Crossword Maaic does not fit.

4. Describe the major difference between the use of crossword
puzzles in the fluency stage and the acquisition stage oflearning.

5. Give an example of how crossword puzzles can be used for
generalization.

6. List and briefly describe the 5 formats for crossword puzzleclues.

7. Briefly state the advantages and limitations ci: the use of
crossword puzzles in instruction.

8. Assume that you have a child in your class who is poor atreading, spelling, and writing. Describe how YOU might modify1) clue formats, 2) answer formats, and 3) activities to meetthe child's needs. Justify your choices.
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Graft 2

CROSSWORD MAGIC
Product Cover Sheet & Evaluation Checklist

Developer's name:

Puzzle title:

Product Cover Sheet

1. Complete the following information concerning areas addressed by
the puzzle.

Curricular area(s):

Stage(s) of learning:

Ability level(s):

2. List the instructtonal objective(s) of the puzzle.

3. Describe at least 3 activities for the puzzle which are consistent
with the curricular area(s), stage(s) of learning, and ability
level(s) addressed.

4. Attach a print-out of your work including:

Title and empty puzzle
Clues

Alphabetized listing of answers (at least 10)
Answer puzzle
Title, 'mot,' puzzle, & clues printed on one page;
listing of answers and answer puzzle on second page
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Cover sheet & Evaluation Checklist Draft 2

Evaluator Checklist

Appropriateness of puzzle to identified curricular area(s),
stagf(s) of learning, and ability level(s)

Appropriateness of the puzzle and stated uses to identified
instructional objectives

Appropriateness of stated puzzle uses to identified curricular
areas, stages of learning, and ability levels

Overall quality of the puzzle

Appropriate title

Contains at least 10 answers and corresponding clues
Clues are appropriate to answers and clearly stated
Answers are spelled correctly and relate to the tstie
Overall appeal

All components present on printout

Title & empty puzzle
Clues

Alphabetized listing of answers (at least 10)
Answer puzzle

Title, empty puzzle, & clues on page I; listing of answers &
answer guzzles on page 2

Comments:

====m=================----a--=c---us---aga-mas----=--es-ag==mmss- mum

Overall Grade/Score:
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STUDENT KATIRIALS

COMPATENCI13*

Upon completion of this module. the student should be able to...

1. Describe different formats for crossword puzzles.

2. Explain how crossword puzzles can be used for assessment
and instruction.

3. Use a computer program to generate crossword puzzles.

4. Design ways to integrate the use of crossword puzzles into
the special education curriculum.

1. Framed Lecture Outline

2. Worksheet - Uses of Crossword Puzzles with Exceptional Students

3. 'Crossword Magic" Abstract

4. Microcomputer Lab Assignment: Generating Crossword Puzzles

, 381
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TEACHING WITH CROSSWORD PUZZLES

FRAMED LECTURE OUTLINE

==asma =sax= = -a_a===== a=aa-aa
INSTRUCTIONS: Fill in the missing information on the outline. Use tne empty

spaces to 'nee additional notes and add examples.
--0============0-mg-===-========w- = = = = =- = =

I. cEpOiliORD PUZZLE DESIGNS AND ACTIVITIES

A. Features which should be present in all crossword puzzles are:

1.

2.

B. Formats for clues

. Clues are provided in the form of
short phrases or sentences. Answers are entered in the
appropriate spaces on the puzzle.

2 . Clues are provided in the form of
scrambled letters. $tuaents unscramble the word and write it on
tht puzzle.

3. . Clues are provided in the form of
words with certain letters already fi:led in. Students oecioe on
the missing ietters and write the entire word on the puzzle.

4. . Clues take the form of phrases or
sentences with a missing word. Students decide what word belongs
in the blank and write it on the puzzle.

B. Clues are provided in the form cf
pictures. Students determine what woro corresponds to the
picture and enter the word on the puzzle

C. Formats for answers

. The puzzle answer may already
contain some of the letters or lumbers which are needed in order
to complete the puzzle. This format is similar to the

format except that the letters are
located in tne puzzle instead of in tne clue.
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2. . 7ne answers may be listed in
random order across the top of the page. The student reads the
clues. selects the correct answer from the list, dad enters it on
the puzzle.

D. Activity variations.

i.

2.

3.

4.

II. USES OF CROSSWORD PUZZLES FOR ASSESSMENT AND INSTRUCT/ON

A. Curricular Areas. If the teacher. develops the puzzles, a variety of
curricular areas may be addressed. Examples include:

1.

2.

3.

4.

B. Skill levels. Prerequisite skills include:

2. =1.10

C. Stages of :earning. The five stages of leaning repesent
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1. ACQUISITION STAGE

a. The goal of this first stage of learning is

b. At this stage, the teacher first should use tactics to

help students the

skill odd then use tactics to

--- tactics which can be used to improve performance
include:

emgrm,/..m.

--- a tactic which is lften used to facilitate Improved

accuracy is

c. Uses of puz:les for skill acquisition:

Ol

2. PROFICIENCY STAGE

1. The goal is for the learner to

his differs from

:n which accuracy is the
objective.



TWANG VI! CROSSWORD RIMS MED 'ME CUTIIME PM 4

2. Typical; y. increasing rate of Performance while
maintaining high levels of accuracy is achieved

through

3. Using puzzles (along with other drill formats) may be a
motivating way of providing . The
teacher can make the task more Lhallenging by

requiring that students complete the puzzle

3. MAINTENANCE STAGE

I. In this stage. the learner

2. Maintenance activities should be implemented

and, if necessary,

may be useful.

3. Crossword puzzles could be used periodically as

for completion of

other tasks and be used to
simultaneously.

4. GENERALIZATION STAGE

a. In this stage, the learner

In this stage, the
remains the same, but students learn to perform the

learned skill in response to new
similar to those used during instruction.

b. Generalization cannot be

It must he . Generalization can
be taught by requiring stuaents to perform the

learned skill

Newly learned content can be
with content previously learned.
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zzles can me used to promote generalization my

S. ADAPTATION STAGE

a. The goal is for learner to

. Unlike

the generalization stage, the

is modified in the presence of varying

b. To promote adaptation students must be

c. There are a variety of creative uses of crossword
Puzzles which can promote adaptation such as

D. Assessment/ monitoring
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E. Advvtages-::m.tecrs ct crcssaorc

I. Aovanzages

a.

b.

C.

d.

2. Limitations

a.

b.

C.

C.

e.

III. WERVIEW OE "CROSSWORD MAGIC"

A. Crossword Medic is a software program.

B. Purpose -

C. Using the program.

2.

a. . Allows the user to make a

crossword puzzle. The user enters first the

and then the

o. . Allows the user to print the
puzzie on paper. Among the options are:



2ACHH107.11:5117.7 ! PAGE

dwe -.se? tc stcre a

anc:ner a;sK.

. Allows the user to erase
individuai puzzles wn:cn are no longer needed from the disk

e. . Allows the user to finish
making or worklng on screen a puzzle which was started
previously.

f. . Allows the user to review or
change clues or answers in previously completed puzzle.

g. . Allows user to play a
previously completed puzzle on screen.

h. . Allows user to leave the
program.

D. How to create a puzzle. The following includes a brief description of
how Crossword Madic can be used to make a crossword puzzle.

2.

3.

4.

program will co so automatically.

6. After all answers and clues are answered. you can

w

PP

If not, the

If you elect to save the puzzle, the program will ask you

to give the puzzle a
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USES FOR CROSSWORD PUZZLES WITH EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS

WORKSHEET

INSTRUCTIONS: Circle the curriculum area designated by the instructor.
For the circled curriculum area describe two activities for use of crossword
puzzles with exceptional students. State an objective for each activity and
the skill area and learning stage for which the activity is appropriate.s;-ess.,
CURRICULUM AREA (circle one)

Reading and Language Arts Mathematics Spelling

Social Studies Science Vocational
Miele 010106.0 MOS Metle0001100111111,111,1140 OMB OISO 0000 OM lie 010001........000

OBJECTIVE 1:

ACTIVITY 2:

KILL LEVEL:

STAGE OF LEARNING:

0.0011001111001.100011000001110000900101111100
OBJECTIVE 2 :

ACTIVITY 2:

SifILL LEVEL:

STAGE OF LEARNING:

389
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Code of Ethical Conduct for
Computer -Using Educators

An ICCE Policy Statement

Permission to reproduce all or part of this document Is granted.
Please acknowledge the ICCE Ethics and Equity Committee.

Preamble
Educators should believe in the essential importance or knowledge, morality, skill and understanding to the dignity and worth

of human beings, individually and collectively. Education develop the dignity and worth or their students through organized learn-
ing. As they do, they should defend the freedom to teach and to lam, and recognize that everybody should have an cruel oppor-
tunity to learn. The duty to support these beliefs is not Unshed by the particular educator's role.

As an educator using computers, I work with an instrument that is changing the ways people teach and learn. I will use the
computer and help learners end my colleagues use the computer only in ways that promote the dignity and worth of the learners.
I accept the following code of ethic and will look to it when faced with unanticipated situations. I am willing to evaluate others
and be evaluated on the basis or this code.

Principle I, CardatbIllt Issues
I have some responsibility for defining the roles of computers in the school curriculum and for assessing significant and likely

intended and unintended consequences of those roles. In fulfilling these goals, I will:

a. Evaluate the type of computer instivedon being given and to whom it is being given. The evaluation will examine planned
and unplanned outcomes, including changes in the rob of teas, students and administrators.

b. Judge where computers are and are not desirable in learning environments.

c. Strive toward integrating use of the computer, where appropriate, at all levels and throughout the curriculum.

d. Constantly evaluate the effectiveness of computer use toward achieving my goals.

e. when appropriate, provide teacher training for integrating computers into the curriculum and for the changes in cur-
riculum that computer use brines:

f. Evaluate software covering controversial activities or using a controversial methodology or paradigm to determine its
appropriates= for my students.

g. Ensure that my use of computers adequately reflects uses the student wilt have outside school now or in the future.

h. Ensure that the curriculum addresses topics related to intottnation technology.

Principle 0. Issues Relating to Computer Access
well -

reasoned programs and policies that promote such stud. IS fulfilling that goals, I will:
I support and encourage policies that extend equitable computer access to all students. and I will actively support well-

a, Strive to me that all students have equal amen to computers and computer-related experiences. I will see that students
have such seems no matter what their academic potential, ethnicity gender, socio-economic group, or special education
status.

b, Support and encourage equity among schools in terms of availability and breadth of computer technology use.
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Support encou:ag.: tounaele compute: use among departmerns and sinitc.. areas.

d. Attempt to provide curriculum materials for computer use that will have meaning and appeal to all learning styles.

Principle III, Privacy/Confidentiality Issues
I have varying degrees of responsibility for the development of policy that guarantees the proper use of computerized and

non-computerized information in the school's possession. In fulfilling these goals, I will:

a. Respect the privacy of others and exercise this respect when handling computer-stored information.

b. Review the use of computer systems and networks to ensure appropriate confidentiality and privacy for all.

c. Ensure that access to data bases does not exceed the limitations of use granted at the time the data were provided.

d. Teach to those I supervise the legal and social responsibilities that attend collecting, manipulating and disclosing datain
school and in society.

Principle IV. Teacher - Related Issues
Administrators and curriculum supervisors are responsible for overseeing the proper use of computers in the school setting,

whether as a tool for teachers or as a multipurpose technology for students. In order to redefine the teacher's role in light of the
integration of computers into classrooms, each teacher must have a minimum level of general computer literacy, including skills
and knowledge about computers appropriate to the classroom setting and subject area. In addition, each teacher must accept the
responsibility to practice as a professional according to the highest ethical standards. In fulfilling these goals, administrators and
curriculum supervisorsomill:

a. Strive to obtain teacher training appropriate to needs for classroom use of computers.

b. Include planning for equitable management of computer resources.

c. Participate in evaluation of results of educational computer use.

d. Strive to provide teachers with release time for comrner training to a level of competency consistent with their projected
use of computers.

e. Give attention to teaching students the ethics of computer use.

f. Participate in the selection of computer use goals.

g. Stave to provide opportunities for teachers to learn about future situations when making decisions about the pace and
nature of computer integration.

h. Strive for computer literacy for both teachers and students.

i. Consider likely future situations when making decisions about the pace and nature of computer integration.

j. Help teachers keep up with current trends, research and literature related to computer developments affecting education
and with the curricular implications of these developments.

Principle V. Student Issues
One way to measure success is by the progress of each student toward realization of potential as a worthy and effective citizen.

To help fulfill this goal, I will:

a, Help students learn about future trends and possible impacts and consequences of a computerized society.

b. Demonstrate respect for computer ethics in the school, which includes not penguins unauthorized duplication of software
by my students.

c. Ensure that students have opportunities to evaluate their current and future roles and the impact their actions can have on
future consequences in a computerized society.

d. Help students learn to evaluate the models which underlie simulations on which major societal decisions are made,

e. Help students examine issues that relate to computer ethics.

Principle VI. The Community
The general community, parents and educarors share responsibility for creating karning environments, In fulfilling manna si-

Whits to the community, I will: .
a. Provida training to members of the educational or general community when asked and when practical.

1, Increase parental and community knowledge of possible educational goals that involve computers and of how these
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goals can be realized.

.t. Encourage parental tnvoivement in longterm tantung of computer use.

3. Coordinate expectations for computer use between home and school.

b. Extend the standards of respect for copyright into school/community interactions.

c. Evaluate what control donors should have over the use of hardware and software they provide.

Principle VII. School Organizslional Issues
Effective and efficient use of computers in education requires organizational support. In fulfilling this responsibility, I will:

a. Participate in short- and long plans to introduce and manage hardware and software in schools.

b. Encourage the development and maintenance of adequate support structures within the school district and region.

c. Encourage funding for computers in schools according to a planned strategy for their integration.

Principle VIII. Software Issues
I have some responsibility for the acquisition, development and dissemination of software in the school environment. In ful-

filling these responsibilities. I will:

a. Discourage and refuse to support unauthorized duplication or software by students or educators.

b. Discourage and refuse to support unauthorized duplication of printed material related to copyrighted software.

c. Evaluate the quality or software for classroom use.

d. Analyze software for equitable gender and ethnic representation.

e. Acknowledge the ethics of developers and vendors who adhere to truth in advertising and marketing. who deliver a product
that serves learners' interests and needs. and who promote equity.

f. Encourage. through purchasing decisions. those vendors who make reasonable provisions for backup copies and multiple
access.

g. Evaluate software in the light or the needs or prospective users and the goals or school and community.

Principle IX. Hardware Issues
I share responsibility for the quality and improvement of hardware used by educators and students, In fulfilling this mon.

sibility, I will:

a. Set standards for the acquisition. development and dissemination of hardware used in education.

b. Respect the efforts and expertise of hardware developers and vendors. particularly when they risk extending the uses or the
computer.

c. Acknowledge the ethics of developers and vendors who adhere to truth in advertising and marketing, who deliver a product
that serves learners' interests and needs, who make provision kir after-sale maintenance and training, and who promote
equity.

d. Allow roe cooperative participation or teachers and administrators in the selection or equipment.

e. Develop and communicate criteria for hardware used in education.

f. Plan hardware purchases that address longitudinal strategies for computer use in schools. 4110

The Board or Directors of the International Council for Computers in Education approved this policy statement December,
1986.

The members of the ICCE Ethics and Equity Committee are:

Chair. Daniel T. Shea, Director or Finance, Employment Readiness Support Center
Lana Bernhardt, Principal. Kibbutz Hanka Elementary School
Larry Hannah, Profemor, Sacramento State University
Deryn Watson, Computers in the Curriculum, Chelsea College
Doris Ray, Project Director, Maine Computer Consortium
Brent E. Wholebett. Professor. University of Taws at El Paso
Jo Ana Wilton. Coordinator of Computer Education. Peel Board or Education, htississaup, Ontario

For more information contact Daniel 1'. Shere, 7890 E. Spring 4e2G. Long Beach. CA 90815.



MICACCOMPUTING COMPETENCY SELFASSESSMENT
FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION PROFESSORS

A. Edward Blackhurst
Department of Special Education

University of Kentucky
1986

DIRECTIONS_: For each of the corpetencies in the following list, indicate your
level of interest and priority for training. Circle the letter
that best corresponds to your opinion. Place an asterisk in
front of the numbers of the items that would be of highest
priority for you. Use the following key:

. X = Not interested in this competency
C = Already competent in this area
I = Have some skills in this area; want to improve them
A = Interested in developing an awareness in this area
S = Want to develop skills in this area

Using a Microcomputer as an Aid to Personal Productivity

1. Use a word processor to prepare class notes,
manuscripts and other written documents. X C I A S

Use utilities, such as mail merging programs
and spelling checkers. X C I A S

3. Use database programs to maintain records. X C I A S

4. Use a microcomputer to maintain files of
reference materials, annotations, and bibliographies
to support research and writing. X C I A S

5. Perform statistical analyses with microcomputer
software. X C I A S

6. Use graphics software to prepare charts and graphs
for research manuscripts said presentations. X C I A S

7. Use a spreadsheet program to manipulate budgets and XCIASfiscal records.

8. Use electronic message services, such as "SpecialNet". X C I A S

Using the Mimeo:muter as an Aid to Instruction in College Courses

9. Use microcomputer systems to prepare instructional
materials, such as transparencies.

10. Use computer programs to support drill and
practice, tutorial, simulation, and problem
solving activities in classes taught.

XCIAS

XCIAS



Alicrocnenutink Competency Self-Assessment Page:.

X = Not interested in this competency
C r Already competent in this area

= Have some skills in this area: want to improve them
A = Interested in developing an awareness in this area
S = Want to develop skills in this area

11. Store questions in computerized test banks and
generate examinations. XCIAS

12. Use gradebook software programs to store student grades.XCIAS

Selection and Operation of Microcomputer Equipment

13. Conduct comparative analyses of microcomputer
hardware and related equipment in order to make
selection decisions.

14. Set up microcomputer equipment and test it to
ensure that it will operate correctly.

15. Configure software to ensure that all of its
features will work properly with the microcomputer
equipment being used.

18. Install peripheral devices that enhance the
capabilities of a microcomputer (e.g., modems,
printers, extra memory, clock cards).

X C I A S

X C I A S

XCIAS

XCIAS
17. Use mass storage devices, such as hard disks. XCIAS
18. Use simple diagnostics to determine problems and

perform routine maintenance of microcomputer
hardware and software. XCIAS

12. Use system commands and utilities needed to load,
run, save,. and COY programs. XCIAS

Providing Instruction about Microcomputer Applications in Special Education

20. Define terms and concepts related to microcomputer
applications in special education. XCIAS

21. Identify major issues associated with the use of
microcomputers in special education.

22. Articulate goals and a philosophy for using
microcomputer technology in special education.

23. Describe research on microcomputer usa in special
education.

XCIAS

XCIAS

XCIAS
24. Teach ways to evaluate microcomputer software for its

Potential in teaching exceptional individuals. X C. I A S

39



Microcomputime Competency Se11-Assesament Psfe 3

= Not interested to this competency
: = .trendy cqmpetent .n this area

= Have some skzIls in this area; want to improve them
A 2 Interested In developing an awareness in this area
S = Want to develop skills in thu s area

11,=11/11=0

25. Select and demonstrate software programs that are
appropriate for use with exceptional children. X C I A S

26. Tench how tool uses of microcomputers, such as word
processing and databases, can be used with exceptional
students. X C I A S

27. Demonstrate commercial software programs designed to
generate IEPs and analyze the results of educational
or psychological assessments. X C I A S

28. Show how to use adaptive devices for environmental
control and bow to make computers accessible to
those with physical or sensory impairments. X C I A S

29. Teach bow to evaluate the effectiveness of
microcomputer applications in special education. X C I A S

20. Teach how to integrate microcomputer use into curricula
for exceptional children. X C I A S

31. Provide information about resources available to support
the use of microcomputets in special education. X C I A S

32. Explain ethical considerations related to uses of
microcomputer technology in special education. X C I A S

Using Microcomputers to Meet Service Responsibilities

33. Conduct needs assessments related to the use of
microcomputers in special education. X C I A S

34. Consult with special education teachers about

XCIAStheir use of microcomputers.

35. Provide in-service training about microcomputer XCIASuse in special education.

36. Identify sources of funding for microcomputer
hardware and software for special education programs. X C I A S

37. Prepare proposals for the funding of special
education microcomputer projects. X C I A S

Computer Programming and Related Skills

38. Copy and run computer programs from program listings in
books and computer magazines. .XC t AS



Vicr000mnittiar Competency Self-Assessient Page

X = Not interested in this competency
C m Already competent In this area

Have some skills in this area want to improve them
A = Interested in developing an awareness in this area
S = Want to develop skills in this area

410.m. almrgm.

39. Design computer assisted instruction programs that could
be programmed by those who have programming skills. XClAS

40. Use pre-packaged software authoring systems to prepare
computer assisted instruction lessons for students. X C I A S

41. Use authoring languages (such as PILOT) to create
computer assisted instruction lessons for students. X C t A S

42. Modify computer programs to make them more useful
with special populations. X C I A S

43. Write computer programs using high level languages,
such as BASIC or Pascal. X C I A S

List any other items that are of interest to you but do not appear in the
above list of competencies:

Rank order the items that have asterisks next to them according to their
importance to you. Then rank order the other items rated I, A, and S.

The results of this analysis should provide you with a list of priorities to
guide a professional development program related t4 the use of microcomputers.
The asterisked items should be your primary skill objectives. The other items

rated S or I should serve as secondary skill objectives. Those rated an A

should serve as awareness objectives.
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Creating a Personal Plan

for Microcomputer Competency

Dave L. Edyburn

Introduction

:ipecial JLu interested i,i !earning about

microcomputers and related tochiogy may experience difficulty

in achievine a ps-rsonally satisl'ying level o+ competence. These

problems may esUlt from (1) the inability to idenlify speciP.c

relevant aspects n+ technology in which to study, considering

the"bewildeing array of potential topics for learning, and/or

(2) the inability to identify appropriate learning experiences

on Ehe %elected topics. Asa rwsult, either crf these problems

may effectively prevent the realization of one's goals for

learning about microcomputers. Further, the problem is

compounded by the fact that o.e often do not know what it is that

we want to learn or know the actual consequences of learning

something until after we have finished studying it.

The creation 0 a_ personal plan for microcomputer competency

allows special educato"rs to evaluate their experience and

personal goals for using microcomputers. Such a plan then

becomes an invaluable guide for planning and participating in

personally relevant learning experiences about microcomputers

and related tqchnology.
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Ratkonle *o Creaking, p Pers,nak Plan

The idea of encouraging teachers to take responsitility for

eeveloping their own personal microcomputer competency plan i.s

not new. Hoimeister (1784) noted that such plaos should incJude

two major components: (a) the skills you wish to attain, and

(b) the activities which will facilitate such skill develop :err

Moursand (1983) speaks of this concept of a personal development

plan as a Individual Computer Literacy Education Plan (ICLEP).

He outlined two main parts of this plan: (1) a plan for gaining

general computer literacy as might be expected of all educators

and (2) a secondpart which is specific to the educator's

particular professional responsibilities. Goals should be both

short and long term with specific objectives that provide ways

to measure progress towards these goals.

Clearly, a teacher may be interested in developing sLch a

plan but only be able to articulate, NI want (or need) to learn

about computers." Given the vast number of computer related

topics one could study, such a teacher could find her/himself in

spending a lot of time and energy in activities that are no:

necessarily pertinent to her/his teaching/learning needs. As

one teacher has aptly summarized, "I'd like to have an idea of

what- computers can do, not learn everything they can do, but

just know what can be done if I were interested" (NNM, 1984).

Thus far; no guidelines exitil for creating personal plans. rills

instrument and tallonomy attempts to (1) assist the special

educator in identifing and operationalizing their percoived

3 9 8
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delal of traininLie4perienco th;v desire on each of the

identified topics.

Creatinq a Plan

This taxonomy was designed to assist special educators in

evaluating tneir previous experience with microcomputers and

their personal goals with which they would like to achieve for

using computers in their instructional program. The taxonomy

provides an overview of potenital applications of microcomputers

in education.

To create such a plan is only part of the total process.

The followina steps have been modified from a suggested outline

for vocational educators by Roth and Tesolowski :1984) for

developing a personal plan for microcomputer competency:

Al. Define elements of a local education agency
plan for computer based instruction

A2. Define tk- special educator's role in
the local agency plan for computer based education

A3. Conduct a personal assessment of microcomputer
competency

A4. Set personal goals for microcomputer competency
AS. Construct a personal plan for microcomputer competency
A6. Implement a personal plan for microcomputer competency
A7. Evaluate personal plan based on computer innovations
AB. Modify personal plan as needed

The primary focus of the instrument that follows is on step A3.

Completion of this activity will provide the participant with

the necessary tools to complete steps A4 through AB. These

results are suitable for use at three levels: personal

sumraarles. group summaries within a district or special
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education cooperative, and ior resvorch purposes.

Pages 1-5 are designed to obtacn descriptive data about the

individual. Whereas this information may not be perzeiwzd as

intrinsically valuable when the tool is used as a personal

summary, its value grows when used ftsr research purposes or as it

group summary. The taxonomy of potential learning topics

regarding microcomputers are organized around four levels:

0.00 Prerequsite skills/Introduction

1.00 Hardware and Accessories

2.00 Microcomputer Applications

3.00 Courseware

Final Comments

The Personal Plan was intended to be completed in

cooperation with a facilitator knowledgable about computers and

later refined by the individual and a self-selected mentor.

Therefore, the completed plan will be truly reflective of an

individual's perceived needs while respecting his/her

professional standing and the every present constraints of time

and energy.

Given these noble goals, I share the Sentiments of Samuel

Johnson who noted the following words in the dedication of his

treat taxonomy:

When 1 took the first survey of my
undertaking, 1 found...there was perplexity
to be disentangled, and confusion to be
regulated; choice was to be made out of
boundless variety, without any established
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pr 1 rIci p I' st?: oct f or..

3amuel Johnson
in the Preface to A Dictionary of the
English Langoam, 1755

The taxonomy was originally developed as a response to the

endless questions special education teachers had about computers

and the frequency with which they felt overwhelmed, belittled, and

discouraged in learning about the instructional applications of

microcomputers. Initially I began by asking teachers, who were

computer novices, what it was they wanted to learn about

computers. Second, topics were identified by reviewing popular

computing periodicals including: Family Computina. PC 0.101,

Government Computer Nek4A, T.H.E. journal, Electronic Learning, and

]g Computing Teacher. Third, a review of the literature on staff

development with microcomputers was conducted. Finally, the

materials were reviewed with colleagues familiar with computers to

evaluate the organizational relationships of the taxonomy.

Interested individuals may wish to contact the author

regarding:

a) comments. questions, or suggestions for revisions;
b) permission to reproduce and administer the plan:
c) new revisions of the plan and taxonomy.

Dave L. Edyburn
University of Illinois
288 Education
1310 South Sixth Street
Champaign, IL 61820
2171333-0260
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